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It will soon be apparent that this document is not standard fare
as dissertations go--either in format or aim. The paper describes work
that is formulative, exploratory and speculative in its development and
advocacy of an alternative approach to the study and conduct of public
education. It discusses a combination of propositions and concepts in
education and environmental design that I believe is unique and
possessed of great potential. This particular combination comes about
due, primarily, to interests and characteristics of my person. That is
to say that, although scholarly enough, this work is a personal state-
ment rather than one of strictly academic nature. We will be consider-
ing here matters with which I am involved as you cannot have been;
matters which cannot be to you as they are to me. I hope this will be
considerably less the case when we are through, but the point is that I
am not able, at this stage, to bridge the gap between us with unassail-
able logic, organized statistics or hard empirical evidence. For now, I
must be content to share with you thoughts and experiences reflected
upon and increasingly well considered . . . reflections and considera-
tions which are developing into a comprehensive and integrated system of
ideas and proposals. No pretense is made that this is a conceptually or
analytically complete statement. Rather, it is an account of a stage in
a continuously evolving representation— a fabric of "selectively retained
tentatives"--of what I think public education can be.
V
v1
A major obstacle to improvement of the human condition is our
stubborn refusal as a culture to truly accept the complexity of life in
the modern world. We recognize complexity as a "fact" without dealing
with the idea that, while past societies almost intuitively responded
more or less successfully to problems that the limited variables of
their age posed, today we are not able to rely on intuition or common
sense to respond successfully to the problems and perplexities posed by
our circumstances. We increasingly acknowledge complexity as a salient
feature of modern living, but do not accept it as a base condition from
wnich to begin to derive public and personal policy and plans.
This "complexity refusal" touches my effort in three prominent
ways. The first is that because--due to complexity, uncertainty and
change—there are no "right answers" (or there are so many right answers
that a single person cannot possibly have command of them) the penulti-
mate aim of education is to enable people to Itcum to t(2jvm. No one
can determine what anyone, let alone what everyone, has to know. Hence,
education must shift its primary attention from the learning of things
and the inculcation of attitudes to the relation between the experienc-
ing subject and the experienced object or environment. Since it will
not be very explicit as a goal after this point (because my focus will
be on the idea of learningful settings) I wisn to emphasize once and for
all that the fundamental purpose of all that follows is to contribute to
the presently very meagre efforts (due in part to the complexity
refusal) to operationalize the rhetoric of "learning to learn".
The second manifestation of complexity refusal relative to my
effort is the "issue" of jargon. Complex ideas sometimes cannot be
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expressed in language that is simple. Although clear, straightforward
language is an essential aim, common, everyday words are often obfusca-
tory and misleading because, by dint of ambiguity or their very common-
ality, they encompass so many interpretations. I do not deny that the
tendency of educationalists to add the overcomplicated to the complex
often puts us at a double disadvantage but, while complication-qua-
complexity is sometimes artificially generated, I suggest that much of
the fuss about jargon stems from a general impatience with a world that
has "simply" gotten frustratingly complex. This is not to say that iny
exposition could not be more straightforward and succinct. I am sure it
can. Rather, I'm saying that we will be dealing with difficult issues
so that the distinction between possibly unnecessary personal idiom and
the difficult language or ambiguity needed to reflect the complexity or
tentativeness of what I've undertaken is increasingly hard to make.
Unfortunately, in this regard, (since I am, I believe, what E. T. Hall
would call a high context person^) parsimony is not one of my natural
attributes. But, then, if it were, not only would what I have done here
not be what it is, it probably would not have been done in the first
place.
Due to my disinclination to identify and then narrowly address
a specific audience, some of my argument will seem unnecessary to parts
of n\y audience. I have said what I feel needs to be said to engage
people along a wide spectrum of background, orientation and circumstance.
In four rather distinct but obviously related and not so obviously
^See Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture , (Garden City: Anchor/
Doubleday, 1976).
interdependent parts, this paper extensively discusses (1) why I think
what I'm suggesting is necessary, (2) where what I'm suggesting comes
from, (3) what it is that I'm suggesting, and (4) how what I'm suggest-
ing might be accomplished. In so doing I very likely say more than is
necessary or satisfactory for you. If this is the case, I hope you
will skim forward rather than be put off. Some people, for instance,
may not need much convincing as to the "why" of it . . . or will not
need more than to merely appreciate the sources of my perspective. They
are encouraged to concentrate on the proposals of Chapter VI and
Chapters VII and VIII and refer back as warranted to the preliminary
arguments and foundations. The upshot is this: the document varies in
incisiveness, emphasis, tone, and tempo so if a portion is becoming
vexatious, please move ahead.
The third manifestation of complexity refusal has to do with the
idea of planning. Because of complexity, change and uncertainty, plan-
ning is clearly necessary . . . but, for the same reasons, it seems
almost impossible to do it effectively in the situations where it most
needs to occur. Under the rubric of "the enigma of vast multiplicity"
architect and educator Aldo van Eyck points out that, with expert
thoroughness-, authorities and speculators are busy everywhere organizing
the meagre . On the one hand we seem very able to plan "effectively"
where it is not very necessary . . .with results that are often rigid,
monotonous, and impersonal when flexibility, differentiation and
intense personal participation is needed. On the other hand, we seem to
^Aldo van Eyck, "The Enigma of Vast Multiplicity", Harvard Edu-
cational Review, Vol . 39, No. 4, 1969.
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leave the severe problem areas to take their own course until they reach
crisis proportions so they can be attended to with drastic, "no fault"
measures
.
In a circumstance similar to impatience with jargon, society
expects to reap the benefits of detailed planning without undergoing the
discipline and expense--in resources, time and energy--necessary for
successful planning in the face of perplexity. One problem is that
good planning will require an open and adaptive sort of discipline and
expenditure. Jay Forrester^ has stated that . . .
. .
.
good planning based on a deep insight into the beha-
vior of complex systems will attempt to release the internal
power, initiative, driving force and enthusiasm of the people
in a system. It will do this instead of heaping more work,
more discipline, more repression and more coordination on
these people in an effort to push back a social system that
is still trying to go in the wrong direction.
To turn to the problem of public education more specifically,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, speaking some time ago but framing a current
dilemma, nonetheless, had this to say: "Our modes of education aim to
expedite, to save labor; to do for the masses what cannot be done for
masses, what must be done reverently, one by one . . . say rather, the
whole world is needed for the tuition of each pupil." It is my conten-
tion that we are capable of using the whole world but that we won't be
able to do so until we face up to the complexity refusal as it manifests
itself educationally in both content and method.
Despite the present liability derived of science and technology's
^Jay Forrester, "Planning Under the Dynamic Influences of Complex
Social Systems", in Gyorgy Kepes, Arts of the Environment , (New York;
Braziller, 1972).
Xuse as tools of power having far outstripped their use as tools of under -
standing
,
the real hope for positive future conditions lies with our
ability to humanely exploit technique to its limits. Van Eyck asserts
that "no previous society made quite so little of the knowledge and
technology available or fell so short of what imaginative concerted
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action could bring about" than has ours . . . thus far. In the case of
education, and relative to the approach delineated in this paper, full
exploitation of technique most involves the way we group, map, pattern,
structure, or systematize learning experiences with the use of such
tools as concepts, paradigms, frameworks, categories, schema, metaphor
and analogy, models, algorithms, hierarchies, matrices, diagrams, tax-
onomies and the like.
The legitimate concern for over-coordination notwithstanding, a
major problem for all learning is the need to meaningfully connect our
ideas and information and processes so they will not be forgotten or
neglected or applied too narrowly. How do we organize, structure and
relate information and experiences so they are readily available (for
solving problems or resolving issues, for personal inquiry and for
aesthetic pleasure) in ways that will be, at once, sufficiently compre-
hensive and responsive to diversity? Obviously this problem is com-
pounded as we attempt to get serious about consciously utilizing the
"whole world" in the tuition of learners. So, further, how do we safely
exploit technique to its fullest to reverse the massification of educa-
tion and utilize the total environment?
^Aldo van Eyck, "Enigma . . . " p. 127.
x1
One aspect of such an effort will be the sort of theory of
supportive conditions and learningful settings which this paper pre-
sents. It is not referred to henceforth as a theory because it is not
a theory in a formal sense but rather only in the sense that the
essence of a theory is the statement of propositions about how things
work, explanations of how phenomena pertinent to those things are
related, and definitions of terms used in the propositions and explana-
tions. There are "tests" of good theory which my work will not pass
in its present form. While it is comprehensive and quite consistent
and logical, it has not accounted for all relevant "facts" or stated
its case in the fewest possible basic terms. This does not overly con-
cern me at the moment. I will be content to have the work qualify as
an effective "4>logan in the sense that stimulus to significant
imaginative research in education often comes from slogan systems in
which key proposals are temporarily housed. Open and indeterminate
enough to attract theorists, and sufficiently specific to direct the
practitioner, I belive the thesis readily meets the two primary criteria
of seriously intended and successful slogan systems;
- The cA/cteA^on -iy-itzmatcc ambiguity—not detailed but
capable of interpretation in detail at any level of
specificity required.
- The c/uXeAion attAji(iZivznz^^--pomr to charm, engage
and enlist in the form of rallying symbols for key
ideas that.may be more fully and literally expressed
elsewhere.^
am not unaware of the dangers of educational sloganizing. See
Israel Scheffler, The Language of Education , (Springfield, IL: Charles
C Thomas, 1960). However, aside from the inherent liabilities of
slogans, it occurs to me that a way to avoid the danger of having someone
inadequately sloganize your ideas and proposals is to do it yourself.
xii
Finally, as I turn to formal acknowledgements, I must acknowledge
that although the paper is a personal statement, it is often not in my
own words ... or more often, it is my own words inserted into ideas or
arguments framed by others for different contexts. My pursuit of a
doctorate has not been aimed at a move up a career ladder or to estab-
lish credentials as a scholar or expert so much as it has been a
strategy to expedite (1) articulation of ideas I am taken with and am
convinced ought to become part of deliberations on public education and
(2) formulation of a framework for continuing inquiry for myself and,
hopefully, for others, as well. The point is that I have undertaken to
do that as best I could and one result is a hybrid form of attribution
that I call ad hoc casepoints . Ad hoc casepoints identify seven areas
of my paper based particularly on the work of others wherein I employ
adaptation which variously involves quotation, paraphrasing, rewording
and insertion of new material to recouch the argument or exposition in
terms of education according to the design idea. They are so designated
because they are casepoints of ad hoc design as that process is formu-
lated by Charles Jencks and explained in my first ad hoc casepoint
{see below, p. 14). Of course, I accept full responsibility for what
use I have made of these and the other sources of information and insight
which have helped shape my effort.
As would be expected in connection with an effort that has been
wide ranging and that has commanded most of my attention over some period
of time, there are many more people that I am indebted to than I can
adequately acknowledge here. However, I am especially appreciative of
and grateful to:
HicJiaeZ GA.zzne.baum, de facto chairman of my committee, for en-
couraging an offbeat approach to begin with, and then direct-
ing the effort to bring it to fruition with a wonderfully gen-
erous blend of style, knowledge, insight, criticism, skepti-
cism, patience and moral support;
Van JoA.dan, official chairman, for precious time devoted well
beyond the call of our agreement, as well as for the value of
what transpired during that time, and for the inspiration of
his work and person;
CoaZ CanZozzl, "outside" member, for graciously entering the




for well over a decade of interest and quiet
encouragement as well as injections of substance that have
kept things simmering since the first hint of all this;
IfJ^ittiam l<Xzin4>a64>ZA. and ChAM>toph.zA. kLzxandzA. for the work that
provides the foundation and the basic structure for mine;
ViAXigkt Allzn, first, for instituting the excitement that was
the School of Education— a key professor or two, many talented
peers, a kaleidoscope of opportunities, and room to move—and,
then, for letting me in;
fAonk UcGAal^} for making that possible;
RobeAt SZncloAJi, guidance and comprehensive committee chairman,
for the advice and prodding and support that got my program
defined and conducted through comps;
Venn Kz^^zlkzlm, masters program advisor, for valued inter-
action and a haven of sanity at a pivotal moment;
LoAAy Kubota, the first of those talented peers, roommate,
reality check, and chief sounding board amidst the craziness;
Tom {Ji}ol{^, for services way beyond the call (since it was volun-
tary) as graduate student member of my comp committee;
Vavyid Ro4)en, for challenging exchange, important perspective
at key moments and, with Rita, invaluable company;
Joseph and Paul Elkin, for pivotal feedback, good
ideas, good company and important good vibes;
Helzn RobeAli,, for substantive input and perspective but
more for moral support and a periodic reminding that it just
might be worth the trouble;
Ken Balwzg, for playing a key role in starting it all, and
in wrapping it up;
Ckzla and John McCollum, for interest and enthusiasm that was
critical at a time of waning motivation;
and finally, lhA.cc special mmen:
Jan, who helped get it out of the paddock and into the start-
ing gate; Tanya, who cheered it down the homestretch; and Mom,
who, with fingers crossed behind her back, urged it along all
the way.
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People learn by interacting with their environment. Education
is the process or result of improving or regulating that learning by
shaping/guiding the environmental interaction which learners experience.
Therefore, education is, in effect, environmental design .
Since it is reasonable to expect that learning interaction will
be enhanced by supportive environments, the central feature of the the-
sis is translation of emerging understanding of successful environments
and procedures of effective design into their education counterparts.
The dissertation describes a formulati ve/exploratory study which
develops the design idea as an approach to identifying and elaborating
uDon alternative structures and procedures for a system of public educa-
tion that will utilize the fullest array of both formal and non-formal
settings and situations to match learners with available learning re-
sources and opportunities, on the one hand, and, on the other, to pro-
XV
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vide the conceptual and strategic base for continuing self-education of
teacher/designers and the ability of all participants, ultimately, to
design for themselves—whether this be in the form of citizen participa-
tion in education policy planning at the community level or the learn-
er's involvement in design of their own education at the level of the
individual learning interaction.
The major aims of the study are (1) to contribute to reversal
of the trend toward specialization and bureaucratic control which takes
the responsibility for learning interactions out of the hands of teach-
ers and learners; and (2) to challenge the monopoly that schooling holds
over public education by showing how schools and our society's other
educating agencies/institutions may enter into an augmentative/collabora-
tive effort to fully utilize the opportunities and resources of the
total environment.
The design argument is based on the idea that (a) an integrated
system of support for learning and participation must be based upon
determination of relevant typicalities, or patterns
,
and that (b) al-
though general guidelines and policy may be set at a higher level, ef-
fective design decisions can be made only at the level of the specific
interaction.
The thesis is therefore founded upon and develops the idea that
a broad framework of general criteria will enable a teacher-learner-
designer to discover or generate the environmental features necessary
to meet particular needs, desires, interests and to support effective
educative interaction.
xvii
The dissertation itself is divided into four parts. A "context"
statement addresses the climate of uncertainty, complexity and change
which comprise the problem setting of the thesis. This statement ex-
presses the need for a more humane and ecologically responsible para-
digm for human endeavor, suggesting that faulty basic premises are both
a cause and symptom of our lack of system awareness and meagre utiliza-
tion of resources and capabilities.
In Part Two the education "problem" is characterized as insti-
tutional strangleholds in general and the tendency toward bureaucratic
control, specifically, which fosters and maintains a debilitating gap
between where planning occurs and where its effect is most felt. The
case is presented for deriving a model of adaptive planning.
A "solution" statement specifically addresses the idea of educa-
tion as environmental design, discussing the design rationale and ex-
plicating a formulation called the Curriculum Context which is posited
as the strategic framework for the design approach. Emphasis is upon
the concept of experiential ly supportive conditions for learning. Mine
basic categories of such support are discussed and illustrated.
The final part of the paper is devoted to implications of the
Curriculum Context and especially of the Experiential Categories as a
design guide, an analytical tool and an integrating framework for pro-
gram development, for teacher preparation, for curriculum development,
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I. LOCATING AND DEFINING THE STUDY
My Argument, In Brief
What Is Past Is Prologue, What's Future Is Too
A Formulative, Exploratory Study: Plan, Procedure, Format
1
CHAPTER I
LOCATING AND DEFINING THE STUDY
My Argument, In Brief
If our concern is with education ... we cannot restrict
our attention to the schools, for education is not synonymous
with schooling. Children—and adults— learn outside of school
as well as--perhaps more than--in school. To say this is not
to denigrate the importance of schools; it is to give proper
weight to all the other educating forces in American society:
the family and the community; student peer groups; television
and the mass media; the armed forces; corporate training oro-
grams; libraries, museums, churches. Boy Scout troops, 4-H




producers, text book publishers and Army generals as well as
teachers.
'
The study this quotation refers to resulted in Charles Silber-
man's influential and still controversial classic. Crisis in the Class-
room: The Remaking of American Education (New York: Random House, 1970).
Although Silberman's emphasis was ultimately placed elsewhere, it is
fitting to open the description of my effort with the above statement
because not only was Crisis in the Classroom instrumental in the career
shift that brings me to this point, but my study is concerned, indeed,
with the education of all educators—as designers of supportive environ-
ments for learning.
The writing that follows does not present a formal theory based
Charles E. Silberman, "The Carnegie Study of the Education of
Educators--Preliminary Statement of Intent," Sept. 26, 1966, an unpub-
lished memo quoted by Lawrence Cremin in Public Education (New York:
Basic Books, 1976), p. 12.
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3upon my notion of public education as a total
-environment support sys-
tem for learning but it does represent the sort of organized thinking
that will have to occur if education is to fully aid us in meeting the
challenges we face as a civilization and a species. Since it is wide
in scope at its beginning, it may help readers to appreciate the struc-
ture of this paper if they know something of its argument in advance.
Briefly, my thesis is this:
People learn by interacting with their environments. Education
is the effort to improve or regulate that learning by shaping environ-
ments to the ostensible advantage of learner and society. Thus educa-
tion is, in effect, ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN. Since it is reasonable to
expect that learning interaction will be enhanced by supportive environ-
ment, the central feature of my argument is translation of principles of
successful environment and procedures of effective design into their
educational counterparts. Among the implications of this approach that
will be made explicit are the idea that teachers and, not incidentally,
learners are environmental designers and that teacher preparation (which
will not be limited to school teachers) should, in good part, be design
training. Further, from the basic premise that the total environment--
in all its physical, social, personal, and spiritual dimensions--offers
a vast, barely-tapped source of educative opportunity, this paper de-
velops certain aspects of a construct for public education that I shall
call the CURRICULUM CONTEXT. The environmental design pzAApectcve and
the Curriculum Context -6;tyLcUegi/ are presented as the basis for con-
ceiving of public education as a more comprehensive support system for
learning than is presently the case in our school -dominated current
4circumstance.
The major aims of this study are (1) to contribute to reversal
of the trend toward specialization and bureaucratic control which
takes the responsibility for learning interactions out of the hands of
teachers, and (2) to challenge the monopoly that schooling holds over
public education, by showing how schools and society's other educating
agencies may enter into an augmentative/collaborative effort to fully
utilize the opportunities and resources of the total environment.
Please note that by PUBLIC EDUCATION I mean the provisions--
accessible to all its members--which a society makes for the education
of its populace in the name of its general interest and welfare; es-
pecially but not exclusively, I mean that part of such provisions that
is supported by public monies--which is to say, tax revenues.
What is Past is Prologue . . . What's
Future is Too
Conversely, it may help the reader to understand the argument
of this paper if there is some prior knowledge of its genesis and of its
structure. As an architect and planner, my first interest in education
other than my own came when I articulated to myself the realization that
schools do very little to provide a basis for what it is increasingly
evident that human well-being, if not outright survival, requires:
heightened awareness, better understanding, and new skills with regard
to human interaction with environments.
By articulation I mean that I began to think seriously of what
I was going to do about it as a design professional. At the time my
conception of environment and of the problem was quite narrow.
5"Environment" meant the physical environment--natural or man-made--and
my concern was for greater individual sensitivity to, and better public
policy toward, quality of the man-made environment on the one hand and
husbandry of the natural and man-modified on the other. My primary
interest became what has since emerged as "environmental education" so
that after some rewarding experiences in local classrooms I began to
shift my sights toward professional involvement in public education.
However, in the face of both my subsequent experience with schools and
a growing sense of the interlocking breadth, magnitude and urgency of
the problems I wished to address, I soon moved from an architect/plan-
ner's traditional preoccupation with physical settings to a view of
environment as an ensemble of psychological, social, cultural, and even
spiritual or extra-rational phenomena as well.
Involvement with a new, widely publicized, innovative high
school which exhibited exciting conceptual potential but serious stra-
tegic and operational problems led me to my interest in broader issues
of schooling and educational policy. More particularly, that involve-
ment elicited the first glimmer of the blend of ideas about non-school
resource utilization and supportive conditions for learning which has
energized my work.
I had not consulted Webster then in order to invoke the largest
sense of the word environment but I was already thinking of total
will present stipulative definition and discussion of these
terms shortly; see below, p. 19.
^Environment--the aggregate of personal, social, cultural, and
physical conditions that influence the life of an individual or commun-
ity ... the factors that act upon an organism (including the functions
6environment learning;" and learning environment had come to mean not
only the physical setting but to also include the participants, the
subject matter, the intentions of any institutional sponsor, the modes
0"^ snd instruction employed, and the learner's personal ex-
pectations, motivation, and learning history.
I have always especially liked the statement that the basic pur-
pose of environment-making is to provide for security (the minimization
of negative experience by accounting for continuity, confidence, order,
familiarity, etc.), to provide for stimulation (maximization of oppor-
tunity for challenging experience through change, mystery, adventure,
novelty, etc.), and to provide for identity (recognition and enhancement
of personal growth, understanding, stature and esteem). Through my
experience with the new school mentioned above--John Adams High in
Portland, Oregon--! came to see the security-stimulation-identity con-
cept as a useful perspective on learning and teaching needs; and thus
formed, I think, the first di rect link in my mind between education and
design. In addition, I had discovered a fundamental proposition of my
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orientation toward change: security is the keystone of effective edu-
cational reform. While identity and stimulation represent critical re-
of the organism itself) or an ecological community and ultimately deter-
mine its form and future.
^That is to say, not the only factor, but an essential one.
The keystone is the specially-shaped stone which completes an arch;
until it is placed the arch principle cannot operate. The keystone
completes the resolution of forces that enables the arch to stand as
an entity.
7quirements, they are very close to being "out of awareness"^ needs. In
contrast, people are very explicitly responsive to their sense of
security and thus it is a need that must be most consciously addressed
and satisfied in the midst of a change process.
I have made particular reference to John Adams as highly pub-
licized because looking back at the public and professional interest
generated and the ferment and furor that resulted, it occurs to me
that publicity was perhaps the salient feature of the entire enterprise
in its first year. It thus presented vivid illustration of the inter-
play of security, stimulation and identity "needs"--and of the ultimate
domination of that interplay by security even though stimulation was
clearly the headline feature. From reflection on the Adams experience,
I derived a rule of thumb: If you take away sources of security you must
provide, in their place, alternative sources of security which are of
at least equal measure. Subsequent experiences have raised this rule
to the status of a personal statute which I call the Law of Conserva-
tion of Security.
It is my conviction that improvement of public education hinges
on replacing oppressive bureaucratic structures and rigid procedure
with more natural structure and dynamic mechanisms that augment learn-
ing rather than circumscribe it. But I have seen that any form or
source of security in education that is found to be antithetical to
1 earni ng--and therefore to be replaced--must be fully balanced, if not
^Edward T. Hall, The Silent Language (Garden City: Doubleday-
Premier, 1959), p. 38. The out-of-awareness theme is also central to
Hall's The Hidden Dimension (1966) and Beyond Culture (1976), both
published by Doubleday, as well.
8overcompensated for, by positive new forms of security. Taking the
step from this to doing something about it is an important aim of
this paper; an underlying theme throughout will be the quest of alter-
native sources of security.
It may seem, then, that I place more stock in condition-chang-
ing than in people-changing. This is not exactly the case since I
subscribe to the view that people (and organizations, such as schools)
are dynamic, open systems interacting with and adapting to their en-
vironment--systems
,
indeed, which are capable of changing the environ-
ment, as well as themselves, in the process. Because of this fundamen-
tal, doubly-reciprocal influence, condition-changing is people-changing.
Hence, the recurring emphasis of my approach to dealing with security,
stimulation and identity is on providing general conditions of support
and, in particular, conditions of dxpQJihintiaZ support.
My long-range goal is to have fostered or, at least, to have
contributed substantially to development of an ECOLOGICAL MODEL OF
EDUCATION. To H.G. Wells' familiar assertion that "Human history be-
comes more and more a race between education and catastrophe," I wed
Harvey Wheeler's observation that one of history's clearest lessons
is that problems cannot be solved on a scale smaller than that upon
which they arise. ^ The problem to which an ecological model of educa-
tion is the response is failure to understand the fundamental related-
ness of things. The personal circumstance of many beleagured indivi-
duals as well as the grave condition in which we find democratic
polity,
^Harvey Wheeler, Democracy in a Revolutionary Era (Santa
bara: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1970), p.
11.
9intErnational affairs, th© anvironmant
,
and many of our basic institu-
tions may be attributed to a single general phenomenon: whatever the
terms or phrases one may choose for expressing i t--fragmentation, dis-
continuity, disconnectedness, isolation, superficiality, compartmental i-
zation, alienation, lack of system awareness--our ignorance of related-
ness and interdependency is responsible for crisis conditions through-
out the entire fabric of contemporary living.
In response to modern complexity and technological change, our
present experience of the world is artificially segmented and unnatur-
ally reorganized to an increasingly critical degree. It is my con-
viction that this accelerated disruption of the organic continuum of
living is intimately associated with systems for educating that operate
organizationally, pedagogical ly, and substantively on the basis of
fragmentation, ill-considered classification, and simplification-by-
exclusion. I envision the Ecological Model as a response of sufficient
scale to encompass this problem.
This paper is the result of formulative/expl oratory study in-
tended to identify and elaborate upon alternative structures and pro-
cedures for a system of public education that will utilize the fullest
array of both formal and non-formal settings and situations to match
learner's needs, interests, and desires with available learning re-
sources and opportunities. This document represents only one phase of
the effort and presents only one dimension of it, although that dimen-
sion is probably the key dimension. Its role in the evolution of
the
Ecological Model is to focus on the pivotal idea of conditions
which
provide experiential support for learning--with the notion that
such
10
formulation will constituto tho strategic foundation for developing a




There is no right way, nor even only a few ways, of correctly
arranging for education. While there are certain features that most
arrangements probably ought to have in common, the particular forms
education takes in any one place should, for the most part, be worked
out by the people involved. Professional educators will undoubtedly
be a major source of knowledge and insight, but the presentation of
"blueprints" to be rather slavishly followed by the other participants
in public educational matters must be made a thing of the past. I
believe that the effort to develop responsive and supportive learning
environments has to be based upon fullest possible consideration and
participation of the people these environments are meant to serve--
youngsters, parents, teachers, administrators, non-school educators-at-
large, and the community's citizenry as a whole. But How? . . . and by
what means? What does "fullest possible" mean? First, I'm not able to
say, at the moment, what fullest possible participation might or should
amount to; nor do I feel it essential to my proposals to be able to do
so. What can be said is that I believe participation and responsiveness
will substantially increase in the future through development of "new"
conceptual and strategic tools and as participant's capabilities along
these lines evolve and grow. As to at least one dimension of the
means: I am proposing— as a primary tool --the intermediate theoretical
construct that I call the Curriculum Context.
It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to adequately
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respond to every aspect of human uniqueness. To do it systematically
at the level of public policy is most assuredly so. Generalization in
the form of selection and abstraction will have to occur. The Cur-
riculum Context has been formulated as the basis for generalization
that will not be antithetical to the dynamics of learning and the
interests of learners. In order that these generalizing judgments not
drastically foreclose on possibilities, any system of response to indi-
viduals that espouses nurturance of individuality will require concep-
tualization and coordination of typical differences and commonalities
in human characteristics with typical differences and commonalities in
environments. Three ideas central to my argument follow from this:
— a system of support for learning must be based
upon determination of relevant typicalities or
PATTERNS;
-- the coordination of environmental typicality
with human typicality is a DESIGN PROBLEM; and
— although general guidelines may be set at the
policy level, effective design decisions can
be made only at the level of the particular
learning interaction.
My view is that explicit knowledge of typicalities and their resolution
into patterns can serve as the basis for dealing with complexity so that
public education can become more responsive to both its human partici-
pants and to the vast resources available to the enterprise. That view
stems from the idea that we can identify patterns of significant
typi-
calities from which to derive a response system that will not
become
counterproductively standardized in its subsequent organization
and
administration. The thesis is therefore founded upon and
develops the
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idea that a broad framework of general criteria^ derived from a set
of "experiential hypotheses" will enable a teacher-learner-designer
to discover or generate the environmental features necessary to meet
and be supportive of particular human learning needs, desires, inter-
ests and activities. Stated here in summary form, the experiential
hypotheses assert that it is possible and desirable, if not absolutely
essential, to develop or obtain generally precise educational circum-
stances that manifest opportunities for:
CHOICE -- an appropriate range of places to be, of things
to do; and of ways to do them;
ORDER — a sense of understructure, organization, and
integrating principles;
ORIENTATION — appropriate frames of reference or con-
nectors between the self and "life space" of the
participants and the world/universe-at-large;
CONTACT-AFFILIATION -- aid in achieving and maintaining
significant contact and interaction with others;
RETREAT-SOLITUDE -- adequate and appropriate means of
regulating amounts of contact/privacy;
COGNITIVE RISK — opportunity for "pre-involvement"
evaluation of benefit and risk; the chance to assess
an obligation prior to major commitment;
FEEDBACK — provision of information from and about par-
ticipants' performance with which they can command
command their subsequent efforts;
PATTERNABILITY -- support and nourishment of each indi-
vidual's personal (and collaborative" pattern aware-
ness and combinatorial capabilities;
^The generation and organization of these design criteria for
learning environments is based on the work of Professor William Klein-
sasser. Over the past several years Kleinsasser and his graduate stu-
dents at the University of Oregon's School of Architecture have been
using counterparts of these categories to build a catalogue of
considera-
tions about environmental support for human well-being as the
foundation
for a comprehensive set of reference frames to guide design.
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IMPACT -- aid in fantasizing, in Expanding one's
experiential "image bank"; in gaining heightened
awareness and increased psychological stature through
imaginatively shifted views of reality;
POSSESSION -- encouragement to personalize, to innovate,
act spontaneously, and otherwise take control of or
"possess" situations/processes/places without recourse
to ownership or exclusivity.
The Experiential Hypotheses, along with two other key concepts—
LEARNING TERRITORY and the LIFE WORLD— form the strategic components of
the Curriculum Context. The various manifestations of these strategic
0
components comprise a tool for generating more specific tools with which
every person may participate in realizing the potential of the contex-
tual approach to public education. The Curriculum Context will be
instrumental to transcending rhetoric in our recognition of the ubiqui-
tous nature of learning and our realization of the potential in the
concept of teacher/1 earner as environmental designer.
A Formulative/Expl oratory Study:
Plan, Procedure, and Format
In at least two ways, this document is, itself, a demonstration
of what it is about. In the first instance, this writing and the work
it describes both have as their operating premise a policy and process
of resourceful activity guided by a directive concept and considered
relations among its parts— a process of ^y^itmcuUc. ad noc/6sm.
"Ad hocism" is a term coined by Charles Jencks and first used
by him in architectural criticism in 1968.^ However, as a principle of
®Tool in the sense of tools as amplifiers of human capacities
and implementers of human activity.
^Charles Jencks, "Ad Hocism on the Left Bank," Architecture
Review, July 1968.
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problem-solving activity with particular emphasis on speed/economy,
purpose, and utility it can be applied to many human endeavors. Thus
it is that Jencks went on, in collaboration with architect Nathan
Silver, to describe and advocate Ad Hocism as a definite design ap-
proach--age-old, but perhaps uniquely suited to our times.
Ad Hoc Casepoint No.
Basically ad hocism involves using an available formulation or
dealing with an existing situation in a new way to solve a problem
quickly and efficiently. It is a method of creation which, within a
context of tolerance for approximate solutions and desire for immediate
purposeful action, relies particularly on resources which are already
at hand. Ad hoc is defined as "for this specific need or purpose . . .
ordinarily without consideration of wider application." A purpose
immediately fulfilled is the ideal of ad hocism. I employ a somewhat
larger conception, as we shall see, but the point here is that as a
creative mode, ad hocism attempts to cut through the delays ordinarily
caused by specialization, bureaucratic organization, academic norms,
and the like. By determining immediate needs and merging existing
elements to meet those needs, the ad hoc designer creates not in un-
directed haphazard fashion, but through a loose, general approach to the
problem wherein choice and combination are more central to the process
^^Ad Hoc Casepoints are a device that I shall employ throughout
this document. This device is explained a bit further on in this chap-
ter (below, p. 17) but I will say at this point that the Casepoints
differ from quotes in that they are not merely citations but statements
I would make (and be accountable for) as if they were my own or that I
have made "my own" through adaptation, modification and abridgement.
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than precision and originality.
With reference to precision, the characteristic ad hoc amalga-
mation contains much that is unessential, much that is fortuitous and
redundant. But if it is not as refined and precise as the results of
other kinds of purposeful action, it is nonetheless more open, sug-
gestive and rich in possibilities. The extraneous material often sug-
gests new uses and new directions, whereas the perfected and refined
construct is usually confined to its specified ends.
As a design rationale which reflects the organism! c view that
mankind is continually creating/defining new destinations, the ad
hocist approach is thus an appropriate operating premise for a disser-
tation whose basic orientation is that education is a matter of ongoing
experimentation rather than an issue to be settled. This is especially
so when the aim or our argument is to extend the horizons of education
as it is ordinarily conceived and then provide an integrated plurality
of means for realizing the greater potential that these extended hori-
zons encompass.
With reference to novelty, ad hocism rarely presents anything
new in the sense of an original or unique discovery. Since the purpose
is to help solve a problem or change contexts in order to negate a
problem, the ad hoc process does not call attention to itself through
novel products, although novelty is often characteristic of its impro-
vised methods. Indeed, novelty is of little import to the ad hocist
because it is recognized, first, that the conscious pursuit of origin-
ality is usually fruitless and, additionally, that to turn attention
from originality to resourcefulness can have a liberating effect upon
16
designers and design (Emerson: "If no one had to take the credit,
there would be no limit to what we could do."). From the perspective
of ad hocism, originality is consequential, which is to say that it is
a symptom of creativity rather than creativity's motivating force
(Picasso: "I find, I do not search.") and liberation from the search
for originality leads to many advantages, not the least of which is
freedom to appropriate and to modify without guilt (T.S. Eliot:
".
. . the bad poet borrows, the good poet steals.").
As a design mode, ad hocism is a practical elaboration of the
concept of "bricolage" as described by anthropologist Claude Levi-
Strauss.^^ Bricolage is a French term for what the handyman does in
making one solution do for a situation "other than its own"--applying
some technique or material or object to accomplish a task or meet a
need for which it was never intended. Levi -Strauss cautions against
the mistake of thinking that bricolage is a make-shift, pre-scientific
condition. Science and bricolage, he declares, are not representative
of two different phases or stages in the evolution of knowledge but,
rather, both are approaches of equal validity, if not status. The dis-
tinction between bricolage and science or rigorous scholarship is only
one of degree and intention rather than of kind or quality. The scien-
tist/scholar is intent on using the tools and hypotheses appropriate to
his role whereas the bricoleur/ad hocist is intent on undertaking his
task directly with whatever resources are available. Both are goal-
oriented in a generally comparable way but the bri colour is not very
^^laude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1962), pp. 16-19.
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concerned with rules, norms, or methodology
We see, then, that ad hocism's appeal as my operating premise
stems in good measure from a quality of openness derived from its de-
emphasis of the usual commitment to stipulated means and restricted
results. I have practiced ad hocism in developing and propounding the
curriculum context/teacher-as-designer thesis primarily in that I have
adopted--with varying degrees of adaptation—entire segments of work
encountered in various fields of inquiry. Where these adaptations
occur they are labeled "Ad Hoc Casepoint" at the beginning and foot-
noted at their conclusion.
Please note that I have referred to the operating premise as
"
systematic ad hocism." This phrase, an ad hoc coinage itself, involves
a contradiction of sorts in that one of ad hocism's prime sources of
power and effectiveness is that it is a relatively unsystematic, hybrid
approach. Detractors would not distinguish ad hocist processes from
random shufflings and other such procedures that serve as substitutes
for careful thought but ad hocism can be so distinguished in that, even
as a process of creation by merger of existing problem responses, it is
guided by and satisfies particular purposes and requirements. Not with-
out principle (viz., speed/economy/util ity) , ad hocism is an advantage-
ous method precisely because it seeks solutions from among familiar,
actually available sources and resources.
As in most instances of determining what are advantages and what
^^Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 1 is adapted from Charles Jencks and
Nathan Silver, Ad Hocism: The Case For Improvisation (Garden City;
Doubleday and Co., 1973), pp. 9, 16-17.
~
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ar6 disadvantages, the context of the matter and the degree of applied
understanding are critical here. The context of my ad hocism and the
applied understanding that makes it systemati
c
ad hocism has two dimen-
sions: one organizational, the other procedural. From the organiza-
tional perspective, the initial issue was to define and limit the
study without subverting the goals which prompted its being undertaken
in the first place. In attacking a large problem "on a scale as large
as that upon which it arises" the challenge is to get down to cases
without premature foreclosure; to make it manageable without precluding
that which will energize and enrich the effort. I can't say yet how
successful I've been on that account but it can be said here that,
again, the dissertation attempts to ^ what it is about. In this in-
stance: conmction-mcLfUng
.
Learning is, among other things, personal
connection-making, teaching is facilitated connection-making, educa-
tion is planned connection-making, learning competence is the ability
of learners to command their own processes of connection-making. I am
talking about articul at ion and the key to articulating the intimidat-
ing array of material encompassed by a total -environment perspective is
a model derives from the assertion that every identifiable unit of
human behavior consists simultaneously of conceptual, strategic, and
operational aspects. Indeed, I believe that a general inability to
^^Articulation--(From articulus--joint, division; and araris-
kein--to fit) the action or manner of joining or interrelating. Articu-
late
—
(vb) to become united or connected by, or as if by, a joint . . .
to give clear and effective utterance to ... to form or fit into a
systematic whole. (Adj) meaningfully arranged, intelligible . . . ex-
pressed readily, clearly, effectively . . . consisting of segments
united by joints.
^^See George Miller, Eugene Galanter and Karl Pribram, Plans
and
the Structure of Behavior (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1960).
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make this sort of abstraction is both a symptom and a cause of our
difficulty in applying ideas or theory, on the one hand, and theo-
retically understanding our actions, on the other. While it is not
central to the thesis to delineate the organizational model itself,
I should say as a prelude to future references that the aonc.z.ptLJuil
dimension refers to goals and objectives with mechanisms envisioned
for continuous assessment of emerging strategies and plans; that the
dimension involves determining the structural components,
both long and short term, necessary to achieve objectives established
at the conceptual level ; and the opeAoutionaZ dimension refers to spe-
cific activities, programs and systems that may exist or are developed
to implement the goals of the conceptual level by means of the struc-
tural components determined at the strategic level.
From a procedural standpoint, my ad hocism is made systematic
by a model which formalizes a process of recurrently cycling through
ideas and data gleaned from search, research and experience. Having
identified or generated initial "advance organizers "--concepts which
provide anchors for consideration of further ideas and information^^--
that encompass bundles of relatively undeveloped and incompletely under-
stood thoughts and data, the cycles are undertaken to develop the
^^See Paul Nutt, David Gustafson and Gerald Nadler, "Systems
Engineering as Applied to Planning Processes," in Gary Moore, ed..
Emerging Methods in Environmental Design and Planning (Cambridge:
M.I.T. Press, 1968). Also Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, pp. 32, 83,
et passim.
^^Advance organizers—after Ausubel : "ideational scaffolding"
for stable incorporation and retention of subsequently more detailed,
differentiated material . . . ideas, images, abstractions a pattern
that can add to the meaningfulness of an encounter. David P. Ausubel,
The Psychology of Meaningful Verbal Learning (N.Y.: Grune & Stratton, 1963)
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clusters with reference to goals and the evolving key concepts.
In this case, also, delineation of the model would contribute
little to my argument, per se. I will say, however, that as an ap-
proach which conceptualizes the problem situation in terms of four
interacting but distinguishable elements--context, problem, solution,
and action--the procedural model provides the basic format for presen-
tation of the thesis. In brief preview: the "context" statement ad-
dresses the climate of uncertainty and the overall environment of
change and complexity which comprises the problem setting of the dis-
sertation. It expresses the need for a more humanistic and ecologically
responsible paradigm for human endeavor, suggesting that faulty basic
premises are both the cause and result of our lack of system awareness
and meager utilization of resources and capabilities. The "problem" is
characterized as "institutional strangleholds" in general and the ten-
dency toward bureaucratic control, specifically, which fosters and main-
tains a debilitating gap between "where the action is" and the functions
of policymaking and program design. A synthesis of truly democratic
polity and new modes of anticipatory/diagnostic planning is seen as a
necessary, if not sufficient, response. The "solution" statement ad-
dresses public education in terms of education as environmental design
wherein teacher/designers aid learner/designers in realizing the po-
tential of the total environment as a source of educative experience.
In explicating the Curriculum Context as the strategic framework for
the design approach, emphasis is on the idea of experiential ly sup-
portive conditions for learning. Nine basic categories of such support
are discussed and illustrated. Finally, the "action statement is
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devoted to implications of developing the Curriculum Context and,
especially, the experiential categories as the basis for public
education according to a total -environment support system for learn-
ing--a contextual system of public education. Thus, while the narra-
tive is not tightly sequential or very formal, it does generally in-
volve progressive differentiation and elaboration upon key concepts as
the discussion proceeds from one scale or level of detail to the next--
from overview to central concerns to consideration of specifics.
PART TWO
CONTEXT, PROBLEM, and PROSPECT
II. THE HUMAN CIRCUMSTANCE—META-ISSUES AND MACRO-PROBLEMS
III. POSITIVE-ACTIVE RESPONSE: LEARN TO PLAN, PLAN TO LEARN




THE HUMAN CIRCUMSTANCE--META ISSUES
AND MACRO PROBLEMS
Due to a subtle interplay of change, complexity, and uncertain-
ty, the difficulties of human existence have reached a new order of
magnitude and intensity. That mankind has been subject to historically
unprecedented change will probably be recognized by historians as the
salient feature of human experience for the several generations just
past and for at least as many generations into the future. Indeed, to
such observers, change may seem to have evolved from merely an ele-
mental fact of life to a compelling life-force. It will also be seen
that during these generations mankind first began to find it necessary
to acknowledge and deal with the complexity inherent in circumstances
involving multiple factors in which those factors simultaneously influ-
ence one another and change through time--a consciousness of complexity
based not only on awareness of many interrelated components but upon
seeing systems contained in larger systems and impinged upon by many
overlapping systems.
Modern uncertainty has many facets and dimensions but our refer-
ence here is primarily to symptoms of the fact that scientific-
technological advance and the attendant emergence of new ideas and
priorities has outstripped established social forms, institutions and
norms. The discontinuities stemming from cultural concepts and modes
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that are out of phase with the complexity and tempo of life today range
from the small but annoying to the severe and pathogenic. Beyond this,
a major source of uncertainty is people's realization that so many of
their problems are, in effect, dilemmas; dilemmas either in that they
require choice between equally desirable (or undesirable) alternatives,
or in the sense that the problem is such that traditional approaches
may resolve things in the short view but exacerbate the situation ulti-
mately. For example, there is the growing sense of futility both in and
about government at all levels born of the fact that so often policy or
legislation is not only ineffective but contrary in its result.
Particularly characteristic of the new order of magnitude and
intensity of problems are the systematic difficulties we will refer to
henceforth as and mcAo pA.obtzm6 so-called in order to
convey something of their extraordinary scale and interdependency. A
macro-problem is a complex of problems that are related to the extent
that resolution of any one is not likely without resolution of the
others. The macro-problems have emerged as the transactive result of
rampant technical and industrial development and geometric increases in
world population. Macro-problems may be roughly organized into three
groups: problems of eco-system balance, problems of the widening gap
between the world's "haves" and "have-nots," and threats of dehumaniza-
^See Willis Harman, "The Nature of Our Changing Society-
Implications for Schools," in Philip K. Piele and Terry Eidell, with
Stuart Smith, ed.. Social and Technological Change: Implications
for Education (Eugene: Center for Advanced Study in Education Ad-
ministration, University of Oregon, 1970), pp. 9, 48, et passim.
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tion posed by our technological extensions.^ Beyond this broad cate-
gorization, the specifics can be legion. Among the relatively modern
problems are pollution, energy and resource depletion, urban decay,
nuclear proliferation and radioactive residues, pathogenic population
concentrations and systemic invasion of privacy; at the same time,
frightening new dimensions have been added to age old problems such as
racism, famine, war, terrorism, profiteering, and corruption of offi-
cials.
Meta-issues are something different. Not new, but newly criti-
cal, perhaps, they are issues behind issues, centering on contemporary
struggles with the timeless questions about the nature of man, the
human condition, human destiny, how we come to know and value, etc.
Within the context of the macro-problems these questions take on a new
poignancy for every being; a poignancy which prompts yet another adapta-
tion of an old saw: philosophy is too important to leave to the philo-
sophers. Far from being theoretical and esoteric or impractical, these
meta-issues are vital ones to address when a civilization is approaching
or has recently encountered a socio-cultural choicepoint--a major fork
in its road to the future.
By choice-point is meant a point or period in time when the
society as a whole makes a commitment of psychic, human and
economic resources in a particular direction . . . the choice
is not necessarily the result of a major decision but rather
derives from an aggregate of decisions made more or less
simultaneously by different elements of society. These asso-
ciated decisions are multifold and diffused in level, time
and in place . . . some are made with awareness, others by
^Harman, "Alternative Futures and Educational Policy," Stanford
Research Institute, Research Memorandum EPRC 6747-6, Feb. 1970, p. 7.
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default or with relative unawareness of making any decision
much less contributing to a choice-point.^
Alternative Paths to the Future
. It is beyond the scope and intent
of this paper to explore the meta-issues and macro-problems as such
or, indeed, to delve very far into several ideas that will be brought
up in this section. Rather my aim is to introduce the view that, in
dealing with the meta-issues and deciding how to face the macro-problems
(or by not dealing/facing, which would be a decisive non-decision) we
will be determining our path to the future. It seems to me that,
basically, there are three paths to choose from. One is passive and
two are active- intervening in the sense that the first may be charac-
terized as "business as usual" (involving no special new action) while
the others call for unique commitment and concerted effort. I have
labeled the alternative paths "reactive-response," "revolution/repres-
sion" and "anticipatory responsiveness."
4
Revolution-repression . Classic revolutionary activity and
repression are cut of the same cloth. One feeds on the other and, as
conscious social strategy, they probably cannot be practically separ-
ated. Together, they comprise a path of violence--one in the form of
precipitous action on the part of minority groups taking emotional
^Harman, "The Nature of Our Changing Society . . .," p. 48.
^I say classic revolutionary activity here to distinguish it--
as a change strategy based upon confrontational politics and violence--
from the implicit, almost unconscious, but de facto type of socio-
technical revolution Michael Harrington has characterized as "acciden-
tal." The distinction is important because the path of anticipatory
responsiveness is revolutionary in the sense of being an expenditure
of human energy that ultimately results in a change of lifestyle of a
majority of the people in a given culture, but is not revolutionary in
the "classic" sense.
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initiative by confronting social institutions; the other through ex-
treme use of the powers vested in those institutions. They are an
improbable choice as a path to the future. However, lurking as they
do as a threatened response and counter-response to continued inept
or insensitive management of complexity and change by governments,
churches, schools, corporations, universities, banks and other leading
institutions, revolution/ repression cannot be precluded altogether as
a potential path.
First, the exasperation of the reactionary sector of the Ameri-
can people is hard to overestimate. For instance, the deep resentment
of laxity in criminal prosecution, of dissent and demonstrations, of
"freeloading" that stems from social legislation, etc., has always been
apparent and somewhat understandable. But the extent to which a grow-
ing percentage of our population would relent or even consent--for the
sake of a sense of personal security and "safety" from a strange people
and unpopular ideas--to systematic abrogation of constitutional guaran-
tees is truly alarming. At the same time, past injustice along with a
general comprehension of technological capability and misunderstood
estimates of affluence of society have generated great expectations
directed at outmoded institutions. Pressure for equal opportunity, more
equitable distribution of wealth, for ecological sensibility, and for
security from inhuman use of modern technology will intensify. Neither
the demands of radicals nor, indeed, the expectations of a considerable
number of moderates can be met (or continually outmaneuvered) by our
currently beleagured and often inadequate institutions. Antagonistic
pressures, then, are a certainty and if communications between the pro-
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tagonists and society (as manifest in its institutions) breaks down,
the step from there to violent confrontation can be a very short one
indeed.
Still, explicit revolution is not likely to be a stepstone
to our future because too few of even the most dissatisfied Americans
are of a revolutionary bent and there is not sufficient solidarity of
interest groups to support either a sustained confrontation or, indeed,
to be the target of overthrow. Similarly, repression as a path to the
future can reasonably be dismissed as a strategic choice because it is
too dependent upon sustained emotion and stupidity for success. It is
much more likely that the influence of reactionary activists (disturbed
by dissidence and deviancy or simply threatened by the unpredictability
of change) will exert sufficient pressure to cause moderate people who
would be against repressive strategy to accept repressive tactics.
Reactive-response . The second general alternative, which I've
labeled the reactive-response path, is essentially a continuation of
what we're doing now. It is the relatively passive, business-as-usual
mode wherein priorities are largely set according to the balance of
competing interests of the moment--an expediency based upon opinion
polls, lobbying, the current market, and impending elections. Under
the press of relatively immediate circumstances we react, bargain, com-
promise, and "pay off" only if the stakes are high enough. We do not
ordinarily even ante up if the causes are not powerful or highly visible.
The underlying philosophy is purportedly pragmatism, with its
basic criteria of "getting results." Yet how is it, in the
midst of our
much celebrated pragmetic sensibility, that there is such
resistance to
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new approaches when present modes are clearly not effective? Such is
particularly the case with the legislative/marketplace response to
pollution and energy problems. The criteria seems not to be "will it
work?" but, rather, "for whom does it work?" This is a severely
truncated pragmatism, to say the least.
The reactive-response path, with practical politics as its
medium, invites accommodation to short range expediency. It is based
upon a high profit, thingmaking, service selling economy with classic
conservative commitment to limited control s--al though as threats from
pollution, energy/resource scarcity and social disruption grow, so will
the interest in controls. While this path may prevail simply because it
is the most comprehensible to the general citizenry, we can expect it
to be a very low-morale path to the future. As a passive, merely cop-
ing approach, its top priorities would be largely negative ones: keep
taxes low, minimize government spending, stop inflation, avoid long
range commitments. Citizens would be expected to learn to live with
substantial unemployment, "unavoidable" pollution and depletion, riot-
ing "have-nots" and other dissidents. These would be the facts-of-1 ife
price to be paid for relative stability. The reactive-response path
would encourage irresponsibility (a la Tragedy of the Commons) and
discourage participation.
The greatest danger of the reactive-response path, however,
could be the cloak of respectability it can give to repression and
^"The Tragedy of the Commons" is Garrett Hardin's classic
account of how prevailing values and market dynamics reward profligacy
and narrow self-interest while militating against conservation or
voluntary action on behalf of the commonweal.
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suppression. Order, amid severe social and environmental problems,
will ultimately be purchased at the cost of drastic suspension of
individual liberties. To borrow a term of Bertram Gross's, it would
thus be the path of "friendly fascism." Gross describes friendly
"techno-urban fascism" as
A managed society ruled by a faceless and widely dispersed
complex of warfare-welfare-industrial-communications-police
bureaucracies caught up in developing a new-style empire
based on a technocratic ideology, a culture of alienation,
multiple scapegoats and competing control networks. [Cen-
tralized management and control] would not be limited to
the economy; it would deal with the political social, cul-
tural, and technological aspects of society as well. It
would use the skills not only of economists but also of
social and natural scientists, professionals, technicians
and assorted intellectuals.
Stressing the controlable and non-sentimental
,
[the
technocratic ideology would promote] progress in the form
of new technological gadgets for killing people, controlling
their behavior, eliminating mental and physical labor and
wasting natural resources. It would expand the principles
of . . . the theory that any problem can be solved quickly,
given enough investment of high quality research and de-
velopment hours with appropriate provisions for controlled
testing and evaluation. Materialistic goodies in unending
kinds and quantities would become the symbols of achieve-
ment . . . every effort to develop a more humanist 'counter-
culture' would itself be countered by profit making or
bureaucratic takeovers.^
I have asserted that neither revolution nor repression will be a con-
scious path to the future because the chances of either one enlisting
the support of the moderate majority is almost nil. The suggestion here,
however, is that repression (or in Marcuse's apt phrase, effective suf-
focation of those needs which demand liberation)^ might become the de
facto path without being chosen or provoked by revolutionary activity.
^Bertram Gross, "Friendly Fascism: A Model for America," Social
Policy
,
Nov. -Dec. 1970; excerpted in Current , Feb. 1971.
^Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man (Boston: Beacon Press,
1964), p. 7.
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Rather, under the guise of being responsive to the needs of society,
or to the difficulties of the times, or to the will of the majority,
etc., repression could be made the incrementally dominant feature of
the reactive-response path. As a gradual result of "pragmatic" tactics
in the face of real or perceived disorders, society would be increasing-
ly controlled by means of selective repression through the established
constitutional system. Thus, as effective use is made of indirect
control through welfare benefits, meritocratic credential ing and incen-
tive manipulations of corporations and public authorities, we may wit-
ness traditional liberalism becoming friendly fascism with the emphasis
on friendly and traditional conservatism being friendly fascism with the
emphasis on fascism. If this seems an overstatement, I direct attention
to the fact that the predominant characteristics of friendly fascism can
be observed through extrapolation of general trends of the past few
decades (e.g., unlimited economic growth and technological development
as paramount social aims) and, in particular, from the activities of an
only fortuitously terminated political administration (viz. The Nixon
years' systematic erosion of the Bill of Rights, both covert--Watergate--
and overt--the Safe Streets Act).
Anticipatory responsiveness . The third general path to the
future is one I have designated anticipatory responsiveness. It may be
characterized as being dominated by planning and design modes. The
socialistic stigma of planning notwithstanding, this path to the future
evolves from the most fundamental of democratic ideals. Augmenting
pragmatic expediency with a long-term perspective, its commitment is
to realize a scientific humanism based upon recognizing valid continuity
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and supporting requisite change. Welfare and development will be
recognized as complementary and interdependent goals rather than con-
flicting value orientations.® The approach of the anticipatory re-
sponsiveness path to meta-issues and macro-problems (and thus to
smaller and more immediate issues as well) would emphasize participa-
tion, considered use of technology, open access to information and in-
centives for high priority social research. In short, the comnitment
is to problem solving and regulation through ecotechnological strate-
gies matched by social inventions designed to keep these efforts
responsive to the will of the people as individuals and aggregates of
individuals. Following such a path would involve long-range commit-
ments to creative development of the society--as opposed to social aims
which are essentially, if not exclusively, economic and look to growth
in the 6NP as the prime index of progress. Quality of life will be
seen to encompass the quality of social reality at ALL system levels.
It will encompass not just individual well-being and rights but quality
at "all orders of social magnitude:" individual, family/kinship, organi-
zational (formal and informal), community, national and transnational
systems. It will also encompass ALL dimensions of socio-cul tural value:
social, political, scientific, aesthetic and religious, as well as
8
This assertion is based upon the reasoning of Eric Trist,
which is in turn based on his interpretation of WELFARE in its broad-
est sense: as commitment to the well-being of everyone . . . the state
of doing well and the ability to continue to function well, to main-
tain a steady state with emphasis on regulation and maintenance of
stability (with stability not to be confused with stasis); and his
interpretation of DEVELOPMENT as discovery and innovation concerned
with the regulation and maintenance of growth; i.e., initiative in the
quest of higher order, more adaptive steady states. See F.E. Emery and




The anticipatory responsiveness path, in sum, may be character-
ized as a planning democracy featuring America's traditional commitment
to technological development and entrepreneurial initiative . . . but
with development and initiative guided and regulated by priorities
that are determined through wide and relatively direct citizen partici-
pation in policy planning.
I am aware that wishful thinking may seem to be a major ingredi-
ent in the advocacy of anticipatory responsiveness. But, somewhat para-
doxically, just as I assert the validity of the reactive-response-into-
repression scenario by projection of existing trends, so the potential
for anticipatory responsiveness is supported by extrapolation of current
trends and evidence. Although by no means dominant or even generally
very apparent, favorable trends are existent and growing both in popu-
lar espousal and in scientific legitimacy. There is, of course, a
degree of wishful thinking involved in any positive image of the future.
But an image of the future is no mere flight of fancy. It was not
poetry but pure realism that moved F.D.R. to say, in 1933, "When there
is no vision, the people perish." Roosevelt's biblically derived re-
mark is a succinct version of what Pierre Bertaux is getting at when
he states
In a way man's worth is equal only to his expectations for
his future. . . . positive images of the future can be re-
garded as a primary causal factor in cultural change . . .
such images are not only characteristic of the originality
of a civilization. More than that, they are a good indica-
tor of its vitality, its dynamism ... A weak or poor image
^See Emery and Trist, pp. 127-8.
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of the future does not furnish the driving force necessary to
propel a people through the challenge of history
. . . every
culture has just the future that is contained in the dynamic
forces of its images of the future.
I mean by this to indicate that a stance of guarded optimism and
aggressive affirmation of the human spirit is significantly different
from wishful thinking. Indeed, I submit that it is with the reactive-
response mode, as it prevails in our current bureaucratically dominated
representative democracy, that wishful thinking reigns supreme--and is
particularly manifest in the notion that macroproblems can be dealt
with by extending present approaches without attacking root causes.
Pathogenic Premises . As it becomes apparent that we are caught up in
perhaps the penultimate "Catch-22, it is not so surprising that as a
culture we have such a distorted view of what is practical and what is
idealistic. Environmentalists, civil libertarians, and anti-mil itarists
are "dreamers or dupes" whereas poisoned air, water, and food chains,
insensate bureaucracy, rampant energy and resource depletion and sup-
port of murderous rightwing dictatorships around the world are the
fruits of hard-headed practicality. Pollution, overkill "defense" sys-
tems, pathogenic noise levels, domestic surveillance, non-nutritive
foodstuffs and obsolescent products are foisted upon us as facts-of-
^^Pierre Bertaux, "The Future of Man," in Environment and Change ,
William Ewald, ed. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968), p. 18.
^^Joseph Heller's original Catch-22 involved a pilot trying to
avoid combat missions by claiming he was insane. The official response
was that he was fit for duty because since anyone who wanted to fly mis-
sions had to be crazy, the fact that he was trying to get out of it
indicated that he was perfectly sane. A more recent, non-fictional ex-
ample is that classic quote of the Vietnam war: "We had to destroy the
village in order to save it."
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life while, for example, quality environment, energy balance, economic
equity, pride of workmanship and protection from systemic invasion of
privacy are pipedreams of the fuzzy-minded. Our societal Catch-22
is that the problems we face are intrinsic to our basic operative
values and inherent in thinking that is dominated by positivistic
science and techno-economic factors. The very basis of modern success
technological advance and industrial development
—are root causes of
the world macro-problems. Indeed, it is increasingly apparent that
some of the premises that have contributed significantly to our "pro-
gress" are actually pathogenic; which is to say that they are not
merely problematical, but have severe problem-generating aspects. This
is the assertion of Willis Harman and his colleagues^^ and they list
several examples which include:
• The "technological imperative" that any technology that can
be developed, and any knowledge that can be applied, should
be.
• The premise that the summed knowledge of experts constitutes
wisdom.
• The reductionist view of man, a premise associated with the
development of contemporary science, that lends sanction to
dehumanizing ways of thinking about and treating man.
• The premise that men are essentially separate, so that little
intrinsic responsibility is felt for the effects of present
actions on remote individuals or future generations.
• The premise that man is separate from nature, and hence that
nature is to be exploited and controlled rather than co-
operated with.
• The "economic man" image, leading to a system of economics
based on ever-increasing GNP, consumption, and expenditure
of irreplaceable resources.
^^Willis Harman, "Alternative Futures and Educational Policy,
p. 9.
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• The premise that the future of the planet can safely be
left to autonomous nation-states, operating essentially
independently.
• The disbelief that "what ought to be" is a meaningful
concept and is achievable.
Similarly, Lewis Mumford catalogues the double edged achievements of
industrialized society in the Pentagon of Power (New Yorki Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, 1970). Abridged into ratio format, they include:
• prolonged life span, declining infant mortality rate :
overpopulation
• sophisticated weaponry for national defense : threat of mass
destruction through nuclear and biological warfare
• automated manual and routine labor : exacerbated unemploy-
ment
• advances in communication and transportation : world-wide
revolutions of "rising expectations" and vulnerability of
complex society to disruption or breakdown--natural
,
inadvertent, or deliberate
• organizational efficiency : bureaucratic dehumanization
of services and the world of work
• expanded power of human choice : breakdown in regulatory
control of technological applications
• expanded power of systematized knowledge ; threats to
privacy and freedoms through surveillance technology, the
influence of mass media, bio-engineering, and intimidation
by expertise
• affluence, relative satisfaction of basic needs : increased
per capita environmental impact, pollution, energy shortage,
alienation from meaningful work
• expanded wealth of developed nations : intrinsically in-
creasing gap between have and have-not nations.
In a phrase, the industrial society's successes constitute (or intensify,
i.e., racism) nearly all the serious social problems of our day. Anthro-
pologists Gregory Bateson and E.T. Hall take the argument even further
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beyond operative values to out-of-awareness, perception determining
biases which they view as errors in our habits of thought at deep and
partially unconscious levels. Bateson refers to these faulty premises
as "pathologies of epistemology,"^^ while Hall attributes this diffi-
culty to lack of contextual awareness and to distortions inherent in
a phenomenon he calls "extension transference"— the reification of
technical augmentation and cultural invention.
Getting back to the wishful -thinking issue, a related but some-
what different perspective is gained through work being conducted by
the Educational Policy Research Center at Stanford Research Institute.
The Center has been constructing a comprehensive set of 'alternative
future histories' for the balance of this century. The point of that
work which is most significant for this discussion is that a great
majority of the forty or so plausible future histories so constructed
are clearly to be avoided as severely improvident, and of the few con-
strued to provide desirable conditions, the only ones that still do
not involve serious difficulties appear to have as their prerequisite
a fundamental change in values and operating premises.
A Paradigm Shift? It probably should be noted that the success of a
planning democracy as the manifestation of anticipatory responsiveness
^
^Gregory Bateson, statements made in public presentation and
private conversation at Southern Oregon State College, October 20, 1976.
^^See Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (Garden City; Doubleday,
1976), pp. 4, 28, et passim. For example, language ''becomes" reality
and education--an elaborate extension--is confused with learning.
^
^Harman, "Alternative Futures and Educational Policy," (1970).
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would not depend on ability to forecast the future but rests with
ability to shape it by regulating change; an ability that depends in
turn upon at least two things:
-- understanding change and complexity; and
— the transformation of value structures and some basic
attitudes
With reference to understanding change and complexity, we are becoming
more able to do so through the emergence of an aggregate of ideas
variously referred to as cybernetics, information theory, and general
systems thinking. Bateson, for instance, characterizes cybernetics as
a contribution to change that is not simply a change in attitude but,
more fundamentally, a change in the understanding of what an attitude
is, "I think that cybernetics is the biggest bite out of the fruit of
the Tree of Knowledge that mankind has taken in the last 2000 years.
With reference to a basic value transformation, there is no
question that certain aspects of such a change are in evidence. Whether
these are indeed symptomatic of the conceptual transfiguration that
resolution of the macro-problems may require, only time will reveal.
Following Harman's lead, it is useful to refer to this development as a
"paradigm shift"^^--an appropriation of T.S. Kuhn's stipulative use of
the term "dominant paradigm" to mean the basic way of perceiving, think-
^
^Gregory Bateson, Steps To an Ecology of Mind (New York: Bal-
lantine, 1972), pp. 476-7, and in conversation.
^
^Harman, "Societal Foundations for Change: Educational Alterna-
tives for the Future," in James Bruno, ed.. Emerging Issues in Educa-
tion--Pol icy Implications for Schools (Lexington Books, 1972), p. 32.
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ing and doing that is associated with a particular vision of reality.^®
It is significant that Kuhn, in his account of the sequence that tends
to accompany the replacement of a dominant paradigm, cites growing
awareness that the problems are intrinsic to the old paradigm as a
prime indicator that such replacement is imminent.
An image of what a new paradigm might involve is quite neatly
expressed in Victor Ferkiss' notion of the basic and essential elements
of a post-industrial philosophy:
. . three principals--the new
naturalism, the new holism and the new imminentism--provide the neces-
sary basis for the outlook that must come to dominate human society if
. 1
9
man is to survive the existential revolution already under way."
For Ferkiss, the "new naturalism" is essentially the recognition that
man is only a part of nature (albeit a unique part) and just one element
(albeit a powerful element) in the dynamic process of constant becoming
that constitutes the universe. The "new holism" asserts realization of
just how interconnected everything is--no part can be fully defined or
understood except in reference to the whole. And, finally, the "new
imminentism," reflecting John Platt's observation that "the creative
20
principle of the universe is not an external but an internal one,"
asserts that all life exists within the context of systems and that
open, living systems create themselves. Ferkiss sums up with a state-
^
^Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962).
^
^Victor Ferkiss, Technological Man: The Myth and the Reality
(New York: New American Library-Mentor Edition, 1970), p. 207.
^^John Rader Platt, The Step to Man (New York: Wiley, 1966),
p. 187.
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ment that is very much to the point of my thesis:
Technological man must so internalize these ideas and make
them so much a part of his instinctive world view that they
inform his personal, political, and cultural life. They in
turn lead to certain further principles. If men and nature
are one, then society and environment are one. Therefore,
meaningful social policies must be ecological in character;
that is, they must be based on a recognition that the inter-
relationship of men to each other and to the total environ-
ment means that any decision, any change, affects every-
thing in the total system. 21
In somewhat less philosophical phraseology, the paradigm shift will
particularly involve shifts from growth to "steady state" economic
incentives, from an acquisitive/exploitive to a person-centered social
orientation, and from a "sorcerer's apprentice" approach to techno-
scientific advance toward an humane eco-technological sensibility.
To say that increasing numbers of people recognize that the
paradigm shift is necessary for human well-being, and to show evidence
that a shift (or drift, at least) toward humanistic tendencies is,
indeed, occurring is not to say that transformation is certain or
even likely; nor is it to imply that it would be sufficient. Predomi-
nant trends and apparent inclinations are, in fact, to the contrary.
First, natural resistance to change will be reinforced and brought to
bear by those with vested interest in the current paradigm. Confusion,
misunderstanding, and fear will weigh in on the side of status quo.
As Machiavelli noted in The Prince nearly half a millenium ago:
There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubt-
ful of success, nor more dangerous to handle, than to initi-
ate a new order of things. For the reformer has enemies in
those who profit by the old order, and only lukewarm defenders
in all those who would profit by the new order. This luke-
^^Ferkiss, Technological Man , p. 207.
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warmness arises partly from fear of their adversaries, who
have the law in their favor; and partly from the incredulity
of mankind, who do not truly believe in anything new until
they have had actual experience of it.
Second, if the change in paradigm were, indeed, to take place, there
would still be tremendous stress on individuals and untold strains on
the social structure. The continuous processes of confl ict--and co-
operation, as well --between social systems and their environments and
both among and within their subsystems (including the smallest sub-
system—the individual personality) will demand understanding, courage,
ability, dedication and energy of probably unprecedented dimensions.
The point is that we cannot afford to let the future just happen
to us. Ostensibly, Americans are the most future-oriented people in
history but the fact is that, in survival critical areas of concern, we
are presently running away from long-term consequences; trying, mostly,
only to relieve social pressures as they arise. As we persist in
treating macro-problem symptoms and not causes, we increase the magni-
tude of the ultimate threat and reduce our capacity to respond when
there is finally no possibility of further retreat. We must appreciate
the liabilities of passive response and develop a new basis for active,
anticipatory intervention. The great difficulty here is that both the
context of change and the nature of the changes themselves are so dif-
ferent from those of the past that many of the procedures and behaviors
that were previously adaptive and effective are no longer adequate but,
in fact, are often maladaptive and thus frequently counterproductive.
Turbulence and Maladaptive Responses. It is important, at this point.
to introduce into the discussion specific reference to several ideas
of
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Fred Emery and Eric Trist. First, the concept of "turbulent fields.
Turbulent fields "... are environments in which there are dynamic
processes arising from the field itself which create significant vari-
ance for the component systems"
--variance stemming not simply from
the interaction of the systems but from the systems' environment,
usually in the form of "unplanned consequences of actions of constitu-
ent systems." Much of the contemporary social environment exhibits the
character of such fields in that new techno-scientific forces (un-
matched by techno-social advance) are not only changing the rules, but
most of the games as well. This helps explain why current circumstance
pose whole new problems of adaptation. Indeed, from this perspective we
can redefine macro-problems as manifestations of conflict in "fields
that are so complex, so richly textured, that it is difficult to see
how individual systems can, by their own efforts, successfully adapt to
24
them." The relatively self-regulative processes such as have operated
quite effectively in less turbulent environments characteristic of the
past (or in less advanced circumstances still extant) can no longer be
counted upon. Emery and Trist emphasize that the situation "requires
^^F.E. Emery and E.L. Trist, Towards a Social Ecology . Emery
and Trist have differentiated between four types of environments in
terms of the kinds of transactions a system must arrange in order to
attain or avoid what the environment contains. These transactions
depend on whether the relevant contents of the environment are randomly
or non-randomly distributed and whether they are active or passive in
their response to the intervening system. Type 1, 2, and 3 environments
are called placid-random, placid-clustered, and disturbed-reactive,
respectively. The Type 4 environment is a "turbulent environment





new methods of social regulation--!
.e.
,
planning--or else there will
be small chance of realizing the immense potential we have for improv-
ing the quality of life, and large, extreme risk of major catastrophe
or large scale social disasters that will be hard upon us before they
are even generally perceived as such."^^ But a more specific instance
of Catch-22 looms. In this case it is a dilemma created by the fact
that change, complexity, and uncertainty make taking an active role
imperative but at the same time cause reasoned intervention to seem
futile, if not simply impossible. As the burden of facing meta-issues
and macro-problems approaches sensory overload it invites and finally
demands radical responses which, given the likelihood of faulty epis-
temology and a turbulent environment, tend to be increasingly unpre-
dictable (and to have counterproductive results).
One type of such response is a reductionist retreat from social
reality. Emery identifies, for example, three different but related
forms of fragmentation that are increasingly in evidence and which he
labels "maladaptive defenses." They are (a) superficiality , which is
reductionism on the "depth" dimension; (b) segmentation , which is
reductionism of the "means/ends-purpose" dimension; and (c) dissociation ,
which is reductionism on the .coordination dimension. I find Emery's
derivations useful as a set of indicators of the presence of tenden-
cies toward the reactive-response path and "friendly fascism." Sum-






Superficiality is loss of depth connection; a denial, at the
social level, of the deeper roots of humanity that bind social
fields together and, at the personal level, people denying the
reality of their own psyche. The characteristic attitude is
intolerance-
-a tendency to "unthink" people through stereo-
type or triviallzation.
Segmentation occurs when parts pursue their ends without
reference to the whole or when subgoals become dominant; when
each social field is integrated in itself but poorly inte-
grated with other social fields. The characteristic attitude
is prejudice- -a tendency to overemphasize the differences or
the distances that separate people in order to "keep them in
their place."
Dissociation is a matter of people and groups ceasing to
respond to each other; of reducing association. It involves
the refusal to coordinate with, or be regulated by, the be-
havior of others. The characteristic attitude is indiffer-
ence/cynicism
—
a tendency to deny enhancement through what
others do or could do.
Another type of response--a more aggressive reductionism--stems
from a natural and logical tendency to reduce turbulence, by some means
of social control, to a point where learned responses to previous, more
stable environments are, or seem to be, adaptive behavior once again.
These might be termed maladaptive offenses and, unfortunately, it seems
to me that schools may currently be an illustration of this response.
Many aspects of schooling are mal adaptively anachronistic. I say "may
be an illustration" because there is a question of whether we generally
cling to 19th century modes of education as a matter of principle--the
offensive (as opposed to defensive) strategy of trying to make the
world like it was by operating as we did when it was that way--or be-
cause we really don't know how to operate differently, in which case we
presumably would change policies and procedures if viable alternatives
were made apparent.
Then, of course, there is maladaptive ignorance. Translated
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into action, this is the radically passive "countermeasure" (mistakenly
associated with ostriches) which ignores that circumstances are differ-
ent or changing and is thus based upon insistence that we can muddle
through more or less intuitively.
Though they are not necessarily devoid of planning, these last
two are nonetheless maladaptive due to what Jay Forrester in Urban
Dynami cs (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1968), p. 109, refers to as the
"counterintuitiveness of complex systems." Forrester asserts that
most responses to major problems are ordinarily inadequate and often
contrary (unpredictable and counterproductive) because the human mind
is not yet well adapted to intuitively understanding and interpreting
the behavior of complex and highly interacting systems. That is to say,
using the terminology of systems dynamics, that macro-problems are
imbedded in a recently emergent class of social systems characterized
by non-linear, multiple feedback loops as opposed to the less complex
systems (exhibiting linear, single-loop, negative feedback behavior)
which human judgment and intuition have operated in reference to for
centuries. We are only just learning to think and intuit in terms of
total fields and simultaneity of processes as contrasted with tradition-
al thinking which is conducted in terms of specific elements/units and
particular causal sequences.
To conclude, I believe we have the capacity to understand our
difficulties and to explain the ineffectiveness and often contrary re-
sults of efforts at social improvement. The human circumstance does not
necessarily defy positive intervention but, thanks as much to the re-
calcitrance of people as to the problems per se, our power to influence
outcomes amidst turbulent environments is clearly limited. It is es
sential, therefore, to utilize that limited power very fully. Our
provisions for learning—as manifest in systems of public education-
will be particularly crucial.
CHAPTER III
POSITIVE-ACTIVE RESPONSE:
LEARN TO PLAN, PLAN
TO LEARN
We have reached, or soon will, a critical choice-point in the
evolution of mankind. At the risk of having an already impressionistic
and simplified treatment of alternative futures become oversimplified,
I characterize the choice that we are making as being between ooedcence/
(LOYiXAoZ. and inltLativQ.1 adoL'ptyivQjiQJ>i>
.
As Emery puts it
A choice (whether conscious or not) in basic organizational
design is inevitable. The choice is between whether a
population seeks to enhance its chances of survival by
strengthening and elaborating special social mechanisms of
control or by increasing the adaptiveness of its individual
members .
‘
He then discusses this organizational design in terms of two design
principles which I think of as his theory of alternative redundancies.
In designing an adaptive, self-regulating system one has to
have built-in redundancy or else settle for a system with a
fixed repertoire of responses that are adaptive only to 2
finite, strictly identified sets of environmental conditions.
In my view, one principle—that of redundant PARTS--leads to the control
orientation; the other, Emery's principle of redundant FUNCTIONS of the
individual parts, is the basis of the initiative/adaptiveness response.




Emery makes the distinction in these terms: In the case of redundant
parts
,
. . .there must be special control mechanisms (specialized
parts) that determine which parts are active or redundant
for any particular adaptive response. If the control is to
be reliable it must also have redundant parts and the ques-
tion of further control emerges. In this type of system,
reliability is bought at the cost of providing or maintain-
ing the redundant parts. Hence, the tendency is toward con-
tinual reduction of the functions and cost of the indi-
vidual parts.
^
while a case based upon redundant functions
. . . does not entail a pressure toward higher and higher
orders of special control mechanisms, but it does entail
effective mechanisms within the part for setting and re-
setting its functions--for human beings, shared values are
the most significant of these self regulating devices. In-
stalling these values, of course, increases the costs of
the parts.^
The choice between obedience/control and initiative/adaptiveness
is obscured by its being imbedded in the meta-issues (nature of man,
etc.) as well as in the macro-problems and thus is not an easy one to
make. Furthermore, it is probably an either/or choice only at the
level of basic cultural orientation. In many specific instances the
choice between the obediential and initiative modes will depend on the
particular situation and in most cases will fall between the two ex-
tremes— a both/and response rather than either/or. In other words, the
issue is confounded because as a philosophical matter with reference to
the whole, the choice is relatively absolute, but as a practical matter
with reference to "the pattern of subsystems within the whole" the
choice is absolutely relative. Michael Greenebaum's systems view dis-
^Ibid. ^Ibid.
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cussion of this relativity is especially instructive here.
It will be helpful to think of two prototypical systems; in
the first, subsystem processes are highly localized in dis-
crete components, while in the second, subsystem processes
are widely dispersed and combined among the components. It
is easy to see both the advantages and disadvantages of both
kinds of organization. The first has the advantages of effi-
ciency, speed, and uniformity
. . . Decision making for the
whole system is highly centralized; decisions can be made
quickly and disseminated with a high degree of accuracy . . .
System malfunction can be quickly identified, located and
repaired. . . . When such a system is working, it is working
very well indeed. The disadvantages, however, are concomi-
tant of their advantages. Such systems rarely work well since
the malfunction of a single component will jeopardize perform-
ance of a critical subsystem process ... a malfunctioning
component will affect the entire system. Such systems are
therefore vulnerable and fragile; ... At the other extreme
is the second prototypical system in which subsystem processes
are widely dispersed and combined. This system has the ad-
vantages of dependability, flexibility, adaptability and dura-
bility. . . . Such systems are capable of maintaining steady
states in a wide variety of environmental conditions, since
components will be capable of different lines of behavior . . .
Because the system has the flexibility to reorganize itself
as needed its ability to survive and function is enhanced;
it can endure. Such systems have significant disadvantages,
however. They tend to be inefficient; while they will depend-
ably perform at a satisfactory level, they will rarely perform
at an optimal level . . . they tend to be slow . . . such
systems, when they do malfunction, are difficult to repair.
They are not susceptable to either analysis or testing, since
the components are only minimally constrained. Any dysfunc-
tion might well reside in many places or in many relationships
among the components. Finally such systems have so many modes
of critical interaction that they are less likely to adapt
speedily to new situations presented by the environment. Their
very cohesiveness mitigates against significant alteration in
their internal organization.
Most systems fall midway between the two extremes described
above and will have, to some degree, the advantages and dis-
advantages of both. In terms of learning, it is not possible
to give priority to one type of organization over the other.
The first may have the advantage of executive decision-making,
while the second may be better able to integrate new patterns
of behavior throughout the system. The first may have a more
specialized and elaborate memory facility with a more efficient
recall capability, while the second may have an associator sub-
system with greater creative potential. [Finally] ... as
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systems develop, they tend to become more like the first
prototype. Whether or not this is desirable, of course,
depends on the nature of the environment.^
Thus we have one of the most intransigent of the dilemmas or near
dilemmas referred to in the comments on modern uncertainty (see above,
p. 23). In sum, the environmental conditions that obtain in smaller
scale situations may call for response anywhere along the spectrum
between the prototypes Greenebaum describes. However, it is my con-
viction that the nature of the total environment is such that our
philosophical commitment must be to a cultural orientation more in
line with the dynamism of the second prototype-- to redundancy of func-
tion; to the choice of initiative/adaptiveness.
One key factor in this conviction is that from the general
philosophical base of initiative/adaptiveness it is readily possible to
prescribe and provide for appropriate measures of obedience/control
when warranted, while it is extremely doubtful that the converse is
true. Obedience/control as a social orientation will not adequately
accommodate the need for initiative/adaptiveness under conditions of
modern complexity. So, even though the diversity and contention in-
herent in initiative/adaptiveness are clearly more expensive, psycho-
logically taxing, and time consuming than control mechanisms, there
is a price— in human and social costs--to efficiency and excessive
constraint (and monotony) that the path of anticipatory responsiveness
will recognize and not be willing to pay to save time or dollars . . .
^Michael Greenebaum, System: An Approach to Education Problems
and Issues, Doctoral Dissertation, University of Massachusetts, 1972,
pp. 171-73.
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or to avoid ulcers.
Another factor is the control /obedience mode's probable, if
not necessary, commitment to bureaucracy as an organizational philos-
ophy. Bureaucracy is essentially a rear-view mechanism--it cannot
lead. Governance of human affairs by means of abstract rule, role, and
regulation can suffice when auto-regulation is prevalent but we have
just seen that the world which our scientific-industrial culture is
"producing" is no longer auto-regulative or self-correcting. Rela-
tively effective when change is slight or gradual, bureaucratic modes
simply cannot meet the challenges of maintaining coherence in irregu-
larly dynamic circumstances.
A Planned Society or a Planning Society ? Assuming that we are going
to see to it that the social matrix does cohere, the key issue is
whether coherence will be imposed as (and by) a dictated order (i.e.,
obedience/control) or be the result of organic order openly arrived at
through widely parti cipated-in processes (i.e., initiative/adaptive-
ness). In short, acknowledging that coherence amidst current and
future social environments will require intervention in the form of
planning, the question is: Will it be done for us and to us, or with
us and by us? . . . will we be a planned society or a planning society?
In order to avoid becoming the former, we must become the
latter: a planning society--a process oriented culture with everyone
a planner/designer on the basis of awareness and enhanced skills rela-
tive to personal initiative, adaptability, and the exercise of man's
unique capacity for learned behavior. Thus it is that we will be
addressing the choice of initiative/adaptiveness and concerning our-
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selves with deriving systems of public education in support of that
choice. This may seem a utopian stance to some but as I've suggested
previously and Bucky Fuller emphasizes succinctly with the title of
his book, Utopia or Oblivion
,
it is increasingly apparent that utopia^
may be our only viable alternative. I suggest that our best hope for
the future is in the results of what I.C. Jarvie^ describes as "criti-
cal utopiani sm"--specul ati ve thinking that is severely critical of
itself; imaginative and visionary, but toughminded and realistic none-
theless . . . utopian thinking that starts being realistic by acknowl-
edging that the current predominant socio-technical patterns are simply
and absolutely not sustainable.
We have noted that no mode of human existence that ^ sustain-
able will be free of significant and perhaps terrible pressures and
stress; that of the several ecologically feasible alternatives, only a
few are humanly desirable and that even these few seem to be possible
only if
-- we develop strategic and operational understanding, as
well as conceptual grasp, of the nature and dynamics
of complex systems;
-- we undertake a drastic transformation of operative
values--the paradigm shift; and
-- we have commitment to the long range (and the self
discipline and stamina to sustain the commitment) that
must accompany such a shift.
^Utopia--literally "no place," but used here in the sense of
being a state of affairs unlike what has existed before--not in the
pejorative, latterday sense of being beyond possibility.
^See I.C. Jarvie, "Utopian Thinking and the Architect," in
Stanford Anderson, ed.. Planning for Diversity and Choice (Cambridge:
M.I.T. Press, 1968), pp. 8-31.
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It is indicative of the symbiotic relations of what we've been dis-
cussing--not just begging the question— to say that the new paradigm
values will not be established without the emergence of a new concept
of public polity, if not of our entire social context as it reflects
our notions of the quality of life.® To be adequate to the task, that
new concept will probably need to be utopian. As expressed by Emery
and Trist,
A new art of living will have to be learned . . . the
chances of this being accomplished depend on the appro-
priateness of the interdependent systems of personal values,
organizational forms, and modes of political regulation that
emerge. We have some, though not complete, power to influ-
ence the outcome ... a new culture of politics is required
which, assisted by 'adaptive planning,' is able to regulate
complex, rapidly but unevenly changing societies--based on
the acceptance of pluralism and the surrender of power.
^
It certainly isn't going to just happen.^® Successful negotiation of
the transition will require diligence and thorough preparation to avoid
the practicality/efficiency trap and the tendency to "satisfice"--
Herbert Simon's term^^ for doing well enough to just get by. It will
be important to not allow the magnitude and intensity of the task to
intimidate us into becoming more mechanical-legalistic-bureaucratic
in our response. We must open up for effectiveness rather than close
down for efficiency.
®See above, p. 32.
^Emery and Trist, Towards a Social Ecology , p. xiv. (my italics)
^^Whatever view one takes of the so-called "Con II controversy
instigated by Charles Reich's Greening of America , the most insidious
aspect of the whole phenomenon was the suggestion that Consciousness
III is inevitable and would become prevalent without concerted
effort.
Herbert Simon, The Sciences of the Artificial (Cambridge, M.I.T
Press, 1969).
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Above all, to be a planning society rather than a planned
society to avoid the totalitarian order of the obedience mode we
will need to develop new dimensions of public participation. Sub-
stantially larger percentages of the population than ever before are
capable and desirous of being effective actors in the social process
and are unwilling to be those merely acted upon. There is every rea-
son to assume that demands will increase both for an education that
gives people skills and access to knowledge (hence competence to parti-
cipate), and for opening up the systems of sorting and labeling and
credential ing which heretofore have effectively stifled involvement
(to, thus, increase the opportunity to participate).
It is not expected that lay people can contribute equally to
the technical substance of a situation, or that they will even always
be interested but, in any case, none who are interested should be de-
prived of registering their ideas. More to the point, technical sub-
stance notwithstanding, is the idea that lay people CAN contribute
equally concerning philosophy, policy and priorities. In Mirror for
Man (New York: Whittlesly House/McGraw Hill, 1944), p. 259, anthropolo-
gist Clyde Kluchohn observed that:
All advocates of government by an elite from Plato to Hitler
and Stalin have ridiculed the competence of average citizens
to form rational opinions upon complex issues. There is no
doubt that many 19th century utterances absurdly exalted
rationality. Yet the best anthropological evidence, as Franz
Boas pointed out, is that the judgment of the masses is sound-
er than the judgment of the classes on broad questions of
policy where sentiments and values are concerned. This doc-
trine must not be perverted into a claim for the common man's
expertness on technical or artistic matters. Nor does con-
temporary thought refer to the individual citizen's judgments.
Rather it refers to collective decisions arrived at in group
interaction and '.'dealing with matters of common concern which
depend upon estimates of probability."
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Thus we encounter again the premise behind Emery's "theory" of alterna-
tive redundancies (see above, p. 47): "the total error in a system can
be represented as equal to the square root of the sum of the squares
of all the component errors. It follows that a reduction in error of
all the components produces a greater increase in reliability than does
an equal amount of reduction that is confined to some of them (e.g.,
to the special control parts." Kluckhohn concludes his observation
by quoting Carl Friedrich:
This concept of the common man salvages from the onslaught
of the irrational! St revolt those elements in the older doc-
trine which are essential to democratic politics. It seeks
a middle ground between the extreme rationalist ideas of an
earlier day and the denial of all rationality by those who
were disappointed over its limitation . . . enough men, when
confronted with a problem can be made to see the facts in a
given situation to provide a working majority for a reason-
able solution, and such majorities will in turn provide
enough continuing support for a democratic government to en-
force such common judgments concerning matters of common
concern.
A New Kind of Learning . Our problem--the problem of public education--
is the need to devise or, at least, provide for a new kind of social
learning which supports the principle of redundant function as opposed
to the principle of redundant parts. This will need to be a kind of
learning through which everyone becomes better able to deal with tre-
mendously complicated systems of multitudinous interacting subsystems
and variables. Its threshold has already been crossed. Our idea of
learning is beginning to escape the stranglehold of positivism. However
dominant and fruitful scientific methodology has been, we are seeing
^^Emery and Trist, Towards a Social Ecology , p. 72.
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other modes of understanding gain legitimacy as the quest for certainty
is relinquished somewhat and science's guise of omniscience is chal-
lenged. Religion and art are being reaffirmed in their role, along
with science, as historic agencies of humanity's correlation with the
environment. Analytic procedures still reign supreme, but there is
growing appreciation of synthetic approaches to knowing and knowledge;
and we put reduction! sm more and more into perspective as systems theor-
izing offers the opportunity to successfully think in terms of process
and holistic interactive fields as well as in terms of structure and
entities, discrete elements, and linear causal relations. In Ervin
Laszlo's summing up--"The systems view is the emerging contemporary
view of organized complexity
,
one step beyond the Newtonian view of
organized simplicity and two steps beyond the classical world views of
1
3
divinely ordered or imaginatively envisioned complexity." Systems
thinking is the new learning's philosophical base.
The master skill
,
however, of this social learning will be
OLda.ptl\Jt p£a^in/cng--particularly as it is manifest in realization of the
concept of "learning to learn." The hallmarks of adaptive planning are
comprehensiveness, flexibility, open-endedness, pattern awareness and
active intervention (as opposed to the currently prevalent passive-
reactive "pragmatism" noted earlier). When intervention is necessary
and when what has to be done cannot be determined on the basis of past
experience (i.e., previously learned responses will not do), plans have
to be made. With adaptive planning as the instrument of intervention
^^Ervin Laszlo, The Systems View of the World (New York:
Braziller, 1972), p. 15.
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plans are made, but not with the aim of producing technical documents
or fixed ideas (i.e., Uie PLAN) to be used as control mechanisms.
Rather, the emphasis is on planning as PROCESS; a process of working
out— on the basis of widely participated-in diagnosis-
-courses of
action subject to continuous and progressive modification. So it is
adaptive planning, as an organic rather than a mechanistic tool, that
is to be the instrument of intervention. The agency of intervention is
government, but government, acting under what Herbert Cans calls the
rule of maximum relevant participation;" which is to say, government
that operates in true collaboration with its constituencies since
successful adaptive planning will require not only consent of the
governed, but their active involvement.
So we are also faced with need of a new kind of social educa-
tion, as well. Our present culture depends on government intervention
when things go wrong rather than on citizen education and anticipatory
intervention designed to make things go right. To deal with macro-
problems and meta-issues we must provide accurate information to citi-
zens and create real opportunities for people to be involved in deci-
sions on the basis of this information. In this regard, the initiative-
or-obedience choice may be seen as one of deciding between developing
(and beginning to rely upon) genuine education of citizens or continu-
ing with ever more drastic manipulations of the socio-economy by a
small minority. While increasing numbers of people call for less govern-
ment intervention, we continue to develop social programs and educate in
ways which preclude the alternatives to top-down intervention. Most of
our decisionmaking machinery is still based on the assumption that the
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individual, the family, the group and the community must somehow be
saved from themselves. Again, I do not suggest that all individual
decisions would be wise but I do argue that the overall impact of an
educational approach would be more satisfactory than the results that
can be expected on the basis of our present acquiescence. Despite the
probable fact that many people--indeed, most people--are not interested
in "participation," we need to make it possi bl
e
for everyone to par-
ticipate in the process, not merely as consultants or consul tees but
as conscious and capable planners themselves.
Planning as Process . Understanding the planning process to be continu-
ous, co-ordinated/integrated, and participative^^ is the crux of Eric
Trist's reference to a new art of living and his statement that the
great challenge of the rest of this century will be determining ways
to organically relate the planning process to the political process.
It is the process--not the plans--that become the basis of the new
culture of politics. Harvey Wheeler, in The Politics of Revolution
(Berkeley: Glendessary Press, 1971), p. 36, expresses the challenge in
this way:
. . . First, we must stave off the biocatastrophe. To do so
will require that we devise a new science of politics combin-
ing ecology, information theory, and dynamic programming, all
^^Continuous— formulation, evaluation, modification and imple-
mentation are cyclically interacting elements of the process, with
transcendental ends being progressively approached--! .e. , no fixed
master plan.
Inteqrated/coordinated- -encompasses ends and means, strategic and tac-
tical procedures, and considers all levels and dimensions simultaneously
and interdependently
.
Participative- -all concerned parties have the opportunity to contribute
in appropriate roles.
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brought together in an organic or biology-oriented framework
rather than a mechanistic one. Beyond this we shall have todevise an applied political science capable of transmitting
this ecological wisdom to the average citizen for rational
and deliberate application at the polls. We shall require a
new kind of party system with a new kind of participational
democracy seeking solutions to ecological problems. Finally
we shall require a new kind of deliberation or legislative
process to grow out of the new politics of ecology, and we
shall have to relate to it in something like the way the
existing legislative process related to our traditional party
system.
So we see that while the new politics may exhibit many aspects of the
former—confrontation, accommodation, compromise— the overall context
will need to be something else: an active, even proactive, polity
acknowledging the necessity of continous dialogue (no problem is solved
with any real finality) and for systemic strategies (no problem is an
entity in isolation from others or its environment).
Maybe in the past we could "afford" social policy that was
largely corrective, acting remedially after the fact but this is no
longer so. In response to the increased uncertainties and interdepen-
dencies of contemporary affairs, social policy must be anticipatory and
flexible, as well as comprehensive in its acknowledgment of complexity.
The task of government, including education, will be to provide for
governance that reaches beyond regulating the present to creation of
znabting condLUoyii for the future. In quest of peoples' increased
ability to design and control their own destinies, we must learn to
plan/design and we must plan/design to learn .
PI an/ Design: A Continuum . I employ this awkward designation--plan/
design--to emphasize an important concept and a special relationship.
Planning and design are aspects of positive-active response that reach
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toward each other from opposite ends of the spectrum of intervening
action. In brief, planning tends to be relatively abstract, conceptual,
large scale, and projected in time; design is generally more concrete
and instrumental, smaller in scope, and immediate. Each is ordinarily
an integral, if oftentimes conflicting, part of the other. Theirs is a
special relationship in that they are opposites, somewhat in tension,
which contain one another.
In the context of the macro-problem discussion behind us and the
education proposals ahead, the point is that there is need for a long-
range, comprehensive and continuing PLANNING CAPABILITY that is integrally
complemented by a future-cognizant but short-range, "people responsive"
and immediacy-oriented DESIGN CAPABILITY. However, the existence of
these capabilities is a necessary but not sufficient condition. They must
be coordinated through some conscious systemic provision that they will be
in complementary or only mildly dialectic relation--not in conflict .
These thoughts are directed toward formulation of a conceptual
framework which, among other aspects of achieving organic order, pro-
vides that the resolution of immediate issues and the realization of
long-range aims will avoid being at cross purpose. With regard to the
"human circumstance," consideration of the means to ensure the comple-
mentarity and coordination of planning and design is a major study in it-
self and would take us too far afield. Consideration of such an integrat-
ing framework with reference to the "education circumstance," however,
is the main business of this paper. When we arrive at that discussion
it will be particularly useful to recall the points— symbolized by the
designation, plan/design—of these last few paragraphs.
CHAPTER IV




. Public education is a mess
. . . both in
the popular sense of the term and in the more technical sense of
Russell Ackoff's use of it to denote "a system of external conditions
that produces dissatisfaction"^
--a system of interrelated problems
comparable to what, in the larger context, we've been calling macro-
problems.
In the context of this document, I agree generally with George
Dennison's observation that "There is no need to add to the criticism
of our public schools. The critique is extensive and can hardly be
2
improved upon . . . The question now is what to do." With reference
to schools and our society's total complex of educating institutions,
however, I am sure that explication of the "mess" can be improved upon--
al though our immediate purpose here will not be well served by the
attempt to do so. While dispensing with a pro forma litany of ills, I
do wish nonetheless to address those aspects of the education circum-









stance that have been the particular springboard for my thinking: two
key dimensions of what I have characterized as institutional strangle-
holds on education.
First, the system of public education in general has been too
narrowly conceived and then overburdened by unreasonable expectations.
That education is equated with schooling, that learning is equated with
teaching, and that various learning needs can be adequately met by
uniform modes and substance are all critically narrow conceptions.
Then to expect that a system of education based upon these (and some
other) questionable concepts could effectively perform the official
tasks--let alone the tacit ones—assigned to it is nearly absurd.
Second, decision and control are too far removed from the
action. The system is organized to Aun well, not so much to do well.
That is to say that bureaucratic control, where concern for trouble-
free operation outweighs purposefulness, is far too prevalent in
general and, specifically, that the people "nearest" to learning trans-
actions--learner and teacher, primarily, with parents and immediate
administrators at slight remove--must have the leeway, authority and,
of course, the competence to largely determine the nature of those
transactions
.
Needed: A Larger View . The assertion of education's narrow conception
does not deny the importance or validity of schools. The point is
that, while schools perform essential services and may do so very
well
they must be viewed in their total context with recognition
of the
limits to their role. Moreover, we should resist any tendency
to ac-




A broader perspective is required and I believe that I cannot
improve on the following statement by Lawrence Cremin as an expression
of my own view.
I have found it fruitful to define education as the deli-
berate, systematic, and sustained effort to transmit, evoke,
or acquire knowledge, attitudes, values, skills, or sensi-
bilities, as well as any outcomes of that effort. The defi-
nition stresses intentional ity, though I am well aware that
learning takes place in many situations where intentional ity
is not present. It makes room for study as well as instruc-
tion, thereby embracing the crucial realm of self-education.
And it acknowledges that behavior, preferences, and tastes
are involved, as well as knowledge and understanding. It
sees education as a process more limited than what the soci-
ologist would call socialization or the anthropologist en-
culturation, though obviously inclusive of many of the same
phenomena. And it recognizes that there is often conflict
between what educators are trying to teach and what is learned
from the ordinary business of living.
The definition is latitudinarian, in that it permits us
several angles of vision with respect to the interplay of
generations. Education may be viewed as intergenerational
,
with the adults teaching children . . . or with children
teaching adults . .
. ; it may be viewed as intrageneration-
al . .
. ; or it may be viewed as a self-conscious coming of
age. . . .
The definition also projects us beyond the schools and
colleges to the multiplicity of individuals and institutions
that educate--parents, peers, siblings, and friends, as well
as families, churches, synagogues, libraries, museums, summer
camps, benevolent societies, agricultural fairs, settlement
houses, factories, radio stations, and television networks.
It alerts us to the numerous occupational groups (only some of
which have been professionalized) associated with educational
institutions and to the variety of pedagogies they employ.
And it suggests the fact that each of these pedagogies tends
at a given time to impinge on the others. Thus revivalist
preaching doubtless influenced familial instruction in the
nineteenth century, while Sesame Street unquestionably influ-
ences kindergarten instruction in our own.
Finally, the definition grants that education ordinarily
(though not necessarily) produces outcomes, some of which may
be intended and some unintended, and indeed that the unin-
tended outcomes may be more significant than the intended. It
also grants that other phenomena, from politics to conwerce^to
technology to earthquakes, may produce even more significant
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changes in understanding, behavior, or sensibility than edu-
cation. There are some who would consider all such phenomena
educative, for they invariably shape human beings and affect
their destinies. I find their definition so inclusive as to
be meaningless. We obviously learn many things that no one
sets out to teach us and that we ourselves do not set out to
learn. No one interested in education can afford to ignore
such incidental learning, but to call it education is to blur
and confuse that critical realm of human activity in which
individuals seek purposefully and planfully to bring about
the changes in their own or others' thinking, behavior, or
sensibi 1 ities.
Every day in every part of the world people set out to
teach something to others or to study something themselves
(or to place others or themselves in situations from which
they hope desirable changes in knowledge, attitudes, skills,
or appreciations will result). They deserve a theory specifi-
cally addressed to their problems and purposes, one that will
assist them to act more intelligently, ever hopeful of the
possibilities but fully aware of the limitations and the risks
that attend their efforts.^
Unfortunately, this is not a widely accepted view to date ... or at
least not to the extent of affecting public policy toward education.
As long as schooling monopolizes the idea of public education, many edu-
cative processes and several educating agencies and institutions will
not be adequately taken into account. Moreover, the "monopoly" is
compounded by circumstances whereby not only do schools dominate what
people consider public education to be, but a single conception of what
schooling is will often preclude choice and alternatives for students,
parents, and teachers in a given locale.
However, while certain criticisms and a good measure of the
"loss of faith" in schools are clearly warranted (most schools are
^Lawrence Cremin, Public Education (New York: Basic Books,
1976), pp. 27-30.
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simply not good places to be, or to be in)"^ we must acknowledge that a
great deal of the public's dissatisfaction with public education stems
primarily from the disparity between what should reasonably be expected
of schools and what is^ expected. On one hand, we simply ask too much.
On the other, many traditional functions of schooling are no longer
sensible as tasks of our public schools.
Dewey s nearly fifty year old comment on the first circumstance
is that the public school is the willing packhorse of our social sys-
tem; the true hero of the refrain: Let George do it!" The half century
since has certainly witnessed no relief for George. The second cir-
cumstance has been skillfully addressed by the same James Coleman who
earlier had the title role in the work that is a prime source of the
establishment's current crisis of confidence in schools.^ In an essay
re-entitled "Children Have Outgrown the Schools"^ Coleman points out
that the richness of the nonschool environment encroaches upon the tra-
ditional domain of the school (knowledge transmission and formal
4
See my Kleinsasser-inspired discussion of impoverished environ-
ments a bit later in this section (below, pp. 77-78). See also. Youth:
Transition to Adulthood: Report of the Panel on Youth of the President's
Advisory Committee (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975); The
Reform of Secondary Education: A Report to the Public and the Profes-
sion by the National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education/
Kettering Foundation (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973); and "The Education
of Adolescents: Report of the National Panel on High Schools and Adoles-
cent Education, United States Office of Education," mimeographed.
^James S. Coleman, et al
. ,
"Equality of Education Opportunity"
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1966)— the so-called
Coleman Report.
^Coleman, "Education in the Age of Computers and Mass Communi-
cation," in Martin Greenberger, ed.. Computers, Communications, and the
Public Interest (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1971), reprinted in
Psychology Today , Feb., 1972.
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socialization) while the opportunities for lessons in social reciprocity,
productivity and interpersonal competence once provided as a matter of
course by out-of-school environments are now but rarely in evidence.
Amidst the current pluralism in sources of information and social influ-
ence, we have retained 19th century school practices that were designed
for a relatively stable, slow moving and "information-poor" society.
Yet, at the same time, children and youth now encounter fewer and fewer
opportunities for challenge and development through direct experience
with meaningful social tasks. To truly deal with the education mess
calls for a reconceptualization that will make an asset of the new "in-
formation environment" and the reciprocal effects between education and
the entire social context. We need to better appreciate (and then be-
come instrumental in response to the appreciation) that schools are only
one component--a subsystem--in a broader, overall conception of the
public education system.
Another key dimension of a broader perspective on education is
proper cognizance of the dynamics of learning and recognition of the
fallacy in viewing teaching as education's definitive element. Proper-
ly conceived, teaching is (like medicine and agriculture) a cooperative
art. Practiced as a cooperative art, teaching is a creative rather
than merely productive endeavor--working with the transcendent poten-
tialities of living matter as opposed to the obediential potential of
inert matter. Hence teaching should be adopted to the very nature of
learners and learning. Hippocrates, who well understood healing
as an
art cooperating with nature, distinguished three modes of
treatment and
ordered them according to their degree of such cooperation—
the best
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being most fully cooperative and the least being operative upon living
matter almost as if it were dead and inert. First, he placed control
of regimen--the patient's diet, hours of sleep and activity, climatic
exposure, etc. Second, and as an auxilliary to the controlled regimen,
he placed medication--the introduction of foreign substance (drugs)
into the body to work as catalysts. Only then, as a treatment of last
resort, Hippocrates placed surgery which is, strictly speaking, op^era-
tive rather than cooperative and thus does violence to nature.
I see the types of treatment characterized by Hippocrates as
roughly analogous to three basic modes of "teaching." Rote instruction
(indoctrination?) and drill do violence as in the case of surgery. Lec-
tures and text books are like medication: most justifiable and effective
as an auxiliary to organic, natural processes. Finally, the ideal in
teaching is the naturally dialectical way; that mode which conforms to
the order of personal discovery (see below) in learning and thus corres-
ponds most to the therapeutic value of healthy regimen. This ideal is
most thoroughly manifest in the true Socratic method.^ Socrates is
the prototype of the teacher cooperating with nature just as Hippocra-
tes is the prototypical healer, for both had a proper respect for
natural processes and both understood the necessity of subordination to
take the Socratic method to be substantially more than the
"leading question" technique by which it is commonly identified today.
Its hallmarks are the centrality of drawing upon the student's own
experience and the systematic testing of ideas by consideration of
alternatives. Briefly, as I understand it, the strategy of Socrates
was I) to have his student make an initial proposition or assertion,
(2) to cause the proposition to be doubted, (3) to lead to discovery
of the proposition's faults, and (4) to elicit a more considered re-
formulation; all the while invoking no higher authority than the stu-
dent himself--his own ability and fund of knowledge.
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^eir art of themselves as artists. This is the basis of Socrates'
description of himself as merely a midwife in the birth of knowledge.
Since the teacher can only be a cooperative agent (never the
sole, and rarely even the primary impetus) of learning, the emotional
response and intellectual activity which constitute learning are seen
to occur whether the process is teacher-facilitited or not. Even (or
especially?) in the case of instruction, the primary features of learn-
ing are the same processes--differentiation, integration, and generali-
zati on—which comprise personal discovery without a teacher's aid.
Now, this is not a prelude to advocacy of the so-called discovery method
of teaching and is certainly not intended to minimize the role of the
teacher. On the contrary, the legitimate and very important function
of teachers (and schools) is to reduce mis-education and to facilitate
learning by making it less haphazard . . . and the conditions of change
and complexity outlined earlier make it all the more legitimate and
important. Still, the essential realization is that the most any
teacher or program can do is to create/provide the conditions that make
learning possible and likely. They cannot force or even cause learning
to occur. However, "teaching" still ordinarily occurs according to
administrative convenience; usually proceeding as if teaching/learning-
By personal discovery I mean personal connection-making and
learning as self-incorporation-of-meaning. Bronowski is expressing
essentially the same notion when he states that "In one sense every-
thing we discover is already there ... in another sense, what a man
discovers is discovered by him ; it would not take the same form in the
experience of someone else. Discovery is a double relation of analysis
and synthesis together. As an analysis it probes what is there; but
then as a synthesis, it puts the parts together in a form by which the
creative mind transcends the bare limits, the bare skeleton, which nature
provides." Jacob Bronowski, The Ascent of Man (Boston: Little Brown and
Co., 1973), p. 115.
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should follow the logical, so-called objective order of knowledge
rather than the dynamics of learning. This categorical tendency per-
sists even though we know that the organization of knowledge as mani-
fest in the academic disciplines (and the attendant subject matters
prescribed by curriculum specialists) seldom reflects the existential
realities of the world, much less the processes of the mind.
Responsibility and Response Ability . This brings us back to the second
key dimension of institutional stranglehold: Bureaucratic control and
separation of policy and program decisions from the "real" responsibil-
ity for results. No one, including the most entrenched of bureaucrats,
seems to be truly in favor of bureaucracy. Yet, it is not merely toler-
ated; it flourishes. Why? Bureaucracy thrives because, despite its
shortcomings from the standpoint of individuals and humanistic values,
it serves the prevailing general interests of society very well. It is
a logical outgrowth of a coping approach (reactive response) to the
organizational requirements of any complex social endeavor with a
significant administrative dimension.
For example, the primary features of bureaucratic control are
(a) specialization of functions, (b) adherence to fixed rules, and (c)
a hierarchy of authority. Now, I cannot imagine any social organization
under modern conditions that would not exhibit or even, on occasion, rely
very considerably upon aspects of specialization, elaboration of rules
of procedure, and some sort of decision-making hierarchy, if not an
outright chain-of-command.
There is, however, a great difference between an instance of
employing bureaucratic methodology and one of asserting and accepting
t
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bureaucracy as the fundamental organizing concept for an enterprise.
In the latter case, the primary features will ordinarily combine with
some others to result in some version of the following sequence: stand-
ardization of personnel and procedures, increased formality and person-
al detachment, diminution of spontaneity, responsiveness and initiative
and, sooner or later, antipathy between the organization and the popu-
lation it purports to serve. It is no coincidence that the foregoing
pretty well describes (in one dimension, at least) many public schools
and most school systems. Our society seems to have a couple of par-
ticularly insidious images of schooling. Contrary to some evidence and
a lot of propaganda, education is not war. Nor is it a matter of
factory-like production. Why, then, do we persist in organizing for
it as if education systems were the Army or a manufacturing venture?
The inadequacies of public education that can be largely attri-
buted to bureaucratic organization are several and severe. One, however,
stands out as a prime contributor to the education mess. That is the
remoteness of most educational decision-making from the occurrence of
learning interactions and the separation of responsibility for results
from those who can truly be responsible— in the sense of RESPONSE-ABLE
(able to directly respond)--and thus to actually affect learning inter-
actions with any immediacy. While only the learner exercises real
^
Responsibil ity (n)--state or quality of being responsible . . .
accountability . . . reliability, trustworthiness.
Responsible (adj )—answerable as the primary cause, motive or agent;
creditable or chargeable with the result . . . liable to respond;
likely to be called upon to answer . . . able to respond or answer
for one's conduct and obligations.
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control over learning, none other than teachers^° are in a position to
wield very direct influence over the process. An education system must
therefore emphasize preparing and allowing both of them—teacher and
learner—to do these well. No matter how much prior planning is done
in an attempt to promote learning, nothing can supplant the need for,
or the power of, acting imme,dlat2l^ and aiitkznJticoitty in the process of
learning/teaching itself. This fact is the pivotal realization of the
idea of teacher/ learner as designer .
It will be argued by some that teachers are not trustworthy
or capable enough to bear the responsibility of being society's primary
agent in the process of education. As an observation this may very well
be true, but as an argument it is not valid because, in my view, nobody
else is in a position to be truly responsible for learning interactions.
The point, and my rejoinder to the anticipated objections, is that the
alternative to "untrustworthy" or incapable teachers is not to place
the responsibility elsewhere but to make sure that teachers are worthy
and capable.
A Summary . Briefly, the energizing issues of the education circum-
stance are:
the monopoly of schools relative to the untapped educative
potential of the total environment.
^^This is to say, of course, teachers of all sorts. Not just
school teachers but parents, peers, siblings, neighbors, correspondents,
community educators-at-large, public officials and personalities, the
media, authors, artists, etc. While it should be the business of schools
to concentrate on learning that makes further learning possible
likely), we need to better acknowledge that everybody and everything
teaches I will be developing the implications of this idea for profes-
sional education-i.e., teacher education of sorts for doctors, lawyers.
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— domination of the monopoly by single, rigid, largely
right answer" concepts of schooling to the exclusion
of choice, alternatives, and exploration,
the meagreness of the teaching image as opposed to the
learning image, and
— the liabilities of bureaucracy as an organizational
philosophy.
Treatment of these issues here has suggested that:
. . . some aspects of bureaucracy are a normal, almost inevitable
"fact of life" that stem from a certain undeniable validity
as an administrative tool but, as an organizing concept per
se, bureaucracy reflects an unacceptable view of the nature
of man and a "worse case" estimation of our capability for
dealing with complexity;
. . . the teaching image is moribund. There is a growing realiza-
tion among stakeholders in education that the learning
imaqe--an image of continuous and flexible sequences of
learner-oriented educative events not arbitrarily governed
by place, time, or stipulated content--is now applicable
and, perhaps, absolutely essential;
. . . it is within our capability and means to realize thoroughly
responsive and accountable alternatives to the narrow,
generally static, bureaucratically ordered concept of public
education that is prevalent today;
... we must pursue a shift in thinking from the idea of school
system to that of education system whereby the latter we
mean a comprehensive, pluralistic support system for learning
which fully utilizes environmental resources and human capa-
bilities.
Although it can be argued that individual and society are not in oppo-
sition but, rather (like planning and design), more or less constitute
each other, we must obviously have more or less formal procedures for
insuring that public education serves the interests of society. Our
provisions for education must fit into a general frame of social aims
engineers, public administrators, etc., as part of professional train-
ing in medicine, jurisprudence, art, environmental design and so on.
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but at the same time exhibit a responsiveness to individuals that I
think is truly realizable only at the very point of learning interac-
tion, itself. Hence, my response to the "education circumstance" domi-
nated, as I have expressed it, by institutional strangleholds, is
derivation of a conceptual framework for more positive-active involve-
ment in the processes of public education on the part of its primary
stakehol ders.
f
At the societal scale, this should be a framework which--within
a context of continually diagnosed progress toward long-term aims (i.e.,
adaptive planning)
--expedites delivery of the required knowledge, wisdom
and insight for immediate decision-making (i.e., design) at the point of
learning interaction. It is a framework which should also serve, at the
personal scale, as the basis for seeking and organizing a growing and
increasingly sophisticated understanding of (1) the learning organism,
of (2) the context for learning, and (3) of the learning interaction
itself. We need, in other words, a framework for on-going aggregation
of knowledge and skills relative to learning to learn and learning to
teach on the part of TEACHER/ LEARNERS AS DESIGNERS.
Although the focus of this document is on 2 and 3--the context
for learning and, especially, on aspects of the learning interaction--
I cannot overemphasize the idea that the learning organism must be the
initial and the ultimate focal point. My thesis is devoted to a pro-
posed conception of educational environments but the effort it repre-
sents is on behalf of improving response to the particular nature and
circumstances of the individual learner. For an outline of three
approaches to understanding the learning organism which come together
to form my "specific" conception of this ultimate focal point— the
learner--please see Appendix B.
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The Response
Organizing Concept: Environmental Quality . As a positive-active re-
sponse to the education "mess," I thus propose an education counterpart
of the comprehensive adaptive planning discussed at the end of Chapter
III—with personal design capability as the basis for fuller participa-
tion. The barrier to social and personal well-being today is not lack
of data or technical capability but', rather, it is (a) deficiency in
our understanding of process and structure and (b) lack of the insight,
methodology, and commitment that enables practices based upon new under-
standing to be undertaken as that understanding emerges. In our case
here, a prime requisite for truly responsive and accountable systems
for public education is a comprehensive planning/design procedure based
upon a dynamic theoretical model, if not a validated theory, of educa-
tion and learning.
Environmental quality is gaining acceptance as a general organiz-
ing concept. As such, in both its practical orientation and its meta-
phorical richness, environmental quality has struck me as especially
appropriate and powerful as the basis of an integrating framework for
education planning and practice. This is particularly so with reference
to a conception of learning environments that extends well beyond the
limits of schooling as it is presently conceived.
At the design level (or, in keeping with an earlier reference,
at the design end of the intervention spectrum) my image of such an
environmental quality framework features strategies and structures based
upon emerging principles of environmental design. At the planning
scale
I envision an ecological model of education as the basis
of a system of
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provision for the fullest utilization of naturally educative conditions
and circumstances--the education counterpart of Hippocrates' principle
of health regimen.
Through ecological and systems thinking, we have come to realize
that all living systems and the supra-systems (organizations) which are
comprised of them are systems--open with respect to matter, energy, and
information which they exchange with their environment. Development of
this concept results in vastly enriched understanding of living systems
in contrast to thinking based on models of fully closed systems. For
one thing, the ecological perspective emphasizes the realization that
schools are merely one subsystem of the educational ecosystem which
includes, as other subsystems, the family, media (TV in particular),
peer groups, religious and service organizations, the work place, public
services and other manifestations of human settlement, in general, with
its web of institutions, people, and processes.
With such a total -system perspective, it can become philosophi-
cally and financially feasible to allow many varied educational paths
to be followed; varied paths that are relatively free from distortion
of the learning process due to contention between particular ideologies
or special interests. With learning--formal as well as non-formal — seen
^^The ecosystem is the basic major unit in the science of
ecology. It is a complex of living and non-living components interact-
ing to produce a stable system. "The principle of ecosystem provides
a unifying framework within which specialized study at the individual,
population, and community levels can be meaningfully conducted.
Edward Kormondy, Readings in Ecology (Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall
,
1965), p. 165. Although degree of openness is a salient aspect of the
concept, it is a basic tenet of ecology that no organism or system is
entirely self-sufficient; their unique system integrity notwithstanding,
they are all open systems existing on the basis of constant exchange
of
matter, energy and information with their surroundings.
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to be naturally and integrally associated with everyday personal and
social processes, we can realize more effective and less costly systems
of public education wherein people, in the process of being educated,
will be contributing directly to the solution of pressing social prob-
lems or otherwise enriching community life.
More particularly, environmental quality as an organizing con-
cept helps us to see that, in planning and design for education, it is
not enough to respond exclusively to social and technical expediency--
to economics, academic requirements, employment demands, or to con-
venience of administrative organization, for example--or the other
relatively quantifiable means by which education has been traditionally
defined and conducted. As school shaping priorities, these have fre-
quently led to impersonal conditions and, on occasion, to circumstances
13
that are inhumane. It is my contention that an essential objective of
design for learning must be provision of conditions of <Lx.pzAl2.ntLal
i>ucppohZ. This refers to the development of conditions that will pro-
vide the opportunities that people need continuously through time and
space in order to thrive as human beings; and, especially, conditions
that will evoke responses aimed at helping people develop their full
potential as learners.
Most formal education in our society is dominated by habits
and systems that are not well related to learners except to the degree
^^Essential not in that nothing can be done without it but
essential in the sense that without it, whatever is done is not
likely to be very satisfactory.
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that learners accept the rather limited role of studentJ^ Indeed, im-
personal habits and systems take little advantage of opportunities for
learning from the richness of life so an environment made up of pre-
dominantly impersonal systems and settings is not likely to be experi-
ential ly supportive.
An environment which is experiential ly un^supporti ve is an en-
vironment in which there is little variety and choice, where too much is
fixed (i.e., people are manipulated and channeled, can effect little
and, thus, feel ineffective); it is an environment in which little is
changing or changeable, where isolation rather than community is the
rule, where experience is fragmented and connections are difficult (i.e.,
there is little or only tenuous relationship to other people, to nature,
to activities and events). It is an environment in which there is too
little that is interesting, too little that is stimulating, too little
of the richness and eventful ness that encourages people to discover
patterns and to renew themselves.
Obviously, the extreme opposites of such conditions--excessive
14
One of the interesting questions--perhaps a critical one--
about education as "institutionalization of learning" (see below, p.
112) is whether by nature or definition it tries to force learners to
become students. I suggest that schools ordinarily attempt to accom-
plish precisely that; and that this is the most serious liability of
institutionalized learning. Learning is a process in which everyone is
natural ly--even involuntarily--engaged. To be a student is to assume a
role--a very specialized role—that is not suitable for all learning and,
more to the point, is not suitable for all learners. I believe that many
learners are induced to neglect an important dimension of living when,
having been alienated as students and equating school and studenting
with learning, they reject the idea of active life-long learning. I am
convinced that this liability is an unnecessary risk which the design
approach can help us avoid. This, of course, is not to deny the valid-
ity of the student role which is obviously an important and effective
manifestation of the educational process; rather I mean to challenge its
predominance.
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choice, constant flux, rapid change, etc.
--would be unsupportive also,
but usually the experientially unsupportive environment is an impover-
ished environment in that it is limiting and leaves out too much. Since
I define learning as the self-incorporation of meaning, this is a criti-
cal situation; an impoverished environment cannot contribute positively
to the meaning of life.
It should be apparent that my purpose is not advocacy of better
environment for learning in the sense of architectural design or new
and improved school facilities per se. I am talking about supportive
conditions for learning in the sense of an expanded view of "curricu-
lum" that involves not just schools but everything
—
people, places,
processes and things--that learners intentionally learn from, with, and
15
for. And by supportive conditions I mean particularly the provision
of experiential (as differentiated from logistical) support for learn-
ing. Therefore, amidst today's proliferation of general references to
environment as well as more public awareness of some of its specialized
usages, I should clarify my use of the word environment with regard to
the idea of designing environments for learning.
The term environment carries a standard core of meaning but
biologists, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, geographers,
political scientists, philosophers and other specialists have varied
its use much to suit their needs. The result is a semantic chaos beyond
^^Hence I would add to any concept of curriculum the following
dimension: that curriculum development be thought of as the design (or
discovery) of experientially supportive conditions for learning. In
this view curriculum guidelines would consist of specific articulation
of the conditions of such support and curricular materials will be any-
thing that contributes to meeting those conditions.
I
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anyone's ability to resolve short of stipulation in the sense of
Scheffler's distinction between descriptive and stipulative defini-
tions. When I speak of learning environments I mean, by "environ-
ment," all the surrounding conditions and influences that affect per-
sonal development. In the words of John Dewey: "the environment
. . .
is whatever conditions interact with personal needs, desires, purposes,
and capacities to create the experience which is had."^^ Following
Dewey's derivation, "situations" are the interaction of organism and
environment that produce experience .
The statement that individuals live in a world means, in the
concrete, that they live in a series of situations . . . that
interaction is going on between an individual and objects and
other people. The conceptions of "situation" and "interac-
tion" are inseparable from each other. An experience is al-
ways what it is because of a transaction taking place between
an individual and what at the time constitutes his environment,
whether the latter consists of persons with whom he's talking
about some topic or event, the subject talked about being also
a part of the situation; or . . . the book he is reading (in
which his environing conditions at the time may be England or
ancient Greece or any imaginary region); or the materials of an
experiment he is performing.’®
To speak of designing good learning environments, then, is to speak of
providing (or discovering and effectively utilizing) SUCCESSFULLY INTER-
ACTIVE SITUATIONS.
^^Israel Scheffler, The Language of Education (Springfield, 111.:
Charles C. Thomas, 1960), pp. 11-12. For Scheffler, descriptive defini
-
tions are "explanatory"—explaining the defined term by giving an account
of prior conventional and historical usages as exhibited in a number of
contexts. Stipulative definitions are "communicatory "--they give notice
that, within a particular context, a term is to be taken as the equiva-
lent to this or that term or description or stated meaning.





Strategy: From Paradigms to Criteria
. I believe that better learning
environments are not being realized because there is not sufficient
general awareness, let alone specific understanding, of the environ-
mental support (in the form, for instance, of relationships or atti-
tudes, as well as facilities) that people need if they are to lead rich
lives and take on the responsibility for their own learning. Our cul-
ture views environment too narrowly. Also, because we view education
so narrowly and have developed institutions for it based on that narrow
view, we fail to take into adequate account the total life/learning
experience. As a consequence of these two too narrow views we have not
developed sufficient criteria for providing conditions that experien-
tial ly support living-integrated education. Educators, even when they
acknowledge the validity of a total -systems view, are generally unaware
of what is missing in environments and what design for learning beyond
our images of school could be like; and when they are aware of this and
can envision what designs might be like, they are currently not likely
to agree on who should do the designing and carry it out.
The problems in our educational services that I am addressing
exist largely because we lack both an adequately comprehensive per-
spective and a well-considered, widely acceptable value base for think-
ing about education and design for learning. We do not have any con-
crete and practical frames of reference that are widely agreed upon. It
is not surprising that no theory integrates all of society s educating
agencies or adequately encompasses the demands of the various major
stakeholders in our society ... to distill a common value base from
the theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political and spiritual
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values of a population comprised of, say, humanistic advocates of
person-centeredness , " esteem and status oriented materialists, the
poor and disenfranchised, and status-puo oriented "middle Americans,"
is one tall order.
Since I see little likelihood that a grand, overarching and
unitary theory which might successfully account for these and other
issues will be found acceptable to all stakeholders, I am not inclined
to spend time and energy in quest of it. But, while no encompassing
theory may be acceptable, perhaps a collection of mutually supportive
paradigms will suffice. It seems to me that the potential for signifi-
cant breakthrough is in this intermediate, although still essentially
theoretical, realm. Between conceptualization and operationalization
of an idea or process there exists a boundary condition (an interpene-
tration, or "interface," of the two) which constitutes an essential
middle-ground that I am labeling strategic . I have already suggested
that it is to deficiency in our grasp of this area that we may attribute
much of our difficulty in implementing ideas and realizing goals.
With regard to design of learning environments, the elimination
of this deficiency in the strategic interface hinges upon success with
two particular aspects of a complex problem. These aspects are:
• gaining a comprehensive and sensitive, yet cogent and thrifty
understanding of the users/participants; and
• establishing a reasonable estimate of the patterns of signifi-
cant experiential variables in successful environments.
The problem itself is that the designer who designs for a mass circum-
stance or a mass client has little or no opportunity for personal dis-
course with clients or users. The users become "objects in solution
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rather than "subjects in solving." Once again, we see that the problem
is almost a dilemma: If we objectify user populations we establish a
system whereby the people we are designing for may become objects with
little conception of their own freedom and responsibility. On the other
a
hand, if we do not objectify these circumstances somewhat we can never
achieve cumulative improvement in environments because we will have no
reference point for determining what constitutes an improvement. Thus
the response--since we recall, also, that "there is no one way (or even
just several) to arrange for education"--has to be to design WITH people
rather than for people and, ultimately, to provide the tools and support
that will enable them to design for themsel ves
Although the value, if not the validity, of the total environ-
ment/full participation idea is increasingly acknowledged, it seems far
from becoming a significant factor in public policy. On the one hand,
despite today's demands for wider involvement in decisionmaking of all
sorts, the mechanisms for participation that we have are, at best, in-
sufficient and, in most cases, fraudulent . . . not to but mention the
fundamental issue of what decisions can be legitimately and fruitfully
participated in. On the other hand, there are significant educating in-
stitutions and agencies whose role we do not adequately account for and
there are powerful assets and incentives that we have hardly begun to
acknowledge at all, let alone utilize. However, things are changing.
Both aspects
—
participative planning and non-school educative agencies
^^This statement applies at two levels: citizen participation
in education policy planning at the community/state level and the indi-
vidual stakeholder or learner's involvement in their education at the
level of specific learning interactions.
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and resources— are increasingly the subject of public interest and
serious scholarship.
For my own part, the propositions of this paper reflect my
belief that nothing short of widely parti cipated-in establishment of
public education policies and programs which utilize and enhance the
natural continuity of learning with living will suffice in building a
system (or systems) of education equal to the challenge of change,
complexity, and uncertainty presented by post-industrial society.
I assert that it will be of immeasurable value, if not absolute-
ly essential, to have a strategic framework that encompasses the various
purveyors of education and which fully considers the conditions that
support learning. To that end I propose the design approach to realiz-
ing a blend of formal, non-formal
,
and incidential educative experience
that will operate in all the various component subsystems of the educa-
tion ecosystem and that will be increasingly subject to the control/
influence of its immediate participants.
PART THREE
UNDERSTANDING THE DESIGN IDEA
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VI. THE CURRICULUM CONTEXT: FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN
VII. TOWARDS EXPERIENTIAL CRITERIA-NINE HYPOTHESES




I m sure that it is now apparent that, as I speak of education
as environmental design, I have in mind something more profound and yet
more specific and instrumental than the generally acceptable, common
sense notion that teachers are designers because they arrange classrooms
and do lesson plans or strive to individualize instruction.
The next chapter presents a specific analysis of design proc-
esses which serves as the basis for transforming the teacher-as-designer
metaphor into strategy—strategy for a total environment, open-access,
high participation support system for learning.
However, it may be that at this point the reader would prefer
to forego further theoretical support for the design approach until
after consideration of the chief substance of that approach— i .e.
,
the
Curriculum Context and the Experiential Hypotheses. In that event,
this CHOICEPOINT announcement is my invitation to the reader to skip
through the following chapter to Chapter VI. Please note that this
does not mean that I consider the Design Rationale to be dispensable
but rather that I'm not sure about the most effective chronology for
any particular reader. The Design Rationale discussion mi ght just as
readily follow Chapter VIII as follow Chapter IV, but you will want to
engage it sooner or later--or, just possibly, you may want to consider
it at both of these stages of the sequence.
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CHAPTER V
THE DESIGN RATIONALE--VARIATIONS ON "GOODNESS OF FIT"
Our task now is to get from the vaguely accepted, metaphorical
level of the design idea to the point of appreciating education as a
continuing design problem—the problem of providing supportive condi-
tions for learning. What does it mean, in practical terms, for teachers
and learners to be designers; and for education to be seen as a complex
of design problems?
To begin with we should differentiate between two scales of de-
sign. These different scales may be characterized as design OF educa-
tion and design FOR learning. Design OF has to do with meeting the
social goals of education such as fulfilling society's need for tech-
nical expertise, a literate electorate, a productive work force, etc.
Design FOR has to do with establishing the specific enabling conditions
for suitable learning interactions. The first scale is more in the na-
ture of activity at the planning end of the intervention spectrum dis-
cussed in Chapter III (p. 60 above). It is the second scale—design
F0R--that is our focal concern.
It may also be helpful to distinguish, at the outset, between
the design image and teaching-as-art analogies. The design approach,
as I will delineate it, is a metaphorical/analogical way of thinking
about education, but one that reaches beyond metaphor and analogy to
instrumentality . The artist metaphor, through much rhetoric and some
86
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serious consideration concerning the teacher as artist, has a substan-
tial history as an explanatory, cautionary,^ and inspirational perspec
tive on teaching. However, its validity as an analytical approach not-
withstanding, the art analogy seems to have had little demonstrable im-
pact on educational policy or training procedure. In contrast, I feel
the design perspective can be made to encompass the critical factor
which the artist metaphor has historically been employed to account for
(invention, creativity, imagination)- and yet place it in a more opera-
tional framework—and avoid the liabilities of mystical subjectivity
which so often shrouds the consciously "artistic" endeavor. Using the
terminology of my organizational model (p. 19 above) the design image
will be more strategic than the art/artist metaphor. My contention is
that the design approach is inherently closer to the performance dimen-
sion than, for example, the aesthetics of teaching formulation of Axel-
2
rod and similar art analogy models. In addition, I see design think-
ing as the basis for positive-active (which is to say, systematically
ad hoc) utilization of ideas and models already in existence. Finally,
although the two are not mutually exclusive by any means, many teachers
who might never be or consider themselves, 'artists' will become very
accomplished designers of learning environments.
The Design Situation . The practical value of the teacher/learner-as-
designer image and of viewing the provision of supportive conditions for
^See the William James footnote on page 91, below.
^See Joseph Axelrod, Teacher As Artist (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 1973).
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learning as a design problem depends on understanding the "design situ-
ation. In particular, the shift in our thinking from such broad con-
cepts as education ecosystem to derivation of specific design strategy
will be aided by having an idea, first, of the general design situation
. . . and then of specific design situations with reference to educa-
tion.
My notion of the general design situation is a slight variation
on Christopher Alexander's theme of "goodness of fit."^ According to
Alexander, design is the effort to achieve "fitness" between two en-
tities: form and its content. "We are searching for some kind of har-
mony between two intangibles; a form which we have not designed and a
context which we cannot fully describe."^ Stating that "the ultimate
5
objective of design is form," Alexander stipulates that form is an
ordered expression of need,orof the forces exerted by a combination of
needs or tendencies. However, the characteristic condition of good de-
sign or successful environment depends not on the form alone but upon
the condition of congruence between form and its context--on form and
context as they constitute an ensemble.
You anticipate my direction if you are asking yourself, "Are
students the form and schools the 'context'?" Or, since we speak so
readily of curriculum design, is curriculum the 'form' so that students
are the 'context'? ... or curriculum the 'form' and total environment
^Christopher Alexander, Notes on the Synthesis of Form (Cam-






the context ?, and so on. The answer to these questions is that it
depends on the focus of our attention. In systems parlance; form is the
system we "are looking steadily at,"^ context is that system's environ -
meirt, and fitness is the state of adaptation of each to the other. For
Alexander, form is that part of the world over which we have control
and which we determine to shape. The context is that part of the world
which puts demands on this form; anything which makes demands on a form
or a prospective form is the form's context. Fitness is therefore a
relation of mutual acceptability between the two. In a problem of de-
sign, the aim is to satisfy the mutual demands that the two make on
one another. Alexander's idea of fit is to put the form and its con-
text into effortless, frictionless co-existence.
Although the general concept continues to hold true, it is at
this point that my variation on the theme begins. Exact translation of
Alexander's formulation is problematical in regard to design for learn-
ing—especially when we move beyond the limitation of thinking in terms
of schools and 'students' to consideration of learners in the total en-
vironment. For one thing, while our aim is relatively good fit between
the learning organism and the learning context, we expressly do not
want the ensemble to be characterized by effortlessness. We seek to
establish a condition of managed discrepancy. Since one of the primary
aims of education is provision for growth, the satisfaction of certain
^The phrase is Mike Greenebaum's and covers an important insight
with deceptive simplicity. Since all systems are made up of parts
(their components) and, at the same time, are components of larger sys-
tems, it is important, in discussing them, to know which system you are
"looking steadily at" and to acknowledge when the view has shifted up
or down the hierarchy. See Greenebaum, System , p. 28.
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demands or patterns of need calls for the creative tension of slight
misfit, not a frictionless coexistence between learner and environing
conditions. In other words, the aim is a controlled incongruency or
optimal dissonance
. . . and a chief function of the teacher/designer
is to provide for growth-inducing tension as opposed to soporific con-
gruency or detrimental misfit.
Although the concept of good fit is positive in meaning, our
awareness of it is ordinarily based on negative instances--what we recog-
nize most readily is badness of fit. Indeed, in the larger sense, the
entire Design Idea/Curriculum Context effort is in response to the fact
that public education is full of flagrant discrepancies between formal
learning environments and the interests or requirements of learners.
We may say, therefore, that badness of fit is the base condition of the
general design situation whereas creative misfit is the goal of the
specific design situation.^
To say, with Alexander, that need patterns and environmental
constraints will (in the case of good design) be fused to produce form
that is coherently related to its context leads us to a second problem-
atical area. Again, it is not a matter of departure from the formula-
tion so much as one of the need for careful attention so as not to mis-
construe the analogy. Teacher/ designers are not designers of learners.
Teacher/designers are determined to help shape the learner and it is
^"Any state of affairs in the ensemble which derives from the
interaction between form and context and causes stress in the ensemble
is a misfit . . . stress is said to occur wherever it can be shown,
in
a common sense way, that some state of affairs is somehow
detrimental
to the unity and well-being of the whole ensemble. Alexander,
Notes^
on the Synthesis of Form , p. 101.
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change in the learning organism that is the aim of education, but it is
the learning environment—not the learner—which is the subject of the
teacher's explicit design activity. It may clarify use of the analogy
(and sharpen the view, expressed earlier, that both teachers and learn-
ers are designers) to state that the learner is self-designer as well
as an environmental designer while the teacher as environmental designer
is designing on behalf of the learner's self-design by developing sup-
portive conditions. Thus, in viewing the design situation as a continu-
ing problem of insuring successfully interactive conditions for learn-
ing, we see that it is the environmental factors which are most amenable
to design intervention.
There will be different kinds of problems amidst the efforts to
influence the interaction ensemble. Some problems can be clarified and
solved "mechanically" because they are well enough understood for us to
turn them into problems of selection . Previously learned behavior can
be recalled and appropriately employed. Obviously, whenever this kind
of process is possible we do not need to "design" a solution. Unfor-
tunately, such circumstances do not frequently occur in education that
is truly responsive to learner's individual requirements. I assert that
a problem only calls for design when selection cannot be used to deal
with it. Or, put the other way around, those problems that can truly
be called design problems cannot be solved by selection--they demand in-
vention.^ It is therefore not possible, faced with a true design prob-
^William James; "you make a very great mistake if you think that
psychology, being the science of the mind's laws, is something from
which you can deduce definite programs and schemes and methods of in-
struction for immediate schoolroom use. Psychology is a science and
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lem, to replace the deliberation of a well trained designer with bureau-
cratically derived and administered decisions. The appropriate combina-
tion of certain fundamental aspects of supportive conditions for learn-
ing and teaching (simplicity, economy, feedback, relevance, clear or-
ganization, etc.) may be remotely achieved only in very special and
limited circumstances. Yet, while successful learning interaction
will more often than not require inventive intervention, we must real-
ize that the ordinary teacher's design capability is usually too limited
for them to solve true design problems entirely by themselves. We have
now returned to the "paradox" associated with institutional strangle-
holds and the assertion that only teacher and learner can really be re-
sponsible for the learning interaction. On the one hand, we cannot rely
upon preconceived responses in a bureaucratic mode of operation because
it will seldom account for key dimensions of successfully interactive
learning environments. On the other hand, while the teacher/ designer
is the only agent in a directly response-able position with reference
to learning interactions, the average designer cannot handle the prob-
lems alone. I conclude that (a) the designer/teacher should be con-
firmed as the system's primary agent but, because the individual de-
signer cannot go it alone, we need (b) to derive a support system that-
teaching is an art; and sciences never generate arts directly out of
themselves. An intermediary inventive mind must make the application,
by using its originality. Talks to Teachers on Psychology (New York.
Holt, 1913), pp. 23-24.
^These can be very powerful learning experiences when they do
occur—an artfully conceived book, lecture, or media presentation; pro-
grammed instruction; intensive training situations with reduced van-
ables--but they are not common occurrences.
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(c) will not mechanistically preclude the very aims of the design ap-
proach. These each raise a very basic question: How?
Three Kinds of Design Process
. I will begin to answer by stating rather
more explicitly just what part the designer plays in the process of de-
sign.
Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 2
Following Alexander's formulation and slightly modifying his
schematic representation of it, I contrast three possible kinds of de-
sign process:
Figure 1. Three Forms of the Design Process.
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The first scheme represents an unselfconscious process where there is
a direct, two-way interaction between context and form in the concrete,
actual world. Here the "designer" is not likely to impose any concep-
tion on the situation but, rather, is simply the human agent in the
process--changi ng things as warranted in immediate response to misfit.
Scheme B represents a selfconscious situation where the design process
is removed from the ensemble itself; form is shaped not by interaction
between the actual context's demands and the actual inadequacies of the
form but by a conceptual interaction between the mental picture of the
context which has been learned or invented, on the one hand, and the
designer's ideas about what should be done, on the other. This inter-
action contains both the probing in which the designer searches the
problem for its major "issues" and the development of response which re-
solve them. But since private abstraction has occurred, the exact na-
ture of the process is unclear. In present practice this critical step
--during which the problem is programmed and translated into design--
always depends on some kind of intuition . Since design is by nature
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imaginative and intuitive to a large extent, we could easily trust
Scheme B if the designer's intuition were reliable. But, as Forrester
expresses it (p. 45, above), complex problems are often counterintui-
tive, so the process does not inspire great confidence. Whereas in the
unselfconsciousness of Scheme A there is little possibility of miscon-
struing the situation because no abstraction intervenes, in Scheme B
the self-conscious designer works entirely from the picture in his or
her mind
. . . and this picture is frequently going to be an inadequate
representation of the true situation.
Once designing has reached a state of self-consciousness there
is practically no turning back. Since the second process is often in-
adequate in face of modern complexity and it is seldom possible for
the design situation to regain the directness of the first process, we
are compelled toward a third process. We cannot return to circum-
stances where no abstraction intervenes so we must develop a means for
deriving and operating with reliable abstractions. To improve on the
self conscious scheme, we need to work to and from further abstraction.
We need to go beyond the designer's personal, subjective picture of
the problem to a more "objective," verifiable version of the first pic-
ture which would thus minimize personal bias. We require a second-
order picture derived from emphasis on structural features of the de-
sign situation--a representation of the patterns of participant demands
and environmental conditions with reference to which the specific de-
sign response will be made.
If the first two schemes may be characterized as unselfconscious
and selfconscious, respectively, I suggest--with apologies to C.6.
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Jung-that we characterize Scheme C as collective sel fcon.rion. process.
The key to the validity of the collective,
"intersubjecti ve"^° picture
IS not, like the Emperor's new clothes, that lots of people agree upon
it (the world, after all, is not flat, etc.) but that it will have been
systematically verified often enough for us to assume that the picture
may more truly convey the reality of the problem; that the problem
statement quite accurately represents the need patterns to be dealt
with. I speak of working "to and from" the abstraction because second-
order abstractions are employed going both ways. In Scheme C, the pri-
vate, potentially vague and misleading subjective picture of the con-
text's demands (C-2) that first develops in the designer's mind is
superceded by an intersubjective, externalized and thus relatively ob-
jective picture (C-3). Similarly, but in reverse, the design probe
(F-2) is preceded by consideration of an orderly, verified complex of
patterns (F-3). The derivation of these F-3 patterns from the intersub-
jective image of the context (C-3) is still intuitive but will be more
clearly understood and publically accounted for. The response is now
Intersubjectivity--this concept is based on the idea that "in
the natural attitude of everyday life, the following is taken for
granted: (a) the corporeal existence of other men; (b) that these bodies
are- endowed with consciousness essentially similar to my own; (c) that
the things included in my environs and that of my fellow-men are the
same for us and have fundamentally the same meaning; (d) that I can en-
ter into interrelations and reciprocal actions with my fellow-men; (e)
that I can make myself understood to them (which follows from the pre-
ceding assumptions); (f) that a stratified social and cultural world is
pregiven as a frame of reference for me and my fellow-men . . . (g) that
therefore the situation in which I find myself at any moment is only to
a small extent purely created by me." Alfred Schutz and Thomas Luckman,





shaped by a transaction at a third level which Is discrete from the de-
Signer's personal mental picture at level 2. The F-3 and C-3 abstrac-
tions will be pictures that are in the public domain-to be scrutinized,




. This three part schematic has been in-
tended to characterize, in general terms, the process of design and the
role of the designer in it. Let us now look at the processes more spe-





Figure 2. Unmediated Design Process.
Scheme A represents the unselfconscious process where there is a
direct, two-way interaction between the environment and the learning
organism. Although a learner/ designer may have had a mental image of
what is occurring, there is no teacher/ designer to impose an intervening
abstract conception of the situation on the interaction. This scheme
corresponds with activity ranging from incidental learning to variations
of the classic model of apprenticeship training. The process is direct
and unmediated.
^^End of Casepoint No. 2, which is derived from Alexander, Notes











Figure 3, Subjectively Intermediate Design Process.
Scheme B represents a situation where direct interaction of
the learning organism with the learning context at level 1 is replaced
by interaction at level 2 that is tempered by the teacher's image of the
learner and which takes place in a mediated environment. It is a sub-
jectively mediated intermediate process. This scheme corresponds with
emergence of schools as the primary educative agency in our society.
The teacher assesses the learner and adminwsters the learning environ-
ment in the form of pedagogy and curriculum. Roughly speaking, the
situation involves six design factors--learner, teacher, immediate set-
ting, the teacher's diagnosis, the teacher's methods, and curriculum.
The last three of these are interpretations and a fourth (the teacher)
is catalytic rather than basic to the action. Thus optimum fit is dif-
ficult to achieve because much of what occurs is set up as an inter-
action between the teacher's mental picture of the situation--learned
or invented--on the one hand, and the teacher/ designer' s ideas of what
should be done, on the other: in effect, an interaction of conceptions.
If the conceptions are not accurate or true the interaction will not be
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a fully successful one— not, at least, from the standpoint of the learn-
er. This is not a recent realization. That it has been implicitly
recognized from the advent of the American common school is attested to
by the work of such pioneer schoolmen as Horace Mann and Francis W.
Parker and is primarily manifest in the emergence of curriculum stan-
dards and teacher training/certification. Teacher preparation and cur-
riculum development are both approaches to improving the teacher's con-
ception of the factors in learning interactions in that each may be
viewed as a strategy to increase the likelihood that the picture in the
mind of teachers will be an adequate representation of the true situa-
tion. Well and good.
The problem is that, as we have come to appreciate how incred-
ibly complex each factor (not to more than mention their interplay) can
be, the tendency has been toward divide-and-conquer specialization.
While specialization is a natural, time-honored and common-sense re-
sponse to such a situation, it happens in this case to be an insuffi-
cient response. And then, in addition, near-paranoia over the status
of education as a profession and as an academic discipline has added a
12
serious dimension of nonsense to this development. One result of the
specialization response to complexity is that the system seems to have
given up on the teacher as its primary agent. Even as educators have
recognized the importance of proper conception of the factors in learn-
^^The ramifications of education's quest both for legitimacy on
the university campus and professional status in the world of affairs,
while most interesting, are beyond the scope of this paper. However,
it seems to me that this hangup may be a major factor in the problems
of public education today.
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ing interaction, they have failed to appreciate the importance and dif-
ficulty of supporting the interaction between those conceptions. In-
creasingly the teacher is a minor functionary (partially due to their
own organization's stance in labor negotiations) as key decisions are
delegated through administrators to guidance counselors, curriculum
specialists, and the like; or are usurped by legislatures, state boards,
publishers and college professors. The teacher is being circumscribed
and circumvented; as a result only selection occurs, not design. The
education parallel of design process B implies that reliance upon the
teachers' subjective conception of the design situation will not suf-
fice. That this is acknowledged by the system is reflected in the con-
tinuing quest of a science of education—especially through research on
learning and teaching and new developments in teacher preparation and
curriculum. But, from the standpoint of responsibility and presence
at the point of interaction, the current respcn5e--special ization and
bureaucratic control (redundancy of parts rather than redundancy of
function)— is also inadequate and, indeed, often counterproductive. We
need to develop the education counterpart of the third process: an in-
termediate process that is "objectively" (which is to say, collective-
ly) mediated.
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Figure 4. Intersub jective Intermediate Design Process.
The collective selfconscious process does not try to get the experts
directly into the interaction nor does it try attempt to make the
teacher expert in all aspects of deriving conceptions of the design
factors. Rather, it is based upon putting the expert's information and
1
3
insight into a form--a kind of mapping --whereby teacher/ designers as
primary agents (and, ultimately, learners as designers of their own
educative interactions) can develop more accurate pictures of the design
situation. These third level picrures are collectively formulated
statements made in order to clarify the problem and guide response. The
point is that all the sophisticated knowledge and technique that the
field of education can muster—and it is an increasingly impressive, if
^^The manifestations of this effort, as I envision it, are called
patterns and will comprise a "pattern language of education." This too,
is an extension of Alexander formulations and is discussed subsequently
as the major implication of this study for further research and develop-
ment . . . see Chapter IX and the Chapter X.
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bewildering array-is of little use as isolated and scattered expertise.
I submit that it is possible to integrate and deliver this sophistica-
tion at the point of learning interactions through teacher/designers
acting as the focusing agents of a comprehensive support system for
learning.
Xtl®—Design Situation, in Other Words . To review and conclude these
thoughts in less theoretical terms, the upshot is this: Our problem is
the organization of environments for learning under such very complex
circumstances that we require a systematic basis for clarity of design.
However, this must be a basis whereby that clarity is not derived by
oversimplification that fails to meet significant demands of the con-
text. Although functional problems are becoming less and less simple
all the time, designers rarely confess their inability to solve them.
Instead, when they do not understand a problem clearly enough to find
the order it really calls for, people usually fall back on some arbi-
trarily chosen order. The problem, because of its complexity, remains
unsolved. Today more and more aspects of education may be seen as
design problems which are approaching insoluble levels of complexity.
The typical design problem has relatively straightforward requirements
to be met but will be plagued by the fact that there are interactions
between the requirements which make these requirements nearly impossible
to meet. We have to appreciate that even the most apparently simple
problems may have a background of needs and activity which is too com-
plex for educators, teachers and learners to grasp intuitively and deal
with as single individuals.
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At the same time, there is an expanding body of information and
specialist experience in education to match the growing complexity of
problems. This information is hard to handle; it is widespread, dif-
fuse, largely unorganized. Moreover, not only is the quantity of in-
formation itself now beyond the reach of single designer/ teachers but
the various specialists who retail it often have narrow vistas and are
especially unfamiliar with the peculiar problems of design for learning.
Thus it is never quite clear how the designer should best consult them.
As a result, teachers ordinarily operate quite arbitrarily. Even in
the event of venturing beyond the current orthodoxies of their training
or standard curriculums, the average teacher scans whatever information
sHe happens upon, perhaps occasionally consulting an "authority" of
some sort when faced with particular difficulty, and then introduces
the rather randomly selected information into situations otherwise con-
jured up in his or her mind. In short, the technical difficulties of
grasping all the information needed for the construction of responsive
learning environments are out of hand. Moreover, just as the problems
are increasing in quantity, complexity, and difficulty they also change
faster than ever before. New materials are developed all the time,
social patterns alter rapidly, the culture itself is in relative flux.
In the past an individual teacher stood to some extent upon the shoul-
ders of predecessors in a practical as well as figurative sense. Al-
though sHe could expect to make more and more decisions on his own as
traditions dissolved, there was always some body of tradition which made
decisions easier. Now, unless sHe is a proponent/practitioner of the
maladaptive defenses, or operates in a system employing the maladaptive
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offenses or which plays the ostrich game (see above, pp. 43-45) tradi-
tion is being severely challenged and, in many instances, is giving way
precipitously—and thus is of little and no comfort. With cultural
pressures changing more or less swiftly there is scant possibility of
gradually developing an adequate new orthodoxy. Yet, to match the
rhetoric of good teaching, the teacher must set up clearly conceived
conditions for individualized learning--without benefit of the perspec-
tive rendered by trial and error over time. In the absence of a blind
faith in curriculum specialists and materials developers, the responsive
designer/teacher--bewi Idered and beleagured--stands quite alone. In such
circumstances it is difficult to resist the tendency to fall back upon
arbitrarily chosen order for otherwise it seems that sHe is challenged
to think tasks through from the beginning and to "create" anew each
situation that is called for. Therefore educators and teachers often
develop one part of a functional response (a program) at the expense
of another not because they lack regard for learners but because the
only way they seem able to organize situations clearly is to operate
under the driving force of some comparatively simple concept. This is
natural enough; especially when viewed in contrast to some of its al-
ternatives. For example, if designers do not aim principally at clear
organization but try, nonetheless, to consider all the requirements
equally, we face a kind of anomaly at the other extreme. In this
cir-
cumstance the various demands are met piecemeal without any sense
of
the overall organization. The complaint that macroscopic
clarity is
missing will stem legitimately from concern that, while
specific prob-
lems/issues can often adequately or at least momentarily be
solved/re-
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solved without regard for the fundamental order they impinge upon, or
stem from, we cannot deal with a whole array of such problems so casual-
ly and get away with it in the long run. We need some basis for con-
trol .
Some people may bridle at this idea of being under control.
Haven't I been arguing, after all, that teachers should be free from
control? As a matter of fact, I have not. Free from arbitrary, bureau-
cratic control, yes; but nobody--especially teachers concerned with
responsibility as we have framed it here, e.g., response-abil ity— is
sympathetic to the idea of being out of control. However, we have now
come up against a perplexing variation on the theme of choice between
obedience and initiative. A brief excursis will help us appreciate how
finely drawn this issue of responsibility (and the retreat from it) can
be: Decisions made within the confines of a style or stipulated method
or in compliance with an external mandate are safe from nagging doubt
for the same reason that decisions are easier to make under tradition
and taboo than on one's own responsibility. By leaning on formal cor-
rectness it is possible to alleviate the burden of decision. This is
the obedience/control extreme. But working within established standards
is not the only way to escape the responsibility of considered action.
Teacher/designers who are unequal to the task and unwilling to face the
challenge of this present inadequacy can maintain their "innocence"
through behavior of the opposite extreme. Many teachers, taking for
themselves the role of star performer, rely more and more on catchwords,
personal idiom, and sheer intuition because these can relieve them of
some of the burden of decision and thus make cognitive problems manage-
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able. Driven back upon their own personal resources and unable to cope
with the complicated information that they are supposed to organize,
such teachers hide incompetence in a frenzy of artistic individuality.
As the capacity to invent clearly conceived, well-fitting learning situ-
ations is exhausted further, the emphasis on intuition and individuality
only grows wilder. This is the freedom/ initiative extreme. In this
atmosphere the greatest gift of the designer/teacher--ability to organ-
ize for effective learning interaction— is reduced to nothing by the
size of the tasks while, at the same time, serious design efforts are
mocked by the activities of self-indulgent artist/ teachers. What is
worse— in an era that badly needs teacher/ designers with a synthetic
grasp of the organization of supportive conditions for learning--is
that if teachers suppress their potential in quest of personal conveni-
ence and safety (e.g., union demands) or they subvert their gift in
irresponsible pretensions of artistry (recall Hippocrates' and Socrates'
subordination to their art of themselves as artists) then the work has
to be done by bureaucrats.
Between Mindboqqle and Bureaucracy . We are therefore seeking a basis
for public policy which occupies the middleground between unrestrained
subjectivity or personal whimsy and an externally imposed, mechanistic
bureaucracy in order that we may more fully utilize the educational
potential of our capabilities and resources. The question is, can we
reasonably expect the kind of determinations that once took generations
of collective development to now be undertaken by single individuals?
We cannot . . . and most certainly not as a matter of public policy.
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The burden of true design falls heavily on even the extraordinary teach-
er s shoulders. The intuitive resolution of contemporary problems of
design for learning simply lies beyond the integrative grasp of single
individuals. There are bounds to human cognitive and creative capaci-
ties. The validity of a system is commensurate with how it takes this
fact into account. I hope to have shown that the system acknowledges
this limitation, to be sure, but has responded in a way that subverts
itself; or more accurately, in a way that subverts not itself but its
purported purpose.
As the education-qua-schools system is assigned more and more
social responsibility it increasingly treats teachers as if they cannot
handle the responsibility of design. My fundamental argument, again,
is that teachers must be made responsible because no one else can be.
But, in light of the complexity of the design situation and the limited
design capability of individuals, a dynamic and collective support sys-
tem for design and designers is required. Scrutiny of the two asser-
tions that in combination seemed paradoxical--(l ) that only the teacher
is in a position to wield direct influence (other than the learner's
own) over the learning interaction and (2) that individuals cannot, by
themselves, measure up to the demands of design for learning--reveals
that there is no paradox at all but, rather, that together the asser-
tions actually comprise the rationale for undertaking development of the
design framewrok I call the Curriculum Context.
To wit: There is a tremendous-even stupendous--and growing
amount of knowledge about teaching and learning available to teachers.
This extreme wealth of theoretical background and factual evidence
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provides substantial means with which to make effective choices with and
for the learner. However, although I would not argue that we shouldn't
know more or that we could know too much, it is true that the amount of
information is a liability as long as teachers have no integrative com-
mand of it. That is to say, we have a problem of information overload.
More specifically, the problem is that the standard response to the
overload condition is the tendency— a version of the maladaptive de-
fenses--to arbitrarily delimit the information that is to be dealt with.
The need, while avoiding large-scale, fixed-plan, bureaucratic re-
sponses, is to derive a support system that is comprehensive and adapt-
able but so organized that regeneration and modification does not con-
stantly disrupt its performance.
Half of the "answer" is to develop an education "pattern lan-
guage." (See Chapter X. ) The other half of the "answer" is to de-
velop a conceptual framework for the designer/ teacher's continual growth
and increasing grasp of the design situation; a framework for reflection
on experience and increased awareness of structural patterns that enable
integration of what we know of the nature of learners, of learning, of
instruction, of curriculum and of management and supervision. It is
the second half that we will attend to primarily. My idea of that
framework is the Curriculum Context; a framework derived from the effort
to represent education as a complex of continuing design problems in
such a way as to reduce the gap between the individual designer's limit-
ed capacity and the enormity of the task, while keeping the locus of





A FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN
I have asserted that education is, in effect, environmental
design since learners learn by interacting with their environment and
we endeavor to improve the likelihood that intended learning will occur
by arranging the environment and influencing the interaction with it.
Therefore, the general design situation is this: Dealing with three
elemental factors--the learning organism, the learning environment,
and attributes of their interaction--we seek a basic congruence between
the first two by exercising a certain degree of control over the con-
ditions and processes of the interaction. This relative "fit" is
achieved primarily by shaping the environment.
Figure 5 . Organism-Environment Interaction.
Still speaking very generally, the design in teacher-as-designer
consists of
• diagnosis and assessment of problem determinants;
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generation of and choice between alternatives; and
representation (mediation) of the design response.
As we get increasingly specific, the translation of these processes
into day to day learning activity will reveal that there may be very
little that is essentially new in the design conception of teaching
except in terms of how and where it places emphasis. Any novelty will
probably be due mainly to its integrative power as a paradigm that can
be readily grasped and built upon by individuals to
-- form and sustain a new self concept for teachers
” collaboratively extend the bounds of what we have
ordinarily considered our systems of public educa-
tion (as distinguished from school systems) to be
-- develop a framework for personal knowledge and
technique that is expansive and generative rather
than based in the supposed security of "right
answers" . . . that is, a framework that supports
the ability to assess, choose, and act relative to
a situation as it presents itself rather than rely
upon predetermined responses.
We begin consideration of the education design situation with
one further note on design in general. My argument is based on the
assumption that good design cannot be achieved unless there is first
some programmatic clarity in the designer's mind and actions; and that,
for this to be possible, the designer must be able to trace the problem
to its functional origins and find some sort of coherent pattern there.
Thus, in light of the responsibility/limited capacity "paradox" dis-
cussed previously, I will be outlining a way of approaching design
problems ("design FOR" problems, that is) which draws attention to
these functional origins--organism, environment, interaction--and makes
their patterns easier to discern. As noted earlier, a successful
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solution will require a structural pattern that corresponds to the
"need structure" of the problem being addressed. Good design depends
upon the ability to act according to this structure rather than counter
to it. A successful process of design will thus usually involve an
explicit understanding, if not formal statement, of the forces at work
and of the "need pattern" that the solution is to reflect.
Establishing the design program for a given problem is the ana-
lytical phase of design. The starting point of analysis is the recogni-
tion of requirements. The end product of analysis of the problem is
the proqram- -an ordered accumulation of sets of requirements. In the
general theoretical terms I have adopted, the program for a specific
design situation will be those individual conditions which must be met
within the area of the form-context interface in order to prevent dele-
terious misfit. Ideally, the analytical phase is followed by a synthe-
tic phase during which a formal response is derived from the program.
However, it is important to note that, although a designer should have
the most thorough possible understanding of the design situation to be
able to design specifically supportive environments, the information for
this understanding cannot normally be accumulated fully before design-
ing begins. Rather the understanding develops as the designer attempts
to respond to whatever sHe does understand and as sHe tests and feeds
in more and more of the information and ideas generated by what is
encountered during the process. In other words, as the designer is
actively engaged in designing (and recycling former design responses),
understanding of any particular design situation will become greater and
greater. It is as an aid to this understanding that the Curriculum
Context has been derived. It is meant to serve as the basis for the
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teacher/designer' s continuing search, accumulation, and testing of
ideas and data for design.
From Learning Context to Curriculum Context
. In keeping with Harvey
Wheeler's exhortation to respond at the appropriate scale, the setting
of the specific design situation is the total environment. Thus, build-
ing on the fundamental assumption--based upon epigenetic theories of
human development—that learning stems from interaction of learners with
their environment, my basic notion is that everything in the universe is
a potential learning source or resource. I designate this all-inclusive,
total setting for learning the LEARNING CONTEXT. However, the concept
of Learning Context is too inclusive to be of very practical use beyond
its rhetorical value. The Learning Context is variously too general,
too complex, too diffuse, or simply just too "big" to serve as an opera-
tional basis for public policy. Educators have always more or less
recognized the educative potential (and liabilities) of the total en-
vironment but they have usually been unable or unwilling to accept the
challenge of realizing that potential (or separating it from the lia-
bilities). While there may be little fault to be found with this as a
stance in the past, I suggest that it is now not only possible to
better utilize this educative potential but that doing so is imperative.
In my view, education may be defined as institutionalization
of learning wherein by institutionalization I mean that the subject of
it is imbedded in the basic design and processes or operations of a
situation to the extent that its continued existence is not dependent
upon unique commitments of energy and resources or special dispositions
on the part of leaders or upon other relatively unconventional
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Figure 6. Learning Context-Curriculum Context.
circumstances. It is my contention, in this view, that if we are care-
ful and aware of its liabilities we can successfully "institutionalize"
the Learning Context. I envision this institutionalization occurring
by means of the CURRICULUM CONTEXT. The Curriculum Context is an
intermediate, strategically simplified, more operational version of the
Learning Context. Now, mediation of the environment is precisely what
schooling consists of, but the Curriculum Context--as a broad configura-
tion of mediated environment— is meant to embrace a good deal more of
the total environment than does schooling and yet avoid encompassing so
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much (the entire Learning Context) as to be virtually meaningless.
The Ubiquity of Curriculum
. Curriculum is a primary manifestation of
efforts to institutionalize learning. I define curriculum generally
as the form taken by any mediation of the interaction between learner
and environment that is undertaken for the purpose of guiding education.
Curriculum is therefore the product of efforts to transform, distill,
project, selectively recreate, modify, intensify, abstract, generalize,
or otherwise shape and control experience for the sake of more effi-
cient learning. A curriculum will ordinarily consist of goals and
specification of particular interactions with specific environments for
the achievement of those goals. To be effective, the goals and the
specifications must address consideration of both the process and con-
tent of the interaction.
We need, now to go beyond the truism that many agencies and
institutions educate, to point out that their educating is as inten-
tional and substantive (if no longer as sanctioned and socially power-
ful) as education by schooling. Moreover, this educating--by family,
church, media, workplace, etc. --is based upon curriculum of discernable
process and content.
Every family has a curriculum, which it teaches quite deli-
berately and systematically over time. Every church and
synagogue has a curriculum, which it teaches deliberately
and systematically over time— the Old and New Testaments,
after all, are among our oldest curricula, and so are the
Missal and the Mass^ and so is the Book of Common Prayer.
_
And every employer has a curriculum, which he teaches deli-
berately and systematically over time; the curriculum in-
cludes not only the technical skills of typing or welding
or reaping or teaching but also the social skills of carry-
ing out these activities in concert with others on given
time schedules and according to established expectations
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and routines. One can go on to point out that libraries have
curricula, museums have curricula. Boy Scout troops have cur-
ricula, day care centers have curricula, and most important,
perhaps, radio and television stations have curricula--and by
these curricula I refer not only to programs labeled educa-
tional but also to news broadcasts and documentaries (which
presumably inform), to commercials (which teach people to
want)
,
and to soap operas (which reinforce common myths and
values) .
'
One point of the design thesis, via the Curriculum Context, is to de-
velop awareness and techniques that will enable teacher/ designers (in
whichever agency-institution, or under whatever aegis) or a learner/
designer to shape or modify or otherwise alter that curriculum to better
suit the learner or to better utilize an opportunity that presents it-
self for learning.
I have referred to the total environment as the Learning Con-
text to render more conscious the educative role of a learner's complete
surroundings and background. But more particularly, suggestion of the
total environment approach, through the contrivance of progressing from
Learning Context to Curriculum Context, not only establishes a semantic
link to my notion of a CONTEXTUAL SYSTEM OF PUBLIC EDUCATION but leads
to that distinction between happens tantial or incidental learning and
intentional, orchestrated learning which is based on the existence of
curriculum.
The Curriculum Context comprises the structural/strategic basis
for mediating between learner and total environment. It is the organi-
zational construct whereby the total environment approach can become
consciously systemic (and systematic, as warranted). It is a construct
which will enable a greater degree of both internal harmony and coopera-
^Cremin, Public Education, p. 22.
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tion amidst and between our society's "configurations of education.
I expect the Curriculum Context to be a relatively codified and thus
(warily) institutionalized form of the Learning Context that will be
judged successful in the degree to which it sustains emphasis on the
dyamics of learning while minimizing the confoundedness or confusion^
(or miseducation) of haphazard learning experiences. More to the
point for the present moment is the idea that the Curriculum Context
encompasses advance organizers which will be instrumental to the
teacher/designer's grasp of learning interaction as a phenomenon with
explicit attributes.
Three Key Concepts . The primary conceptual organizers of the Curricu-
lum Context are three in number;
• LifeWorld--a key to diagnosing relevant attributes of
the learning organism
• Learning Territory--a key to taking account of and
diagnosing relevant attributes of environments
• Experiential Criteria--a key to understanding the
interaction of organism and environment.
Defining them from the standpoint of our primary aim--obtaining an
optimal match between learner and learning opportuni ti es-- Li feWorl
d
is
the learner's internal psychological setting for learning (personal
sensibilities, temperament, history, style, dispositions, purpose, etc.),
Learning Territory involves the external, sensibly perceived setting for
learning (facilities, services, equipment and relationships, etc.) and
"Configurations . . ."is Cremin's phrase and he uses it, es-
pecially, to address this notion of harmony/confl ict. See Public Educa -
tion
, pp. 30-37, 40, 43.
Confounded--premises at crosspurposes. Confused--against
fusion, tending not to be integrated.
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xpeHential Criteria are principles of mediation between the two;
categories for thinking about connection-making and the articulation of
supportive conditions. Although all three are essential concepts of
the Curriculum Context formulation, it is the thesis of experiential ly
supportive conditions which, as well as comprising the pivotal propo-
sition of the design approach, constitutes this document's unique con-
tribution to the study and practice of education. Therefore, I am
presenting only an expanded definition of LifeWorld and Learning Ter-
ritory, respectively, in order to concentrate on the Experiential
Criteria.^
LifeWorld . LifeWorld begins to be understood most readily by
thinking of it as a person's unique "bibliographically determined situa-
tion" which is Alfred Schutz' phrase for the sum of past experience,
present experience, and projections of the future developing in contin-
uity with the past. It is the continuously emerging result of the pro-
cess that Alfred North Whitehead has termed "concrescence." While pro-
viding a private perspective on shared realities of the common sense
world, a person's LifeWorld is, however not a subjective, private world
4
I hope that for the present intents and purpose these charac-
terizations will satisfy the reader as to the role and significance of
LifeWorld and Learning Territory in my scheme of things, and generate
interest in work to be done on them in the future. In the meantime, a
more full account of key aspects of LifeWorld in relation to the Cur-
riculum Context comprises Appendix C.
^Concrescence, strictly speaking, means increasing by addition
of particles or growing together. It is extended by Whitehead to be
"the ability to accumulate the past and bring it to bear upon the pre-
sent while structuring the future, thereby moving perpetually beyond
any present state of being." Daniel Jordan and Michael Kalinowski,
"Being and Becoming—The Anisa Theory of Development," World Order ,
Vol. 7, No. 4, Summer 1973), p. 21.
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but an INTERsubjective, public world in that it is verified by the
person's consciousness of basic similarities with the lived experience
of others. LifeWorld is thus the general but nonetheless personally
unique background for a person's mental (or minded) activity. This key
concept is based primarily upon the phenomenological approach to social
science--especiany the sociology of knowledge—of Schutz. Although
several people have contributed to the current conceptions of LifeWorld
(Lebenswelt),^ my affinity for Schutz' articulation of it is due largely
to his emphasis on its spatial and temporal dimensions,^ and its conse-
quent relation to the experiential categories.
I expect that the primary significance of LifeWorld as a key
concept will be its contribution to a vital appreciation by teachers of
the complex and intricate relationship between themselves and learners.
Two notions--whi ch together form what Schutz called his "general thesis
of the reciprocity of perspective"--address this issue quite literally
and directly. Interchangeability of standpoint asserts that with under-
standing of the LifeWorld one can more readily put oneself in another's
place so as to appreciate things from their point of view. The other
notion, congruence of relevancy systems , is based upon the idea that--
when it is appropriate— different perspectives may be brought into tune
with or made relatively comparable to one another by eliminating or
rendering immaterial the differences that originate in variances of
biographically determined situations and learning history. I say "when
Sost notably Edmund Husserl (its originator), Kurt Lewin and,
presently, Peter Berger.
^See Alfred Schutz and Thomas Luckman, Structures of the Life-
world (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973y
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it is appropriate" to emphasize recognition that often it is not appro-
priate to bring relevancy systems into conformity; such as the attempts
to erase a cultural heritage which have, on several occasions, been the
response of public schools to the education of minorities. However,
it should be noted that the fact that many previous manifestations of
this principle have been sexist or racist and oppressive does not pre-
clude its validity as a principle.
In sum, a teacher's design capability will be greatly enhanced
by familiarity with and respect for the learner's LifeWorld--his or her
biographical situation, stock of knowledge-at-hand and relevancy systems.
Furthermore, teacher/ designers will need to be able to relate this
knowledge to understanding of their own LifeWorld if their educative
transactions are to be truly cooperative and collaborative.
Learning Territory . As an adaptation of William Kleinsasser'
s
O
description of Life-Space as a prime factor in environmental design.
Learning Territory is the basis for comprehensive, yet manageable,
thinking about the multitude of potential settings for learning and,
more particularly, about the general attributes of such settings--the
conditions needed to provide and support opportunities for realizing
educational potential throughout the total environment. Any person's
specific learning territory should be understood to encompass several
scales or levels. Although these levels are experienced as an inter-
woven continuum, they may be differentiated as follows:
^William Kleinsasser, Experiential Design Considerations
(Eugene, Oregon: Center for Environmental Research, 1975), pp. 10-11.
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-- Personal Territory: The inner world of self--a person's
most private and personal dimensions together with
special intimage extensions (love) into the immediate
surroundings
;
-- Consociate/Associate Territory: The intermediate zone
of regular and common personal interaction with people,
places, processes and things;
— Societal Territory: The larger domain of interaction
with the environment which includes more or less frequent
encounters of the intermediate type but ones which may
change with time and are more institutional in nature.
To be properly supportive, a person's Learning Territory will
necessarily include the facilities, services, equipment, and relation-
ships that may be needed for the physical, psychological, social, and
cultural well being of that person at the different scales and levels
of their territoriality. This means, for example, that there must be
provision for communication and mobility and for safety. There must
be opportunities for all manner of meetings and other social contact;
for play, for intellectual pursuits, for wandering and solitude and
wondering and contemplation. There must be opportunity for vigorous
activity and for rest, for experiences that are completely personal and
ones with emphasis on being shared.
The Learning Territory of one person will never be precisely
the same as that of someone else. Because of the variations and vari-
ables of individual LifeWorlds, the same conditions may be supportive
for one person and lacking for another; or supportive at one point in
time and not at some other. A person's Learning Territory will change
as the person's life circumstances change. Also, at any moment and
place, innumerable Learning Territories coexist and overlap. Hence,
because of the simultaneous presence of many people and because
of the
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changes that constantly occur, a general environment that is to be
richly supportive will have to be tightly packed with diversified
opportunities and conditions.
While the facilities, services, and so forth, of a Learning
Territory will furnish logistical support for learning, a special
emphasis may be required to ensure that environments will be experi-
ential ly rich. Any particular Learning Territory will, ideally, include
such characteristics or qualities as may be needed by participants if
their learning circumstances are to be understandable, responsive,
"possessible ," challenging, meaningful on many levels or contain pos-
sibilities for innovation and spontaneous action, etc. --aspects which
contribute to provision for security, stimulation and identity. These,
along with the aforementioned provision of opportunities for contact
with other people are the issues of experiential ly supportive condi-
tions that will be addressed by the EXPERIENTIAL HYPOTHESES. These
issues, as categories of experiential support, will be viewed as the
interface (areas of interplace, not a demarcation) between the more con-
crete aspects of Learning Territory and the socio-psychological nature
of the LifeWorld.
In any case, the primary significance of Learning Territory as
a key concept of the Curriculum Context is that its description--for
individuals and for groups--will begin to identify both the particular
and shared conditions of support needed by people and thus will con-
stitute the start of a specific criteria base for truly open and com-
prehensive education policies and practice. They are central to gaining
the programmatic clarity we have discussed; central, that is, to
the
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teacher/designer s ability to understand and appropriately frame the
provision of support for learning interaction as a design problem. In
other words, LifeWorld and Learning Territory will be instrumental in
the designer s ability to obtain valid 2nd and 3rd level mental pictures
of the design situation.
As it should be apparent that LifeWorld and Learning Territory
could be major topics in themselves, it bears repeating that although
both are key concepts of the Curriculum Context they will not— like the
concept of learning organism--be accorded, in this writing, the atten-
tion they merit. This is partially because both LifeWorld and Learning
Territory reflect established ideas and bodies of information which, in
other forms and to various degree, are already being applied to educa-
tional problems and issues. In contrast--al though the Hypotheses are
based on existing formulations, as well--the Experiential Criteria repre-
sent a relatively unique dimension in thinking about education. While,
strictly speaking, it is not breaking new ground, this approach does in-
volve an area that has hardly been cultivated and certainly not har-
vested. Since institutions by their very nature deal primarily in terms
of conventional wisdom and the official grasp of accepted, funded
knowledge, education has historically been more attuned to quantifiable
forces and to those concepts that more obviously can be made operational.
The perspective of experiential support constitutes a reach beyond
society's current grasp . . . into the realm of ill-defined and, hence,
heretofore largely neglected concerns.
CHAPTER VII
TOWARDS EXPERIENTIAL CRITERIA-NINE HYPOTHESES
We realize, as we consider the design of learning interactions,
that it is very difficult to know individual participants well enough
to base design decisions on their particular likes and dislikes or upon
what they tell us they need. For one thing, we seldom have the oppor-
tunity to communicate fully enough; for another, their circumstances
change rapidly, modifying their points of view, priorities and require-
ments. We need a framework of general understanding within which to
operate in specific circumstances or against which to check our par-
ticular determinations.
We have seen that it is necessary, therefore, to establish
awareness of general, shared human characteristics and then to under-
stand their implications for specific responses rather than trying to
develop an exhaustive repertoire of specific responses, per se (re-
dundancy of function vs. redundancy of parts). We now begin to address
directly the idea that we can also establish understanding of general
characteristics of successful settings for learning interaction.
Adequate formulation of either set of these characteristics is
a complex undertaking. And since such formulations will ordinarily be
incomplete and often intrinsically ambiguous or obscure, we must keep
in mind that the design probes made in response to them should
tend




dogmatic. The conclusion I draw from this (on top of the assertion
that education is environmental design and teachers are designers) is
that we must conceive of design for learning as the establishment of
supportive conditions--conditions which help significant, meaningful
experience to occur and continue. We cannot successfully preconceive
all of the specific circumstances required. We can, however--through
the broad precision of a conceptual framework such as the Curriculum
Context--develop relatively precise statements of general enabling con-
ditions .
Since learning results from interaction with environments, it
follows that learning will be facilitated by good--which, from my view-
point, is to say experientially supportive--environments. I referred
earlier to interaction as a boundary condition to suggest that inter-
action between organism and environment could therefore be characterized
by attributes of its own that may be described and studied for the pur-
pose of improving the fundamental conditions of support. Knowledge of
key attributes of successful environmental interaction in general will
be employed to develop successful environments for learning, in par-
ticular.
The foundation for a teacher/designer' s design activity will
thus be a good grasp of the fundamental attributes of supportive environ-
ments. The thesis stems from the conviction, following Kleinsasser'
s
formulations, that a person's experience of an environment cannot be
fully "successful" unless certain conditions or aspects of experiential
support are present or their absence is compensated for in other mani-
festations of that person's Learning Territory.
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Th6S6 conditions aro tentatively organized into categories of












The assumptions in support of the thesis--the experiential hypotheses--
are derived on the basis of the most general categorization of inter-
action attributes which seem to be of practical value to the teacher
as designer and planner. They constitute a framework of general ideas-
becoming-criteria that will generate suggestions for the arrangements,
elements, features or characteristics needed in environments in order
to provide for fulfillment of needs and pursuit of interests relative
to learning. Ideally, the full array of hypotheses will serve as a
framework for general design criteria leading to the development of
specific criteria. These subsequent criteria may ultimately be stated
explicitly as patterns in the sense that Alexander refers to patterns
as having become design criteria if and when they incorporate "if/then"
or "policy/issue" statements.^
We will consider each category twice in rotation— first with
reference to its conceptual base in general environmental terms and
then, reversed, in more strategic terms with reference to their appli-
^ See below, pp. 204-5, 208 and 211, and Chapter X.
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cation in design and assessment of programs or particular learning
interactions.
A Note on the Experiential Categories as AD HOC CASHPOINT NO. 3
Each of the following Hypotheses statements but one
(Feedback) are Ad Hoc Casepoints which, because of
the format of the next two Chapters, will not be
identified as such individually. The eight are
based primarily on the work of William Kleinsasser
cited previously. I have paraphrased and adapted
Kleinsasser statements, added materials, and re-
written each to suit myself in terms of education.
It should be especially noted that Prof. Kleinsasser's
own work with these concepts has progressed signifi-
cantly beyond the state of the hypotheses that I
employ here . . . for the most part, the earlier
versions have remained the most appropriate for my
own use.
An early Kleinsasser statement of the hypotheses is
reproduced as Appendix A.
The current statement of the Hypotheses: Experiential
Design Consideration and Experiential Categories of
Response
,
by William Kleinsasser (offset, approx.
150 pages), is available from Prof. Kleinsasser at cost
through the University of Oregon School of Archi-
tecture's Center for Environmental Research.
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Experiential Category No. 1
ORDER
. .
. ORGANIZATION of the MULTIPLE WHOLE
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDUCA-
TIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE EACH LEARNER WITH AN APPROPRIATE SENSE
OF ORDER, OF ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES, OF UNDERLYING STRUCTURE.
This category is concerned with providing conditions that em-
body well-being due to awareness of significant structure--such condi-
tions as will make the whole comprehensible and generally supportive
by articulating systems of overall organization that are clear and
precise and yet evoke or promise possible multi-use and multi-meaning
at any one moment or over a period of time. Ideally, these conditions
will contribute coherently to the sense that each element contains
usefully discernable sub-elements and is itself an identifiable part of
a larger whole. Thus ORDER as a category is a response to everyone's
need to sense or achieve organization, balance, precision, and a cer-
tain harmonious relationship of parts and their surroundings. The
challenge is to manifest this need without the rigidity that would
deprive anyone of other aspects of experiential support.
In general, order exists when there is an integrated, compre-
hensive response to the systems operating in any context. Order is
perception of fully developed relationships. It stems from fullest pos-
sible consideration of the factors that impinge upon a situation and
the synthesis of these factors into a simplified, generalized realiza-
tion of essential conditions. Thus order is achieved through awareness
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of and response to the relationships within and among systems. It
cannot be arbitrarily imposed. That which is arbitrarily imposed is a
false order— an "orderliness." Disorder exists when response to system
is incomplete or poorly executed. The relationship of functions may
exist, but if the response to them is incomplete or inadequate order
cannot be well perceived. When there is no sense of organization or
clarity, then muddled, even chaotic, experiences will likely result.
However, as Alexander cautions, if we conceive the task of developing
order as simply a struggle against chaos, we will fail. Rather we
should conceive of the task as a natural process which will succeed
whenever (and because) a situation opens up to the totality of forces
that are present--without arbitrary preconceptions and artificial images.
Hence ORDER embodies awareness of understructure and internal
integrity. But, we may ask, in terms of what? and to what purpose?
Understructure and integrity have little meaning except within frames
of reference that will be significant for the learner as well as for the
community and society at large. In this sense order may be highly vari-
able but is no less critical for that variability.
Our interest in ORDER as a category of experiential support has
to do with the impact of environments on people over periods of time
and particularly with how experientially ordered environments may pro-
vide liberating conditions rather than behavioral determinants. Gener-
ally supportive conditions, because they must support many users over
time, are those that provide many various opportunities for use and
which allow change and modification. This depends as much on overall
organization as upon richness and diversity of components. ORDER/
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ORGANIZATION of the MULTIPLE WHOLE leads off exposition of the cate-
gories because much of richness that is suggested by other categories
would be lost if the many elements, even when carefully developed,
were organized arbitrarily or if users had little sense of the overall
order and hence lacked confidence in it. It may be observed that if
order is not apparent, then people will create it--not as an option but
as a requisite to retention of their sanity. The observation is very
much to the point but the problem is that, in their need for structure,
people may resort to "orderliness" in that they attempt to impose order
through effort like the maladaptive defenses (or offenses) discussed
previously. Good design has not "created" order--order is not intro-
duced into the environment
. . . rather, good design articulates the
elements of the environment so as to make order apparent.
ORDER is viewed as a primary category because it is possible for
the designer to respond well to all the others and still fail to provide
circumstances that are clearly useful and understandable. Not only would
meanings which derive from longstanding relationships be minimized, but
those stemming from chance juxtapositions would likely be lost alto-
gether. Choices, for example, would be diminished substantially.
Specific experiential characteristics, as well as the more general quali-
ties of clarity and understandability, depend in large measure on cogni-
zance of appropriate structure and on articulation of the organization
of parts into an integrated whole.
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IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDUCA-
TIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE EACH LEARNER WITH REAL OR REALIZABLE
MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITY, HENCE OCCASIONS FOR CHOICE.
This category is concerned with providing individuals and
groups with a choice of things to do or be, of approaches or "paths" to
take, of places or positions to be in. It also involves choice of the
arrangement that elements may have in the environment as well as selec-
tion of the elements themselves. And it particularly involves indivi-
duals' choice as to how much is to be done fo£ them, how much they will
do on their own.
The hypothesis challenges the idea that there is an optimal
environment for learning--or even just a few. It emphasizes instead the
need for a large scale and multi -environment response to the complexity
of people and their learning requirements. Rene Dubos addresses the
problem which generates this hypothesis in these terms:
Another myth states that by proper study it should be pos-
sible to define ^environment having characteristics optimum
for human life. This is impossible because men differ in
their tastes and aspirations and therefore have different
environmental needs. To realize the multifarious biological
and spiritual potentialities of mankind requires an immense
diversity of environments . The real problem therefore is to
learn how environmental forces can best be managed to foster
the various manifestations of happiness and creativity in
mankind. Technology should have as its most important goal
the creation of environments in which the widest range of
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human potentialities can unfold.^
The hypothesis implies, therefore, a conception of CHOICE that is broader
and more open than the relatively obvious aspects of choice needed in
learning environments— such as choice of content, or of activities
or of various kinds of support facilities and materials. These aspects
are in no way to be minimized, but the hypothesis suggests that it is
desirable to establish support for a more figurative grasp of ranges of




fixed, intense-casual, public-private, regular-irregular, concentrated-
di ffuse.
Having the "immense diversity of environments" actually exist
as a basis for learning experiences depends upon response to the many
ways in which people relate to their environments and are affected by
them. For example, for most of us the present physical environment is
certainly diversified but still is often closed or meaningless--and thus
is not the basis of much choice. Perhaps the diversity is of the wrong
kind, or there is not enough or it is too great or there is too much
of one kind. Maybe the environments are diversified enough but are
confused or the rhythm of them is off so that sometimes we have too
much choice, sometimes not any.
It is clear that the diversity of which Dubos and others speak
must be a significant and comprehensive diversity in order to be the
basis for meaningful choice. No one wants choices which are insignifi-
^Rene Dubos, So Human an Animal (New York: Scribner and Sons,
1968), p. 164.
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cant and everyone needs to be able to recognize and understand the
choices they have. The need for particular attention to CHOICE/
DIVERSITY with regard to educative circumstances comes primarily from
the confrontation between the relative permanence and mechanistic ten-
dencies of an institutionalized process on one "side," and on the other,
the necessity that this very process serve many different people, in
different situations, engaged in different activities with different
purposes and functions, under conditions of changing personalities,
states of mind, and values. Environmental diversity requires both
flexibility and organization. In spite of the degree of permanence
required, it is necessary to accommodate, even to encourage, what is
new or evolving. And, in spite of the need to more broadly accommodate
variation and change, the support system must eventually be precisely
structured. Choice is made much more accessible to choosers if parts
are clearly discernable and yet a unified whole is apparent. While an
immense diversity of environments is necessary, it is also necessary
that the immensity be organized and developed in response to learners
lest it become an immensity that is impersonal, unmanageable, inacces-
sible and undetectably incomplete— the very characteristics which we
found earlier to typify impoverished environments (see above, p. 78).
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Experiential Category No. 3
ORIENTATION
. . . PERSONAL CONNECTIONS
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE EACH LEARNER WITH CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN THEMSELVES AS SELF AND THE WORLD-AT-LARGE.
This category is concerned with providing for personal orienta-
tion by clarifying relationships through whatever forms or devices—
cues, paradigms, concepts, metaphors, insights, etc. --that may help
define the learner's situation vis-a-vis its context and therefore make
personal opportunities known and understood. The aim of the category
can be simply put: to understand how to develop learning circumstances
so that they give additional meaning to or help explain ourselves in our
total context as human beings--to provide a fix on personal realities
so that awareness of what/who/where we are and what we are a part of
and how becomes comprehensible and thus the basis for minded behavior.
I have found a powerful and generative metaphor stemming from
existential/phenomenological thinking about education that may help
explicate this category. Donald Vandenburg has introduced a differen-
tiation of human experience of the world into "landscape" (being) and
"geography" (knowledge).^ Landscape is the correlate of immediate
awareness of pre-reflecti ve, non-discursi ve consciousness. Geography
is the correlate of mediated awareness, of reflected consciousness.
^Donald Vandenburg, Being and Education (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971).
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Landscape involves subjective, non-positional (a person is always in
the center of his or her landscape), relatively unorganized, immediate
experience of the world as lived with directly. Geography is the
common world in which individual landscapes become ordered and inter-
subjectively available through the naming of things and ideas--the
structured, symbolical processes necessary to possess meanings and to
relate phenomena. "The human world, the world as a correlate of indi-
vidual consciousness, is both landscape and geography."^
Thus the authentically human world lies "between" landscape
and geography. Landscape alone is the unorganized immediate,
or chaos. Landscape is necessary, however, to be some-
where ... to be situated. It has 1 ived-values
,
but to
dwell in pure landscape is to be at home everywhere. Geo-
graphy alone is the world of fact and universal concept.
Geography is necessary to possess meanings and to be able
to relate anything to anything else. [However] the space
and time of geography are separated, i.e., decomposed be-
cause its concepts are universal and "timeless," eternal and
lacking a living present. One can spatial ize and temporal
-
ize into landscape but not into the decomposed space and
time of geography. To "dwell" in pure geography is to be at
home nowhere.^
The attainment of a world of pure geography is the separa-
tion of reflective consciousness from pre-reflective con-
sciousness and a total identification of consciousness with
reflecting, structured "symbolical processes" in a way that
alienates the person's reflecting consciousness from his pre-
reflective consciousness ... To lose contact with land-
scape, in short, is to be depersonal i zed.
°
However, there should be no doubt that acquisition of geography is es-




^Ibid., p. 87; see, too, Peter Berger, Brigitte Berger and Hans-
fried Kellner, The Homeless Mind (New York: Random House, 1973).
^Ibid., p. 86.
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with geography "if he is to become available to the common world or
that world available to him."^ Landscape may be viewed as the basis
of what psychologists call "divergent thinking" or "divergent responses,"
and geography the basis of "convergent" thinking or response. Both are
necessary.
To the degree that formal education--school ing primarily--deals
with logically ordered materials, it attempts to establish geography.
The concern of ORIENTATION as a category of supportive conditions is to
monitor the relationship of geography to landscape so that the learner
does not lose him- or herself in one or the other. Especially, the
problem is to insure that the geography of schooling does not obliterate
the landscape of the individual.
Schooling has to have as its major goal the establishment
of a common world, or geography; but insofar as schooling
is the acquisition of logically ordered knowledge it at-
tempts to put pupils into that which is factual, repeatable
and valid for all pupils regardless of who the particular
pupil is, i.e., regardless of his individual landscape.
This is entirely proper and necessary, but the more effi-
cient it is, the more it leads to a world of pure geography
and the more the pupil becomes a detached, objective and
depersonalized observer. The more effective it is, the more
it leads to nowhere; and the more the pupil dwells nowhere,
the more alienated he is from the world and from the possi-
bilities of being in it, i.e., from himself. The acquisi-
tion of knowledge is actually an attempt to be objective,
to be subjectless, without perspective. It happens however
that this is precisely contrary to the conditions of human
existence. No one can be objective; he is and will remain
a subjecticity; subjecticity is the truth. Epistemology
and ontology ought not to get confused . . .°
(Acquisition of objectively valid knowledge, of that which
is general and repeatable--geography) has to be accompanied
by some continuous contact with landscape if the pupil is
not to be alienated from himself and from the world. Because
^Ibid., p. 85. ^Ibid., pp. 87-88.
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this continuous contact can be achieved, because one can re-
turn from uniyersaling thought to the particular and become
truthful, it is not valid to maintain that schooling as the
acquisition of geography and as the intentional "transmis-
sion" of geography contributes to the alienation of the
pupil in each and every case and in all circumstances. It
becomes alienating only when it is not grounded in the
pupil 's landscape.^
Therefore, ORIENTATION is meant to be the basis for grounding educa-
tion in the individual learner's landscape. As such, ORIENTATION is
related to but significantly different from ORDER. I regard it as
being a necessary response to every person's need for consistent and
stable ways of perceiving and comprehending their surroundings, their
need for a sense of connections among all things, their need to feel
not only that the world is coherent (the role of ORDER) but that they
belong in it and to it, that they have a comprehensible place within
its order. There is also essential overlap of the two categories.
Systems of organizing the whole must be responsive to the relationships
which exist among their parts and must make these relationships apparent
to participants. As this occurs, awareness of personal connections will
be established. These connections fall into three groups:
-- connections to people and their events which obviously
has to do with human relations and, in our case, with
having each learning territory relate and contribute
to other learning territories.
— connections to places and things which has to do with
physical orientation and relationships
-- connections in time which has to do with the continuity
of past, present, and future and with understanding of
that continuum.




(how we belong to each other and to the world) for a feeling of balance
and well-being, but from that sense we grow as patternmakers (see
below, p. 154). That is, if the educational environments we provide
cause people to be conscious of such connections it will have helped
expand the meaning of their experience and their views of reality--
and therefore enhanced their ability to develop personal life-plans
that will not only address their own welfare but contribute to a better
world future.
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Experiential Category No. 4
POSSESSION
. . . PERSONALIZATION
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE THE LEARNER WITH INVITATIONS TO
INNOVATE, TO ACT SPONTANEOUSLY, TO PERSONALIZE AND OTHERWISE TAKE
"POSSESSION" OF THEIR LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES.
This category is concerned with developing systems of cues and
clues which establish in the mind of each learner a sense of the influ-
ence they can wield with respect to their own education.
The hypothesis suggests that we must avoid the rigidity (the
"experiential closure") that characterizes so much of our overall
environment. This rigidity is an impoverishing condition which, by
means of overdefinition, deprives us of experience-through-involvement.
The most basic conditions that must be established in situations if
they are to "let people in" are those conditions which allow and invite
people to make changes. We feel that a situation "belongs" to us in
the degree to which we can shape it to suit our purposes. The hypothe-
sis implies, then, that each individual will best be able to take ad-
vantage of their opportunities by having the ability to change them--
a changeability that will range from small scale personal imprinting to
substantial reconstitution of the situation. Yet, while we seek to
establish learning environments with emphasis on involvement and pos-
session, we must avoid overassertiveness of cues, overdirection, over-
designation and other forms of constraint which might easily become
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coercion as the situation evolves. The sense of possibility and oppor-
tunity in situations or activities should be established without render-
ing them strictly specified and determined by cues so dominating that
they might permanently fix the character of the opportunities. The
responsibility of the designer/teacher then is to develop a set of more
or less explicit suggestions which can be considered or ignored; sug-
gestions which hold multitudes of possible interpretations
,
all sound
and promising. The suggestions (cues and clues) should be relatively
precise but not fixed or complete. There should be mystery and a sense
that there is still something to be found out. If resolution is imme-
diately available, obviously there is no seeking on the part of learners
to discover their own meanings, their own uses, their own patterns.
Thus the aim of this category is circumstances that are tantal izingly
incomplete, ambiguous or even somewhat obscure in order to suggest
alternatives and multiple meanings.
The category POSSESSION deals with a wide range of type and
scale of possession. It can be physical, legal, or psychological in
nature. Webster's defines possession as "to have as belonging to one
... to own ... to have knowledge or mastery of." Possession can be
by an individual or a group, exclusive or non-exclusive, of short dura-
tion or long. But even as the hypothesis is borne out, this category is
going to be difficult to operate with. The designer/teacher must ab-
stract the potential acts of possession, clarifying them through
refer-
ence to experience and selected observations. Each of these
abstractions
has to be "let in," not, for instance, as a hapless occupant
filling a
seat in a classroom but as an active participant who
"reclaims" through
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his or her acts that which has been abstracted for him/her by the
designer.
Providing for "possessible situations" does not mean develop-
ing programs as open-ended catchalls devoid of detailed organization
and support for specific activities. On the contrary, quality and
effectiveness requires that specific purposes and activities be well
accommodated. Open-endedness is usually legitimate only in the pre-
sence of a well-considered framework of "families" of purpose within
which opportunity is just enough defined so that people naturally par-
take of it; so that curiosity naturally leads learners "there" and en-
courages them to stay and make it their own. Possessible situations in
the sense we are speaking of include:
-- situations with component elements and details that
accept and invite change or personalization
— situations with overall organization and character that
invite change and personalization
-- situations with widely interpretable symbolism
— situations which are rich, complex, ambiguous, mysteri-
ous, magical, special and thereby invite varying use,
modification and embellishment
-- situations which participants establish and develop by
themselves.
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"autonomy-withdrawal syndrome. Most people, he suggests, use their
homes to escape from the stresses of the outside world and practice
social withdrawal as a form of self-protection. Eventually, withdrawal
becomes a habit; people reach a point where they become unable or
unwilling to let others penetrate their own private world. Extreme
individual ism and a false sense of autonomy may develop unconsciously
as a consequence of the self-protective withdrawal from stress. Per-
sons who have achieved such "autonomy" remain dependent upon the social
groups of which they are a part but this dependence manifests itself
increasingly through the medium of money. Money, in turn, tends to
create a world that reinforces individualism and withdrawal. Unfor-
tunately, few people seem aware of the experiential impoverishment
resulting from this syndrome which confuses individuality with indivi-
dualism, community with conformity and privacy with autonomy.
The CONTACT/AFFILIATION hypothesis involves consideration of
various kinds of contact, of various needs that are manifest when con-
tact does or doesn't occur and of variables that particularize the
meaning of contact in any situation. Types of contact and the sort
of settings that can help to support each type vary greatly. Signifi-
cant contact may take the form of a quick glance or nod, an extended
conversation, or several hours or days spent together in a work setting
or a recreational situation. Contact can be the result of carefully
planned social calendars and daily work routine, or of accidental,
spontaneous encounters. The hypothesis contends that the greater the
^
*^Chri stopher Alexander, "The City as a Mechanism for Sustain-
ing Human Contact," in William Ewald, Jr. (ed.). Environment for Man:
The Next Fifty Years (Bloomington: Univ. of Indiana Press, 1967).
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Experiential Category No. 5
CONTACT/AFFILIATION and RETREAT/SOLITUDE
Hypothesis A:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT HELP EACH LEARNER ATTAIN AND MAINTAIN SIG-
NIFICANT CONTACT AND INTERACTION WITH OTHERS.
This category involves the association with fellow beings that,
aside from its intrinsic rewards, is apparently necessary if one is to
establish a complete self image that is in accord with reality since
an individual cannot ordinarily determine through introspection what
and who sHe truly is.
Conditions of modern life seem to seriously reduce opportunities
for meaningful contact. Many sociologists and anthropologists have ex-
pressed concern and even despair about the disappearance or eclipse, at
least, of primary groups which were previously the main framework for
human association and cooperation. We have already referred to James
Coleman's concept of the shift from responsibility-rich/information-poor
to information-rich/responsibility-poor social settings (see above,
pp. 65-66). Other spokespeople warn about the meagreness of contact
which people now have with others and about the workings of defense
mechanisms which tend to perpetuate incomplete and untrue views of self
and life. Chris Alexander, for example, suggests that a serious conse-
quence of prevalent modes of modern living is a phenomenon he calls the
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range of support for different types of contact, the better and richer
is the potential of the environment for learning.
Hypothesis B:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE ADEQUATE AND APPROPRIATE MEANS OF
WITHDRAWING FROM CONTACT WITH OTHERS AND OF CONTROLLING INTERACTION
AND EXPOSURE.
This is the corollary to CONTACT/AFFILIATION. It is in response
to the idea that--in a complex, relentless, and sometimes hostile world--
one's sense of balance, security, and self-respect cannot be maintained
if one is constantly subject to pressures exerted by unrestrained con-
tact with many people and overloads of sensory input. The constant
bombardment of multiple associations can build up irritation, frustra-
tions, confusion, self-doubt and resentment. One must have timely oppor-
tunities to be alone, to reflect and assimilate, to recollect, think and
to wonder. Retreat, whether mental or physical, may be a matter of an
individual getting away from everyone else or a small group getting
away from others. It could mean detaching oneself from people, a
place, a specific situation or from general circumstances. Retreat
will vary in length of time, in frequency and in intensity ranging from
momentary daydreams to lengthy contemplation or formal meditation. A
person or group can retreat by moving apart from others; or with suf-
ficient inner focus it is possible to withdraw even in a crowd when
surrounded by people and noise, although retreat of this sort is rather
easily disrupted. Withdrawal is thus most often supported by physical
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isolation.
The point for us is that supportive environments for learning
must include relatively explicit opportunities for individuals to secure
themselves from overexposure or intrusion when desirable.
Ideally, the conditions which enable this will be unobtrusive--
there to be discovered just when they need to be because, although they
are sometimes forced to do so, people do not ordinarily seek out retreat
situations. Anticipated retreat will conflict in most instances with
the spontaneity usually associated with the need to withdraw. Condi-
tions need to be present throughout a person's environment that pro-
vide some manner of filter or' "swi tches" to permit learners to adjust
amounts of contact or degrees of activity. Because it is so unlikely
to be acknowledged in the course of ordinary instruction, it is especi-
ally important to programmatically recognize RETREAT/SOLITUDE as a legi-
timate contextual characteristic of environments for learning. That is
to say that, just as the physical environment should offer places that
help individuals find the privacy or solitude and security appropriate
to one's state of mind at key moments, so programs must encompass op-
tions which give "first-class" status to solitary contemplation and
reflection of just plain relief from engagement. Schools will rarely
be viewed as the proper setting for such interludes but a balanced
system of support for learning must acknowledge their legitimacy and
importance.
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Experiential Category No. 6
TENTATIVENESS
. . . PREVIEW
. . . COGNITIVE RISK
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH ANTICIPATE THE RISK SENSED BY LEARNERS WHEN
EXPOSED TO UNFAMILIAR EXPERIENCES OR CONFRONTED BY SOMETHING EXTRA-
ORDINARILY CHALLENGING AND COMPLEX.
This category has to do with compensating for the general ten-
dency of people to avoid the experience of incompletely understood situa-
tions because of the problems--confusion, rejection, stress, humiliation
or other unpleasantness--they expect may arise from that experience.
This compensation will usually be manifest in opportunities for learners
to understand what is happening before having to commit themselves fully
to participation. Before people can relate to and opt for a new experi-
ence they need to preview the experience by imagining its impact and
significance or meaning. A person should be able to assess possiblities
such as the prospect of "success" or "failure," the value of whatever
there is to be gained or lost, and whether or not a different endeavor
is a better use of the participant's time.
The hypothesis itself is based upon the tendency of people to be
overwhelmed or confused by places, people and situations that are com-
plex, that come on too strongly or that reveal themselves all at once.
Thus, in developing the Curriculum Context, the need for some kind of
overview plus the need for a gradual unfolding of the nature and organi
zation of parts confronts us with another paradox of sorts: the desir-
ability of a preview which encourages confidence and interest, on
the
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one hand; incremental revelation of implications and nuances rather
than an immediate and total revelation that might intimidate partici-
pants, on the other. Experiential ly supportive learning environments
will present individuals with opportunities to "know what they are
getting into" in terms of content and process, technical arrangements
and social situations. This is accomplished by providing circumstances
where individuals can get a sense of what lies ahead. It is accom-
plished by providing a scheme of intermediate stages that offer a link
or transition from one situation to another or a format that allows
learners to observe what is happening from the periphery for a time
without feeling compelled to participate or invest in the activity
immediately.
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Experiential Category No. 7
FEEDBACK
. . . VALIDATION
. . . CONFIRMATION
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDU-
CATIVE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PROVIDE IMMEDIATE AND USABLE INFORMATION
REGARDING THE PERFORMANCE OF PARTICIPANTS IN A LEARNING INTERACTION.
This category is concerned with awareness that enables a learner
or teacher to modify performance according to indications received as to
the validity or effectiveness of what is occurring. Neither teacher/
designers nor learner/designers can perform well without information
about the efficacy of their performance. All of us are constantly re-
vising our plans— on the basis of "feedback"--after we begin to carry
them out.
However, feedback is a frequently misused word stemming from a
usually misconstrued concept. Since it is a "systems" concept, based on
our relatively new--and tentative--unders tending of human beings as
information-processing (cybernetic) systems, perhaps the feedback no-
tion is best clarified in systems terms.
Concrete, living, open systems are constantly interacting with
their environment in the form of inputs and outputs across the system's
boundaries. Such systems are thus affected by and, in turn, affect their
environment. While affecting the environment with their output, systems
gather information concerning how they are doing. Such information is
then "fed" back into the system as input to guide its further activity.
This process is generally called feedback and the operative manifesta-




It is important, however, to distinguish between feedback and
other input. There is a significant difference between feedback, which
is information FROM performance, and input that is information ABOUT
performance. Strictly speaking, feedback is the portion of a system's
output that re-enters the system as information that directly affects
the system's subsequent behavior. Much of what is commonly referred to
as feedback is input from the system's environment--"external " informa-
tion about performance--not self-utilized output.
When a teacher corrects and returns a student's paper this
is information about her performance. In neither case is
this feedback, although we colloquially refer to it as such.
It is, instead, information input from the environment which
the student or teacher may choose to use or ignore. When a
student, though, sees that a spelling word doesn't look right,
or when he finds that a math problem he has worked doesn't
check, or when a teacher senses her class is getting restless
or finds that her class did poorly on a particular test,
this is information from performance and is genuine feedback.
It is, of course, quite possible for the student or teacher
not to act upon this information; human beings are learning
systems, not adjusting systems (which must act upon feedback),
but assuming that they wish to improve their performance, they
are more likely to use it and less likely to question its
reliability.
The distinction is between perceptual, internal feedback and symbolic,
external information. External (environmental input) information is
ordinarily a stimulus or judgmental reinforcement qf_ responses. Feed-
back (system output-become-input) is for the purpose of intra-system
comparison and testing of responses— it may be a stimulus to overt be-
havior but it can also be knowledge of results and personal instructions






for formative control of behaviorJ^
Having made this differentiation, I should disclaim assignment
of greater intrinsic validity to one or the other, except to the extent
that command of feedback may be the key to learning to learn. That is
to say, learners and teachers--as learning systems--employ and, perhaps
need
,
both feedback and external evaluative input, but that feedback is
particularly instrumental in the process of learners becoming the de-
signers of their own educative circumstances. In terms of supportive
conditions, our interest here is in conscious attempts to provide use-
ful information to the learner . . . and to minimize the disconfirming
aspects of external messages.
Perhaps the most important sort of connection that the teacher/
designer can help the learner/ designer make is the one between a per-
son's diagnostic sensitivity and that person's effectance in interaction
with environments. In dealing with FEEDBACK/ CONFIRMATION as a category
of experiential support, we are talking about a system of generating
"control data"--generation of information that the learning organism
can use to control its own behavior. If we accept the "cybernetic
hypothesis" that the feedback loop is the fundamental building block of
the nervous system,^ ^ we may proceed to view the feedback loop as the
basic behavioral element in a learning system. Miller, Galanter, and
Pribram symbolically characterize this element as a TOTE unit (test-
^










operate-test-exit)^^ through which formulation they assert that "opera-
tions an organism performs are constantly guided by the outcomes of
various tests to determine discrepancy between intended performance
and actual performance (between a desired condition and what is) and
then the "diagnosed nature of the incongruity determines the next opera-
tion."
Now, one of the major problems of schooling is, as Michael
Greenebaum expresses it, that:
Students learn very early that the important information is
not feedback from their performance but "feedback" about
their performance from another person, usually the teacher.
Viewed one way, this inhibits the development of TOTE units,
since the "test" of the operation is external to the system.
Viewed another way, the test becomes--not the success of the
operation--but the attitude of the teacher, the grade, or the
gold star; the operation itself is externalized. The student
learns first to distrust and second to suspend his own judg-
ment or capacity to test his operations. What he has done
is neither good or bad, right or wrong, successful or unsuc-
cessful, until the teacher has so indicated. Moreover, the
pseudo-feedback the student receives from the teacher rarely
occurs at a point when it can do him any good. Evaluation is
too frequently at the end of a unit of instruction; tests may
indicate that a student has performed poorly, but by then it
is too late—the class has moved to another unit. The test
phase of a TOTE unit is diagnostic; the test phase in school-
ing is all too often "terminal." Until students in schools
can depend upon feedback from their performance, the assump-
tion that specific behaviors are the result of learning is
questionable at best.*^
Without true feedback—external evaluation is too often removed from
the instance of learning interaction—the learner cannot readily dis-
^^Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, Plans and the Structure of
Behavior
,
pp. 26-39 et passim.
^^Ibid., p. 29.
^
^Greenebaum, System: An Approach to Education Problems and
Issues, p. 183.
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tinguish between successful and less successful behavior. A key sup-
portive condition will be provision of circumstances that facilitate
the generation and cognizance of information for diagnosing and pre-
scribing learning interaction.
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Experiential Category No. 8
POETIC IMPACT
Hypothesis:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDUCATIVE
CIRCUMSTANCES THAT ENCOURAGE INSTANCES OF SELF-ENLARGING CONSCIOUSNESS
WHICH TRANSCEND THE ORDINARY OR THE ACCUSTOMED.
This category has to do with support for events which heighten
learner's perceptual awareness, expand personal meanings, and add to
their psychological stature by calling into question their views of
reality in such a way as to add to their store of interpretive images
and techniques. In other words it involves support for extraordinary
and transcending experience wherein the conditions are both real and
allegorical, concrete and spiritual.
The hypothesis addresses considerably more than simple stimula-
tion. POETIC IMPACT involves almost magical extension beyond the com-
mon sense everyday world to awareness of aesthetic tension. In more
practical terms it suggests that we need to establish conditions that
support and illuminate forthright aesthetic experience and encourage
expression of these so others may identify with, respond to, participate
in and share them when it is appropriate.
We are speaking, of course, of the experience of art and touch-
ing upon the teacher's role as one of the caretakers of the human
spirit. In Art and the Intellect , Harold Taylor has this to say:
The experience of art is one which quickens the human conscious-
ness to a greater sensitivity of feeling and a higher level of
discrimination among ideas and emotions . . . the experience of
art ... is an experience through which we can gain an insight
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into what it means to be free in emotional response and free
in the choice of ideas. The experience of art is a way of
enriching the quality of human experience and of reaching a
precision in the choice of values. ... It is a particular
kind of experience which requires for its fulfillment a dis-
cipline, freely undertaken; a knowledge, firmly grasped; a
heightened consciousness; and an intensity of interest in
the creative and imaginative aspect of human life. It is not
an experience which takes the artist out of the context of
his society, but an experience which moves through contemporary
reality into new levels of awareness of what human society is.
. . . The moral value of art lies in this process of discovery
and in this contribution to the richness of human experience.
It draws attention to other values in the world than those con-
nected with material, social, or political power. The experi-
ence of art leads each of us into discussions of ultimates,
into questions of truth, into serious philosophy, since the
response evoked in each of us becomes part of our way of
looking at the world and part of our stated and unstated
vocabulary of response.
While Taylor's reference is to the nature, value and potential
of the experience of art, per se, POETIC IMPACT as a category of ex-
periential support is addressing the aesthetics of learning in that
learning involves both arousal of clearly felt emotion and awareness
of formal organization.^^ The contention of the hypothesis is that,
given an adequate support system, teacher/designers may indeed serve
as caretakers of the human spirit: effectively heightening the quality
of experience and enhancing the sense of dignity and well-being of
learners
.
^^Harold Taylor, Art and the Intellect (New York: Museum of
Modern Art, I960), pp. 60-61.
l^See Donald Arnstine, Learning and Schooling (New York: Harper
and Row, 1967), p. 227.
I
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Experiential Category No. 9
PATTERNABILITY
. . . MULTI-MEANING CONNECTIONS
Hypothesis
:
IT IS POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE TO INVENT OR DISCOVER AND DEVELOP EDUCATIVE
CIRCUMSTANCES THAT SUPPORT AND NOURISH EACH LEARNER'S INDIVIDUAL PAT-
TERN-MAKING OR COMBINATORIAL CAPABILITIES.
This category has to do with the capacity of the environment to
stimulate and arouse, to activate, challenge, and thus maintain the
learning organism's patternmaking abilities. These abilities are ex-
tremely important because they embrace the essence of what it is to be
human as distinct, in terms of adaptability and creativity, from other
living organisms. Especially they are the key to truly realizing that
on
most hallowed of education goal s--"learning to learn."
Man is a highly adaptive and inventive organism when it comes
to establishment of working relations with environments. In large
measure this is possible because of human ability to abstract meaning-
ful patterns by means of more or less general differentiation and then
order them by recognition of critical relationships. This allows man
to deal with his environs in terms of both his need for sustenance and
more lofty sensitivities. Human potentialities, whether physical or
mental, are expressed only to the extent that circumstances are favor-
able to their manifestation. As we have seen, environment thus plays
the major role in the unfolding of individual personality and the real-
20See Appendix B, p. 252, for a brief discussion of the "learning
competence" concept of the Anisa model as one approach to making the
idea of learning to learn considerably more than a rhetorical flourish.
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ization of personal powers of the organism. If a person's surroundings
are diversified, changing, and otherwise complex and challenging, sHe
will exercise his adaptive and patternmaking capabilities to a greater
degree than if his surroundings are static, predictable and dull. In
this sense, sHe will be forced to sharpen these precious abilities
through constant practice, enabling the realization of potentialities.
Obviously, then, the latent potential of human beings has a better
chance of becoming powers of the organism when environments provide a
variety of stimulating educative experiences under supportive condi-
tions.
Although PATTERNABILITY/MULTI-MEANING CONNECTIONS is difficult
to delineate specifically as a category since it encompasses so many
aspects of the others, it generally suggests characteristics and con-
figurations which especially challenge and encourage learners to dif-
ferentiate, sort, order, integrate, relate, and generalize.
CHOICEPOINT B
If the reader is feeling the need for concrete examples of the
experiential categories with reference to learning interactions, it
may be helpful to consult Appendix D for accounts of three specific
learning sequences and outlines of two program planning efforts which
are "annotated" relative to the nine categories.
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CHAPTER VIII
GETTING STRATEGIC: THE CATEGORIES AS GUIDES TO DESIGN
In case the experiential hypotheses/supportive conditions ap-
proach still seems far-fetched let us review my purpose in the follow-
ing terms: In order to match the diverse nature of learners and learn-
ing opportunities we are seeking to utilize our society's educative re-
sources more fully and to establish the basis for complementarity as op-
posed to undue competition among the contributing sources. In trying
to transcend the near monopoly on public education which is held (I
would not say enjoyed) by schools and yet avoid putting the alternatives
into conflict with current schools and with one another, it is impor-
tant to find a common denominator--a shared frame of reference within
which all educative activities can coherently complement or supplement
each other. Since learning occurs as a result of interaction with en-
vironments, I contend that attributes of successful environments can be
established as the appropriate common denominator between education
conceived primarily as schooling and the broader, total environment
conception that I am advocating under the rubric of the contextual way.
One aim of such a denominating frame of reference is to avoid
adversary relations between the proponents and associated interest
groups of the various institutions and agencies of public education
that now exist or will emerge as we operationalize the total -environment
support system. Another aim is to provide a basis for welcoming into
the enterprise of public education those "stakeholders" who have here-
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tofore been intimidated out of participating by the trappings of an ap-
parently closed system and the guise of requisite professional special-
ity and expertise (see Chapter X below, p. 229). Armed with an overall
framework of supportive conditions, teachers, parents, taxpayers,
friends of youth, community educators-at-large, institutions, and
learners of all sorts can join together to enable schools to do (and get
better at) the things they do well, while cooperatively recognizing
what functions schools ought to share (since they undoubtedly already
do so, to some extent) and which tasks are best left to other institu-
tions or agencies altogether. The concept of experiential support is
thus posited as the base condition or coninon denominator for the colla-
borative realization of potential that, it seems to me, is the pre-
requisite of successfully negotiating the turbulence of this age of
macro-problems and meta-issues.
Having just presented the conceptual basis for the several
categories of experiential support, I would like to now introduce the
more strategic dimensions of criteria for supportive conditions by con-
sidering the categories in reverse--beginning with PATTERNABILITY and
concluding with CHOICE and ORDER.
No. 9 -- PATTERNABILITY
. .
educative circumstances that support and nourish each
individual's patternmaking or combinatorial capabilities.
Just as it seemed well to begin exposition of the experiential
hypotheses with ORDER, it was appropriate to conclude the first go-
around and is now appropriate to begin the reverse cycle
with PATTERN-
ABILITY since this category is inclusive of so many
aspects of the
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others. PATTERNABILITY is especially important in relation to young
people forming, in early life, the basic range of ideas and capabilities
from which they will develop and create throughout the rest of their
existence. As more persons find the opportunity to express a larger
percentage of their genetic endowment under diversified conditions,
society becomes richer and cultures continue to develop. In face of
proliferating information and increasing complexity, the patternmaking
capabilities are especially critical.
In general response to this category, design for learning would
strive to establish situations that include:
— conditions that are novel and surprising, that depart from
the norm and thus require reassessment by learners
-- conditions that are experientially complex; that contain or
are made up of many parts which thereby encourage variation
and permutation;
-- conditions that are ambiguous--even sometimes conflicting
and contradictory--so that the potential of multi-meaning
or multi-purpose will demand that patterns be discovered
or invented.
No. 8 — POETIC IMPACT
. . . educative circumstances that encourage instances of self-
enlarging consciousness .
The important sense of this category may be gained by appreciat-
ing the contrast between prose as an assemblage of words and the idea
that poetry--through density, profundity, overlap, and resonance--cre-
ates illumination by establishing identities between words and mean-
ings; identities, not understood before, that not only illuminate the
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words but illuminate our actual thoughts.^ This is not to say that the
prosaic is not important or cannot be sufficient or even extremely ef-
fective but rather, only to assert that the poetic is a vital and, need-
lessly, a too often neglected dimension of life and learning. However,
we must realize that just as striving for order will frequently result
in "orderliness" (a false order) so POETIC IMPACT cannot be manufactured.
Indeed, the label for this category stems from the axioms of poetry
which John Keats set down in 1818 and concluded by saying: "But is it
easier to think what poetry should be than to write it and this leads
me to another axiom: if poetry comes not naturally as leaves to a tree,
it had best not come at all." The suggestion is that poetic impact
cannot be readily invented but should be diligently sought out and,
when found, carefully nurtured.
In response to this category, the teacher/designer would strive
for conditions capable of causing events to have aesthetic impact.
These include:
— stylistic eloquence . . . sheer excellence of organization
and expression
-- evidence of extraordinary caring; i.e., seriousness, dedica-
tion and significance of purpose
-- a fine balance or tension between overall structure and
component elements; and between fixity and changeability
-- rediscoverability . . . potential for continual renewal,
reverberation
simultaneity of real and allegorical meanings and occurrence
of symbolic associations
^See Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language (New York:
Ox-
ford University Press, 1977), pp. xli-xlii.
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-- strangeness, eccentricity, surprise
-- evidence of impressive improvisation or successful spon-
taneity
— the presence of mutually supportive opposites
A transcending experience--' the touching of the heart" as the renowned
Swiss architect Le Corbusier once put it--depends most upon the aware-
ness and sensitivity of the participants. Such awareness will have
been established by previous experience and present preparations. The
present preparations, at least, are the province of the teacher/designer
as a caretaker of the human spirit.
No. 6 — TENTATIVENESS . . . PREVIEW . . . COGNITIVE RISK
. . . educative circumstances which anticipate the risk sensed
by learners when exposed to unfamiliar experiences or confronted
by something extraordinarily challenging or complex.
As a general response to this category it is possible for the
teacher/designer to establish conditions in learning environments which
provide some advance indication of
-- the people involved,
-- the nature of the setting,
-- the processes and systems that will be in operation,
-- the ideas, attitudes and convictions that are prevalent, and
— how people might appropriately communicate about themselves.
It is also possible for teachers to develop conditions that offer ex-
plicit evidence or clues and a degree of auto-explanation to offset
potential confusion. Circumstances that explain themselves somewhat
can be provided by such means as.:
-- indications of clear, if tentative, limits and boundaries,
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-- conditions that enable learners to approach events, places,
or people incrementally or in stages, thereby giving them
control over the degree of commitment they must make;
-- an indication of whether experiences that cannot be self
paced or flexibly sequenced may be repeated as a matter of
course, should the stipulated procedures prove too difficult;
— conditions that permit preview, review, and multiple perspec-
tive—overviews, crossviews or backviews which reinforce one's
mental map or understanding of a situation.
No. 5 — CONTACT/AFFILIATION
. . . educative circumstances that help each learner attain
and maintain significant contact with others .
There are so many and such overlapping forms of human interac-
tion that we are seldom discerning enough when we use the term. In
spite of good intentions, our lack of precision leads to trouble in many
design situations or at least hinders the generation of supportive con-
ditions for learning. Consider for a moment this differentiation of
types of contact and interaction;
-- aural and visual contact
— being with others; voluntarily in the presence of people
with relatively mutual purpose
— being with others incidentally, merely sharing the same
space
-- sharing the same routine
— doing something together over an extended period . . . es-
pecially an ordeal or a difficult task
-- casual, infrequent activity with others
-- daily meeting but with casual exchange
periodic exposure to new ideas, styles, attitudes
-- sharing a special event
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forthright exchange, whether informal or in formal circum-










It is not possible to always anticipate the consequences of these and
other forms of interaction since the participants' circumstances,
states of mind, and dependencies (LifeWorld and Learning Territory)
will vary considerably and continually. Some forms of interaction re-
flect or lead to relaxed, comfortable relationships--perhaps only
temporary and not profound but still significant and positive. Some
will involve exchanges that are formal, proscribed, intense, and de-
manding. Some will have a slow fuse or delayed impact, others will be
noteworthy for change in the process of interacting. And, as we ad-
dress in the retreat corollary, some forms of interaction cause the
need to break off the contact. The question is, "How can design for
learning be responsive to such an array of possibilities?" The "an-
swer" is that, although we cannot anticipate the results of interac-
tion precisely, we can nonetheless establish a variety of relatively
precise conditions that encourage and generally support interaction—
and include the capacity for adjustment or adaptation. Educational
environments too often lack such conditions. The result is that, at
best, constructive interaction is incidental and, at worst, it is dis-
couraged and even sometimes prevented altogether.
As a general response to the CONTACT/AFFILIATION hypothesis a
teacher/designer would strive to provide the following sort of condi-
tions and opportunities;
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-- situations that take advantage of existing gathering places
natural or man-made ’
circumstances that cause things to happen; opportunities for
people to gather due to some special attraction or interest-
ing occurrence
— situations that push people closer together so that they
share pleasure or challenges, either inadvertently or in
circumstances designed for that purpose
-- situations that encourage and sustain opportunities for
people to express themselves, to open themselves up and thus
welcome others "in"
-- organizational systems (structures) that break down or cir-
cumvent ordinary separations or barriers and thereby give
access to events or places that might otherwise be missed.
For example, the establishment of overlapping and reinforcing
projects will minimize separate, discontinuous or autonomous
activities of the sort that tend to preclude interaction.
No. 5 — RETREAT/SOLITUDE
. . . educative circumstances that provide adequate and appro-
priate means of withdrawing from contact with others and of con-
trolling, to some degree, interaction and exposure.
The need for this corollary to CONTACT/AFFILIATION is not
"large" but it is important in the sense that when this kind of experi-
ential support is necessary it is often extremely critical --when you
need it, you need it very much. People are simply not given many
"everyday" opportunities for the constructive (as opposed to defensive)
withdrawal in our society's total environment, much less in our institu-
tions of public education. Some of the characteristics that contribute
to supportive conditions for retreat are:
-- recognizable potential separateness or identity as an op-
portunity for withdrawal
-- a capacity for being protected with provisions for preview-
ing a potential intrusion or interruption
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sense of defens ibility, with exposure controls*p Iters and "switches" that give individuals the opportunity
to modulate their engagements.
No. 4 — POSSESSION
. . . PERSONALIZATION
. . .educative circumstances that provide the learner with in-
vitations to innovate, to act spontaneously, to personalize and
otherwise take possession of the learning opportunities.
This category is a personally active outgrowth of CHOICE. We
"possess" a situation or circumstance or place when we feel that it is
right for us and under our control, however momentarily that may be.
Kleinsasser suggests that situations invite possession by those who
participate in them according to three maxims--the maxims of understand-
ing, of personalization, and of multiple interpretation. In our terms,
learning environments should be articulated so that individuals can
readily understand them in their own terms and exercise mastery over the
environment at least to the extent of adapting it in support of their
own particular interests. This is the maxim of understanding . That an
environment should enable its users to express themselves and make
modifications that meet their particular interests or requirements is
the maxim of personal ization . Personalization will occur on a scale
ranging from the very small, minor adjustments that are easily made,
to major changes that require substantial energy and commitment. The
third maxim is the maxim of multiple interpretation . Learning environ-
ments should enable different people at one time or one person at dif-
ferent times to interpret portions of the environment in different
ways, in acknowledgment of the fact that each learner brings to an ac-
tivity or situation their own intentions and meanings.
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Thus, for example, a teacher/designer would strive to estab-
1 ish
— situations that suggest personal uses or present especially
evocative conditions in which learners discover possibilities
on their own. In view of the fact that some people are will-
ing to do much for themselves and others very little, accom-
plishing this will require a range of circumstance compatible
with various individual purposes, capacities, energies or
states of mind; or
-- situations that are incomplete in the sense of allowing
many ways (with varying degrees of difficulty and required
commitment/investment) for people to complete or modify
them; or
-- situations to be designed WITH learners; that is, situations
that encourage learners to be involved in shaping experiences
as well as experiencing them, from the moment of engagement.
No. 3 — ORIENTATION . . . PERSONAL CONNECTIONS
. . . educative circumstances that provide each learner with
connections between themselves-as-self and the world at large.
Orientation results from the combination of knowing who one is,
where one is, and what one is a part of. We seek the sense of personal
rightness which attends uniqueness that is nonetheless inextricably
bound to context; that is, that which is unique but still respectful
and supportive of the system of which it is a part. Recollection of
the distinction between "landscape" and "geography" will contribute
to appreciation of this point. It is not just a matter of system
preservation but also one of individual response. Our feelings and
thoughts depend upon more or less clearly and deliberately established
links with contextual characteristics (choice, order, possession, con-
tact/affiliation, poetic impact, etc.). Indeed, they depend upon the
reinforcement or dramatization and celebration of these characteristics
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in history, cultural patterns and social typifications. We need to
emphasize the value of learning experiences that are autonomous (land-
scape) and still an embodiment of their context (geography) and, there-
fore, personally unique and vital but not in conflict with the whole.
From the standpoint of the teacher/designer
,
then, ORIENTATION
is primarily involved, at least, with having individual learners each
-- understand and value the maintenance of significant ties
with other people;
— understand and value the maintenance of significant ties
with nature ... to which we are all inescapably linked
because of our adaptation-history as a species; and
-- understand and value the maintenance of significant ties
with the future and the past ... to which we are ines-
capably linked because of generational overlap, length of
life, cultural patterns, shared human characteristics and
our obligation to those unborn.
No. 2 — CHOICE and DIVERSITY
. . . educative circumstances that provide each learner with
real or realizable multiple opportunity, hence occasions for
choice .
Perhaps we should begin this go-around of CHOICE with these
general comments:
— there can be no choice when there is insufficient variety;
-- there can be very little variety when elements and sub-
elements lack character, identity, or autonomy; and
-- choices may be confused if there are too many at once;
which is to say that time and patternabil ity will be critical
factors.
Three factors are vital to the provision of effective choice: (1) es-
tablishing structure which makes the whole sensible; (2) being sure that
each of the elements and substructures which comprise the whole have
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their own identity; and (3) developing a variety of mini-actions within
each of the substructures. When this basic, guiding action-variety is
established, even more variety will emerge as various combinations of
activities are identified by users.
The several related kinds of choice mentioned earlier may be
discussed, then, as "choice of things to do" and "choice of ways to do
it." In terms of content and goals of curriculum, general choice of
things to do involves articulation of optional subjects and activities--
and the option to generate new ones. In the larger sense of the total-
environment framework, this choice-type has to do with situations where
a variety of events, activities, and purposes can be accommodated be-
cause time, space and materials are available and because conditions are
appropriate to a range of experiences--thanks to organization that is
designed to generate choices rather than to stipulate certain specific
actions. Particular "choice of things to do" involves various and
varying specific events to take part in. Here again, choice will not
effectively exist unless there are means for taking advantage of oppor-
tunities or if there is insufficient variety of events within a particu-
lar situation in the first place. Many opportunities need to be offered
and what it is that an opportunity offers should be quite apparent and
realizable. This kind of choice depends on the differentiation which
will be achieved by distinguishing variations in such aspects as in-
tensity, duration, mood/character, relationship to other events, re-
sponse to contextual factors, changeability, specific detail, etc.
"Choice of ways to do it" may be seen as two kinds of choice;
"paths to take," on the one hand, and a choice of elements to employ and
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srrangs ss is S6en fit, on tho othor. Tho first involvos prodrrango-
ments to choose from, the second involves choosing to re-arrange. In
regard to choice of paths to take, obviously a variety of paths must
exist if this type of choice is to be exercised but it is also impor-
tant that the alternatives be apparent and accessible. In regard to
choice of arrangements, pre-arrangement involves the user selecting
from among the conditions or circumstances that a designer offers for
choice. This could mean choosing among either different things or dif-
ferent versions of the same thing, but in both cases the options will
be pre-established items, ^-arrangement, on the other hand, involves
intended changeability of the conditions presented, which thus invites
users to redesign or develop their own. From the standpoint of method
and process as well as content, each participant should be able to
choose among many differentiated elements at several scales and also
from among several ways of organizing them into a whole. Actually,
then, "choice of ways to do it" involves a third kind of choice; choice
regarding how much is done for us. Choice in this dimension requires
a system wherein participants can decide how much they will determine
for themselves, which in turn requires the design or discovery and ar-
ticulation of simple components that can be taken apart as readily as
they can be put together.
In sum, if such a range of significant choice can be made mani-
fest, then many more learning opportunities will be sensible to their
participants. This sensibility will be the means by which people are
more likely to find the appropriate process or action for any purpose,
state of mind, or interest, etc. that may obtain—and thereby the
means
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for establishing meaning and "FITness." They will have then taken a
giant step toward learning to learn (and to teach) both within and with-
out schools.
No. 1 — ORDER . . . ORGANIZATION of the MULTIPLE WHOLE
. . . educative circumstances that provide each learner with
an appropriate sense of order, of organizing principles, of
underlying structure.
This is a critically important and, perhaps, even superordinate
category. Its appreciation is crucial for the total -environment concept
due to the relatively non-institutional ized organizational precision that
will be required to realize the potential of a contextual system of pub-
lic education. However, it may be even more critical with reference to
schools. This is not because most schools fail to acknowledge the need
for order, as is the case with many alternatives schools, but because
they often seem to acknowledge little else. Unfortunately, this excel-
lent awareness of the need for order is usually realized as an "order-
liness"— an imposed, artificial order that we've noted before.
ORDER as a category of experiential support has to do primarily
with an individual's sense of the whole. Every time a person attempts
to understand and articulate a whole, that whole will have a gestalt
or dominating character that varies more or less according to the
LifeWorld of that person. Since the gestalt will thus be different for
different participants— teachers and learners--in the total environment
system of education, it is important to make or provide early
syntheses
(preliminary assessments of the whole) of design ideas. Teacher/design-
ers would develop learning experiences by means of these
syntheses or
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relational PATTERNS as well as by study and development of specific
needs and opportunities. It is essential to the idea of learning to
learn that learning opportunities be mediated in such a way that par-
ticipants will be aware of--and encouraged to study--syntheses as well
as parts. Usually the modes employed in education are not supportive
of this mediation. Even where importance of the whole is acknowledged,
current practices still often over-emphasize parts and rarely attend to
the process, itself, of synthesis. The rough treatment of the various
and recurrent manifestations of "core curriculum" through the years is
a general case in point.
In practical terms, order has most to do with structure. How-
ever, following the notion that structure is "process slowed down,"
the key is the way things are done--not only in the sense of the style,
care, or exuberance of it but also in the sense of accurate, true as-
sessment of the appropriateness of the process. I have appropriated
Kleinsasser's discussion of the general characteristics of appropriate
structure in order to characterize key aspects of process-becoming-
structure in the following manner:
Hierarchy- -Confusion often results when elements are not
arranged according to their relative importance. Sub-elements
will nearly always vary in importance. Some will be emphasized,
some repeated, some will provide contrast or serve merely as
background for others. Hierarchies must be established to clar-
ify this and their establishment depends on clear understanding
of purpose and relationships together with decisive response to
that understanding. While the configurations of events/environ-
ments may be as varied as the participants and their purposes, a
readily sensed hierarchical system can minimize confusion and
frustration. Hierarchies have the effect of reducing the impact
of great numbers of parts to a comprehensible complex of rela-
tionships. They enable a sorting-out to take place and suggest
a process of mental reconstruction that confirms priorities.
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Domai ns /Zones—The establishment of "zones" is like the
identification of hierarchy but is based upon similarities and
differences rather than on priority or subordination. It is
usually possible and worthwhile, in the making of learning
events/environments, to identify activities that belong to-
gether and those that should be apart. Advantageous together-
ness will be suggested by similar needs or the sharing of com-
mon elements, etc., whereas separation will be advisable, for
instance, where the potential for confusion, confoundedness, or
conflict is apparent. However, with the perspective gained by
cognizance of domains as a characteristic attribute of struc-
ture, special juxtaposition and even overlap may be established
to great advantage amidst the changing and often unpredictable
circumstances of learning.
Arti cul ati on
—
Effective structure, by definition, provides
a recognizable framework for operational realities. If a struc-
ture is successful, one key aspect of that success will very
probably be that it allows awareness of construction. Direct
knowledge of how something goes together is one of the best as-
surances of confidence that it does, indeed, go together--and
is likely to stay together.
"Landmarks"- -As we construct mental maps of our experience,
we mentally assemble the noteworthy features of that experience,
providing ourselves with an initial outline upon which details
may be subsequently added (recall Ausubel's concept of "advance
organizers"). These features must be in some way outstanding:
very large, or stylish, or appearing frequently, or involving
sharp contrast, etc. Without outstanding features as potential
organizational foci even minor experiences may be very confusing
while, with them, large and complex experiences can more readily
be understood well and quickly.
Clarity of Progression
—
To be most effective, a learning
event or environment should be negotiable in the sense of being
readily "gotten into," experienced, and "gotten out of." Legi-
bility and sequence must not be overlooked or taken for granted.
There are times when it should be virtually impossible to be
confused about progression so that learners may find their way
expeditiously and "safely." Other times it may be that com-
plexity or ambiguity of progression is desirable as a source
of interest and challenge. But even in these latter circum-
stances, the clarity is essential. Only very rarely will a suc-
cessful learning experience be shown to have left sequence
strictly to happenstance.
In summary, then, I will say that in terms of the Curriculum
Context and the total -envi ronment approach, ORDER especially
involves:
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establishing and articulating systemic character for the
purpose of clarifying functional structure
establishing a grasp of the scale and scope of the whole
that enables integration and sequencing of the parts
establishing and maintaining the basis for appropriate
differentiation, as well as overlap and mixes, of component
elements
establishing the basis for allowing appropriate incomplete-
ness, complexity, multiplicity, and changeability.
^End of Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 3 .
PART FOUR
EMPLOYING THE DESIGN IDEA
IX. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION AND THE EDUCATION
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTICE OF EDUCATION AND THE
EDUCATION OF EDUCATORS
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Integrating Framework, Analytical Tool
and Design Guide
The art of progress is to preserve order amid change and to
preserve change amid order . . . order is not sufficient.
What is required is something much more complex. It is order
entering upon novelty so that the massiveness does not de-
generate into mere repetition; and so that novelty is always
reflected upon a background of system.*
Thus Alfred North Whitehead touches upon what I have called adaptive
planning and implies that a framework of dynamic structure is neces-
sary in order that innovation, freedom and the unexpected may occur or
operate to some degree of human advantage. I suggest that the Curricu-
lum Context--and particularly the experiential categories as a source
of criteria--can constitute such a framework ... a framework for
adaptive planning and design in that it serves as the basis for
• diagnosing existent conditions
• seeking, organizing, and presenting information
• deriving goals and estimates of the future
• stimulating public interest and establishing new notions
of possibility and responsibility.
In the first part of this chapter, I will outline use of the experien-
tial categories as a foundation for alternative approaches to educa-
^ Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality: An Essay in Cos-
mology (New York: MacMillan, 1969), pp. 399-400.
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2tional programs. The second part of the chapter will expl ici tly— if
only briefly—consider the implications of what has been said for
teacher preparation, for curriculum and curriculum development, for pub-
lic policy and for public participation. However, the first order of
business at this point is to counter the unfortunate tendency of people
to associate the concepts of planning and design with only the initia-
tion of an undertaking. Effective planning—with design as its specific
action component (see pp. 59-60 above)--is necessarily an ongoing proc-
ess and is more appropriately associated with the idea of remodeling
or continual repair .^
Intervention as Fabric Maintenance . As environments and more discrete
systems are viewed increasingly in terms of complex interrelationships
and interdependencies it is useful to think of these as intricate webs
or fabrics . . . and, therefore, to view planning and design as fabric
maintenance: maintaining the quality and integrity of the entire contex-
tual web of changing and enduring needs--individual and institutional
alike.
Thus, by reference to the Curriculum Context as a framework
for education design I mean a framework for continuous planning in con-
trast to derivation and documentation of end-state master plans.
Proposals and schema for the total environment support system do not
represent plans for fixed procedures or products to disseminate but are
^Six examples of such use—at several scales of endeavor--are
the subject of Appendix D.
^Robert Harris, "Life Time Nurturance of Places," mimeographed
paper. University of Oregon (1973).
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intended to be the instruments of a never-ending process of articulation
and elaboration. In other words, plans may be usefully characterized
as "adaptive strategies."^
In the view of education-as-environmental design, design is
seen as the application of adaptive strategy and education is seen as
the art and science if CONTEXTURE--the act or process of weaving experi-
ence into a connected structure
. . . the arrangement and union of con-
stituent parts into systems with discernible structural character.
(Hence the designation "CONTEXTUAL system" for the total environment ap-
proach and Curriculum CONTEXT for my formulation of its conceptual
-
strategic framework.)
In this regard the Curriculum Context and the Experiential Hypo-
theses should be seen as an integrating framework (leading to specific
criteria) for analysis and design. Since I believe the analysis need
not be complete to be useful, we can begin immediately to employ the
Curriculum Context to reconsider our educational efforts.
Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 4
The frames of reference—and the specific criteria as they
emerge--will be primarily employed in three ways:
• TO MAKE COMPREHENSIVE AND DETAILED ANALYSIS— FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF EXPERIENTIALLY SUPPORTIVE CONDITIONS—OF
existing learning environments. Identification of both
desirable and undesirable experiential characteristics
of either school or extra-school learning opportunities
might reveal, for instance, that a moderately adjusted
existing situation is likely to be superior or at least




DETAILED EVALUATION OF PROPOSED
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN ADVANCE OF THEIR IMPLEMENTATTONT
Are the programs or events full-bodied in terms of exper-iential conditions or merely diagrammatic and narrowly
conceived? If the latter is the case, will it be beyond
the sponsor s means or capabilities to fill them out?
* TO GENERATE NEW CONCEPTIONS OF SUPPORTIVE LEARNING ENVIRON-
MENTS. As a pro-active design guide, the criteria cate-
gories should lead to vitally interactive new situations
or to educative utilization of heretofore neglected, un-
used, or meagerly realized opportunity.^
The criteria base for education-as-environmental design will not only
provide new perspective on current practice but suggest new ideas for
experimentation and whole areas for research. Especially, it will in-
crease the likelihood that we will respond concretely to the idea of
education occurring at many levels and in many arenas simultaneously.
It will be increasingly possible to generate significant and responsive
new learning conditions or revitalize neglected ones while maintaining
appropriate respect and support for the existing forces or strategies
or vehicles that are performing well now.
We will be able to systematically generate criteria or organize
the criteria we now have by considering each of the Experiential Hypo-
theses in relation to elements encompassed by the concepts of Learning
Territory and LifeWorld. Since I am not interested in fostering a new
orthodoxy, please note that emphasis here is on criteria for design, not
specifications for particular learning interactions. The criteria stem-
ming from cognizance of commonalities and typicalities of Learning Ter-
ritory are to be the basis for design activity (not teaching per se) that
^End of Casepoint No. 4 which is derived from Kleinsasser,
"Next; Expanded Responsiveness," Journal of Architectural Education ,
(Summer, 1971), p. 67.
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will TEspond to spocific aspEcts of individual LEarning lErritoriEs and
thE LifEWorld of individual lEarnors vis a vis thE availablE rEsourcEs
and opportunitiEs that arE prESEnt. Thus thE aim of thE Curriculum Con-
tExt is not to spEcify activitiES, but rathEr to Expand and strangthan
any tEachar's thaoratical framawork (and sansa of sacurity) for assuming
tha rola of dasignar of succassfully intaractiva conditions for laarning.
To Establish tha critaria basa for tha dasign approach, we must ba abla
to damonstrata anvironmants that Embody axpariantial support--Ei thar by
finding onas that axist or by dasigning naw onas. At first--whan thara
has baan littla Explicit axpariance with this approach--tha codification
of common/ typical dasign idaas may procaad slowly and ba accapted only
gradually. But as axparianca mounts, tha critaria basa will bacoma bat-
tar undarstood and dasign idaas will accumulata and alaborata furthar
tha maanings and ramifications of tha critaria base, itself. Eventually
it will be possible for all sorts of teachers to design learning interac-
tions on the basis of a comprehensive, yet potentially precise, aware-
ness of many experientially grounded design ideas or PATTERNS (see pp.
208
,
211 and 217 ). The value base (see p. 80 ) that we now lack may have
then begun to exist.
Implications of the Foregoing
Adequately discussing the specific implications of what I have
touched upon in this study--which you will recall I labeled "formula-
ti ve/exploratory" at the outset--might easily take volumes and even to
treat fully the implications of what I have actually begun to directly
address would probably make a book. I will try to do it eventually.
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and in the meantime I hope I have broached or illuminated lines of think-
ing that others may wish to pursue themselves. What I intend now, in
beginning to conclude this paper, is to briefly consider those implica-
tions I am currently most interested in.
Implications for Teacher Preparation
. Implications for teacher prepara-
tion is the prime example of a situation where if I say more than a lit-
tle, I would have to say a lot. So the very little is this:
Design training . I suggest that teacher training be represented
as--and conducted as--design training. As such its academic component
would be prominently augmented and partially replaced by a design orien-
tation consisting largely of
• BACKGROUND IN VIEWING EDUCATION (IN GENERAL) AND TEACHING (IN
PARTICULAR) AS ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN and IN THINKING OF THE
DEVELOPMENT OF (OR ARRANGING FOR) SPECIFIC EDUCATIVE INTERACTIONS
AS DESIGN PROBLEMS . "Foundation" studies in education would
therefore be redefined (not merely relabeled, but partially re-
constituted) as background and support for the teacher/ designer'
s
understanding of "the design situation."
• INSTRUCTION AND EXERCISES IN GENERAL PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS AND
TECHNIQUE . . . i.e., BASIC DESIGN. By this I mean practice
and guidance in solution of relatively abstract (or at least
not content-specific) problems which stress
— assessment/diagnosis of the problem determinantes and de-
sign conditions,
-- generation of and choice between alternative responses,
-- ad hoc resource utilization, and
— use of creative imagination and invention as a catalyst.
°
in order to establish the teacher/designer' s command of general
problem solving strategy as a prerequisite to dealing with educa-
tion-specific design situations through the mastery of technical
strategies and models of teaching.
^Creativity is essentially a matter of discovering or asserting
that a situation involves a different set of underlying determinants
than might ordinarily be assumed to prevail.
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INSTRUCTION AND EXERCISES IN DEVELOPING A GRASP OF THE FUNDA-
MENTAL ATTRIBUTES OF SUCCESSFUL ENVIRONMENTS From ack«g-
ment that learning occurs through interaction with environ-
ments, it follows that learning should be enhanced by interac-
tion with supportive environments. The essential purpose ofdesign is to create increased possibility for positive experi-
ence to occur and the development of the teacher/designer's
command of principles of successful environments is aimed at
fostering the ability to appreciate and create enabling condi-
tions with particular emphasi s on experiential support.
After arguing that only the teacher can be truly responsible for learn-
ing interactions in the sense of response-able--able to immediately and
authentically respond to the learner--my notion of design training is
along the lines of the various forms of the adage that if you give a
man game he can eat for a while, but if you teach him to hunt he can eat
for a lifetime.
The philosophical base for advocating the mastery of general
design skills (as opposed to learning specific "solutions") is my choice
of the redundant functions mode (initiative-adaptiveness) over the mode
of redundant parts as discussed at the beginning of Chapter III. Are
teachers to be mere functionaries in a system with a fixed repertoire
of responses to finite, tightly defined and controlled sets of condi-
tions or are they to be capable of active and even proactive response
to any of the various conditions which may arise in the relatively
natural course of things? In practical terms, the rationale of the de-
sign approach stems from realization that, while nearly every formal
educational agency espouses personalized learning and individualized
instruction relative to the real world concerns of learners, the crux
of the matter is that--whether systems are set up for individual re-
sponsiveness or not— teachers themselves except in rare cases are sim-
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ply not trained to provide for it.
In keeping with Emery's redundant functions thesis--i .e.
,
the
need for effective mechanisms, within the parts, for setting and re-
setting its functions (see p. 48, above)--the premise and procedure of
this component of the design-training teacher preparation model is to
present a number of paradigms to serve as advance organizers for a
teacher/designer's personal process of continual growth and self-
education. Paradigms, in the sense that I am using the term here, de-
rive their usefulness from their general applicability to many instances
of a whole class of events and processes.
Paradigms and concrescence
. The basic paradigm stems from a
simple but profound image of human development: the genotypical poten-
tial of the organism's interaction with its environment.^ A person's
^That is to say, the academic component as differentiated from
the practicum or field experience component of the program.
g
Based upon the epigenetic theories of Piaget (and others--
Bruner principally) this image has been derived by Dan Jordan in con-
nection with the ANISA Model for Early Childhood Education being de-
veloped and implemented by the Human Potential Center of the University
of Massachusetts School of Education. See Appendix B.
^In asserting this as the "basic" paradigm, perhaps it is im-
portant to note that "The dichotomy between heredity and environmental
influences is not a useful or realistic distinction. It is more pro-
ductive to understand how the expression of genetic endowment presup-
poses environmental influences and why the nature of environmental
pressures cannot be understood apart from the genetic predisposition
of the organism and the modification of the environment due to the or-
ganism's presence within it." The processes of translating potential-
ity into actuality are themselves initiated and sustained/maintained
through INTERACTION with the environment. The quality of the interac-
tion thus largely determines the quality of the expression/deyelopment
and, hence, has tremendous implications for teaching and curriculum mak-
ing. See Michael Kalinowski and Daniel Jordan, "Being and Becoming: The
ANISA Theory of Development," World Order , Vol . 7, no. 4 (Summer 1973):
19-20.
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(or a socioty s) Educational Efforts aro thus diroctEd primarily at in-
crEasing thE validity and EffEcti vEnESS of various Environmontal intor-
actions by SElEcting and modiating, or othorwisE improving, thE lEarning
EnvironmEnt.
Figure 7. The Basic Paradigm.
ThE tEachEr Education paradigm thEroforo involvES undErstanding
(1) thE attributEs of thE lEarning organism, (2) thE attributES of En-
vironmEnts for lEarning, and (3) thE attributEs of EducativE intEraction
My dEsign oriEntation furthEr diffErEntiatES this dErivation into a
paradigm which prESEnts thE concEpts of LifoWorld, Loarning Torritory,
and thE ExpEriEntial CatEgoriES as advancE orqanizErs for thE tEachEr/
dEsignEr's continuing investigation of Educative interaction.
Figure 8. The Interaction Paradigm.
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The Design Approach by no means minimizes what is required to
become a good teacher, or especially what is necessary to be an effec-
tive school teacher. On the contrary, I am an adherent of the Teacher
Innovator model championed by Bruce Joyce which--by placing equal
training emphasis on teachers as (a) institution builders, (b) continu-
ing students of learning and teaching, and (c) professional innovators,
as well as (d) interactors with kidS”Strives to equip teachers to ef-
fect new institutional forms in addition to preparing them for mastery
of the new roles and technologies inherent in the modern view of
teacher as manager/creator/counselor/subject specialist/advocate/scholar/
pedagogue/diagnostician/ therapist/cyberneticist . . . all within a con-
text of commitment to primacy of field experience in the preparation
process: i.e., wide ranging contact with schools and children and teach-
ing in the roles of observer, aide, apprentice, and intern with progres-
sively increasing responsibility for design of learning interactions. I
have managed, after a fashion, to get it all into one sentence, but just
try to get it into a certification program, let alone have the candi-
dates themselves appreciate what is going on.
So I believe in starting with a simple, all -enveloping concept
which may seem simplistic as an analytical model but which ought to hold
up as the basis for training strategy until prospective teacher/ design-
ers are well launched as self-improving learner-teacher-designers. In
contrast to the variously laughable or intimidating array of Founda-
tions, Ed Psych, and Methods courses once (and, even now, all too
often)
lOsee Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil, eds.. Perspectives for R
eform
in Teacher Education (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1972).
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stipulated by standard teacher education programs, this approach func-
tionally and grg^rammatically acknowledges that becoming a good teacher
is an ongoing quest and that certification-oriented (or professor em-
ploying) courses are less than the proverbial tip of the iceberg. Most
preparation programs will tell their participants that this is so . . .
and then proceed, nonetheless, as if the courses prepare teachers to
teach.
The power of the design paradigms as a basis of training strat-
egy will stem from a metaphorical perspective that holds up under pro-
gressive differentiation from slogan to practice. Compellingly simple
and graspable at the outset, the initial image of the whole unfolds and
complexifies as the participant engages the process. By definition,
the paradigms are meant to be suitable for different training circum-
stances :
• pre-service preparation of undergraduate candidates
• augmentative in-service training of experienced teachers
• consciousness raising and orientation for potential non-
school educators as a part of their professional training
(in medicine, law, public administration, planning and de-
sign, agriculture, engineering or the sciences, etc.)ll
• orientation and guidance for community educators-at-large
(den mothers, librarians, museum docents, PARENTS, exten-
sion agents, etc. in their own right, and these or others
as volunteer teachers in the schools or other educating
agencies such as the YMCA or events such as alternative
energy fairs and "teach-ins" on community issues.
Although this is the second time this idea has been relegated
to a footnote (see p. 72), the use of the Curriculum Context to intro-
duce teacher training into the professional training of several profes-
sions may prove an area of major impact for the Design Idea and an im-
portant avenue to re-acceptance of the total environment/contextual sys-
tem approach to education.
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Although the paradigms may be operated with at various levels of sophis-
tication, the aim is the same whether the program is undergraduate pre-
service study, an on-going teacher center or in-service program, in-
service workshops, or orientation/aid for "adjunct" educators. That aim
is to establish the paradigms as a tool for self-education at the be-
ginning (Poetic Impact, Orientation, Order, and Cognitive Risk) and then
to help that self education to snowball—or concresce--for ever more
(Possession, Choice and Patternability) . People become good teachers
and good "natural" teachers become great teachers through the process
of concrescence--through a continuing reciprocity between concept, ex-
perience, insight, and application. The paradigm/design training ap-
proach to teacher preparation simply makes the process of concrescence
a basic premise of its rationale and procedure.
Implications for Curriculum and Curriculum Development . The points I
most want to make about curriculum development and organization are
these:
1. The teacher-as-designer is most especially a curriculum de-
signer and should be trained in curriculum development to
at least the extent of becoming a proficient adaptor/
accommodator/modi fier of existing curriculum and instruc-
tional materials.
2. The realization of opportunities for learning should deter-
mine the organization of an education program rather than
the other way around ... I refer to this as the legislative
function of curriculum.
3. Systematic ad hocism is a primary feature of both points 1
and 2.
Teacher as curriculum designer. It would almost go without say-
ing at this point in my argument that a major aspect of the teacher/ de-
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signer idea is that the teacher is-or should be--a curriculum design-
er, except that I want to declare that this assertion is not meant to
deny, in any way, the importance of curriculum development as a field
or the work of scholars and curriculum specialists in developing pro-
grams and materials. Rather, the point is that teachers ought to be ac-
knowledged as, prepared to be, and then relied upon as, major partners
in the process. From the presence-at-the-point-of-interaction stand-
point, teachers must have the capability to adapt curriculum to the
specifications of their own particular circumstances. From the stand-
point of Emery's "theory" of alternative redundancies (a reduction of
error in ALL components produces a greater increase in the reliability
of a system than does an equal amount of reduction that is confined to
special control parts) I suggest that a reliance on curriculum-wise
teachers is preferable to teacher-proof curriculum. As Emery's analy-
sis points out (see above, p. 48), the initial cost of initiative-
adaptiveness (redundant functions) will be greater than the cost of
control through reduced functions (redundant parts). But design train-
ing and curriculum development background for teachers that would gen-
erally prepare them to develop and/or modify materials and sequences
(i.e., "teach them to hunt") will be a good investment.
To use a design and construction analogy we will consider more
fully in a short while, the relationship between curriculum developer
and teacher is not so much comparable to that of the modern architect
with his contractor as to an earlier counterpart in the building arts:
the relationship of a medieval designer to his master builder or clerk-
of-the-works. The latter was not just a functionary following blue-
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prints but an artist/artisan whose intimate knowledge of his craft, of
materials and of local circumstances was relied upon to turn a rela-
tively abstract conception into a fully realized building uniquely
suited to its setting and purpose.
The legislative function of curriculum
. The main factor in
realization of the legislative function is to identify and develop
structures which least obstruct learning. No system of organization can
avoid delimiting the operations of an enterprise within which it is es-
tablished, delimitation is, in fact, a prime purpose of organization in
most instances. The point, in this case, is to ensure that educational
goals and realizing opportunities for learning will be the top priority
among determinants of the nature of that organization.
A corollary feature of the legislative function idea is the
emphasis it allows to be placed on the importance of teacher/ designers
teaching about, or by means of, what they are particularly interested
in and therefore enthusiastic about (Orientation, Possession and Poetic
Impact). On the one hand, effective alternative structures for curri-
culum organization (see the Janus example in Appendix D) increase the
possibility of meeting most requirements through formulations or modes
which relate to the strengths or enthusiasms of the teacher vis a vis
those of their students. On the other hand, acceptance of the total
environment, extra-school resource idea increases the likelihood that
needs--expressed or anticipated--can be met by someone with an "infec-
tious" interest in doing so, or by some thing or event particularly
suited to the task. As a specific example, I am prepared (or soon
could be) because of my interest in the Rocky Mountain fur trade to
of-
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fer an extensive/expansive, yet in-depth, learning experience--a con-
tinuity-theme type sequence based on the 30-year heyday of the mountain
man as a vehicle for dealing with mythology, sex, violence, ecology,
comparative literature, racism, folkways, political history, Indian lore
and crafts, wildlife, music, economics, cartography and geography,
anarchy, geology, religion, science and technolgoy, machismo, manifest
destiny, etc., etc.—which would be far superior (in terms of general
education, specific skills acquisition, and engagement of kid's personal
interests) to the job I could do covering some stipulated period of
history or topic of social studies. This would be so because it's some-
thing I am intrigued by and thus can more probably make worthwhile for
others. What I am suggesting here and illustrate with the outlines of
"curriculum making" among the examples of Appendix D, is much akin to
advocacy of core curriculum that has now waxed and waned for more than
five decades. It is no coincidence that the most serious problem with
the core concept has been that it requires enormous resourcefulness on
the part of teachers. It founders on the heretofore unrealistic ex-
pectation that teachers should develop their own materials without
adequate resources, support, and training for doing so. I submit that
with design training and a total -environment support system this can
cease to be an unrealistic expectation. However, to return to the
original point— utilization of personal enthusiasms--the emphasis, for
example, on the city in Appendix D items, while core-like, is not meant
as advocacy of urban studies as a curriculum core. Rather, it is in-
tended to illustrate how programs might be organized to take advantage
of what exists in the way of particular staff interests and capabilities
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as well as educative resources and opportunities
. .
. which brings us
back to ad hocism.
Ad_hocism in curriculum development
. Curricular ad hocism has
two prime manifestations in the context of this discussion. The first
is the implication of the ability not only to modify existing curriculum
materials but to turn documents and materials that were never intended
as such i nto curriculum material. The second manifestation of ad hocism
in curriculum thinking relates to the legislative function: i.e., the
value of organization that allows flexibility and perhaps even encourages
serendipity. A realization that should be held high for all curriculum
developers to see and more consciously heed is that, very often, impor-
tant learning opportunities present themselves before specific, or even
general, objectives are apparent ... let alone established.^^
I would not go so far as to claim that articulation of this
notion is the, or even definitive principle of curriculum-making, but
it should be considered prominently as a balance to the scientific
aura of the classic curriculum rationales and theorizing of such lumin-
aries as Tyler, Taba, and Goodlad which dominate the field. Indeed, in
my view, at least three other prominent figures in the literature of
curriculum contribute to the case for systematic ad hocism: Decker
Walker, sketchily with "The Process of Curriculum Development: A Na-
turalistic Model," School Review (November 1971); Bruce Joyce, compre-
hensively, if obliquely, in "Curriculum and Humanistic Education:
^^This is the special message of the Lloyd Center as a Microcosm
and the Good Sam/Bessie Smith "units" described in Appendix D.
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Moralism vs. Pluralism," and Joseph Schwab, most directly, but in
rather recondite fashion in his three articles on the "practical" in
14
curriculum. There are three points in particular which Joyce, Walker,
and Schwab seem to generally address in common with one another and
with the Design Idea implications:
• Standard curriculum development does not adequately account
for the practical realities of education
. . . traditional
means-end emphasis fails to reflect what we know about
successful educative interaction.
• Content or subject matter is an auxiliary aspect of cur-
riculum-making for general education; it is the medium of
curriculum and not its definitive element.
• Curriculum is essentially a PROCESS, not a product; an
adaptive strategy, not a Plan.
Hence I suggest, in conclusion, that the features of the Cur-
riculum Context--especial ly the Experiential Categories--will contri-
bute substantially not only to the teacher/ designer ' s competence as a
curriculum designer and to realization of the legislative function of
curriculum in program organization, but also to the credibility of sys-
tematic ad hocism as a formal strategy in the curriculum development
process
.
Implications for Public Policy . I have stated that our basic concep-
tion (operative concept, that is, as differentiated from espoused con-
^^In Carl Weinburg, Humanistic Foundations of Education (Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1972), pp. 167-199.
^^
The Practical: A Language for Curriculum (Washington, D.C.:
NEA/Center for Study of Instruction, 1970); "The Practical : Arts of
Eclectic," School Review (November 1969); "The Practical 3: Transla-
tion into Curriculum," School Review (August 1973).
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cept) of public education^^ is too narrow. I have implied that our
society's public policy^^ toward public education is therefore simul-
taneously cause and symptom of the education "mess" in Ackoff's pre-
viously noted sense of the term— a system of external conditions that
produces dissatisfaction. I suggest, as an alternative, public policy
derived of a truly ecological perspective.
Ecological perspective
. Among the several kinds of reference
I have made to the basic context of my design thesis (total environment/
total system approach, "The Contextual Way," Hippocrates' healthy regi-
men, etc.) I think that ecological perspective is the most useful rhe-
torical characterization for several reasons ranging from the metaphori-
cal overview that it affords, down to the specific use of education
counterparts of ecological principles and concepts.
In the ecological perspective, public education is envisaged
as part of an overall system of relationships among interdependent com-
munities that share with one another an increasingly beleagured planet.
The starting point of ecological thinking is the simple proposition
that an organism or a population of organi sms-in other words, a sys-
tem— is environed by some set of conditions in ways that are significant
for the present and future well-being of that system. Thus I have pre-
need to distinguish between public education as an "activity"
that educates the public and public education as education that is sup-
ported by public monies . . . and then say that I am speaking of both
here.
^^By policy I mean the interplay of ends and means and of prob-
lems, the data brought to bear on them, and solutions that become a
recognized position relative to some issue or circumstance--a summary
of past deliberation of the institution whose policy it is.
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sented the Design Idea basically in terms of three central concepts:
ORGANISM, ENVIRONMENT, and INTERACTION. For our present purpose, how-
ever, the most salient aspect of the ecological perspective is the con-
cept of the interrelated whole . In the words of biologist Rene DuBos:
The most pressing problems of humanity
. . . involve rela-
tionships, communications, changes of trends--in other words,
situations in which systems must be studied as a whole in the
complexity of their interactions. This is particularly true
of human life. When life is considered only in its special-
ized functions, the outcome is a world emptied of meaning.
To be fully relevant to life, science must deal with the re-
sponses of the total organism to the total environment.'^
So, too, may we speak of education. The ecological view--and in partic-
ular, the concept of ecosystem as a complex of interrelated elements
that is fully comprehensible only as a whole—directs attention to sec-
ond and third order effects, by-products and fields (as opposed to
causal chains) of interaction. This is in contrast to the narrow,
atomistic, mechanistic, "engineering" perspective that focuses on dis-
crete elements without adequate regard for indirect ramifications.
Unfortunately, the engineering perspective is firmly ensconced in
Western (and especially American) ways of thinking. The "pragmatic,
production/exploitation orientation that pervades our world-view--and,
therefore, dominates education policy--is probably the most formidable
obstacle to effective attack upon the problems that have arisen under
modern conditions.
However, if care is taken, the concept of ecosystem (adapted
from experimental biology) in concert with systems thinking (adapted
^^Rene DuBos , So Human an Animal (New York; Scribner, 1968),
p. 27.
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from theoretical biology) can be applied fruitfully to a great variety
of human endeavors, including some that are vast in size and amorphous,
or only rudimentary, in institutional structure--such as "systems" of
education in contrast to systems of schools. This idea is the basis
for a broad reconceptualization which suggests that we think of support
for learning in terms of the total education ecosystem, not just
schools.
Currently there is little institutional evidence of the exis-
tence of an educational "sense of community" extending beyond schools.
But this sense is growing. That it is not much reflected in public
policy or institutions does not diminish the condition of educative
interrelatedness that increasingly characterizes de facto public educa-
tion. Contrary to mid-century public policy and its exclusively formal
provisions for learning in our society, we have an array of educational
environments--several subsystems, of which schooling is but one--that
constitute a broad ecosystem with its component elements more or less
complexly and tightly interdependent. Sometimes they are in situations
of mutual support, sometimes redundant, and sometimes in conflict. We
need to harness the potential, and challenge the liabilities, of this
circumstance. But first we must properly acknowledge the fact of in-
terrelatedness rather than ignore or try, indeed, to deny it.
^^For instance, Daniel and Laurel Tanner, in Curriculum Develop-
ment: Theory into Practice (New York: MacMillan, 1975)--a book which is
reportedly destined to join Taba's 1962 book of the same title and
Smith, Stanley and Shore's Fundamentals of Curriculum Development (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1950) as the principle statements of
the field— go to some length to discredit any definition or conception
of curriculum that encompasses more than the activity of schools. Tan-
ner and Tanner, pp. 21, 24, 45, 48, et passim.
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P^recariou s values and what to do . In spite of growing public
and professional interest in the kinds of things we have been address-
ing in this document, they seem far from being a significant factor in
public policy. The question now is, why is this so and what can be
done about it? Harking back to the idea of security as the "keystone"
of educational reform (see p. 7, above) it may be helpful to consider
the question of "why" in terms of precarious values.
Ad Hoc Casepoint No . 5
• Social values tend to be precarious when they are unde-
fined--this concerns the link between general conceptions
and a proximate set of goals and norms. Values are unde-
fined when they are not embodied in existing goals and
standards of committed groups. They lack specific norma-
tive reference or specification of appropriate behavior.
Note that many general conceptions such as "open educa-
tion" (or, possibly, "the ecological perspective" and
"teacher as designer") tend to become simply unanalyzed
abstractions with content changed at will. Values may
be precarious, then, when there is a strong need for the
definition of behavioral clues or for identification of
what is proper in the name of given symbols. This is re-
ferred to as CONTENT WEAKNESS.
• Social values tend to be precarious when the position of
the functionaries is not fully leqitimized- -this concerns
the grounding of a value in a firm social base. A sur-
rounding population may be so hostile to the conceptions
of a smaller group that the group must struggle even to
gain a position within relevant arenas from which to work.
The point is that in the general society or in specific or-
ganizations, values may be precarious because of the weak
position of their holders in the social structure.
• Social values tend to be precarious when they are unac-
ceptable to a "host" population--this condition (generally
the most apparent source of value weakness) is usually re-
lated to the second factor although to some degree these
two conditions are separable. For example, pluralistic
societies "tolerate" minority values. Thus functionaries
may have legitimate status even when their values are
somewhat disliked by other groups. Then value weakness
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stems solely from the lack of support by the general
membership of the larger social system.
Public policy for education is based for the most part in secure values
--those clearly defined in behavior and strongly established in the
minds of many; values that literally "take care of themselves." Much
of what I am advocating is based on precarious values; values which
need deliberately intentioned agents because the ideas must be norma-
tively defined or socially established, or both.^^
From this standpoint, the answer to "What can be done about it?"
is
-- to deal with content weakness by defining and strenghthen-
ing the ideas and procedures involved . . . for instance,
through efforts such as this paper represents.
— to deal with position holder's weakness by developing
modes of support--which includes vehicles of formative
evaluation (feedback) and constructive criticism--for
innovations and innovators.
-- to deal with "hostile" or, at least, indifferent host
populations through propaganda, in general, and lobbying
at the "pressure points" of public deliberation, in par-
ticular. Since acceptance by the host population may
depend on the paradigm shift discussed in Chapter II, ad-
herents may well work on both/either inccreasing the di-
rect acceptability of the ideas, per se, or on conscious-
ness-raising that helps shift the social paradigm.
Of course, it is not incidental that each of these three areas of ad-
vocacy may be aided considerably by thinking of them in terms of Order,
Choice, Orientation, Contact/Affiliation, Cognitive Risk, Feedback, Pat-
ternability. Possession and Poetic Impact.
^^End of Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 5, derived, with only slight modi-
fication, from Burton Clark, "Organizational Adaptation and Precarious
Values: A Case Study," American Sociological Review (21 June 1956) ;327-
36, reprinted in Ronald Pavalko, ed. , Sociology of Education--A Book_qf
Readi ngs (Itasca, II.: F.E. Peacock, 1 968) , pp . 388-403.
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The major thrust and three key aspects
. The major policy thrust
of the design rationale and the experiential support approach (with the
ecological perspective as context) is twofold. It is meant to be
the basis (1) for integrated use of extra-school resources, settings,
and opportunities for learning, and (2) for enabling non-professionals
to participate significantly in public education, whether as contribu-
tors to policy and program development, as community educators-at-large
,
or simply as conscious life-long learners.
Three aspects especially relative to public policy stand out for
me amidst this main thrust:
• my thesis is not antithetical to schools; indeed, it can
be a foundation for renewing the natural educative part-
nership of parents and school teachers. In any case, I
submit that it will not be disestablishment of schools
that will establish the ecological model (and re-estab-
lish the contextual approach)
• jurisdictional contentiousness and adversary relationships
among the various institutions, agencies, or educational
forms, although obviously unavoidable, must be minimized
• public participation is the fulcrum--and, because our
mechanisms for true participation are not adequate, the
bottleneck--of effective reform.
With reference to the first item, not only are schools and my
thesis not antithetical, but exemplary schools throughout the country
are in the vanguard of the attack on the narrow and dichotomous think-
ing that has created the schooling monopoly. It is the people of these
schools who comprise a major portion of the "deliberately intentioned
agents" doing battle for the precarious values. It is schools such as
these, devoted to objectives like the following, that are articulating
the nuts and bolts of what will eventually become the public policy
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based upon an ecological perspective:
— the fostering of public receptiveness to new or neglected
learning styles in new or neglected settings
” development of models for community involvement and
school use of non-educational personnel
-- implementation of issue-oriented curricula linking ex-
periential learning to academic studies and traditionally
required subjects
-- development of curriculum and learning environments which
are transdiscipl inary and so structured as to challenge
and allow/enable learners to "think problems whole"; to
see in terms of integrated wholes rather than fragmented
elements
-- presentation of a skills and competence oriented experi-
ence overall . . . based on encounters and problem-solving
related to a variety of disciplines and occupational areas
providing awareness of the full range of career choices
and preventing premature foreclosure of options. 20
We will be in pretty good shape when schools that truly operate accord-
ing to such aims are socially established and normatively defined. Un-
fortunately, such schools currently operate in a generally hostile en-
vironment; while not antithetical to my thesis, they are, very often,
antithetical to the school system which hosts them and to the present
stance of teacher organizations.
But, however precarious their situation, they do seem to be
harbingers of the future. There is increasing interest in and support
for what Mario Fantini has expressed as "entrance into the Age of Educa-
^^These are a slight adaptation of objectives stated in "Quincy—
A Model for Inter-related Learning" by Dick Callison, Jerry Conrath,
Jerry Sales, Steve Walrod, Buzz Willits, and Barb Yeomans. Submitted
in
1971 by these people (who, with one exception, were its regular teach-
ers) as a proposal for what became the school -within-a-school prototype
for the present organization of John Adams High in Portland,
Oregon,
this is still one of the best statements of the total
environment ra-
tionale from a school's standpoint.
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tion."2^ This is a prospect which
,
given the present state of things
educational, might be cause for trepidation but in Fantini's scenario
this means transition from a free system of universal public schools
into a free, universal system of public education
. He sees us as cur-
rently being in an early first phase of reform.
This first phase will expand the public school through in-
creased options and choice. The second phase will continue
to link the school with other educational environments in
the community until a comprehensive system of quality educa-
tion has been achieved. 22
Pointing out that the transitional reform is a phenomenon that will be
contributed to but not unilaterally controlled by school people, Fantini
suggests that schools, as they more fully realize the validity of shar-
ing the tasks which now overburden them,
. . .will become an integral part of an education system,
dealing with the basics, as it has done historically, but
also assuming other critical roles: orchestrator and coor-
dinator of the new education system. 23
This is almost precisely my own view. I see school as the agent
for providing the foundation of skills (and perhaps the dispositions)
required for learning to learn: but, also, as the primary agent for nor-
matively defining and socially establishing the Curriculum Context.
Schools will present to their constituents an understructure of order
and the framework of experiential criteria whereby provision for the
likes of
^^Mario Fantini, "From School System to Education System,' Phi

















can then be contributed to as much by extra-school agencies and environ-
ments as by formal schooling.
We have now come around to the second of the standout aspects
I mentioned just previously: avoidance of serious contention over the
educative "territories." The transition will probably not be smooth
as determination is made of what will be focused on, collaborated on,
or relinquished by which agencies or institutions. Especially since,
ideally, the flux will not stop altogether after the transition period,
this situation is going to call for the new master skills of social
learning--the skills of adaptive planning as discussed in Chapter III.
This is an important implication of the thesis because when I speak of
public policy reflecting the total environment approach, I most cer-
tainly do not mean to suggest that all the educative agencies and in-
stitutions should come under the jurisdiction of some super agency.
Rather, I am saying that the policies and procedures of all the various
purveyors should scrupulously reflect awareness of each of the others
so that opportunity for learning is enhanced and duplication and, es-
pecially, conflict is kept to a minimum.
There are indications that what we have been considering is tak-
ing place to a degree, although not, apparently, for the reasons I
have
put forth and certainly not in the forms I envision. Consider, for
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example, these developments in Oregon:
• The State Department of Public Instruction has mandated
the instigation of competency-based graduation require-
ments. These could be the basis for programs which
recognize that schools are not necessarily the best
place to gain the competencies for modern living. But
the Department left definition of the competencies up
to the school system. The result--so far--is primarily
bemused students, angry parents, and teachers inundated
by the red tape of "performance indicators." Properly
framed, the alternative graduation requirements might
not only establish the validity of the contextual approach
but comprise a basic mechanism for its instigation as pub-
lic policy.
• The state legislature is trying to define "basic educa-
tion" because the State Constitution stipulates that
the State will ensure that Oregon children receive
such. This effort thus has more to do with constitutional
liability and state financial aid to schools than with
educational goals or policy. However, it would establish
Oregon's "official" idea, at least, of the bare bones of
schooling's task. Whatever the liabilities of such de-
finition might prove to be, the process of defining basic
education should hasten serious public cognizance of the
idea that schools are only one sub-system of the educa-
tion "eco-system."
• Most interesting to me from the standpoint of the ecologi-
cal perspective on public policy is the establishment of
a body called the Education Coordinating Council. Insti-
tuted to coordinate the public school systems (which in-
clude community colleges) with the state's institutions
of higher education and especially to oversee the alloca-
tion of appropriations and federal grants, the Coordinat-
ing Council also has in its mandate the responsibility for
planning oversight of Oregon's systems of education. I am
not sure how the Council sees itself relative to the latter
role but I see it as a potential mechanism for mounting an
effort that is serious about recognizing the total environ-
ment as a vast context for learning which requires organ-
ization of supportive conditions that is more comprehensive
than our current reliance upon systems of schools.
Steps in the right direction? It is hard to tell. Indeed, what these
items are most an indication of, for me, is the difficulty in dealing
with developments that seem to have favorable potential but which are
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occurring for questionable reasons and, therefore, have serious regres-
sive potential as well.
However, in regard to this concern an^ to participation as the
third standout aspect of the public policy implications of the Design
Idea, one thing is quite clear to me: the effort to deal with precari-
ous values and security vis a vis change--i .e.
,
the work to rectify con-
tent weakness, the work to enhance support for innovation (re position
holder's vulnerability), and the work to engender acceptability amidst
the host population--will require considerable attention to the deriva-
tion of mechanisms for appropriate public participation. Establishing
the importance of wide public participation in planning/design and
filling the need for new mechanisms in support of it is a study in it-
self. At this point, I can only offer--as a set of proto-hypotheses
for such a study--my image of a mode of public participation in educa-
tion based on the Design Idea.
Implications for Public Participation . I have been presenting the
idea of the Curriculum Context as a framework for security and organ-
ization in our effort to "include" the total environment in thinking
about education. I have suggested the Curriculum Context and the ex-
periential categories as a starting place for a comprehensive grasp of
the total context for learning that might lead to a sufficiently broad
reconceptualization of public education. It has been my aim that the
formulation not only be of interest to professional educators but,
even more, that it ultimately be an approach that might foster
greater
public understanding of, and interest in, the actual operations
of pub-
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lie education—and thereby serve as a basis for public participation
in, and not merely support for, improvement and change.
However, I have been suggesting, also, that appropriate struc-
ture for educative circumstances results from arduous, disciplined ef-
forts to understand a comprehensive conception of the particular de-
sign situation ... to understand its parts (learning organism, learn-
ing environment, learning interaction), the relationship of the parts
to the whole, and of the whole to its context. Can the public sig-
nificantly and usefully participate in such efforts? I say yes to both
the possibility and the desirability of it.
Rhetoric or reality? The validity of public participation
stems largely from two sources:
• Democratic public policy needs to be well grounded in
the attitudes, aspirations and interest of the people
affected by it . . . education is one social endeavor
where direct participation can be the basis for that
grounding.
• To be adequately responsive to diversity and to effec-
tively deal with the magnitude and interrelationship
of the problems our society faces, we need to utilize
all the sources and resources that can be brought to
bear on education.
The possibility, or I should say the likelihood, of positive-action
participation is more difficult. Robert Theobald frames one issue
quite succinctly when he says
We need to become very clearly aware of our success criteria
as we talk about citizen participation and involvement. Are
we simply trying to ensure the flow of more complete informa-
tion to a small, closed elite who will use it to make deci-
sions? Or are we trying to increase the number of persons
who are informed and engaged in the decision-making process
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so that all those who are competent and willing to be in-
volved can be fully engaged in thinking and acting to cre-
ate the future?^^
Theobald points out that this distinction is obscured by present abuse
of the rhetoric of public participation. More and more communities
and institutions are spending more and more time "involving" their citi-
zens or personnel and clients. But typically these people are asked to
work through some process--a complex questionnaire; a series of public
hearings or committee meetings, etc. --which provides "objective" in-
formation to the existing leadership about citizen/client views of im-
portant issues. Most of those who use this kind of "involvement" fully
intend to enhance the democratic process. Unfortunately, this input
is frequently not well attended to by decisionmakers and, what is worse,
"the primary result of such efforts has been to weaken the necessary
ongoing discussion by which new facts, ideas, and dreams can be con-
tinually incorporated into a community's planning as they develop.
Even more succinctly, Robert Dahl --addressing the idea of
authority in a good society --helps me frame another issue, or the
same issue differently: Participation will be subject to (a) the Cri-
terion of Personal Choice (who cares?--the principle of affected in-
terests), (b) the Criterion of Competence (who knows enough and can
perform effectively on the basis of that knowledge?), and (c) the Cri-
^^Robert Theobald, An Alternative Future for America's Third
Century (Chicago: The Swallow Press, 1976), p. 70.
^^Ibid.
^^Robert Dahl, After the Revolution? Authority in a Good
Society (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970).
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ten'on of Economy (who has the time and energy?).
Theobald, in suggesting that we must find ways to create ad hoc
organizations which will unite those people and groups willing to break
through the barriers to change, offers a valuable insight. Whereas no
authority structure is likely to enthusiastically accept challenge to
its authority, many people who currently serve in these structures may
be individually willing to join in the challenge if there are appro-
priate ad hoc coalitions in which they can operate effectively. I sug-
gest that development of adaptive planning could be the foundation for
regular appearance of such ad hoc organizations.
Issue-founded, policy-based planning . Since present planning
tends to produce fixed arrangements that sooner or later (and increas-
ingly it is sooner) are at considerable variance with the personal and
social systems they are expected to serve, I have emphasized the ad-
visability of adopting a model of planning that is fundamentally evo-
lutionary--a model based on plans-as-adaptive strategies.
Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 6
To overcome the inherent rigidity of fixed-objective, predic-
tion-based plans, the adaptive planning process and its instruments
(the plans-as-adaptive strategies, themselves) must simultaneously
provide direction--the primary function--and be responsive by means
of self-correction mechanisms within the very process. The standard
device of responsiveness--periodic review of the Plan--is not suffi-
cient. For plans to be most accessible and responsive to their
clients
they must articulate and explicitly address the issues on which
they
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27are based, the policy positions taken on those issues, and the en-
vironmental support that should be provided to carry the policy out. To
adequately clarify and state the issues and policy toward them will ob-
viously not be an easy task, initially. In fact, it may always be a
severely challenging proposition but it will be vital to maintaining
an open and continually improving public procedure.
The contextual system of public education I have been talking
about will especially require a widely participated-in planning process
in order to be fully realized—a process wherein the plans are expressed
in terms of policy so that their aims are discernible to the public and
so that the policies and the strategies, themselves, are readily adap-
table to new information or more current intentions.
Among the important questions in regard to an issue-founded
and policy-based planning process are those of "who" formulates the is-
sues and policies, determines their revision over time and sees to the
inclusion of new issues as they are identified. A partial answer is
that many people will be involved and these questions will not be ad-
dressed exclusively by the same people. However, the main point is
that both judgment based on specialized knowledge and judgment based
upon personal knowledge must enter into the process. In our case, this
means that while obviously most of the "input" will come from those who
have made the study and practice of education their lifework, much can
be contributed by those who simply utilize an educating institution or
^^For instance, is a plan to "get back to basics" directed at
improving the skills of reading, writing, and ciphering, or at estab-
lishing classroom discipline and respect for authority, or both?
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agency ... or perform certain non-professional functions in them.
Personal knowledge and expertise
. A design and planning sys-
tem for education will properly include the energies and insights of
both groups. When direct users are not included, an important perspec-
tive and a special type of enthusiasm will be missing. Experts can be
expected to overlook many factors and misjudge key aspects of actual
experience. Yet if professionals were not prominently involved, a dif-
ferent essential perspective would be left out. Direct users and cli-
ents may be expected to variously rely too heavily on romantic visions
or the status quo as a standard . . . and to concentrate too much, if
not exclusively, on their individual past experience and personal in-
terests. For example, in connection with schools, teachers and ad-
ministrators regularly present good advice about their professional
needs and interests but little insight into the effect of their habits
and preferences on the lives of others. Similarly, but conversely,
parents or students may complain or give advice about how they are
treated but can offer little input about what the learning setting is
like for people that must regularly function there. The widely par-
ticipated-in planning process thus becomes a vehicle for reciprocity
of perspective. A balance of such views will be especially important
as we begin to tap non-school resources in the contextual system of
public education.
John Friedmann discusses his analysis of this problem under
the rubric of "antimonies of knowing." He makes the distinction be-
tween direct personal knowledge based on the personal experience of the
knower with facts at hand ... and indirect or processed knowledg e_
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which is based on the finding of other people's insights, measurements
and systematic observations. 28 Again, the point is that both are need-
ed .. . and in active transaction with one another. Hence Friedmann's
theory of transactive planning calls for more effective communication
in the form of mutual learning between those who have access primarily
to processed knowledge and those whose knowledge rests chiefly on per-
sonal experience. It is my contention that in the case of participation
in education planning, the paradigms of the Curriculum Context can serve
as a framework for this communication and mutual learning. The experi-
ential categories, for instance, would be categories of design criteria
that might become generally known as education objectives of an en-
tirely new sort--"phenomenal" object! ves--a checklist of experientially
supportive conditions to be a basis of planning dialogue as well as
teacher's and learner's design.
In any case, the process should enable participants to continu-
ally assess design situations without undue investment of time and
energy. Not only those people directly involved in the planning proc-
ess, but those affected by it, should have access at any time to the
body of issues and policies which undergird the plans-as-strategies
.
In addition, decisionmakers should be required to show how the issues
and policies have been considered in reaching decisions. A further
stipulation is that participants--having access to the issue/policy
base--will also have the opportunity to make additions and recommend
changes in those statements. Such modification should neither be so
2^See John Friedmann, Retracking America--A Theory of Transactive
Planning (Garden City: Doubleday Anchor, 1973), pp. 98-106.
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difficult as to be inhibitive nor so easy as to allow changes without
considerable consideration of the "inherited" issue and policy deter-
minations.
This does not mean constant major change. A planning process
that requires conscious attention to concrete systems and systemic
processes will emphasize essential structure. If we can be reasonably
confident that design decisions will include response to, for example,
various basic conditions of learning or stages of human development we
can expect that those decisions, made over time by various individuals
and groups, will exhibit a consistency.
If we are explicit about the relational patterns we identify
and if we requi re consideration of them, eacn succeeding design or
planning group will thus build upon the knowledge and insight of its
predecessors. This actually occurs now, more or less, on the part
of all good designers--but not consistently or systematically. If we
are going to rely on this dynamic as the basis of public policy--es-
pecially when many participants are not yet good designers--then it
should be formalized as much as possible as a process and then con-
sciously advocated and utilized.
Patterns: joining knowledge to action . There are always a
great many typical relational patterns that are commonly understood,
shared and used in the design of what we do. These typicalities in-
volve the ways in which people have experience with and use many dif-
ferent things. Although we have not always been explicit in our recog-
nition of such patterns, programs we have developed have recurring
features much as if we had been so explicit. These patterns may be
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legitimate and satisfactory or they may not. The point is that when
the patterns are not explicitly recognized and they are not satisfac-
tory or legitimate, it is very difficult to challenge and rectify them.
For example, "scope" and "sequence" are classic patterns in curriculum
making--widely accepted but usually impl ici t--which are appropriate for
control
-oriented curriculum (mastery of subject matter) but upon which
growth-oriented objectives may founder without the reason being appar-
ent. Patterns which result in large fixed, certain, tidy, disparate,
recal 1
-oriented, teacher-controlled and uniform units (say, based upon
a textbook or, larger, a several-grade series of textbooks) will be an-
tithetical to a design situation that calls for small, multiple, vari-
able, uncertain, messy, integrated, understanding-oriented, learner
modified units. ^ An issue-policy-response statement would be a key
to avoiding cross-purposefulness in such circumstances.
The larger issue is one of joining knowledge (whether personal
or processed) to action. Professional knowledge should be made public
and open to consideration by both co-professionals and lay persons. Ex-
plicit statements of typicalities and relational patterns can be the
means for this. As the patterns are made truly accessible to direct
users, interested users will be able to make reference to a larger
body of experience and insight than they normally would possess. And
as the patterns are worked with by the users, they will be tempered by
the special heat of personal knowledge. It is important to emphasize
^^See Jack Frymier, "A Curriculum Manifesto," pp. 49-80, in
Theodore Hippie, ed.. The Future of Education 1975-2000 (Pacific Pali-
sades: Goodyear, 1974), pp. 70-71.
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the opportunity users would have to correctmisstated patterns--an op-
portunity which occurs as a matter of course in this process, as op-
posed to requiring an extraordinary remedial effort. Ordinarily, in-
stead of designing programs as experiments that inform us--in process—
of the need to reduce misfit, we have usually proceeded as if we knew
the answers at the outset. Only when the failure of such programs is
obvious is much effort made to systematically determine the problems.
By then it is too late. Even then we seldom check out the underlying
patterns. Rather than changing our methodology, we have only changed
our programs. As the cost and dislocations of our errors increase
there is little consolation and ever less value in knowing we won't
make the same mistake twice. Case in point: in connection with the
competency-based graduation requirements mentioned earlier (see above,
p. 197), Oregon's Superintendent of Public Instruction has declared,
as policy, that the program will stand as is, not be modified for five
years in order to give it sufficient time to take hold and be assessed
in original form—without the confusion that modification would bring.
There is merit to this stance, but it is already apparent that the pro-
gram is, in current parlance, a "turkey"; at the end of five years it
will be a very dead turkey, with no mistaking it for a phoenix . . .
an unnecessary fate for a promising concept that is being uncompromis-
ingly implemented.
More adaptive alternatives are not unprecedented. Although
there are different liabilities when it occurs, when designers have
been explicit in their statements of organism/ system/environment rela-
tionships, users have been quite able to offer important criticisms
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leading to constructive changes. Following Friedmann’s model of trans-
active planning, experts (in our case, the education professionals
and systems designers) would contribute concepts, theory, analysis,
funded knowledge, new perspectives and systematic procedures while
user/clients contribute intimate knowledge of the context, realistic
alternatives, norms, priorities, feasibility judgments and operational
details.
According to Chris Alexander, a pattern defines an arrangement
of parts in the environment which is needed to solve a recurrent prob-
lem. Patterns so defined are the subject of Chapter X but to sum up
here, explicit statement of patterns (i.e., issue/policy/suggested
response) is thus posited as a direct means of recording and making
accessible applicable professional knowledge . . . and of eliciting
and utilizing the insights and experiences of users and participants.
It should be noted that the body of patterns is necessarily both in-
complete and expanding. As new relationships are discovered or must
be developed and understood, the body of insights increases. The key
feature in terms of public participation is that if each pattern in-
cludes a statement of the issue it is about, the policy position it
takes, and the learner-environment relationship it recommends, then
all who are involved in the development and utilization of the patterns
are directly assisting the articulation of issues and the development
of policies. It is a community process.
Finally, inherent in any existing set of patterns at any par-





ticular time is the history and values of the institutions which pro-
vide the pattern's context. When all the persons associated with the
design of an educational program in connection with an institution are
required to consult and consider the patterns, they will be in intimate
touch with the institution itself. As they add insights by recommending
pattern adjustments or additions, they participate in the evolution of
the institution. All persons associated with the programs are address-
ing the issues and policies. This would be a small but prime mani-
festation of the new culture of politics spoken of so many pages ago
(see above, p. 53)--an organic relation of the planning process to the
political process. Moreover, it would be an illustration of the fact
that it seems that (in I cannot recall whose words) "at this point in
the history of mankind, the search for planning systems and the search
for new learning systems are simply different aspects of the same proc-
ess of cultural evolution."
^^End of Ad Hoc Casepoint No. 6. This casepoint has been based
on substantial paraphrasing of "Life-Time Nurturance of Places," an
unpublished paper by Robert S. Harris, School of Architecture and
Allied Arts, University of Oregon.
CHAPTER X
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND INDICATIONS OF
FURTHER STUDY
In addition to the fact that the several concepts introduced
or utilized in the formulation of the Curriculum Context idea need to
be more fully developed, all of the impl ication-for-practice segments
of the preceding chapter have been statements of implications for re-
search and development, as well.
Nonetheless, as a counterpart to the traditional "Implications
for Further Research" component of a dissertation, yet in keeping with
the relative atypicality of this presentation, I am going to weave
the implication of those implications together with an image of the
future into a scenario, of sorts, which takes the form of the Introduc-
tion to a book that will have been written ten years or so from now.
While pronouncements on the future of education--whether as
predictions, warnings, or professions of hope--are a stock in trade
of prominent educators, I am struck by the fact that at least one com-
mon view is implied, if not expressed, from positions all along the
pol itical -ideologi cal -philosophical spectrum. That view is that educa-
tion will or must or should shift its locus of activity (in more or
less greater degree, depending on whether it's lilich or McLuhan or J.




However, I am equally impressed by the apparent lack of specific
ideas on how this might occur or (if Illich's ideas, ^ for example, about
learning networks are taken to be specific enough) the lack of widely
applicable instrumentalities for achieving the transition involved.
The school, Ralph Tyler says in an article entitled "Recon-
structing the Total Educational Environment,"^ will need to devise
ways of working jointly with other community organizations to develop
effective learning opportunities. The question is, how?
Again, I think the most compelling expression of the shift in
emphasis is Fantini's:
Having spent the last century successfully developing a free
system of universal public schools
,
our nation now faces the
task of converting this system into a free, universal system
of public education .
3
Again, also, the question is how might it be done? How do we
move beyond the realization voiced by Tyler that "responding to the
need for the school to participate constructively and energetically in
the construction of the total educational environment in which children
4
grow up will require new thinking, new planning, new practices ?
The key point will be freedom of choice among various options
in which the learner, regardless of age or background has the
right to determine what is learned, when, where, how, with
whom, and why. Thus a continuum of legitimate options will be
available, from parents assuming major responsibility for the
^Ivan Illich, DeSchooling Society (New York: Harper & Row, 1971),
and Tools for Conviviality (New York: Harper and Row, 1973).
2Ralph Tyler, "Reconstructing the Total Educational Environment,"
Phi Delta Kappan (September 1975), p. 11.
^Mario Fantini, "From School System to Education System," Phi
Delta Kappan (September 1975), p. 9.
^Tyler, "Reconstructing . . . ," p. 12.
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education of their children to formal structures that con-
tinue to provide instructional services much as they are now
A wide range of possibilities will allow the learner to
orchestrate his own education through shared planning involv-
ing advisors.^
How? By what means or mechanisms?
Professional educators will become the learner advocates
of the future, making sure that the educational rights of
the learner are not lost in the complexities of a comprehen-
sive system of public education. As such, pey will con-
tinue to be held accountable by the public.
°
O.K., although this is a little like having the wolf watching over the
flock. But what will the tools of this advocacy be and what are the
mechanisms of ensuring responsibility and accountability that will not
preclude the openness and responsiveness to needs and opportunity that
is the very aim of the transition effort to begin with.
The task is to make contact with the existing structure and
to mobilize the constructive energies of all interested par-
ties--parents
,
students, teachers, administrators, elected
officials, other taxpayers, business and industry representa-
tives and the like.^
Once again, how? By what mechanism or procedure?
This is, of course, all a prelude to statement of the fact that
I believe I am on the track of an answer to this question. It is called
PATTERN LANGUAGE. The exact nature of the process/mechanism and its
components is not clear in my mind but a vague outline of it ij_ clear,
as is a general sense of how it might be employed. This discussion
stems from implications of the Design Idea/total environment approach






because the Curriculum Context and experiential categories are the be-
ginning of a framework for articulation of professional knowledge into
patterns. Due to the idea that these patterns will enable those who
care to, to significantly participate in determining what publ ic educa-
tion will be, I expect this formulation to be the basis of new coali-
tion of educators, students, parents, and friends of youth and democracy
working in specific comnunities to realize a support system for reach-
ing the penultimate goal in the effort to deal with uncertainty, com-
plexity and change— a citizenry that has LEARNED TO LEARN.
You will recall that this exercise was subtitled "Perspective
and Strategy for Evolution of a Contextual System of Public Education."
Environmental Design is the perspective and the Curriculum Context is
the strategy I have in mind and the next stage of the evolution is to
formulate and develop a procedure to operationalize the perspective and
strategy. I conclude my paper with a suggestion of that procedure ex-
pressed as the Introduction to a book that will be written when the
procedure-mechanism I envision--A Pattern Language for Public Educa-
tion— is no longer a vague outl ine or merely a general notion.
To articulate my belief that a pattern language for education
is possible I have paraphrased, as a final Ad Hoc Casepoint, the intro-
O
duction to a pattern language that already exists and thus obviously
^Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, et
al
. ,
A Pattern Language—Towns, Buildings, Construction (New York: Ox-
ford University Press. 1977). A Pattern Language is ^e second in a
series of books which describe an entirely new attitude toward archi-
tecture and planning that has been developed under the auspices of the
Center for Environmental Structure in Berkeley, California. The books
are intended to provide a complete working alternative to our present
ideas about architecture building and planning— an alternative which
it is hoped will gradually replace current ideas and practices.
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is the model for my notion that its education counterpart can be de-
veloped
Ad Hoc CcUiCpO'lut Ho. 7
A PcoUcnn Language ^OA. Public EdaccLtion~-JnOLodu(iX^on
TkU AM the second o{^ thn.ee boolu which de6cM.be a new approach
to a 6ociety*6 oAganized pn.ovi6ion6 ^on. teanning . . . that i6 to 6ay,
to education. The thn.ee book6 and othen6 which wiiZ ^ottow axe in-
tended to pn.e6ent a thon.ougn wonJiing attennatioe to oux pneient way6
tkinktng about education--an attexnative which we hope witC gnaduatty
n.eptace many cunxent idea6 and pnacticed.
ThU won.k AM boMed on the a66mption that ieaxning am o^ gneat
inteneMt and con6ciou6 impontance to you. We dAMcu66 thing6 ^ "know"
about in ondex that you may augment youn. expentUe and gain confidence
in youn. own ob6exvation6 and expexience. Oux hope i6 that tht6 confi-
dence wiU. then be the boixM fox choo6ing ox cxeating educative event6
and pxoceduxe6 that axe youx own. If oux a66umption i6 wxong, in that
youx concenn am not pntmaxUy fox individuatty xe6pon6ive education,
then the foiZowing pageM witt pxobabty not be vexy wonthwhiZe. You cayi
undoubtedly find a 6uitable 6chool ox pxogxam alxeady am existence a>id
need not bothex with this appxoach.
Assuming that oux assLumption is connect, let us pxoceed with a
bnief account of how this effont comes to be. We began
with the convA.c-
tion that schools today axe based upon, and axe xelativety
unconscious
puxveyons of, many pattexns that axe antithetical to
leanning. Although
tivu ^ undejLiitandcLblQ., not j , whz.n it. X6 aaknoMledgzd that
^ckool6 OAZ o^dinoAtty vzAy ivM adapted to thexA social envAJionment,
m ieit that a moAZ appAop/Uate 6et oi^ patteAm could be deUved. We
^et out to compile a patteAn book ^oa developing e^^ectlve leoAnlnq
envlAonmentd oA, at the vzAy leaAt, to deAlve a the&l^ o^ olteAnattve
patteAKi oAgantzatcon ^oa leoA/ilng. In con6ldeAlng 6ub-teguently
i^hat a catalogue o^ "new” pattSAyu muld comti>t oi and to It might be
moi>t helpful, we -6oon Aeallzed that It U not ^o much the patteAM
them&elvQJi that would matteA ai It Ij> the way In which they oAe uie^ul
Oi tooti ioA i^ocuitng awoAenes^ and energy. We thui came to appAectate
thz conczpt 0^ a patteAn • "language" In coyitAai)t to a mcAe collection o^
patteA/U)
.
OuA bailc conviction l6 that public Institutions {,oa {facilita-
tion o{ leoAtilng {l,e., systzrrs o{I{oa public education) should be
suited as completely as possible to the lives o{ Individual poAtlclpants
and to the specific clAcumstanaes undeA which thelA leoAnlng occuas.
hlo set o{ patteAns
,
howeveA Ingenious oa skillfully foAmulated, will
Suffice If they one exteAnally deAlved and then mechanically applied
OA unthinkingly adheAed to.
People who consciously Intend to extend thelA lives {oa the
lives of thelA childAen oa thelA students] by caning foA the quality of
thelA leoAnlng expenlences / envlAonments would not be adequately seAved
by a catalogue of pAeeoncelved opeAatlons--be they specific actsvltses
,
suggested uyilts oa whole leannlng pAogAoms just foA the taking. Host
sciiools alAeady do this, moAe oa less, with dismaying Aesults. They
Substitute steAeotype foA Issues and peASonalUxes and they Aelentlessly
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aiit IzoAnoJUi Into conditions o{^ mintmaZ exchange wtth tketn. suAAound-
tngs , In skoAt, these schooZs geneAoZZy o^^eA. the poAticipant ZittZe
and pA.es ent such tiAeZevant chaZZenges that the student’s ZnteA.eit Zn
malUng ZeoAning a conseiousZy centxaZ ieatuJie oi kis oa. heA. woAZd Zi
AJLduced to zeAo, We one tA.ytng to make A.eaZization o^ oiteAnatives to
suck a cxA-cumstance easteA..
But we no s hoAt- cuts , This lOoAk is coming togethcA. ^oa
those oi you who coAe and who think it is impoAtant, within the context
oi ouA. common sociaZ and ecoZogicaZ conceA.ns, to have education taiZoned
to individuaZs—and who have the enengy and patience to stAuggZe with
the pAobZems oi attaining it by means oi peASonaZ action in conceAt
with peeAS and sympathetic pAoiessionaZs . The task is to eZoAiiy
choices; to iocus youA eneAgy so that it wiZZ not aZZ be Spent tAying
to iind a way thAougk the entiAe kaZeidos copic oJiAojy oi educationaZ
issues but, instead, can be used to baing youA poAticuZoA conceAns and
needs to the ioAe in systemic AeZation to the wkoZe.
We oAe convinced that this coAe invested in new pAocei>ses oi
pubZic education wiZZ be an investment AetuAnabZe with veAjy substantiaZ
inteAest. We beZieve that the pAocess we began to ioAmuZate and
descAibe in ^oZime I—THE COiiTEXTUAL WAV', wiZi tAonsZate needs and
dAeams—even ioZZiei> and pAetensions —into pAacticaZ pattefou oi choice
ioA deveZoping individuaZZy Aesponsive, yet sociaZZy accountabZe and
economicaZly sound pubZic education: an open-access , iuZZ-paAtccipatcon,
totaZ-environment suppoAt system ioA ZeoAning.
In the CONTEXTUAL WAV we pAesented an appAoach to the
AeZa-
tivety jinite numbeA oi ways that pAogAomi might be assembZed and
zzo
0/Lgayu.zzd In AiLtcuUon to comt/uUnti timz, peA6onneZ, mobttUy, Izgal-
tty and Zzgt^ZxitLon, phy&tcaZ A.C4ouA.ce4, ^ticaZ duppoAt and pubZic
attUudz^. We tkzn (i^seofi^ed and tUu^Uatzd 4ome o,$ tkz nzoAly injinttz
numbzA. my^ that tkziz pAtnctplz pattznm may bz adjui6tzd oa. iinz-
tunzd to zompAtiZ zoLLntlz44> 4ubpattzAn4 o{^ A.Z6pon6z to thz ^>pzcA.aZ
tntZAZ^ts 0
^
thoiz who pajitictpatz In tkzm. finally, a 6oAt o{^ zhzck-
tUt tncludzd to kzlp A.z\jzal to you. pattZAM {^oa IzoAiUng that tt
4eem4 to a4 youA zducatton pAogAam pAobably muit accommodatz; thz aim
bztng to 4) zt you wztZ on thz path to oAgantzing youA own poAticuioA
tmagz ZzoAning zvznt6lznotAonmznt6fzKpzAtznzz^.
rJoiO, Lottn i/oZumz II—A PATTERAi LMGUAGE, a pattzAn book zmzAgzi
a^tZA all . . . but not tn thz 4>zni>z oi thz zataZoguz we had {^tAAt
tmagtnzd. Tha> onz dz^cAtbz^ pattzAn& that oaz tntzndzd to hzZp you
think about, zommunizatz about, and act u)ith AzgoAd to, ZzoAning and
it6 pubitz OA pAtoatz azzommodatlon. We oaz not tAiying to iMpo^z a nzu)
oAtkodoxy. I)^ we put timiti on youA dzdtgn oa youA 4>zaAzk ^oa a good
pAogAom, we LOiZZ haoz {^aiJizd. but we havz managzd to makz youA
^zoAzh za6tzA, OA even moAZ intZAZittng, we zan zount ouA puApoiz
azhtzvzd,
i/olumz J--THE CONTEXTUAL dJAY and thti volumz oaz two haZvz6 o^
a 6inglz woAk. Thz zuAAznt book pAJO\)idz!> a zommon languagz ioA zom-
muntzating about ^uppoAt ioA Izanning and thz pAoblzmi> oi zduzating;
thz othzA Z6tabti6hz6 thz foundation of and pAovidz^ thz ini>tAuction&
foA thz Zanguagz. Thit book dz6zA<,bz6 thz dztaiZzd pattzAn6 foA ^up-
poAtivz zondition^, thz othzA book zxpZatn^ thz diiziplinz which makzi
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'Ct pO‘6-6Xb^Z
-to U4€. pcvCt&AyLi io CAZCitZ a ^chooZ OA. CL pA.OgACLm OA. CL
i^glz IzcLA/iing zvznt. TfUi book ^ thz pACLctlcz o^ thz ContzxXacLl
f^ay; tkz othzA ^ XXi> mzcLyiing and oAig^n. Tltld book dz6cAibz6 tkz con-
tJLY\X.', thz O'thzA book dz6cAA,bz^ thz ^ZaulcXulAZ. Tkz tLOo book6 hCLOZ
zoolozd ozAy mack in poumUizl. They kcLvc been gAcMlng dlalzcJxcjoJUjy
ovzA tkz pcL&t tzn yzoM cl6 we haoz iDOAkzd to undzAitand thz natuAz o^
IzcLAning and thz zdacating pAoczi>4), on thz onz hand, and tnizd to con-
6tAuct an actaat, po4>6tbtz, LHabtz pcLttZAn langaagz, on thz othzA.
We ha.oz bzzn ^oAczd by pAactlcat con&tdzAcution{> (bulk and ex-
pzni)Z] to pabtUh thziz tmo booki andzA. ^zpoAotz coozAi> bat, in z^i^zet,
thzy ^oAm a 4>ingiz intZAtwining LOhoZz. Voa i^itt havz to zngagz thzm
^zpoAotzly bat, to gain thz insight that we havz tnizd to communicatz
in thzm, it Zi zi>^zntiat that yoa Azad both.





zdacating. It i6 ihoMn thzAZ that zdacational i>yi>tzm(>
mUJL not bz ablz to comz ativz onJUiMi thzy oaz dzvzlopzd Mitii and ^oa
aJUi thz pzoplz conezAnzd; and unlzi-6 thz^z pzoplz ^hoAZ a common
"iangLLagz" Mith ivhich to buiZd thz pAogAoM o^ thziz ^y6tzm.i>; and un-
tzi>'i> thiit common pattZAn Zangaagz i6, itAzt^, dynamcc and oLcvz.
In tku book we pAZi>znt onz po^i^iblz pattznn langaagz 0|$ thz
kind caUzd ^OA in THE CONTEXTUAL IfJAV. Thi6 langaagz Is zxtAzn^zly
pAactical. Voa can as z it to MoAk Mith yoLLA nzighboAS and ^Aiznds to
Aznovatz zxiAting pAacticz in yooA local schools oA to baild new pAo-
gAoms iAom Scratch. Althoagh pattZAn langirngz is dLzanly a
mzans to an
end, OLLA goal Is not a poAtlcaloA pAodact. bat, AothzA, thz
zlaboAotcon
Voa can as z it to design a szl^-zdacahon0^ zsszntial pAoczsszs.
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pA,og/um ion. youn^zli youn. iamity on to Monk with otk2A pzoplz in
dzvztoping thz uyinzaLtzzd potznttat oi zducationaZ cUtznnativzi in youn
commuyiity. funtkzn., you can uJiZ it to guidz thz pnozzi)4>zi oi implzmznta-
tion and aztuaZ opznation. (iJith a pattznn tanguagz you can dzvzZop
IzanrUng znvin.onmznt6 Mkich an.z not cuvUiiUal and aUznating on U^z-
Izi^’-tikz 40 many oi thz znotnonmznti and institutions 0|J thii macJUnz
agz--but anz, instzad, vstai. and undznstandabZz and inviting.
Thz zlzmznts oi thz langaagz anz zntitizs zaZlzd ’'pattznns."
Thz idea, oi a pattznn is both vzny simplz and zomplzx. It
is a statzmznt oi nzlationships Mhiah nzsolvz a small systzm oi
intzn^cting and conilicting ionczs. Oun pnzmisz is that it is
possiblz to cAzatz Such abstnact nzlationships onz at a timz
and thzn cnzatz designs lohich anz Mholz by iusing thzsz nzla-
tionships
.
Thesz abstnact pattznns not only alloM you to cnzatz a
singlz Mholz inom thzm by iusion but havz othzn, monz impontant
poMzns. Bzcausz thz pattznns anz nzlativzly indzpzndznt oi onz
anothzn you can study thzm and impnovz thzm onz at a timz so
that thzin zvolution can bz gnadual and cumulativz.
Onz zsszntial izatanz oi zvzny pattznn as ionmulatzd on
nzcondzd by us is that it is mzant to ionm thz basis ion agnzz-
mznt in a community. This nzquinzs that zach onz bz a statz-
mznt oi gznznal pninciplz so ionmulatzd that its connzctnzss
on non- connzctnzss can bz suppontzd by zmpinical zvidznez, dis-
cjusszd in public and thzn, acconding to thz outcomz oi thzsz
discussions, adopted on not bz a planning gnoup Mhich s peaks
ion thz zntinz community.
Thus MZ dziinz a pattznn as any gznznal pninciplz Mhich
dzscAibzs a situation that may ocean nzpzatzdly in thz znvinon-
mznt, states thz nangz oi contexts in Mhich this situation
Mill ocean, and gives an account oi thz cincumstanezs on condi-
tions nzczssany to nzsolvz thz conilicts oi thz situation. In
this sense mz may nzgand a pattznn as an zmpinically gnoundzd
pnoposition MhicJi states the pnzeonditions ion zUzctivz in-
dividual and social Izanning in a community.
Thz quality oi education depends upon thz pattznns it is made up oi.
When MZ plan!design!develop pnognams ion schools mz can dnoLC upon
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iamiLLoA. convzi^tcoiu--gAxide^, iubyecti, pzA^ocU
,
VvidUng, Cojtnzglz
uyuXii, oXc. that oAe. patt2Jiyu> a i>ont (although, Kotatioa to thz
d2^cAtpttonldzi^uviMoYi abooz, peJihap.^ tkzy should be labelzd "pA.oto-
patteAyi6")
. Homzvsa, tt ti> oujl otm that many o{^ thz u&ual ''patt2Ayu>"
0
^
cuAAant schooling oAZ ^u^pzct, to &ay thz Izait, and that U ^ not
po4>4>tblz to pnootdz quality Izanntng znvtAomznti by nzlytng upon thzm.
Voa tIvU Azaion we kavz undzAtakzn to Azplazz tho4>z oi thz zuAAznt
pattZAyn lAjhtch oaz oAbttAoAy on pooAly ioundzd and uncMttzaJUy azzzptzd,
iMitk wzll-zoiutdzAzd pattzfuu that oJiz oAgantz and natuAal In thz 4enee
o{, bztng baizd upon thz dynamic^ ol IzoA/Ung and thz AzquiAzmznti o^
IzoAnzAA
.
Thz pattZA/U) tdzntt^tzd ^OA ouA ozAiton o^ a pattzAn tanguagz
^OA zducatton 4>tzm ^Aom zaAZ^ut ^zoAch, AZizoAch, and thought about
human nzzd6 and tntzAZ^ti>, about natuAZ, and about thz foetal pA.oce44e6
that bind oi alt togzthzA tn human and global community
.
We bztizvz
that zducatton dzvzlopcd on thz bablt thyU Az^OAmulation uiUUi be
moAZ tmmzdiatzly kumanz and Az&pOAitvz, ai we££ 06 4>uitaintng o{, human
quantize tn thz long Aun. 1^ you 06 e thziiZ pattznni> to makz IzoAntng
zvznt& IznvtAonmznti oA ai a ^tantZA {^oA a pattzAn languagz o{i youA om,
we bztizvz that thz zx.pZAizncz6 you gzneAotz will be zUzctivz and
plzoiuAablz and (tn paAticulaA contAoit to thz cuAAznt 4>tatz o^ things)
u)tll nouAUh thz human ^ptAtt.
It may be that thz tdzai> tn thU book i^itZl -6eem un{^amtltaA.
Thzy 4>hould not, and ioA many accomplUhzd tzachzM and compztznt
IzoAnzAi thzy ivtll not. HomvzA, bzcaiuz 4o much o^ thz man-6hapzd
mAld oi thz la6t hundAzd ycaA6 hai> bzzn dominated by monzy and pou^zi
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and izoA. and mackino^
,
pzoplz gzniAally kavz loU tlifUJi naXuAol izyuz
ioA thz cOizumtanzu and zondUion^ which aJUiow oA to bz po-iMvzly
human. Pzoplz oncz did, 04 a mattzA oi zouAiz, thz things that we oaz
zomldzAtng hzAZ. But oun. tlmz6 oaz 40 convoiutzd and we oaz 4o zn~
Uavzd by thz dzmancU 0^ pAo^Ugatz ^zcuAlXy and tzchnoZoglc zonvznl-
zncz that we havz laAgzly ioAgottzn what 4>lmplz things oaz nzzdzd,
actuaZty, {^oa u6 to thnloz and i^zzZ ailoz.
A4 you thumb thAough tkU book you will 4ee that It contains
4ome ZOO pattZAfU ^OA IzoAnlng znolAonmzyvU
. Thz6z pattzAru oaz oAdzAzd
bzglnnlng with thz vzAy ''laAgz(>t" ioA thz Itiz-plan Idza ^yUzm and
woAklng "down" In 4 cole to thz details oi ^pzal^la IzoAnlng zvznti.
Vou will 4ee that zazh pattZAn hcu> thz 4cwie {,oAmat. flAAt It glvz6 an
zxjomplz Intzndzd to zaptuAZ thz e44ence 0
^
thz pattzAn. Szcond, zach
pattZAn had an IntAoductoAy poAogAaph which tlz^ It to thz loAgzA pat-
tZAni> o{t thz languagz and lndlzatz6 now tho^z loAgZA pattznni, 4et thz
zontzxt loA It. Thzn It hcu> a dz6cAlptlon o^^ thz pAoblzm. Thli dz-
icAlptlon alsway-ii 4>taAti> with a hzadllnz In bold tiypz giving thz e44enee
0^ thz situation In onz oa two ^zntzncz6. Thz body 0^ thz pAoblzm-tzxt
glvZyi thz zmplAlcal backgAound o^ thz pattzAn, thz zvldzncjz ^oa lti>
validity, thz Aongz 0^ dl^^ZAznt way^d thz pattZAnd can bz manl^z6tzd
In IzoAnlng znvlAonmznti
,
and 4o on. Thzn, again pAlntzd In bold typz,
comZ6 thz "i>olutlon"—thz hzoAt o{^ thz pattZAn—which dz6cAlbz.6 thz
ilzld oi AzlatloYUihlpi nzzdzd to ^olvz oa az&oIvz thz pAoblzm In thz
^tatzd contzxt. k^tZA thli
,
whzn It li> poMlblz and appAopAlatz, thzAZ
li> a dloQAJxm) a 6chzmattc that ^hoW4) thz ilzld o^ Azlatcon^ hlp4) In
vlilblz ioAm with labzl6 to Indlcatz lt6 main componznt6 . finally. In
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4ma££. type, again, tkejie. ti a poAag/Lapk wfu.ci/i tiu tkz pattzw to thoiz
"^maUeJL*' pattznyu latzA. in thz language that zmbziZUh ix, iWi iX ouX,
CLompleXz iti dztaili>.
(fiz hzi/,zvz thaX wz ha\)Z idznXL^izd KzaZ. and important pAobZzm6
in ati tkz pattzAM but m Azatizz that thz AZ6pon6eA wz havz ^oAmulaXzd
vaA.y in oaiuz and oaZtdiXy . Somz ofiz tnoAZ Xaulz, moAZ pAo^ound, moAZ
czAtain than othzAi. To 4>hoio this cZzoAiy we havz moAkzd zozAjy pattznn
aiith zithzA two astZAisks
,
one astZAi^k, oa none. In thz paXtzAns
moAkzd with two we bzlizvz that we havz suzzzzdzd in stating a tAixz in-
vaAiant; that thz ^oAmuZation pAZ^zntzd sujmaAizzt> a pAopzAty which is
Aziativziy common to alt possibtz ways oi sotving thz pAobtzm. In thz^z
two astZAisk casz^ we oaz convinczd, in othzA woAds, that it is not pos-
sibtz to sotvz thz pAobtzm pAopzAty without shaping thz tzoAning ciAcum-
stancz in one way oa anothzA accoAding to thz pattzAn that we havz
givzn. In thzsz cases thz pattzAn dzscAibzs a deep and inzscapabtz
pAopzAty oi any wztt-ionmzd tzanning znviAonmznt/zvznt.
In thz pattzAns moAkzd with one astzAisk wz bztczvz that we havz
madz somz pAogAZSS towoAds identifying such an invoA^ant but that with
coAzfut woAk it Witt almost czAtainty bz possibtz to impAovz on oua
foAmutation. In thz^z zjxszs, zMpzziatty, wz bzlizvz it would bz wisz
foA you to tAzat thz pattzAn with a czAtain amount of cUsAzspzct; that
you should bz Azady to find attzmativzs to thz solution wz havz sug-
gested since thz Aongz of possibtz Azsponszs is etzoAty not cov<sAzd by
thz conditions wz havz cited.
Tinalty, in thz pattzAns without an astzAisk wz oaz suaz that
wz havz not succeeded in defining a tAuz invoAcant; that thzAz oaz
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CLQJvtaAiiZy boXteJL way4> A.e4ponding than thz om we have o^f^emd.
Although m have, nonUh^l2^6
,
madz a ^tatzmznt o{, condUioru to p^ovtdz
thz /LZadzJL ujtth at Iza&t onz my o^ Solving thz pA.oblzm, thz ta6 k o^
finding thz Uuz tnvoAtant [thz pA^pzAty that Uzi> at thz hzoAt o^ aU
po4>-6tbtz ^olutcoiu to thl6 pA.oblzm} undoubtzdly A.zmaln^ unzomplztzd.
Addittonatty
,
thzAZ OAZ (UAaum6tanzz6 whzAz 'thz tAuz tnvantant" doz^
not zxAtt, In whtah za^z thz atm m.lt bz thz moi>t zaAz^ut oAttzaZatton of,
attzmattvz pattZJin6 .
We hopz, of zouAj&z, that mo^t pzoptz u)ko Azad and 06 e thit
Zanguagz ivM txy to Impfwvz thztz pattZAyu>; that thzy uoM put tkztfi
znzAgy to woaJz tn thz ta&k of finding moAz tAuz, moAZ profound, moAz
Az^onant tnooAtants. We zxpzzt that gAaduatty thz6z -6ub4>zquznt pattzAru,
dUzoozAzd and tmpAovzd by many pzoptz o6 ttmz goe^ onz, wM zntzA a
zommon tanguagz whtzh alt of ut zan -ihoAz.
You i>zz, thzn, that thz pattZAn^ oAz vzAy muzh aZivz and
zvotvtng. In zffzzt, thzy oaz 4>tmpty hypothztzt . tazh t& pAovittonat
and 4>pzzutattvz—zon6ti>ttng of 4ztzzttvzty Aztatnzd tzntativz^--and
fAZZ to zvotvz, undzA thz tmpazt of nzw zxpZAlznzz and zmptAtzat ex-
pZAtmzntatton
,
Into ztthzA modtftzd pattzAni oa thAough ztaboAotton
Into tu>o OA moAZ nZw onzt. It may bz hztpfut to 6pzztftzatty notz thz
iitmitoAtty to 6ctznttftz hypothztti>. Eazh pattZAn AzpAZ6znt6 oua bz6t
ztttmatz 06 to u)hat aAAongzmznt of tzoAntng ziAzumitanzz oa zduzattvz
zonditton6 lottt mAh. to 4)0tvz thz pAobtzm pAZizntzd. EmptAtzat quz^-
ttont zzntzA oAound thz pAobtzm ^tatzmznt {Vozi> it ozzua and t& it fzit
thz May we haoz dotzAtbzd it?) and, obotouAty, thz AZAponAz Atatzmznt
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iVoe^ th<L aAJiangzmznt we p/wpo4,z ^ iaoX njiMolsjd thz ^4ae?)
. Thz
a^teju^fu A.zpA2^znjt tko, deg/tee oi {alth we fiave In t\vL valLdUy oua
paXtzAyU) 06 kypotkz6t&
.
Flatty, Izt 06 zxplcU.n wky, In CLaJUUng thz book A TAUE'RN
LANGUAGE, we Intznd to zmpkcutzz thz mAd "A," md, {^unthzA, hou) we
tmgtnz tka> pattzm languagz might be xzZatzd to thz '*dlatzcti>" we
kopz that pzoptz Loitl makz ^OA thzmizZvzi
.
THE CONTEXTUAL WAV cu^ZAti that zvzAy zuttuAz which ii> vitaZ
and wholz wttt nave it^ own AzJZativzly uniquz and dUtinct pattzAn ian-
guagzi; and ^uAthzA that event/ individtiaZ within a ^ocizty wiZt havz a
^oAt oi Izxtzon oi pzAi>onal pattzAnM hzld poAtiatty in common with
othzAA> but which, 06 a totaiity, it uniquiZ to thz mind o{^ thz pzAion
who hat it. In thit tzntz, thzAZ witt be 06 many pattzAn tztt in a
hzatthy toctzty at thzAZ one pzoptz, even though thztz 6zt6 oaz zttzn-
tiaZZy timiZoA and thoAzd.
Quziittont oAitz: l^hat zxactZy it thz ttatut o^ oua pubZithzd
Zanguagz and in what ^Aomz o^ mind oaz wz pubZit fling thit Zanguagz hzAZ?
Thz ^act that it it pubZithzd at a book mzant that thoutandt oi pzopZz
can utz it. (jJz tzz ZittZz dangzA that pzopZz may comz to AzZy on thit
tingZz, matt pAoduczd, czntAoZizzd Zanguagz inttzad modiiying it
and dzozZoping pattZAnt ojj thziA own. Thz indication- -boAnz out by
thotz utiZizing pAZ-pubZication vzAtiont o^ thit Zanguagz—it that
pzopZz do not, havz not, and even pottibZy cannot AzZy zxcZutivzZy upon
ouA poAticuZoA pattZAnt
.
We havz WAittzn thit book at a ttzp in thz tocizty-widz pAocztt
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by which pzoplz wilt gAadualty become con4cloai> and woaJz to Im-
pn.o\je thzAX own paltenn langwage^. We beJiieoe, a6 we explain In THE
CONTEXTUAL mv, that the pattejm which people gencAolly employ today
axe 40 i^Aagmented and bxutaUy mechanical that we haxdly have any com-
mon language at alZ--and that what we do have li not ba6ed on human on.
natuAal comldenatlon^
.
Oun. gxoup ha>6 4pent yean/> tnjylng to {^onjnulate thli> language ojJ
pattejou In the hope that when people use It they will be so Impressed
with Its powen. and so joyful tn Its use that they will understand again
what It meayis to have living tools oi this kind {^on. tool, Indeed, Is
what a language U] . we only succeed In that, it Is possible that
each person may realize their capability and embark on the construction
and development o{, her or his own array oi patterns, taking the language
printed In this book as a mere point ol departure.
And yet we do ieel that the particular language 0 j$ pattenns
which Is printed here Is more than a manual, or guide; more than just
a version o^ a possible pattern language. Many o^j the patterns here
are archetypical—so typical, so deeply rooted in the nature oi things
that it seems likely that they will be part o^ human nature and human
action as much in ^Ive hundred years as they are today (and were live
hundred years ago] . Eor instance, we doubt very much whether anyone
could construct a valid pattern language which would not Include pat-
terns very close to our global patterns ol POETIC IMPACT and ol CHOICE,
or some version ol the intermediate pattern: SCHOOL OF 400.
We have tried to penetrate as deeply as we are able into the
nature ol learning and conditions ol support lor it. Our hope is that
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a g/izcut panX oi thU langiuigz wilt pADvz to be aX thz kzanX 0 |$ any
i>zni>lbly human paXXzJin la.nguagz thaX pzoplz might zoyutAucX ^oA thzm-
^zl\jzx
. lu tiuJi mannzA wz zxpzcX at IzoAtt poAXto/U thz Zangua.gz wz
pAz^znt hzAz to hzlp {,om thz zoaz o^ any paXtznn languagz ioA zduza-
tional dUJiZOUAA>z and pAacXizz.
A majoA pAZmUz oi thij> woAk hi that anyonz who caAZ6 znough
zan cAzaXzIpAovtdz IzoAntng chLZum6tancz6 oi gAzat powzA and woAth.
Thh> hi not to i>ay that inXzUXgznzz, knowlzdgz, ikill, whdom and
ioAQXtghX oAz not Azquhczd—a big hzoAt AoAely compzn6atZ6 loA an zmpty
hzad, J^athzA, it h to -iay that l^ you qjxaz znough you will obtain oa
6zzk out thz AzquJjiiXz knowlzdgz and 6killi; no "anolntzd” zxpzAXUz
h) nzzzii^aAy, you zoaz and doAZ znough, you will ^Ind what you need.
Vou can thzn bind what you know and what you jzzl togzthzA with youA om-
phuxtlon^ to dzvzlop 4>iXujaXloM that oaz unlquzly youA own.
Thz thzxhi oi ouJi z^oAt h that onz o^ thz things you nzzd h
an oAganlzzd -iiZt o{, Idzab which hzlp you 6zlzct and oAdzA data accoAd-
ing to thz bailc pAoblzm6 cont^Aontlng thz cAzatlon o^ -iuppoAtlvz IzoAn-
ing znvlAonmznti) . So, wz do not at all mlnlmizz thz ImpoAtancz and
valuz o{i zxpzAXUz but mzAzly -izzk to dUcAzdlt lti> myitzAlzi. CzA-
tainly zxpzAthz doc6 In^oAm cholcz and action. But zxpzAthz doe6 not
comz by Azzzlpt o^ any gl^t {^Aom on high—one bzcomzi zxpzAt by coAX-ng
and woAklng at what h coAZd about. In OAza^ whzAZ you don t coJiz to
dzvzlop pZAional zxpzAthz oA oaz not capablz o^ It but nzzd thz bznz-
{yiX 0^ zxpzAtnzXi^, thz chances oaz that you will be Azadcly
ablz to
consult (and tAodz] with othzAS who havz developed that zxpzAXlsz.
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Tku, bUng4> ui to oua tdza thz ”netu» pAoizi^UoYioJi In aduca-
tCon. Thz OAigtnal and long-Aangz puApo^z tkli pcuUznn langaagz
zUo^ 'U to put tkz pAucZizz oi wkat now zaUzd ••zducntlon’' and




pattZAm ti>, thzAz^oAz, Ajitzndzd ^oA youA own u6z; tt ti
WAittzn tn 4>uch a way tkat wz kopz you can uaz tt by youAi>zti oa, at
lzcu>t, wttkout unduz Azlianzz on outitdz, pAOi^z6.6tonal kzlp. Tkz tAoru-
^OA/natcon that tlvU> tiripttz6 ti not gotng to occua oozAntght; noA, 06
IhacKiaozJLli 6o aptly notzd 6ome tlmz ago, wtJUi ^ ozzua wttkout AZili-
tancz.
TkzAZ li> nothing moAZ dl{t{^lcjult to cjxAAy out, noa moaz
dpubt{^ul oi 4ucce44, noA moAZ dangzAOLU to handlz, than to
Inltlatz a new oAdzA oi thlng-6. Foa thz AzioAmzA hoi)
znzmlzi In all who pAoilt by thz old oAdzA, and only lukz
woAm dzizndzAA In dll tho^z who would pAoilt by thz new
oAdzA. Thli lukzwaAmnz64) oAciZi poAtly iAom izoA oi tkzlA
advzAAoAlzii
,
who havz thz law In tkzlA iavoA; and poAtly
iAom thz IncAzdullty oi mankind who do not tAixly bzllzvz In
anything new until thzy havz had actual zxpzAlzncz oi It.
(Thz PAlnzz, 1515]
Thz point hzAZ tA tkat thzAZ wilt bz dlUlcultloA ioA even tkz moit
^olid pAoponznt6 oi ouA thzili. Many pzoplz u6lng thli book will i^zl
thz need ioA hzlp iAom zducatoA^ and plannzAi>. PoAtly tku u bzcaiuz
zducatoAS and plannzAi obviously havz 6kllli> and knowlzdgz nzcz&ioAy
to azzomptuh thz toAlu, poAtly It Ia bzzauAz thojiz oaz many ImpzAizz-
tlonA In OUA woAk 06 6et down hzAz, and paAtly--mo-it to thz polnt--lt
l6 bzcoLUZ tkz cllmatz oi thz timzi kai> Aobbzd pzoplz oi thz couAagz
oi thelA zonvlctlonA oa oi any ^cliuuActy , that many pzoplz oaz azIuc-
tant to Azljy loAgzly on thzm6zlvz4
.
Foa zxamplz, wz havz iound that '*lay pzoplz*' can go a long way
In conczlvlng educational pAogAomi with this matZAxal bzioAZ thzy gzt
^31
^iuc.k. Bat uiiuatly thzy do get ^tuck,
-6ooneA oa, IcUeA, Mhocit thz
aon^^dzncz oh. alt tkz tzchnlzal knoMtzdgz /LZqoUAzd to {finally tuAn thzlA
conception Into an opsAatCng School on a ^cniou^ planning pnopo^^aZ.
you ^tnd yoiViAcl{^ in tkLi> position and you. need pno^e66ional
kelp, make 4 one that the pnoi^e66ional6 you consult one attuned to youn
concenn^ and the wonk that you have done. Shoio them youn ideaii, talk
oven the impontant pattenM, de6cnibe pnecuety youn pnoblem6. it
&eem6 that they appneciate youn e{^{^ont and can wonk loith you, gneat;
you'ne in bu6ine6-6.
Since in the beginning il may not be eoAy to ^ind 6uch pen6oni,












pnactitioneni>--ufho one Tamilian ivith the pattenn language concept and
one dedicated to the job oi helping people take on the task o^ designing
educational pnognams on institutions {^on themselves
.
you need
help—eitken in getting youn community to adopt a pattenn language as
the basis ^on educational policy on aid in developing youn own school
on i^ you simply want someone to detail a pnognam acconding to a design
outline you have made utilizing pattenns —wnite on call us and we will
put you in touch, with, the pensons neanest you who can help.
Beyond oun belie{, that this language will help people in
genenal by tnans^onming thein powen to cneate and dis coven appnopniate
conditions o^ leanning ^on themselves , we one convinced that it will
also help pno^essional educatons and educationalists escape ^nom the
position 0
^
"tynannical expentise" in which they {^ind themselves . This
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can occuA. by 4>kow^g them a concAUc way oi woAlUng wUh pzoplz in tkc
ionmuXaZion o{^ cLUttom leoA/Ung pAogAam6 and in ike development 0(5 School
and non-6ehool 4>u.ppoAt 4{/4^em4 tko-&e pAogAam{>.
It i^ ouA conviction that the pAo^e^^iiom in education and o^
teaching oAe in tAamition, We imagine a ^utuAe society wkeAein educa-
toAi> and teackeAi conceive oi tkemielvei, 06 deiigneu and *'buildeAi"
ol leoA/wng enviAonmentii fevents I expeAience!>
.
A6 dei>igneAi> f buildeAi>
,
the pAimoAy Aole oi tkete pAoie6.6ionali will be to woAk dUectly with
the actual poAticipanti oi pAojected learning enviAonmenti to -ipeciii-
cally tAan^late theiA need6 and ieeling^ into concAete pAogAomi .
We imagine that theie educatoAb will oAgonize them&elvej> oAound
a collective pattenn language; that the language will ieAve o6 the
opeAoting ba6e to a "guild" oi educatoA-detigneA/buildeAii . The guild
membeAi will oUcA the continually evolving language to theiA client{>--
leoAneAi, poAenti, communities --and woAk along with them in developing
the clients' speciiic pAojects, The pAoiessional thus becomes a peASon
who helps people use the language ioA themselves; usually thAough de-
velopment oij a local pAoj ect-speciiic veAsion oi it. The designen!
buildeA helps them thAough an impasse, then backs oH while suggesting
and amending patteAns iAom expeAience. finally, the pAoiessional would
undeAtake ioA, at least, veAy thoAoughly guides) the detail woAk oi
actual "constAuction" oi leoAning events jexpeAiences /enviAonments
.
In shoAt, we think that as such a pAoiession oi educatoA-
designeA/ buildeAS becomes a Aeality, a guli that exists today between
theoAists-AeseaAcheAS-pAacXitioneAS
,
on the one hand, and admxnistAa.-
toAS-teacheAS-leoAneAS on the otheA as well as the seAsous and gAowing
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beMvezn tzacheju and paAzyU6 wM bzg^ to cZo^z cbtamattcjaZly
.
We
kopz ^o/L tkz Q/iadiml eme/tgence oi a new tmiz pKoiz^Uon zzntz/izd oAoimd
thz ta^k 0
^
pA-ooZcUng 6u.ppoAtcvz condction^ ZzaAntng--a communtty
0
^
zducat^oyiaZ dzitgniA^, btUt-dzu, ajuttiti and maitZA. cAa^tinizn aXikz,
(oho OAZ uKtUng to kzlp u4eA4 plan and dz6tgn thzU own zducattvz cJji-
cumitancz^ and thzn to pAovldz thz gutdancz and ‘6upzA.vl6ton "zon-
i>tnjLicjtion'' AzqiujLzd to Azaltzz tkz dz6tgn^.
In thz zoiXAJiZ 0
^
this tA.anilt/con- -which will pAobably takz no
lz6^ than twznty-il\jz to mty yzaXi>--AX mojy bz vzn.y hdipial loA
zdacatoA^ and tzachzA^ to tue thU book o^ pattzmi and oua. pattzAn
langciagz a6 a poAt thzOi pAO^zi.6lonal pAactlcz. We zxpzct, ^oa
zxa/rtplz, that zdacatoAi might ^how tkU book to thzlA zon6tltuznti> and
Invltz thzm to join In a zoopzAatlvz z{^{^oAt to dzilgn pAogAomd with thz
undzA^tandlng that thz zmZAglng zdazatoA-biuJidzA wilt thzn takz thz
AZ6 pon^lbllity o^ gzttlng thz pAojzzt "built** acaoAdlng to thz design
thzy havz madz togzthzA.
In thli> 6zn6z, thzn, thz book— jai>t oJi it li> mzant to hzlp
pzoplz In gznZAol to dzilgn/dli>coozA and {^utly utltizz zdaaatlvz cIa-
cimitanzzi ^oA thzm6zlvz6--li> Intzndzd al!>o to ^how pAo^zi-ilonal
zdiLcatoAi how thzy can, In a hzlp{^uJi and coiVi>tAuctlvz way, bzgln to
tAoyUiizA thzlA own actlvltiz6 to bAlnglng {^oAth a new zducatlon o^ thz
pzoplz, by thz pzoplz, {^oa thz pzoplz—an opzn-accz6^, iutl-pantlclpa-
tlon, total- znvlAonmznt 6u.ppoAt -iy^tzm ^oa contzxtual IzoAnlng
.
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THE EXPERIENTIAL HYPOTHESES— KLEINSASSER
Part 3: Emerging Theoretical Base for Design Criteria
Because the developers of the Goose
Hollow had made a considerable financial
investment while complying in every
way with existing local and federal pro-
cedures. the Portland City Council voted
unanimously to ignore the protest of
the Goose Hollow residents; thereby
allowing the proposed high-rise devel-
opment to go ahead.
Citizens of Goose Hollow then took
their protest to HUD and asked that
HUD deny the loan for the project, but
HUD refused Eviction proceedings and
demolition of buildings began on schedule.
The protest effort was not a complete
failure however, one member of the
Portland City Council. Mr. Neil Gold-
schmidt. asked the author, together with
William Church, a Portland architect, to
continue to probe the existing proce-
dural problems by outlining in greater
detail the kind of study needed to get
at just what is wrong and why. The
author and Mr. Church, along with stu-
dents in the author’s design studio, have
been working on that outline since. It is
hoped that the City Council of Portland
will eventually back the study by desig-
nating a community within the city as
a test area where no building or zoning
changes will be allowed for one year.
Criteria for development then can be
worked out within the community itself
The author's class now is involved with
providing more detail about what should
be considered as this enteria is devel-
oped. The final part of this article is
a description of this emerging theoretical
base.
Main attention is being given to what is
ordinarily most overlooked; that is,
response to the experiential effects of
the built environment, especially over
long periods of time (like the time peo-
ple spend in houses and related spaces)
and from the standpoint of how physi-
cal surroundings can provide liberat-
ing conditions rather than constraints
or behavioral determinants.
Consequently, we have emphasized
the general difficulty and unreliability
of basing design decisions exclusively
on the likes and dislikes of particular
people who will occupy the built-envir-
onment, or on what they tell us they
need. For one thing, we seldom have
the opportunity to know them well
enough to understand what they tell
us; for another, their own circum-
stances change so rapidiy that their
points of view, priorities, wants, and
needs are constantly shifting.
We have also emphasized response to
shared human characteristics regard-
ing environmental experience and the
physical implications of these charac-
teristics. (We are studying several ex-
periential hypotheses, together with
many references and recent studies.)
And. we have emphasized that signifi-
cant environmental design seems to
mean the making of precise general
places (or conditions) which help mean-
ingful experience happen to people and
continue to happen; and that evaluation
of such places during design develop-
ment inevitably involves questions such
as:
Do the spaces being made support
and invite spontaneous action and ac-
tivities?
Can they be personalized?
Can they be changed and changed
more than once?
Are they significantly varied by the
inclusion of clearly differentiated parts?
Are they powerful without being
over-powering?
Are they complex, ambiguous, mys-
terious enough to remain interesting
and meaningful over time?
Finally, we have emphasized each
individual's life space as the starting
point for analysis and design criteria.
As we have defined it, life space in-
cludes:
MANY SCALES OF EXPERIENCE,
which may be grouped as follows:
Personal living spaces: These include
the inside of the person’s place of




immediately outside which extend
in varying degrees into the surround-
ing spaces. Some personal living
spaces may be quite far from the
place of habitation, such as one’s place
of work.
Intermediate places or zones: These
include all those frequently traveled
paths, places, or sets of places that
may not fit into the personal cate-
gory, but which are nevertheless im-
portant because of the time a person
may usually spend there.
Territory: This includes all frequently
visited or used places. It changes
.
with time and varies according to
time. For example, a person’s terri-
tory for one week will probably in-
clude fewer places and less space
than the same person’s territory for
one month . . . and one year, etc.;
also, his territorv' for one week may
not be the same as his territory for
another week, etc.
THE FAaLITIES. SERVICES.
EQUIPMENT, etc., that may be nec-
essary for a person's physical, psycho-
logical, social, and cultural well being.
Included here would be shops, transpor-
tation and communication support,
medical care facilities, places for social
contact, play places, places for intel-
lectual pursuit, places for wandering,
places for wondering, places for rest,
places which are completely personal,
places shared, etc.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARAfTTER-
ISnCS necessary to make life space
personal, personally meaningful, and
supportive in terms of a person's devel-
opment as an alive human being. Some
of those desirable characteristics are
the degree to which the environment :
can be understood, can be possessed,
is challenging and stimulating, is poetic
and possessed of multi-meanings, is full
of opportunities for people to innovate
and act spontaneously, is full of places
and opportunities to contact other peo-
ple and processes, is full of opportuni-
ties to retreat from that contact. We
have expressed these characteristics as
the several hypotheses comprising the
remainder of this report.
^From William Kleinsasser, "Next:






Piazza del Campo. Sienna. Italy
Photograph by Robert S. Harris
HYPOTHESIS: Cognitive Risk, De-
tached Participation
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that are
responsive to the phenomenon known
as “cognitive risk”: that is, the personal
risk sensed by people when exposed to
new experience, or confronted by some-
thing new, different, and complex.
Before one can relate to and com-
fortably choose to have a new experi-
ence. one must be able to preview the
experience by imagining its impact
and meaning: one must be able to assess
its opportunities, the possibilities of
“success” or “failure,” if there is some-
thing to be gained or lost, whether an-
other experience is better, etc. . . .
A simple physical manifestation of
this hypothesis is described by Peggy
Peterson (“The Id and the Image;
Human Needs and Design Implications.”
Landmark, 1966, pp 8-15)
;
“We should make convenient indoor and
outdoor gathering places where one can
watch things happening without having to
participate oneself. The sidewalk cafe
is an example: Loitenng is encouraged by
the sale of food and drink and the avail-
ability of games. People come and linger.
They have a chance to look out over
a street scene which is nch with activity.
"In-between" space in Goose Hollow
Photograph by Bill Shideler
both human and non-human, and which
would be. without the opportunity to
pause and observe it, formidable, and less
accessible."
In a more complex sense this hy-
pothesis is a response to the tendency
for people to be overwhelmed or con-
fused by places, people and situations
that are complex, that “come on too
strongly,” or that reveal themselves all
at once. In making the physical environ-
ment, this seems to imply the need for
clear articulation of parts and places
(parts and places that are “made,"
“set forth,” “differentiated” or other-
wise made more realizable). It also
seems to imply the need for gradual un-
folding of the nature and organization
of parts and places; arrangements that
cause the delayed revelation of the full
nature of places rather than immedi-
ate revelation.
Ale.xander has referred to this in his
explanation of the need for “Entrance
Transition and Cell Gateways” [Houses
Generated by Patterns, Berkeley. Cen-
ter for Environmental Structure, 1970,
p. 100 and pp. 168-169).
Aldo Van Eyke has also dealt with
this in his discussions of “Doorstep”
and “The Articulated In-Between”
{Team 10 Primer, Cambridge. Mass.,
M.I.T. Press. 1968. pp. 96-104).
It is interesting to imagine the resuit
in a typical house of adding “in-be-
tween,” transitional, or residual spaces
between all spaces having designated
uses. There would suddenly be much
more clarity of opportunity through in-
creased differentiation, increased op-
portunity for spontaneous use and con-
sequent possession of place through
the added undesignated spaces, etc. . . .
HYPOTHESIS; Orientation Frames
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that pro-
vide each individual with appropriate
connections between himself and ele-
ments of his life space, between him-
self and his world: cues or clarified re-
lationships that make the existing sit-
uation or environment, therefore per-
sonal choices and capabilities, known.
Orientation frames have been de-
scribed as being necessary response to
everyman’s need for a consistent and
stable way of perceiving and compre-
hending his surroundings, his need for a
sense of the connections among all









"In-between'' space in Goose Hollow
Drawing by John Moore
Orientation frames seem to be involved
with (at least)
:
1. Direction giving and differentia-
tion: establishing and maintaining
landmarks, stable and distinctive
features, discemable understruc-
ture. bearings, references; allowing
possession.
2. Maintaining ties with nature, to
which we are inescapably linked
because of our adaptation-history
as a species.
3. Maintaining ties with the future
and the past, to which we are in-
escapably linked because of gen-
eration overlap, length of life, cul-
tural patterns, and shared human
characteristics.
4. Maintaining ties with other people.
5. Relevant expression: The clear
manifestation of significant inten-
tions.
If the physical environment does
provide frames of orientation for man.
it can expand his experience, therefore
his views of reality, and therefore the
meaning of what he experiences. Also,
if it expands his experience and his
potential for experience, it can provide
him with a more ample image-bank;
therefore, more capability to make a
better world, a better future.
Photograph by Rick Cooke
HYPOTHESIS: Order
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that pro-
vide each individual with appropriate
amounts and kinds of order; or sense of
understructure, underlying organiza-
tion, organizational principle, or gener-
ative force.
Order has been described as a re-
sponse to everyman's need to sense or
achieve organization, balance, and pre-
cision. It's physical implications have
been interpreted as being a certain har-
monious relationship of parts and unity
with surroundings, but without the
rigidity that would deprive anyone
of the opportunity to give the environ-
ment order as he sees fit.
Order seems to mean precise under-
structure and internal integrity, but
we must ask, “in terms of what?” and
"to what purpose?" Understructure
and integrity have no meaning except
within frames of reference that have
been established as significant ones.
In this way, order is the manifestation
of or built-response to all the considera-
tions identified as important in any
design situation. In this sense, order
is highly variable indeed.
But the order we are speaking of is
the order of environment for man; and
man becomes a fundamental constant
In all of our design situations. There-
fore. order seems to be invohed with
(at least)
:
1. Establishing and articulating ap-
propriate places and systems for
the purpose of clarifying choices,
opportunities, and, or proper func-
tioning. This involves phenomena
such as: activities, activity fami-
lies, movement patterns, individ-
ual-community and public-private
sets of spaces.
2. Establishing and maintaining ap-
propriate overlaps and mixes ( of
movement patterns, of population
groupings, of facilities and sets of
services).
3. Establishing appropriate incom-
pleteness, complexity, multiplicity,
and changeableness.
4. Establishing appropriate scale and
precise juxtaposition of parts.
(See LeCorbusier's description of
the “Casa del Noce” in Pompeii.
Towards a New Architecture,
London, Architecture Press. 1959.
pp. 169-170).
HYPOTHESIS; Possession
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that pro-
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A work-piace for 15 architectural students, desH^ned and built by the students in
response to a psychologist's study of human needs. It can be used in several ways
and contemplated on several levels:
1. It is an integrated system, yet part of other systems: a functioning design-
section area, but it is also made to be part of the corridor. Khool. depart-
ment. courtyard and world.
2. It is a set of useful spaces and also an abstract game.
3. It is one place and also six or seven places.
4 . It is a clear spatial system, but it is also ambiguous: there is order, but it
does not reveal itself all at once. Both certainty and uncertainty unfold
slowly. At first, it seems ordered: You see the angular system. Then it
seems disordered: You see the complexity of the inside. Then it seems
ordered: You see the different established place-types. Then it seems dis-
ordered: You see more differences among the places than you expected.
Then it seems ordered: You manage to get it all in your head at once.
This process takes varying amounts of time depending on the observer
and also on the circumstances.
3. It is both finished and unfinished, complete and incomplete. It can be
changed several ways, perceived several ways, occupied and used several
ways.
6. It is both open to the public and filled with private places: but the private
places are not only for individuals but also pairs, trios and a quartet.
7. One can be alone while being with others: observe others without disturb-
ing them or being disturbed by them.
8. One can be in it yet not feel detached from the outside. .\nd one can be
outside without feeling excluded from the inside.
9. One is invited to withdraw, but also reminded of several scales of context.
10. It is novel and unique, but also made entirely of familiar materials, panels,
sizes, proportions and techniques.
11. It is stark, but also filled with noticeable details and intricacies (it recog-
nizes a continuum of scales).
12. It is a thought-out system, but it is not without circumstantial and accidental
elements.
Drawing by Michael Allen
vide each individual with invitations to
innovate, to act spontaneously, to per-
sonalize. and otherwise to possess his
places: or cues (metaphoric starting
points) which establish in the minds of
each individual a sense of the possibili-
ties. opportunities, and choices which
are there.
This hypothesis suggests that we
avoid "environmental closure” (which
describes much of our present man-
made physical environment), an im-
poverish^ state which deprives us of
much experience-through-invoivement
and ignores many of our needs.
It implies that we should establish in
the physical environment means for
discovery, participation, involvement,
imprinting, and possession: but, at the
same time, avoid over-assertiveness,
over-direction, or coercion. We should
establish a sense of the possibilities and
opportunities of places without render-
ing them permanently specified and
determined.
Ronald R. Lee has discussed this in his
paper, "A General Place” (Unpublished
paper. University of Oregon Depart-
ment of Architecture. 1970)
:
•Once the designer has made the box or
envelope, he must choose what sorts of
clues to place within it. For a box offers
little in itself, except perhaps a defined
boundary A box is not a free place in which
a man can set up patterns—at least not
easily—it is too paralyzing ... it is too free
. . . man can do everything but he can t do
anything ... he has no crutches no
points of reference . . no starting point.
He needs ways to begin to make his place.
The general must be made precise. He
needs a post. Then he has a place to begin
.
. a point of departure. place to nail
his first wall . . . and a thing to look
around . . .
“The responsibility of the architect then
is to develop a set of posts (metaphorically):
suggestions which can be considered or
ignored, suggestions which hold multi-
tudes of possible interpretations all sound
and promising."
“But the suggestions must not be a fixed
regulation. There ha.*! to be a sort of mys-
tery and a sense that there is still some-
thing to be found out. If all the answers
are immediate, there is no seeking—let the
user constantly search and discover his
own answers and meanings: his own uses,
his own patterns. Let it be tantalizingly
incomplete, somewhat obscure; give alter-
natives and duplexity of meaning."
Donlyn Lyndon also discusses posses-
sion (participation) in the article "To-
ward Making Places” {Landscape, 12:
31-41, Autumn 1962)
:
"Most importantly, we must "let in" the
user, not as a hapless occupant filling a
chair in the “living room." or "giving scale"
to the elevation, but as an active partici-
pant. He IS the person who really defines
what's "in." the person who uses the
architect’s clues to establish a world for
himself."
•‘Architects must learn to understand the
tension between actual possession and
abstract possession. The architect abstracts
the act of possession, clarifying it through
the discipline of selected observations.
He establishes an ordered frame for the
random, chaotic movements of thought and
body. A frame whose form is intermediary
between the participant's inside and out-
side world of e.xisting environment and
technical capacity. It should be neither an
ariibrary generality nor a glove-like trans-
lation of specific activity. The user must
be allowed to participate, to reclaim through
his acts that which has been abstracted
for him '
It is clear from these thoughts that
making possessible places does not mean
making empty places without organi-
zation or activity support. Environ-
mental quality requires that specific
activities and purposes be accommo-
dated well. We need to identifiy these,
together with their related families






That it is possibie and desirable to
make physical surroundings that sup-
port and nourish each individual’s pat-
tern-making, or combinatorial capa-
bilities.
Man is a highly adaptive amd inven-
tive organism when it comes to the
continuous establishment of working
relationships with his environment. In
large measure this is possible because of
his great ability to extract meaningful
patterns from day-to-day experience,
to proliferate those patterns by means
of subtle differentiations, and to order
them by recognition of relationships.
This allows man to deal successfully
and broadly with his conte.xt, in terms
of both his needs for sustenance and his
sensitivities.
As a fundamental set of human
characteristics, these abilities seem to
explain much about what it means
to be an alive human being, distinct
from other living organisms. They
are especially important tor old
people, who are forced to become dis-
engaged with much of the complexity of
earlier life or to adjust to difficult new
conditions. They also are especially
important for children, who are in the
process of developing decision-making
skills and creativity.
Research seems to indicate that it is
possible to make physical environments
which support and even nourish these
fundamentai human pattern-making
capabilities.
Jerome S. Bruner says (On Knowing:
Essays for the Left Hand, New York,
Athenium, 1969 p. 7)
:
"This has . . been the decade in which
the role of . . . environmental comple.xity
has become clear to us . . . both in the
maintenance of normal human functioning
and in the development of human capacities.
The isolation experiments have made it
clear that an immobilised human being in
a sensorially impoverished environment
soon loses control of his mental functions.
The . . experiments . have shown the
degree to which alertness depends on a
constant regimen of dealing with environ-
mental diversity And ... we also know
that the early challenges of problems to be
mastered, of stresses to be overcome, are
the preconditions of attaining some measure
of our full potentialities as human beings.
The child is father to the man m a man-
ner that may be irreversibly one-directional,
for to make up for a bland impoverishment
of experience early in life may be too
great an obstacle for moat organisms.”
Amos Rapoport also has helped to
clarify this in his paper, "Comple.xity
and Ambiguity in Environmental De-
sign" {AIP Journal, 33:210-21, July
1967).
This hypothesis is involved primarily
with environmental arousal. It indi-
cates a need for environmental charac-
teristics and configurations which are
compiex, which have more than one
meaning, which depart from the fa-
miliar, which contain some measure of
conflicting parts and uncertainty; which




That it is possibie and desirable to
make physical surroundings that
heighten each individual’s awareness,
increase his psychological stature, ex-
pand his experience and the meaning of
his experience, jar and shift his views
of reality; or increase his potential for
experience, add to his image-bank, and
help him know himself.
This hypothesis obviously goes be-
yond simple arousal. It involves poetic
impact, the creation of significant ten-
sion. It suggests that we need to make
physical environment that is precise
and forthright in e.xpressing our inner
experiences, so that others can enter
into those experiences, become involved,
participate with us, feel them, respond
to them, identify with them, and thereby
find out about themselves.
We are now, of course, speaking of
art. Harold Taylor speaks eloquently
about the e.xperience of art ( Art and the
Intellect: Moral Values and the Experi-
ence of Art, New York. Museum of
Modern Art, 1960, pp. 60-61)
:
“The e.xperience of art is one which
quickens the human consciousness to a
greater sensitivity of feeling and a higher
level of discrimination among ideas and
emotions . . the experience of art . . . is
an experience through which we can gain
an insight into what it means to be free
in emotional response and free in the choice
of ideas. The experience of art is a way
of enriching the quality of human ex-
perience. and of reaching a precision in
the choice of values ... It is a particular
kind of experience which requires for its
fulfillment a discipline, freely undertaken,
a knowledge, firmly grasped, a heightened
consciousness, and an intensity of interest
in the creative and imaginative aspect of
human life. It la not an experience which
takes the artist out of the context of his
society, but an expenence which moves
through contemporary reality into newer
levels of awareness of what human society
is .
. . The moral value of art lies In this
process of discovery, and in this contribu-
tion to the richness of human experience.
It draws attention to other values In the
world than those connected with material,
social, or political power The experience
of art leads each of us into discussions of
ultimates. into questions of truth, into seri-
ous philosophy, since the response evoked
in each of us becomes part of our way of
looking at the world and pan of our
stated and unstated vocabulary or response.”
Dr. Taylor’s discussion is about the
nature, value, and potential of the e.x-
perience of art. Robert Venturi sug-
gests how the medium of architecture
(the built environment), may be made
so as to evoke such experience, first
in his discussion of "Ambiguity" and
again in his discussion of "Contradic-
tory Levels" in Complexity and Contra-
diction in Architecture (New York,
Museum of Modem Art, 1966, pp. 27-
45).
HYPOTHESIS: Contact/Affiliation
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that help
each individual to achieve and continue
to achieve significant contact and in-
teraction with others.
Interaction with other human beings
I if it is significant, rational, and con-
structive) is apparently necessary if
one is to establish a complete self-image
which is in accord with reality. An in-
dividual cannot always through intro-
spection see what and who he really is.
Conditions of modem life seem to
seriously reduce opportunities for mean-
ingful contact. Many sociologists and
anthropologists have expressed con-
cern and even despair about the destruc-
tion caused by modern life to “primary
groups,” which were previously the
main framework for human associa-
tions and cooperation, and to the qual-
ity of contacts which people now have
with others.
Others warn about the workings
of our natural defense mechanisms
which tend to perpetuate incomplete
and untrue views of self and life. Re-
ferring to .Alexander, Dubos writes
(So Human An Animal, New York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1%8)
:
•‘One of the worst consequences of
modern life, according to the American
7-f
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urban planner Christopher Alexander, is the
“autonomy-withdrawal" syndrome. Most
people, he claims, use their homes to escape
from the stresses of the outside world and
practice social withdrawal as a form of
self-protection. Eventually withdrawal be-
comes a habit: people reach a point where
they become unable or unwilling to let
others penetrate their own private world."
“Extreme individualism and autonomy
commonly develop unconsciously as a con-
sequence of the seif.protective withdrawal
from stress. Persons who have achieved
such autonomy remain dependent on the
social groups of which they are a part, but
this dependence manifests itseif almost
exclusively through the medium of money.
Money in turn tends to create a world
reinforcing individualism and withdrawal.
According to Alexander, the fact that the
song "People who need people are the
luckiest people in the world" made the top
of the United States hit parade in 1964
indicates that this pathological individual-
ism is very widespread. Unfortunately,
few people are aware of the impoverishment
of life resulting from the autonomy-with-
drawal syndrome: even fewer seem to
realize that the pursuit of significance is
bound to fail unless man learns once more
to speak to man."'
The study of contact-affiliation in-
voives (at least) study of various kinds
of contact, various needs that are mani-
fest when contact happens or doesn’t
happen, circumstantial variables that
particularize the meaning of contact in
any situation, groups and group dyna-
mics. as well as the nature and effects
of man’s experiences.
HYPOTHESIS: Retreat /Solitude
That it is possible and desirable to
make physical surroundings that pro-
vide each individual with adequate and
appropriate means of retreating from
contact with others and controlling
amounts of contact.
This hypothesis is the complement of
the hypothesis having to do with con-
tact and affiliation. It is a response to
the idea that, in what so often seems to
be a hostile world ( at least a complex
and relentless one), one’s sense of bal-
ance. security, and self-respect cannot
be maintained if one is constantly open
to the pressures of many other people
and overloads of sensory input. The
constant bombardment of multiple con-
tact builds up frustrations, confusion,
resentment, self doubt, and irritation.
One must have the time and opportunity
to be alone, to think, to assimilate, to
daydream, to reflect, to remember, to
“If I want to talk to someone and lust pass the Ume of day I have to go knock on some-
body's door. or make an appointment with them, and I don't like doing that . If only I
could just sit in a place and listen to someone play the piano and be with others without even
talking. .1 wish we had a garden here that I could work in with others and get to know
them that way, or a nice cafe where 1 could order just a cup of coffee and invite someone to
join me and then just chat ... I think Pd like to do that just about every day ... Id even
offer to play the piano. I used to be pretty good at it."
(Old lady who lives in a high rise apartment in Portland)
‘if the food coop hadn't got started I never would have got to know any of the young
people around here. When I first saw them I thought they were hippies just like evcry'one else
did. and I thought well I'm not going to like this. But when the food coop started I found out
it was one place where I could get whole milk, so 1 decided, if you can't beat 'em. loin 'em
and pretty soon 1 started helping out in there and I got to know those people and. well I don't
know if they're hippies or not but I sure do love some of them. They are real nice people.
'
(Old lady who lives in Goose Hollow. Ponland)
"Lots of people take walks in the evening in Goose Hollow. . . . It’s safe and it's fun be-
cause everybody sits out on their porches or their front steps and we wave to them or stop and
talk for a while. Sometimes there’ll be some singing and guitar playing and we join in or
listen or Just pass by. . . . We can get in touch with everyb^y and at the same lime rest and
feel peaceful again."
(Young woman who lives in Goose Hollow)
“Do you know what we need? . . . Some little places outside where I could go to read a
book . where I'd be in the shade and where I could look up and see other people and what's
going on in the neighborhood . and maybe it could be next to a little fountain."
(Old lady who lives in Lair Hill Park. Portland)
Other familiar aedicule: in a tree house, at the edge of a cliff, on a balcony, in a sheltered
corner, under an eave (especially in an attic), in an open cockpit, in a sports car. in a play
house lor cottage), in a tent, under a table, in a box. on top of a high place, under a tree, next
to a column (sometimes), in a space within another space, m a space between spaces, etc.
All possess an element of miniaturiiation together with intensification of contextual relation




wonder. And. to keep one's sense of
security and meaning, one must be able
to experience strongly felt and inten-
sive relationships between self and set-
ting
. . . such as those provided by
spatial aedicula (miniature places set
precisely within other places, etc.).
To achieve this within the frame of
the physical environment, one needs a
sufficient variety of places-to-be so that
environmental relationships can be dis-
covered that match or are appropriate
to one’s state of mind at critical mo-
ments. This implies a wide range of
retreat and identity-intensification
opportunities in all kinds of environmen-
tal situations: in other words, the phy-
sical environment must contain many
places that help individuals find pri-
vacy and solitude. These must be in
all kinds of physical surroundings: at
home, at work, in the street: in all parts
of one's life space.
This must be at least part of what
Aldo Van Eyke means when he says,
city must be like a large house if
it's to be a real city ...” and “Archi-




















The events reported herein have
not ended. While further develop-
ment of a theoretical base is going on.
the Portland City Council is consider-
ing the request for a moratorium on
zoning changes and construction in the
Lair Hill Park section of Portland, a
community with many of the same
characteristics as those in Goose Hol-
low. The author and his design students
are now working with people in the
Lair Hill Park community in an effort
to help them make and understand com-
prehensive and responsive criteria for
the physical development of their place.
Meanwhile, providing urgency for the
new effort, the planned evictions and
demolition in Goose Hollow have been
completed and construction of the pro-
test^ high-rise is proceeding. Four
old houses were burned by arsonists
the night before they were scheduled
to be bull-dozed. Many residents who
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appendix b
CONCEPTUALIZING THE LEARNING ORGANISM
The central feature of any education design situation is the
LEARNING ORGANISM. As noted, the learner per se has not been the focus
of this document so explication of the concept of learning organism is
not a main priority. Nonetheless, it seems worthwhile to present--as
an illustrative rather than definitive account of what I have in mind--
a brief delineation of the three approaches which come together to form
my own conception of the learning organism.
ANISA--The Release of Human Potential Perspective . The first is based
upon the learning competence/release of human potential formulations of
Daniel Jordan and his colleagues which form the basis of the ANISA Early
Childhood Education Model. ^ This perspective on the concept of the
learning organism stems from a simple image of human development: the
genotypical potential of the organism becomes the actualized organism
(phenotype) as potential is realized through the organism's interaction





Figure 9. Developmental Interaction.
There are an infinite number of potentialities that may become
^This comprehensive model being developed by the Human Potential
Center at the University of Massachusetts' School of Education is found-
ed largely upon Whiteheadian process philosophy and the human develop-





actualized; which is to say, that may be translated into a power of the
organism. Since we have no way of determining or accounting for all of
these potentialities, our response is an attempt to identify those that
are most central and of greatest importance to the lives of individuals.
Two criteria in particular help determine the centrality of a potential-
ity-to-actual i ty process:
-- the degree to which it engenders effectance (i.e., the
control over environment that it Affords), and
-- the extent to which it is fundamental to other processes,
thus extending and creating further potential.
Utilizing these criteria, the ANISA Model has identified five categories
of psychologic potentialities which are the key to the pertinence of
this approach to my concept of learning organism. The categories are
psycho-motor, perceptual, cognitive, affective and volitional.
Before outlining the categories, however, it may be important
to address the ANISA assertion that learning competence is the key fac-
tor underlying the development of human potential. Having observed
that four processes--differentiation, integration, generalization, and
verification--are the common denominators, essentially, of most learn-
ing theories, learning competence is conceptualized as the ability (1)
to differentiate any aspect of experience (external or internal) into
separate parts and (2) to re-integrate those parts in such a way as to
provide new information or feelings or perceptions or intentions which
(3) can be general ized or transferred to subsequent experience and
thence (4) be subject to verification . It is through the processes of
differentiation/integration/generalization, then, that potential is
transformed into actuality. Control over these processes constitutes
learning competence. Since, in our case, this control rests with com-
mand of capabilities associated with the five categories cited above,
^Daniel Jordan, "Learning Competence and the Release of Human
Potential," unpublished manuscript (December 1971). This assertion is
based on review of Gagne's Eight Types of Learning, Walter's brain wave
theory, Tolman's sign learning, Lewin's field theory, Snygg and Combs
perception theory, Mowrer's two factor learning theory, Newell and
Simons' information processing theory, various mediation theories, Pia-
get's developmental theory, the TOTE theory of Miller, Galanter and




these categories may be considered to be subsets of competencies for
LEARNING TO LEARN--and thus are the basis for monitoring the progress
of learners as well as for planning and design. The categories in
brief:
Psycho-motor competence (coordination) has to do with the
capacity to coordinate, control, and direct the movement and
position of voluntary muscles. It involves the motor-base
for such aspects of human activity as balance and posture
(laterality, verticality, directionality), dexterity, loco-
motion, contact, manipulation, receipt, propulsion, etc.
Perceptual competence (sensitivity) has to do with the capac-
ity to differentiate sensory information and integrate it
into general izable patterns (i.e., interpretations of reality)
that enable meaningful decisions and action. This involves
such aspects of human activity as vision, audition, olfaction,
gustation, the cutaneous (touch) and vestibular senses.
Affective competence (temperament) has to do with the ability
to acknowledge and organize one's emotions; to differentiate
and integrate feelings in reference to objects, subjects,
events and ideals and to generalize from this in ways that
provide basic stability to life. It involves inhibiting, man-
aging, coping with, expressing and facilitating emotions in
terms of subjective aim and a sense of purpose.
Cognitive competence (mindedness) has to do with ostensibly
the most uniquely human feature of the learning organism: re-
flective thought and the capacity to reason. It involves
such aspects of our environmental interaction capability as
analysis, synthesis, classification, seriation, deductive and
inductive inference, interpolation, extrapolation, analogy,
conservation, etc., etc.
Volitional competence (character) has to do with the capacity
to formulate aims, to differentiate them into operable goals
and to integrate them into a flow of intentional behavior. At-
tention, diagnosis, goal setting, self arousal, perseverance,
effecting resolution or closure, and imagining a state of goal
attainment are among the processes of this category.
We begin to see that learning, viewed as the self incorporation
of meaning, is considerably more than merely the forming of new associ-
ations between stimuli and response or the strengthening of existing
association. It is a process of personal reorganization , based upon
psycho-motor, perceptual, cognitive, affective, and volitional pattern-
ing, which enhances the learner's level of control over his behavior in
relation to the objects and events of the environment. "Effectance is
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(thus) expressed in attainment of the variety of competencies which col-
lectively define learning competence (because) as each of the competen-
cies are strengthened, the organism becomes more effective in dealing
with the environment and pursuing its own destiny."^
Clayton--The Psychological Perspective . Turning to the second approach,
I think that the greatest influence upon my conception of the learning
organism has been Thomas Clayton's topological image of the common para-
digm of learning involving (1) external factors that can be considered
stimuli, (2) internal factors that are characteristic of the organism
itself, and (3) the responses that the organism gives to the conditions
of stimulation.^
Our primary interest at this point is in the organism vari-
ables--the internal factors. They are characterized by Clayton as an
array of descriptive dimensions of the human learner whereby the organ-
ism may be symbolized as a sphere with these dimensions depicted as in-
ternal areas of the self that are in constantly shifting relation to
one another.
Figure 10, Topological Image of the Learning Self.
Take, for example, his account of the following dimensions of
the learning organism and consider that the characteristics interact
wi th one another in such a fashion that changes in one necessitate ad-
5justment and re-adjustment in the others.
^Daniel Jordan and Donald T. Streets, "The Anisa Model, A New
Basis for Educational Planning," Young Children (June 1973), p. 295.
^Thomas Clayton, Teaching and Learning: A Psychological Persp_e c-




Jhe opgamsm IS so constructed that his sensations
are not discrete but organized in patterns. The individual haslearned from previous experience to perceive in certain ways.
He has a tendency to organize sensations in a way that is char-
acteristic of him. He gives a different level of significance
to various sensations. He has learned to pick out certain as-
pects of a situation and to fail to note others.
£oncept Structure
. Previous experience has similarly given the
individual an organized picture of the world around him (cor-
rect or incorrect), which he uses to organize and categorize
his perceptions, to fit them into their appropriate place. He
gives meaning to the sensations in the sense that he relates
them to things that he already knows. In the process both the
sensations and the existing structure are likely to be altered.
^ one fundamental phase of concept structure,
the individual has a concept of who he is and how he fits into
the world. The information coming from outside is screened in
terms of its effect upon his view of himself. The person who
sees himself as adequate and successful will respond to stimuli
quite differently from one who anticipates failure.
Attitudes . The concepts the individual has are not purely in-
tellectual or cognitive. They have a dimension of emotion or
feeling. He has likes and dislikes, approvals and disapprovals,
beliefs and disbeliefs. He is attracted toward some activities
and ideas and tends to avoid others. These feelings develop
into somewhat enduring attitudes that govern his "set" of re-
sponse tendencies. A hierarchy of values develops which may be
called the attitude structure.
Needs . At the deepest levels of personality (and to some ex-
tent governing the preceding four dimensions), the organism
has a survival and self-maintenance system that may be referred
to as the need structure. Some theorists define a need as a
lack of something that, if present, would contribute to the
continual survival of the organism or to a more harmonious
operation of its behavior systems. More positively, other
writers postulate a built-in growth potential that provides
for the continued emergence of higher order needs as the sheer
maintenance needs are satisfied. It is clear that in the phy-
siological developmental period of life there is such a growth
potential at least in terms of physical growth. Needs theorists
contend that it is out of this basic biological tendency to
survive and grow that the psychological needs develop. For our
present purposes, it is sufficient to point out that the com-
bination of satisfaction and frustration of needs provides a
profound source of direction for behavior. There is consider-
able evidence that the predominant needs of an individual af-
fect his perception, his way of conceptualizing, his value judg-
ments, and his overt behavior. When a need exists and is un-
satisfied, it becomes a major motive for learning, for modify-
ing behavior so that satisfaction may be found.
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Motives . When* the individual senses an unfulfilled need, he
seeks to do something about it. He is moved to do something.
Goal_s^.
^
The end product toward which we are motivated is a goal.
The things and potential activities in a situation are ignored
or acquire goal properties as the learner perceives them as
worthy of being attuned to and as useful for satisfying his
needs
.
Intel 1 igence . There are many ways of defining intelligence.
In this discussion, it will be most useful to think of intelli-
gence as the ability to profit from experience. There are prob-
ably many factors in this ability and many degrees of it. Un-
doubtedly, some individuals are biologically superior to others
in their potential to perceive and act appropriately in the
world around them; and further differentiation occurs through
the total influence of all the dimensions previously described
and the particular individual's opportunities and experience.
At any given time, an individual's reaction to a learning situ-
ation will be affected by this ability to give meaning to the
situation.
Skills
. Related to intelligence, but usually thought of in re-
lation to motor abilities and activity, the individual's skills
in dealing with situations affect his perception and potential
behavior. If he can perceive himself as engaging in effective
activity, he will handle the situation in a way quite different
from that which would be true if he were unskilled. The com-
bination of the repertory of skills available and the skills re-
quired by the situation sets up quite varied possibilities for
experiencing.
Previous Learnings and Recollection of Past Events . Finally,
all of these dimensions are modified by the present status of
the individual's life history. His recognition of similarities
and differences between current and past situations helps to
structure his present reactions.
I emphasize, with Clayton, that these dimensions might be more
fully represented and that additional ones warrant inclusion. However,
the foregoing is intended only as illustration of this perspective on
the concept of learning organism. Underscoring the relativity of the
dimensions further, Clayton states:
In a learning situation, the learner's immediate organization
impels him to perceive certain aspects as being more signifi-
cant than others, and he reacts to these aspects of the situ-
ation and responds in some way and produces some change in the
structure. Perhaps a need formerly unsatisfied is now satis-
fied and there is some shifting of the boundary lines or a dif-
ferent area assumes more importance ... a goal may be perceived
that was not effective before. To some extent the individual
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learner has changed and now moves on to a new situation with adifferent potential for response. 6
Having already represented the design situation as the learning
organism surrounded by and potentially interacting with the total en-
vironment we now elaborate our image to depict the environment-at-large
as a vast source of possible inputs for the learning organism viewed as




Figure 11. Topological Self in the Curriculum Context.
Anything to which the organism is sensitive can become part of the
learning situation as a stimulus. However, some stimuli are encoun-
tered and accepted by the learner while a great many more are objec-
tively present but are not "taken in." And, among those that are ad-
mitted, some of the stimuli have greater importance to the learner--
they receive more attention and exert more influence.
^Ibid., p. 42.
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Greenebaum/Mi n er--Systems Perspective . The third perspective which
contributes fundamentally to my concept of learning organism is the
systems-view concept of critical subsystem processes, as adapted from
Miller by Michael Greenebaum.^ In any complex situation, the learner
screens stimuli, interprets those that are accepted, differentiates
and combines them to give meaning and stores this information for re-
trieval or employs it in some behavior or change of disposition. The
subsystems perspective provides valuable insight into what these proc-
esses involve and how they may be generally understood. However, to do
any justice to this approach would require a major digression. I hope,
therefore, that I can adequately suggest the value of this approach--
of understanding the learning organism as a complex of essential opera-
tions in relation to internal functions and external interaction--by
simply listing and diagramming the subsystem processes so that the
reader may appreciate their contribution and pursue the Greenebaum/
Miller references independently.
The component subsystem processes of the learning organism
viewed as an open adapting system are organized into three groups:


















C. Information AND Matter-Energy Processing Subsystems
Reproducer Boundary Maintenance
brdY^ rrcuci iun u. uumi 5 =—T3T
Theory and Psychiatry (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969), pp.
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KEY ASPECTS OF LIFEWORLD IN THE
CURRICULUM CONTEXT SCHEME
I will begin this short account of the features of Alfred
Schutz s^ formulation of LifeWorld which have particular significance
for the Curriculum Context concept by repeating the introductory para-
graph from the main text.
LIFEWORLD begins to be understood most readily by thinking of
it as a person's unique "biographically determined situation" which is
Alfred Schutz 's phrase for the sum of past experience, present experi-
ence, and projections of the future developing in continuity with the
past. It is the continuously emerging result of the process that Alfred
North Whitehead has termed "concrescence." While providing a private
perspective on shared realities of the common sense world, a person's
LifeWorld is, however not a subjective, private world but an INTERsub-
jective, public world in that it is verified by the person's conscious-
ness of basic similarities with the lived experience of others. Life-
World is the general but nonetheless personally unique background for
a person's mental (or minded) activity. This key concept is based pri-
marily upon the phenomenological approach to social science--especially
the sociology of knowledge--of Schutz. Although several people have
2
contributed to the current conceptions of LifeWorld, my affinity for
^Alfred Schutz, Collected Papers I: The Problem of Social Real-
i ty (The Hague: Martinus Ni.ihoff, 1973); Schutz, Collected Papers III :
Studies in Phenomenological Philosophy (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
1970): Schutz and Thomas Luckman, The Structures of the LifeWorld (Evans-
ton: Northwestern University Press, 1973).
^Most notably Edmund Husserl (its originator), Kurt Lewin, and,
presently, Peter Berger. The Social Construction of Reality (Garden




Schutz s articulation of it is due largely to his emphasis on its spa-
tial and temporal dimensions, and its consequent relation to the experi-
ential categories. Two sub-concepts dominate my use of Schutz's analy-
sis: the idea of "typification" and the idea of a person's "stock of
knowledge at hand."
Typifications . Typifications are the commonly held idealizations of a
person's natural attitude toward the everyday world. According to Hus-
serl 's development of "the natural attitude" into a formal concept, per-
ceptions and experiences are taken for granted as reality and simply
lived rather than being questioned and analyzed. The natural attitude
is therefore in contrast to the scientific attitude which results pri-
marily in knowledge about experience. Typifications are sociocultural-
ly established, common-sense patterns which are the basis of people's
everyday, unselfconscious processes of mutual understanding, agreement
and communication as opposed to the selfconscious abstractions which
sociologists or psychologists, for instance, might apply or impose as
an explanatory or analytical device. Typifications consist of socially
derived knowledge transmitted in the form of insights, beliefs, more
or less well-founded maxims, instructions and various "recipes" for
solution of problems in the sense of attaining typical results by typi-
cal application of typical means. People employ them without giving
very much thought, if any, to the process. The key to their validity
and value is that, although they will be abstractions of varying degree,
typifications are abstractions well grounded in experience , . . with
histories of satisfactory results in commonly encountered situations.
Lest these observations be misinterpreted, recollection of
Chapter II discussions will remind the reader that acceptance of status
quo or advocacy of "conventional wisdom" is certainly not my aim. The
role of typification in turbulent social environments, for example, is
not at issue here. Rather, it seems to me that a strategy for placing
school and extra-school learning opportunity into an augmentative and
collaborative relationship must be based on understanding how people
concretely experience and cope with the common, everyday world. Typi-
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fication is a major dimension of human knowing.
^
S^tock of Knowledqe-at-hand
. The concept of stock of knowledge-at-hand
will contribute substantially to that understanding, as well. I view
this aspect of Schutz's epistemology in terms of three categories which
I call the zones of operation, the zones of familiarity, and the zones
of interest.
Zones of operation
. Schutz speaks of spatio-temporal stratifi-
cation of the LifeWorld by which he refers to knowledge of the experi-
enced or experiencable world according to whether it is now within ac-
tual "reach," subject to restorable reach, or within potential or ob-
tainable reach. Although seemingly a minor differentiation, these dis-
tinctions can be of great significance for decisions in both design OF
and design FOR circumstances--with reference, for instance, to the
validity of instructional goals and behavioral objectives. Will learn-
ing that occurs under the rigidly stipulated circumstances of behavioral-
ly defined objectives or "performance indicators" be transferable to
subsequent situations where the circumstances are not as well defined
and the behavior is not in response to instruction?
Zones of familiarity . This second category of zones has to do
with differentiation involving articulation of knowledge according to
the degree of its familiarity to the knower. Knowledge that we will
call mastery refers to that comparatively very small sector of a per-
son's knowledge that is thorough, clear, distinct, and consistent--not
only as to what and how, but also as to understanding of the why. Thus
mastery knowledge is the realm of true competence and expertise. By
comparison, knowledge of acquaintance is characterized as being con-
cerned merely with the what, variously leaving the "how" or "why" (or
both) unquestioned. In this very much larger domain we act or accept
^Acknowledgment of typi fication as a basis for social knowledge
will also be a key to participative planning in that derivation of pub-
lic policy for both continuity and change must stem from how people get
to—and experience--where they "are at" or "are coming from." Cogni-
zance of peoples' sense of security is an example.
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information without knowing very precisely why or questioning the basis
of our confidence in doing so. In turn, the zones of mastery and of
knowledge of acquaintance are surrounded by a vast region we may char-
acterize as "dimensions of belief." The dimensions of this realm of
simple belief are themselves graduated in multiple ways as to plausibil-
ity, likelihood, reliance upon authority, blind acceptance, etc. to the
point, ultimately, of complete ignorance.
Zones of interest . The final set of zones in the categorization
of stock of knowledge refers to the systems of relevancy through which
individuals are disposed to respond or act upon their environs. Schutz
identifies three types of such systems. Motivational relevancy is the
label applied to that fundamental form of relevancy in which knowledge
is used particularly to define one's specific life situation. As the
personal, common-sense basis for finding one's particular place in the
world, motivational relevancy involves an essentially unselfconscious
sorting of knowledge-at-hand in order to come to terms with everyday
existence. Thematic relevancy
,
although founded upon motivational rele-
vancy, is quite different. It is the domain of personal inquiry and
comes into play when a problemmatic situation dictates that new knowl-
edge must be acquired or existing knowledge needs to be upgraded to a
higher level of familiarity. The key here is attention. In face of
some indeterminancy, an issue or question becomes the focal point (i.e.,
the theme) for knowing consciousness. There is a need to "know more
about" and this need is pursued to some resolution. From these two
relevancy systems a third type is derived: interpretational relevancy .
This is the coirmon-sense system at the sociocultural level as distin-
guished from the personal level common-sense system (motivational rele-
vancy). It employs previously organized knowledge that has been ac-
cepted by a society for habitual acquisition by its members. The in-
terpretational relevancy system--an overload avoidance heuristic pro-
vides the social context for typification in that it is comprised of
knowledge in the form of time-tested "recipes" relative to various typi-
cal problems and thus offers the likelihood of gaining effective results
through recognition of the problem situation and subsequent selection
of appropriate verified responses.
appendix d
SIX EXAMPLES
Although the major rationale for the Curriculum Context formula-
tion is to foster more conscious encorporation of extra-school educative
agencies into our policies of public education and to develop procedures
for better utilization of non-school resources, it may be most helpful
(heeding Machiavelli 's implied advice about the incredulity of people
until they have had actual experience of a phenomenon--see p. 40 and 41
above) if our reference point, at first, is description of essentially
school -like organization of learning activity.
What follows are examples of the use of the experiential cate-
gories to interpret efforts at several levels of planning and design in
education (i.e., as design guide, analytical tool, and integrating
framework). They are examples which relate the categories to what has
happened or might be done^ in the five design situations I have out-
lined. I have not included them in the main text because in their pres-
ent form they do not directly illustrate my thesis--they are not il-
lustrations of the use of the experiential hypotheses but, rather, de-
scriptions of the "results" of their application.
I expect that the next stage of advocacy of these ideas will be
to develop examples which truly illustrate how to use the categories in
response to any educative circumstance; say, to modify use of an exist-
ing packaged curriculum in an ordinary school setting, for example, as
well as to develop alternative programs.
For the time being, however, I leave it to the readers to apply
the Design Idea and its support statements to situations that they face
Hhese accounts are a combination of (1) descriptions of events
which occurred with the Mobile School at John Adams High in 1971, (2)
reflection on those events, and (3) speculation based on projection o
these first two into near future circumstances. See, also, my explana-
tion of the name "Janus" on page 278, below.
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or know about personally while I try to help this happen by describing
their application to the design situations that I am personally familiar
with.
Thus, since they describe some things I have done with the De-
sign Idea/total environment approach to date, most of these examples re-
flect rny personal interest in the use of the city as both the setting
and subject matter for learning. 2 i hope that this emphasis will not
preclude the readers' appreciation of the examples' general implica-
tions .
1. 82nd Avenue--Apotheosis of the Automobile




The design situation . We had just begun the city studies se-
quence with a mixed group of 30 high school age kids; high achievers
and low, black and white, male and female, so-called freshmen, sopho-
mores, and juniors. We had a bus, a daily four hour block of time at
our disposal, and run of the city.
The design problem . How to comprehensively and yet specifically
introduce the urban study sequence in both content and procedure to this
varied group.
The design response . In anticipation of the kaleidoscopic ar-
p
I am particularly taken with the idea that study of the city
presents areas of inquiry with singular potential for learning experi-
ences featuring continuity between schooling, the community-at-large,
and the individual lives of learners. Study of the city that literally
uses the city as a resource increases that potential substantially.
Such study can provide a unique opportunity for combining appreciation
of specific organized knowledge and investigation of choices of liveli-
hood with immediate personal interests and the possibility of under-
standing of and present service to the community. On the one hand, the
city envelopes the learner as a great laboratory of tangible educative
experience. On the other, the study of human settlements and urban
affairs encompasses--and can focus--all that we know or can learn about
ourselves and our surroundings; all that we can know, in other words,
about human and environmental systems--personal , societal, physical
. . .
natural, altered, or artificial.
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ray of things and processes that we expected learners to encounter in
the course of this sequence, it seemed imperative that frames of refer-
ence be offered in the introductory activities that would not only in-
troduce the program but be useful as integrating ideas throughout the
entire city studies experience. Since the early emphasis was to be on
observation, infonnation ordering, and communication, we presented the
scale sequence of Form-Pattern-Texture as the first organizing concept.
Introducing the concept primarily through the use of cameras with
zoom lenses, we suggested the value of utilizing broad categories as
a systematic, but fluid ordering device and emphasized the perceptual
shifts required in going from large scale to specific detail or vice
versa
.
Our initial activities were meant to lead to the realization
that the city could be conceived of and perceived as form with the use
of maps and diagrams; as pattern through diagrams of intermediate
scale, aerial photos and observation from high vantage points; and,
close up, as texture through perception of the multiple factors that




Subsequently the idea of texture becoming pattern and pattern
becoming form (or vice versa) depending on what you are "looking steadi-
ly at" was conveyed by examination of techniques for reproducing graphic
images in newspapers (configurations of thousands of dots or lines) and
through consideration of impressionist and pointilist paintings. Ad-
ditionally, the notion of Form-Pattern-Texture was continually enhanced
throughout our adventures by regular access to the aforementioned
cameras, equipped with automatic zoom lenses.
However, a particular early activity is most to the point here.
After observational visits to city planning offices to view maps,
models and photos re form , and to natural vista points and the tops
of high-rise buildings re pattern , the street level texture idea was
the first real assignment.
82nd Avenue is our city's major version of the long strip of
commercial development, featuring car dealerships, which all cities
seem
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to have. In our case it consists of blocks and blocks of drive-to and
drive-in this and that, dominated (a) by shopping centers at the key
crossroads and (b) by the entire gamut of automobile sales and service;
grand new-car emporiums, not-so-grand used-car establishments (with
flags fluttering), garages, accessory and specialty shops, and at
either extremity of the strip, the junk yards.
The assignment was this:
You--individuals or in groups of two or three--as feature
writers for a newspaper's Sunday magazine are assigned to do
a story on the character or essence (i.e., the texture) of
82nd Avenue. You are to submit to your editor, by tomorrow,
an outline of your essay along with sketches of three 82nd
Avenue scenes to be photographed to illustrate the story, plus
your idea for a single illustration (photo or art work) that
most captures the sense of 82nd Avenue. This latter illus-
tration will be used for the magazine's cover.
Our "classtime" procedure in support of the assignment was that the bus
would drive us the length of the strip twice; the first time to observe
generally, the second time to look for the best place to stop for closer
investigation. Then the group as a whole would decide where to stop on
the third pass in order to get out for an hour or so of texture observa-
tion and recording of impressions.
With reference to the experiential categories: The most charac-
teristic feature of the assignment was CHOICE, but Choice amidst ORDER
and clear direction. The bus and the nature of the assignment presented
opportunity for varied instances of CONTACT/AFFILIATION. Preliminary
activities based on the Form-Pattern-Texture concept had provided a
various degree of ORIENTATION for individuals. These activities, the
request for only simple outlines and sketches at first, and the double
pass up and down the Avenue were, among other things, a response to
COGNITIVE RISK/TENTATIVENESS.
PATTERNABILITY was addressed and challenged in two prominent
ways. First the assignment called for distillation of many perceptions
into a limited statement and second, the one-stop proviso introduced
the need to deal with what clearly would be a recurring problem for
us-.gy'oup choice (greatest good for the greatest number) in the face of
limited resources and time. Incidentally, one aspect of the
importance
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and validity of the "in-between" is illustrated by the fact kids imme-
diately realized that the one-stop stipulation considerably limited
their opportunity for investigation. We hoped, of course, that the as-
signment was open and compelling enough that learners would take POSES-
SION of it. And, indeed, the hassle over where to stop, for instance,
became a major affair. It was a mini-lesson in democratic process and
led to rather formal subsequent investigation—at student instigation--
into issues of decisionmaking, persuasion and resource allocation.
The overall experience was intended to exemplify POETIC IMPACT
in an indirect way while, more directly although not explicitly, the
cover illustration part of the assignment was aimed at beginning to es-
tablish appreciation of Poetic Impact on the part of students. Finally
(to mention an example of at least one manifestation of each hypothesis
in regard to 82nd Avenue), in addition to a scheduled "de-briefing"
upon return of the group to the bus, the bus trip home served most kids
(and "eavesdropping" staff) as a timely opportunity for FEEDBACK and
exchange of impressions.
So, although the introductory sequence was designed primarily
as an ORDER establishing strategy, its component exercises involved
all the experiential categories. Another early ordering concept that
similarly encompasses most of the nine categories was the idea that
our "image of the city" is derived largely from awareness of several
basic elements: paths, districts, edges, nodes, and landmarks.^ In
the case of this assignment, 82nd Avenue was obviously a path , but
wasn't it also a district? Was it an edge , as well? The reason we
chose to stop where we had was that that place was an important activ-
ity node . . . and we knew where we were at various points along the
strip because of its
" landmarks ." Path-District-Edge-Landmark-Node
would aid teacher and learner grasp of educative opportunity throughout
the year as both a literal and figurative basis for ORIENTATION,
PAT-
^See Kevin Lynch, Image of the City, (Cambridge: M.I.T. P;:ess,
1960). These five phenomena are posited by Lynch as the basis
of commo
awareness of configuration of the city as the result of research
dis-
tilling hundreds of people's impressions of their home towns.
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TERNABILITY, FEEDBACK, POSSESSION, relief of COGNITIVE RISK, and appre-
ciation of POETIC IMPACT, as well as a framework of CHOICE and ORDER.
In closing I wish to remark that the products of the assign-
ment--i.e., the cover stories, themsel ves--as differentiated from the
results of the assignment, were almost incidental. Although several
kids did some very impressive work and for a couple it revealed talents
they have seriously pursued, I venture to say that ^ of them are
more consciously employing counterparts of Form-Pattern-Texture and
Path-District-Edge-Node-Landmark to appreciate their current interac-
tions with environments.
2. Lloyd Center as a Microcosm of the City
For a second example of the categories as a Design Guide picture
this
:
The design situation . After seven weeks of the city studies
there have been several short courses and a number of common experi-
ences: visits to housing developments, parks, the Port Authority,
museums, the Historical Society, factories, the airport. City Hall, a
power station and the like. Most of the time, however, has been de-
voted to individual or small group investigations, visitations and in-
ternships of, to, or in such places as the courts, an urban renewal
agency, a weekly newspaper, a flower shop, a crafts guild and art gal-
lery, a day care center and the offices of a veterinarian, several
architects, an attorney, the city's Parks Department, Legal Aid, and
the Municipal Transit Authority. In short, we had kids all over the
city doing all kinds of things as an outgrowth of either mini-courses
or the pursuit of personal interests. While some people had not become
very engaged in the program, for most the varied events and logistical
ins and outs had presented a rich but discontinuous and rather confus-
ing experience. Thus, for one reason or another, everybody (including
the staff) needed a general integrating, "milestone" sort of common ex-
perience. In particular, the staff needed some indication that the
idea of designing an "ideal city" as a group project was something the
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kids would be interested in and find useful.
At the same time--or more accurately, for some time—we had
recognized that a large regional shopping center close at hand could be
a marvelous resource and instructional aid. The question was how to
use it to the greatest advantage.
The design problem
. How to review and culminate what had been
learned or encountered these past weeks in such a way as to reach a
satisfactory degree of closure on what had gone before and to test-
i ntroduce-preview ideas about a new phase and, hopefully, to do so with
Poetic Impact.
The design response . The response was to develop a common ex-
perience around considering the giant shopping center to be a microcosm
of the city. Viewed thusly, the Lloyd Center--largest in the world
when it was built—was employed to assess and extend the learning
group's understanding of the city after several weeks of study. The
sequence we envisioned would also serve to set up and initiate the
Optimum City design project.
Module 1 --Memory Sketch . Since the Lloyd Center is a prominent feature
of northeast Portland and was not far from our home base, all of our
kids had been there; most of them quite frequenlty (Orientation). To
begin the sequence, everybody was asked to sketch their sense of the
Center from memory. There was much anguish, hesitation, and self-be-
littlement of drawing ability. However, after assurance that no judg-
ment was being made (Cognitive Risk) the drawings were completed. The
results generally showed a rather scrambled awareness of major features
and the main stores of the Center with quite accurate location and spe-
cific knowledge of stores in which the drawer had shopped, shoplifted
or otherwise spent some time.
Module 2—Organized Observation? The next day we visited the Lloyd Cen-
ter as a group. There was a short period of free time during which most
of the kids (and the teachers) were more or less obviously checking
their memory sketch against the actual place, taking note of what they
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had missed" (Patternabi 1 ity)
. Then we took, as a group, the official
guided tour beginning in the conference room of the executive offices
with an explanation of the Center's origins, history, goals and operat-
ing procedures and thence "backstage": up, down, all around-the roof,
the boiler rooms, the freight receiving area, the offices, and through
a number of stores behind the scenes." Everybody seemed impressed by
the complexity of what heretofore had simply been a big place to buy
things and see people. Clearly, however, the highpoint for more than
a few had been the first stop—sitting and swivelling in the leather
chairs around the plush Board Room's big mahogany conference table
(Poetic Impact). The role-playing by-play (Possession) that occurred
here was the inspiration for the format of what was to become Module
5. Afterwards, having returned to home base, we unexpectedly asked
everyone to make another memory sketch. There was new anguish and self-
belittlement again, but less hesitation. The results this time showed
considerably more detail and coherence, better proportion, and a pretty
good sense of the layout ( Patternabi 1 i ty) . One drawing that was an un-
witting approximation of an exploded isometric diagram showed that at
least one person had been impressed with the different perspectives
presented by the multi-level official tour. Already we had generated
tons of stuff for consideration (Possession). One group was especially
interested in the diversity of the drawings and in the inadequacy of
drawing (of diagrams, anyway) for capturing the real sense of places.
This led to a mini-course on graphic expression. After comparing the
two sets of sketches, another group got very involved with the sugges-
tion that difficulty in remembering various features of the Lloyd Center
might be the Center's fault, not theirs; that perhaps in certain ways
the Center was simply not very memorable (Poetic Impact).
Module 3—A Land-Use Inventory . For a second return visit to the Lloyd
Center, students were provided with a blank main-level floor-plan to be
filled in as a counterpart of a land-use inventory (Order). There was
much enthusiasm for this. In fact, among many of the kids it developed
into a contest to see who would fill it first (Possession). In a short
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time everybody's map was "complete" and full of information from direct
and conscious observation/notation. As the group looked over these re-
sults there was immediate awareness (Patternability) of the different
types and variations of notation: sometimes the name of a store seemed
sufficient, sometimes it was necessary to identify the merchandise,
others required identification of the clientele, etc. There was discus-
sion of whether the speed contest had significantly affected the quality
of the observations of its contestants (Choice). The most prolonged
and animated discussion, however, addressed the kids' relative satisfac-
tion with the completed maps in contrast to exasperation over the
indefiniteness of the memory sketches (Cognitive Risk). Were the filled-
in maps "better" than the two memory sketches--or just different
(Choice). Among other things, the debate over personal images vs.
gathered data brought up the idea, again, that the incompleteness of
the memory sketches might be attributed as much to the design of the
Lloyd Center as to faulty memory. Thus we arrived at our own practical
example of the Foundation notion of "imageabil i ty" as derived from
Kevin Lynch's Image of the City (paths, districts, edges, activity
nodes, landmarks, etc.).
Module 4--Putting It Together . The next module was a data-processing,
information-ordering exercise aimed at putting everybody's data to-
gether (Contact/Affiliation) and getting it into agreed upon and usable
form (Patternability). After much deliberation over classifications and
appropriate coding technique, colored diagrams based upon price range
(thrift, average, extravagant), customer type (youth, adult, family,
general), and merchandise or service categories emerged from the tangle
of information. Many interesting things cameup during this process but
perhaps the most vivid lesson was strictly incidental: the labeling of
a shoestore as "thrift" by an always beautifully dressed young woman
was sharply challenged (Feedback) by another whose purchase of boots
there had been a major and hard earned extravagance. By the time things
settled down— it had come close to an exchange of blows-the group
had
had an intense experience in deal ing with emotion-laden issues
(Poetic
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Impact) and a first hand encounter--since they had established the cate-
gories--with the inevitable clash between general classifications and
the lives and values of individual people (Orientation).
Module 5--Util ization o f Knowledge
. The fifth module was an exercise
in assessing the information and inferring relationships upon which to
make judgments (Patternabi li ty) . The coded information from the land-
use inventory and subsequent research into the dynamics of large scale
shopping centers revealed distinct patterns of land use and definite
principles of design and operation. We developed a simulation to test
group's grasp of these patterns and principles. You will recall that
the original tour had included gathering in the Board Room to hear an
executive of the Lloyd Corporation discuss the Center's operation.
Those remarks had featured, in response to student questions, an out-
line of the procedures for tenant selection. Students were now invited
to develop a case for locating a commercial enterprise of their choice
in the Lloyd Center (Possession). Individuals sought space for an oc-
cult book store and an artificial limbs supply outlet while groups
formed (Contact/Affiliation) to make presentations on behalf of a de-
partment store, a pet shop, a hip fashion center and a restaurant.
With most of the main group looking on as voting stockholders, the
other seven kids--including the three whose extemporaneous role-playing
of "big-shots" in the Board Room during the tour had given us the idea
in the first place--sat as the Board of Directors to consider lease ap-
plications for three vacancies at the Center. The presentations were
made and the department store, hip fashions, and artificial limbs were
awarded leases largely on the basis of logic, a stacked deck, and vir-
tuoso performance of a small comic masterpiece, respectively. To so
matter-of-factly state the winners does the module injustice for it is
an understatement to say that great fun was had, solid lessons learned
and vital questions raised. What, after all, had proved to be the
pivotal factors:
-- the established patterns and policies?
— the quality of the presentations?
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-- prior politicking, hidden persuasion and social pressures?
-- the group dynamics of the moment?
Little agreement was reached over questions such as this but interests
had been aroused (Possession) that led to subsequent investigation-
through mini-course, mindstretch, and independent study--of lobbying,
group dynamics, leadership styles, sales psychology, and manipulation.
The fact that people's impressions of what had occurred varied so con-
siderably was recalled several weeks later when many of the group saw
the Japanese film Rashoman-
-a classic on the theme of how differently
people can perceive the same event (Poetic Impact).
Module 6—Truly a Microcosm? We now turned attention--expl icitly for
the first time--to the idea of the Lloyd Center as a microcosm of the
city. Although it had not been directly stated, the idea was beginning
to surface as kids variously commented on the Center's counterparts to
the riverfront docks, freeways and transportation patterns, districts
and neighborhoods, etc. More formally, they had begun to relate ob-
servations and investigations to the elements and, particularly, to the
functions of the city as revealed in prior investigation: technical,
social, economic, cultural/aesthetic, political/administrative (Order-
Patternabi lity) . At this point, the students were asked to draw a map
of the city as a whole with particular emphasis on what they considered
to be "downtown." We thus began to parallel the earlier Lloyd Center
assignment, providing everyone with a blank outline map of the city's
25 or so central downtown blocks and then going downtown to have them
locate the 25 stores and businesses that were also located in the Lloyd
Center. As expected, this generated plenty of impressions for a com-
parison between downtown and the Center. Especially it led to clear
identification of major pros and cons of each and consideration of the
tradeoffs involving congestion, noise, volume of traffic, excitement,
variety, tempo, security, climate and convenience. Was the Lloyd Center
indeed a microcosm of the city? What is the same and what is it about
the city at large that is different from the shopping center? Physical
features? Processes? Character? Attitudes? What about zoning, hous-
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ing, transportation, industry, parks and recreation, education? The es-
sential conclusion-microcosm or not-was that the Center had been
planned as a whole with compatible uses and compl emetary
, controlled
patterns of activity which presented a sharp contrast to the usually
conflicting patterns of most cities as they grow haphazardly and piece-
meal
.
^dule 7-Fantasy City. We had thus set the scene for asking whether a
city could be planned as a whole with compatible uses and complementary
patterns of activity. The culminating activity of the sequence was the
schematic planning of an ideal "Fantasy City." A short exercise aiming
only at very general and even fanciful results, this activity was meant
to articulate the participants' most imaginative ideas of what a city
should/could be in order that definitive attention might then be given
to the inevitability of discrepancies between ideal and reality (Orien-
tation). In short, this module wrapped up the microcosm sequence with
the kids' own application of general principles of urban planning and
provided a preview and introduction (Cognitive Risk) to the more exten-
sive and practically oriented "Optimum City" project to come.
3. The Open School
For an idea of use of the experiential categories as an ANALY-
TICAL TOOL (and rhetorical device) picture this:
The situation . A wonderfully successful public alternative
school has received a Pacesetter Award and a "dissemination" grant from
the U.S. Office of Education to become a Developer Demonstration Site.
As such the Open School provides materials and training to a limited
number of schools wishing to adopt or adapt this type of program.
The problem . Print media descriptions of the Open School are
simply not doing the program justice. Standard accounts of things
that happen at the school--which are not very standard: learning
theatres, the advisor-advisee system, shared decision-making, exemplary
use of volunteers and the world beyond the school, alternative modes of
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evaluation and emphasis on student social service--do not adequately
portray the vitality and spirit of the place and its processes. In
short, the Open School's rhetoric is not much different from the rhetor-
ic of many forward-looking, innovation-aspiraing but merely good-sound-
ing schools: i.e., impressive philosophical statement, lists of offer-
ings and services, anecdotes of enlightenment and camraderie. The
problem, then, is to present Open School operations in such a way as
to convey the fact that the promise of its rhetoric is, indeed, being
fulfilled. The ideal circumstance, of course, is that interested par-
ties would visit the school --preferably for an extended time, to par-
ticipate and not merely to observe--but this does not address the par-
ticular issue of developing an effective representation of the Open
School in print.
Response . To analyze and describe the school in terms of the
experiential categories (which in this instance might then be charac-
terized as "phenomenal objectives"). In addition to discrete accounts
of such features of the school as resource centers, integrated learning
strategies, curriculum options, teacher as facilitator and advisor,
resource people, community as classroom, affective learning, life
skills, cross-age grouping and tutoring, heterogeneous student-body
and shared decision-making, a more vivid and integrating sense of the
Open School as a lived and lively experience might be had from descrip-
tion couched in terms of:
• 0RDER--how the program establishes a sense of its under-
structure, its organization, its integrating principles
• CHOICE/DIVERSITY--how the program establishes an appropriate
range of places to be, things to do and ways to do them
• ORIENTAT I0N--how the program helps provide frames of refer-
ence that aid in establishing connections between the self
or "life-space" of the participants and the world-at-large
... the balance between "landscape" and "geography"
• CONTACT-AFFILIATION/RETREAT-SOLITUDE— how the program pro-
vides aid in the achievement and maintenance of significant
contact and interaction with others, on the one hand, and
for reflective solitude and means to regulate contact for
appropriate privacy, on the other
• P0SSESSI0N--how the program encourages participants to per-
sonalize, innovate, act spontaneously, and otherwise take
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control of their learning encounters and processes
• FEEDBACK--how the program helps provide participants
with information from and about their performance with
which they can command their own efforts more success-
fully
• COGNITIVE RISK--how the program provides opportunity for
pre-commi tment evaluation of the benefits and risks of
any particular involvement
. . . the chance to preview
and assess an investment or obligation prior to commit-
ment
• POETIC IMPACT— how the program offers aid in fantasizing,
in gaining heightened awareness and psychological stature
through imaginatively shifted views of reality, in expand-
ing the participants' experiential "image bank"
• PATTERNABILITY--how the program supports, nourishes and
extends each participant's personal (and collaborative)
pattern awareness and combinatorial capabilities.
The "negative" corollary of this illustration is that the experiential
categories can be useful for indicating that a program lacks response
to an important dimension of supportive conditions for learning. Such a
program can be constructively criticized in a systematic manner by us-
ing the nine hypotheses as a "test of completeness" of its support for
learning from an experiential standpoint.
Moreover, returning to the positive, the categories--as an
analytical and evaluative tool--could be at least a partial answer to
the familiar lament of innovative or alternative programs that evalu-
ation methods which exist for standard programs are not appropriate
for assessing what the alternatives offer. "Measures" of Choice, Order,
Orientation, Contact-Affiliation, Possession, Poetic Impact, Tentative-
ness, Feedback, and Patternabi lity viewed as phenomenal objectives ,
while not to be represented as a substitute for behavioral objectives,
could be usefully recognized as an important adjunct to cognitive
measures or performance indicators--an adjunct that especially differen-
tiates and assesses that which may be most characteristic and valid
about an alternative program's approach. Please note that this exam-
ple is conjectural, but based upon conversations with Joe Nathan of





4. Janus--A Semi-Fictitious Prototype
For an illustration of use of the experiential categories as
an INTEGRATING FRAMEWORK for planning, picture this:
The situation . A relatively conservative school district serves
a small semi -rural college town with a mild counter-culture subculture.
The town is currently experiencing a tourist oriented renaissance and
the early impact of urban-exodus population growth. The new influx has
combined with college influence and a previously dissatisfied minority
of parents, teachers, and kids to reach a proportion of its constituency
calling for explicit alternatives which the district must now take
seriously. The administration has stated that it is not adverse to al-
ternatives but that alternative seekers cannot reasonably expect school
people to do things that (1) they "are not good at" or not trained to
do, and (2) the bulk of the district's constituents and personnel are
noncommittal toward, at best, and probably actually antagonistic to.
So, while the district is gradually hiring professionals with interest
and training in alternative education, the official attitude seems to
be "we're not against alternative programs but don't expect us to lead
the way or expend/allocate the extra energy and/or resources."
The problem . How to develop a program that can be initiated
and sustained— and be represented without misrepresentation— so that it
(a) meets the needs of a reasonable portion of the dissidents, (b) does
not antagonize regular teachers and majority parents, and (c) is ac-
ceptable to the administration. A program, in short, encompassing the
varied interests and aims of its participants in such a way as to be
a coherent experience for kids and staff--and to look like it to par-
ents, school officials, and the public. Particularly, the problem is
how to emphasize structure and accountability in a program without
precluding what its participants seek in the first place. The need is
to establish a framework which, at one and the same time, provides for
security, stimulation, and identity^—with emphasis, in the eyes of its
4
See above p. 6.
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adherents, on stimulation and identity—while exhibiting order, direc-
tion and well-considered purposefulness which addresses the preponderant
sense of security of establishment skeptics or critics.
The response . We've just seen, in the Open School discussion,
that the experiential categories— viewed as nascent phenomenal objec-
tives in contrast with behavioral objectives--may provide an alterna-
tive characterization of educational purposefulness. Now, as the prob-
lem situation increases in scale and we move from consideration of the
design end of the active intervention spectrum to the planning end,^
we can see, further, that as this occurs structure and organization
emerge as super-ordinant concerns. The response is to establish a plan-
ning framework which emphasizes ORDER and CHOICE, but which does so in
such a way as to insure the possibility of specific design activity in
response to the rest of the experiential categories.
Therefore, please note that the aim of describing the program
I call JANUS is not to illustrate the planning process, per se, so much
as to indicate how the experiential categories may be manifest in ef-
forts to formulate school organization and curriculum that emphasize
openness to the teacher-as-designer approach and to utilization of
extra-school opportunities for learning. Janus is a program designed
around a framework for "letting learners out and the community in"; a
framework, furthermore and not incidentally, that is mostly a system-
atically ad hoc amalgamation of published and tested ideas and proce-
dures.
You may recall that Janus was the ancient Roman god of gates
and beginnings; a figure traditionally represented with a head having
two faces looking in opposite directions. In one sense, the name is
appropriate since the Janus prototype is an opening gambit in develop-
ment of a network of alternatives which will eventually be known as
Affirmation and Inquiry (A and I) Schools. It is also appropriately
named because the description of Janus is an account made up of looking




See above p. 60.
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However, the "school" is called Janus here primarily because it is
a program with one face toward the world of conventional schools and
one face toward the vast array of non-school learning environments and
opportunities that we have more or less at our disposal.
Janus is the rough equivalent of a K-12 school with 400 students
and a nucleus of 15 regular teachers. It operates out of a community
center which offers art, recreation, public service, and continuing
education programs in addition to being home base for Janus A and I.
As learners mature, the center is increasingly merely headquarters for
learning activity conducted in the community and countryside.
A pre-school and elementary division has as its top priorities
affirmative exploration through play, establishment of the foundations
for learning competence, the introduction of basic skills, and dealing
with the first phases of the learner's transition from ego-centricity
(landscape) to social orientation (geography). An intermediate divi-
sion concentrates upon issues of the emergence from childhood into
adolescence and youth and upon application of basic skills as powers
of the learning organism relative to major bodies of knowledge, dis-
ciplines and idea systems. In order to administer to the deepening
reflective consciousness of this period in learner's lives, emphasis
is upon fostering appreciation for social and technical knowledge with-
out alienating individuals from themselves and others as persons. Ex-
periences for this group will revolve around this sense of themselves
as individual personal beings while seeking a basis for coming to know
the intellectual-historical-natural world and how it works as a social
reality. We thus continue--but more expl icitly--to address the idea
that schooling should combine the quest for identity with a quest for
community in the sense that Donald Vandenburg characterizes identity as
authentic existence and community as authentic co-existence.^ Finally,
the upper division priorities address the adventuresomeness and future-
orientation of youth vis a vis society's demands for attainment of cer-
tain competencies and dispositions. This will be manifest primarily in
^Donald Vandenburg, Being and Education, An Essay in Existential
Phenomenology (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1971).
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career explorations, confirmation of learning competence, and the pur-
suit of personal interest inquiry to some substantial depth and degree
in a relatively ordered combination of study and field experience.
For the central feature of using the categories as the basis of
an integrating framework for planning, I hark back to my conceptual
-
strategic-operational model to introduce the concept of strategic struc-
as the bridge between conceptual and operational considerations.
In particular planning-scale response to ORDER and CHOICE from among
the categories of experiential support, the Janus program is organized
according to several strategic structures which I view as the beginning
of the alternative sources of security spoken of at the very outset of
this paper. Intended to dynamically relate aspects of public education
which too often are dealt with in relative isolation from one another,
the structures are also designed to bridge the gap between concept and
operation and between authoritarian rigidity and do-your-own-thing per-
missiveness .
The Inquiry Wheel . The first of these strategic structures, the Inquiry
Wheel, relates process and content, and serves as one basis for contin-
uity between age group divisions. Readers will recognize that this for-
mulation fills the space that was blank (except for the label "mediated
environment") in the concentric schematic I presented to symbolize the
conceptual transition from Learning Context to Curriculum Context.
Figure 12 . Differentiating the Mediated Environment.
The areas of process and content together represent the realm of medi-
ated experience that we have only alluded to previously. The process/
content differentiation is one way of more specifically viewing the
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mediated (in contrast to immediate) interaction between learning organ-
ism and environment which I earlier described as the essence of educa-
tion seen as institutionalized learning.
Beyond the concentricity of the schematic, with the learning
organism at its center and the environment-at-large at the periphery,
the diagram should be perceived as a dial with separate process and con-
tent discs (like a combination lock) which allows various processes to





























Figure 13. The Inquiry Wheel -- Cotton
Such representation is intended to convey the dynamic
interdependence
and interaction of the process categories and content
areas.
Pursuing the concept in more detail than the inquiry
wheel dia-
gram itself affords, we find that the structure-following
the thesis of
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Louise Berman's New Priorities in the Curriculum^ -.inriPr^rnrpc not only
the importance of process but emphasizes its status as a focus for sys-
tematic study in its own right. Thus the various dimensions of such
human processes as locomoting, perceiving, communicating, loving, know-
ing, decision-making, patterning, creating and valuing are seen to an
extent as content to understand as well as capacities to develop.
Perce j vi ng . Central to one's actions is a mode of perceiving.
One must have impressions, ideas, concepts out of which to add
one s own knowledge and life and from which to make sense from
the past. That the ways of perceiving are basic to other proc-




. What one perceives can be made meaningful to
self and others only as effective modes of sharing one's
thoughts and ideas are found. Communication must go beyond
the mere dictionary meaning of words to the subtleties of non-
discursive, the non-verbal, the emotion-laden messages. In-
tense study of this valuable human process is necessary if man
is to utilize his aloneness, uniqueness, and means of relating
to others in ways which are satisfying to himself and others.
Loving . A cursory glance at current literature indicates the
distorted notions man has of his affiliations with others.
Even so, we have failed oftentimes to take constructive steps
to help him understand the satisfactions that can come from
relating to others in mutually satisfying ways. Love has many
forms; the school can help children and youth understand its
dynamics, ingredients and pitfalls.
Decision Making . Human beings daily are called upon to make
decisions, with consequences of varying degree. Although deci-
sion making can be likened to the problem solving process in
many regards, it is unique in that meaningful decisions can and
often should be made in an intuitive manner. It is to the in-
tuitive in decision making that special attention is given.
Knowing . To make wise decisions, to love intensely, to com-
municate clearly demands knowledge. Yet the traditional method
of the teacher selecting facts which children need to learn
will not lead us ahead in helping children see the intrigue
and excitement in the knowing process. Teaching how to know
rather than teaching the known has been a practice in some
schools and is a necessity in a process-oriented curriculum.
^Louise Berman, New Priorities in the Curriculum (Columbus,
Ohio: Merrill, 1968), pp. 11-13. See also, J. Cecil Parker and Louis
J. Rubin, Process as Content: Curriculum Design and the Application of
Knowledge (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966)~
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Patterning. If one is to have increased responsibility for
his own knowing, then he needs to have at his command skillsfor organizing material new and old into coherent patterns.
The individual must develop an awareness of how men organize.
Such an awareness helps the person to have a place onto which
to hang new learnings. It also helps him realize when old hooks
are no longer adequate for the material with which he is deal-
ing.
Creating . Because society needs increasing numbers of gener-
ative individuals and fewer parasitic ones, all individuals
need to understand some of the intricacies of the creative
process. As the individual develops an understanding of the
process, he can better know when to accept the wisdom and knowl-
edge of others and when to shape his own ideas into something
new which may be either for himself or for the outside world.
The development of creativity cannot be left to chance. It
can be the heritage of all to some degree.
Valuing . To be a process-oriented person may not necessarily
lead to good either for one's self or for others unless the
person prizes the excitement which the ethical can play in add-
ing unity and cohesion to life. Without the desire to seek
priorities among competing goods, a person will fail to utilize
other process-oriented skills to make his unique contributions.
School programs desiring process oriented persons will engage
students in value laden situations.
8
Relative to detail that the wheel diagram cannot convey about
content, it has been useful for Janus to identify several THEMES OF IN-
QUIRY. As the basis of organization for design the themes each encom-
pass inquiries at various levels corresponding to different stages of
knowledge and competence (Orientation) while enabling learners to
choose (or develop) units requiring successively greater degrees of
sophistication as they progress through the program (Choice). This is
intended to support practical continuing motivation for learners. The
goal is to keep their options open as long as possible (Choice) and
encourage them to resist the illusion of final mastery of a topic yet,
at the same time, allowing them to experience the security of a sense
of logical progression and systematic approach (Order). The themes aim
to comprise the most effective combination of high interest factors, ex-
periential reward, intellectual challenge and future value--for both
teacher and learner--that resources allow (Patternability). It is in-
^Berman, New Priorities in the Curriculum, pp. 11-13.
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tended that the themes be interdisciplinary and disposition-oriented
rather than discipline and fact-oriented. Our conviction at Janus is
that the "disciplines of knowledge" underlie curriculum building but
do not adequately reflect the dynamics of learning and therefore should
not solely define teaching procedures. However powerful and effective
the disciplines are for seeking and organizing knowledge, they do not
suffice as the basis for understanding how the world works. Experience
is not divided into subject matter categories. Learners will be intro-
duced to the disciplines and come to appreciate their value and some
will wish to adopt disciplinary modes of inquiry (Possession, Choice)
but the point is that such modes of inquiry are but one type among many
and by no means definitive. Therefore the emphasis of the thematic ap-
proach is on reflecting long and short term personal and social needs
by relating to as many disciplines, occupations, problem areas, and
issues as possible in the hope that no options will be prematurely
foreclosed (Order, Choice). Learners, with guidance, should be able
engage themselves (Possession) with alternative fields, levels, orien-
tations or particulars and still be within the framework of the themes
(Order)
.
These are the Janus inquiry themes;
SELF/OTHER and HUMAN DEVELOPMENT--sel f knowledge and inter-
personal affairs . . . understanding human interaction.
BASIC SKILLS--tools for "making it" . . . competence in the
3R's plus listening, speaking, seeing, and the use of media.
TOOLS FOR CHANGE— problem solving techniques and decision-
making skills.
THE ASCENT OF HUMANKIND—the story of human progress: the
quest for comfort and control through science, technology and
social organization.
EMPLOYMENT, CAREERS and the ECONOMY—understanding the world
of work, production and the concept of livelihood.
AESTHETICS: AWARENESS and EXPRESSION—understanding the con-
tinuity of art and life . . . perception, response and per-
formance.
STEWARDSHIP of EARTH--the environment and human values • • •




ETHNICITY and CULTURAL PLURALISM--understdnding people as cul-
ture carriers and combatting racism.
THE CITY and PEOPLE— urban studies
. .
. examining the city
as the quintessential artifact of mankind and society.
POLITICAL LITERACY--understandi ng democratic processes and
institutions, effective citizen use of them, and the alterna-
tives.
THE WILL TO AGREE--understanding ideology, religion, philosophy
and mythology (including history).
COMMUNITY AND CONFORMITY--examining patterns of human associa-
tion and culture.
TOWARDS the THIRD MILLENIUM--future studies . . . entering
the age of eco-technology and liberated human potential.
It is important to note that the themes are not "courses." They
are, rather, administrative focal points on the one hand and instruc-
tional or investigative jumping off places, on the other. Their primary
purpose is to act as the basis for organizing resources and selecting
learning opportunities in new, enthusiasm-provoking and rigidity-avoid-
ing ways.
Thus the first strategic structure is a general conceptual tool
presenting an overview which allows paths of inquiry and growth to be
charted while maintaining cognizance of alternatives and tangential
possibilities (Patternability-Orientation-Choice) . The inquiry wheel
is an expansive rather than restrictive tool for establishing and moni-
toring the scope, sequence, continuity and integration of learning
events in a liberating, yet ordered, way. It is a foundation for respon-
sive guidance and accountability at program development, instructional
planning and individual assessment levels, respectively, which does not
rely upon lock-step conformity and the Carnegie-unit-type checkoffs
which are so often antithetical to learning.
Open Access Curriculum . The second strategic structure—Open Access
Curriculum— is based on the work of L. Craig Wilson^ and insights of
Bruce Joyce. Wilson's contribution particularly addresses the mechan-
ic. Craig Wilson, The Open Access Curriculum (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1971).
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isms of social control which exist in schooling with reference to cur-
riculum. The matrix (below) visualizes differentiation of control
along three key dimensions: access to knowledge, intensity and complex-
interaction with knowledge and its sources, and types of content.
IslTepAonohi
Wi 1 son .
The open-access structure is meant to call constant attention to a bias
of schooling in general which Janus and the A and I schools intend ex-
plicitly to overcome--the "right answers" syndrome. Overemphasis on
facts as opposed to concepts, hypotheses, contested truths and explora-
tion, etc. leads to assumption of a passive-obedient student role rather
than the active, adaptive, creative learner response that we seek.
Teacher controlled facts transmitted on a low level of intensity/com-
plexity will ordinarily crowd out the more productive and rewarding
kinds of learning (and teaching) experiences. Indeed, the aim of the
teacher-as-designer/ total environment approach as it is particularly
manifest in this structure is to enhance the opportunity for productive
and rewarding experiences by presenting a basic organizational frame-
work for recognizing alternative sources of security in approaches to
curriculum.
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A typology derived by Joyce^° provides for a second matrix
which presents curriculum as the mediation of experience in a more posi
tive, less defensive, light than the social control matrix. This for-
mulation makes the three axis dimensions, (a) domains of the educative
interaction, (b) types of environments, and (c) curriculum modes.
Figure 15. Aspects of Educational Mediation -- Joyce.
Domains of learning interaction . This is the designation for
characterization of the means by which an education program may enter
and affect the life of its participants.
1. We can attempt to improve the capacity of the learner
through direct intervention of the personal domain (as
through a direct attempt to improve his intelligence or
give him greater control over directing his own destiny);
2. We can attempt to enter the social domain, to assist him
at a point where he is in interaction with his fellow man
(as we attempt to teach him social or economic skills); or
3. We can attempt to reach him through an academic domain, by
teaching him academic skills and ways of dealing intellec-
tually with complexity (as when we attempt to teach him the
social sciences).
^^Bruce Joyce, "Curriculum and Humanistic Education: 'Monolism*
vs. Pluralism," in Carl Weinburg, Humanistic Foundations of Education







Types of environments are a determination of what kinds of en-
vironments are likely to support development through whatever combina-
tion of domains--social
,
personal, academic--seems appropriate. These
environments are categorized in terms of the various schools of learn-
ing psychology and epistemology which dominate their perspective on
reality. The personal ists view reality from an individual perspective,
and concentrate on environments which help the individual create his
reality and his world view. The interaction-oriented emphasize the
social negotiation of reality and focus on environments which facilitate
social processes. A third category is that of the i nformati on-ori ented
,
who emphasize the symbolization of knowledge and concentrate on environ-
ments which improve our symbolic capacity to process information. A
fourth approach (the behaviorist's ) focuses on how culture shapes be-
havior and concentrates on the manipulation of the social environment
to shape external behavior.
Curriculum modes . The aim of this strategic structure is that
we be able to develop the materials, the social framework and the in-
structional systems which will relate the domains of interaction to
types of environment that each serve learners in different particular
ways. This relation takes the form of several curriculum modes so
that, in practice, Janus participants create their own school by se-
lecting from and modifying a wide variety of planned programs. Joyce
outlines three modes for us:
One kind of curriculum mode we will learn to engineer can be
called the individualized self instruction or the cybernetic
mode. It is characterized by preplanned, largely automated
materials, utilizing self instruction by individuals or groups
for whom instructional activities have been prescribed . . . the
cybernetic mode will present to the student a large array of
self administering courses or programs in many areas. He will
put together much of his education by selecting from this bank
of alternatives.
A second curricular mode centers around individual counseling
to help the learner structure his own educational goals and ac-
tivities. The learner might be led to encounter some kinds of






sonal. Continuity comes through the action of the student ashe generates purposes and activities. We can call this thetutorial mode.
A third curricular mode involves group inquiry
. Groups analyzeproblems, try on ideas from various disciplines and explore
social values. The scholarly endeavor of the group and its
interpersonal processes are included as subjects for study. The
disciplines are learned by practicing them. Democratic process
IS valued. Feedback is collective and emergent. Content may
be partly preselected and partly produced by active inquiry and
dialogue.'^
Each of these modes can be adapted to provide unique and impor-
tant opportunities and together--blended with more conventional instruc-
tional practices—can offer a common general education, foster the de-
velopment of personal capacities, and introduce the survival-critical,
humanizing impact of cooperative inquiry into vital issues.
To sum up, the two matrices represent support for these criti-
cal features of open access curriculum:
— multiple entry points
— increased scope of content
— abandonment of extended, pre-conceived sequences and related
tracking
-- learning styles related to both the nature of the material
and the student's methods of inquiry
-- differentiated teacher roles.^^
Four Fold Curriculum . Consideration of curricular modes leads us to
the third strategic structure. This structure, dealing with the modes
of delivery for mediated experience, is called the Four-Fold Curriculum
by those most responsible for its development.^^ In brief, the Four-
^^Ibid., p. 187.
Craig Wilson, The Open Access Curriculum , p. 19.
^^The Four-Fold Curriculum results from several Pilot Courses
for Experienced Teachers and other work at the Curriculum Laboratory
of the University of London's Goldsmith College. It is described by
Edwin Mason, director of the courses, in Collaborative Learning (New
York: Agathon Press, 1972) and by Charity James, director of the
Laboratory, in Young Lives at Stake (New York: Agathon Press, 1972).
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Fold Curriculum is a division of learning activity into four categories:
Basic Studies, Personal Interest Studies, Remedial Studies, and Inter-
disciplinary Group Inquiry.
Basic studies. Basic studies are studies which are self in-
structional or directed by teachers according to a pattern determined
by previous agreement, regulation or law. Teachers, parents, school
boards, administrators, officials and legislators in some combination
or other establish these patterns to meet widely observed needs and re-
quirements which have become apparent necessities in carrying out the
society's goals. It is not necessary for schools or individual teach-
ers to decide annually that these operations or skills or bodies of
knowledge should be taught. These are areas of learning activity--ex-
tensions of what is popularly characterized as the 3R's--which, so far
as general objectives are concerned, we have established as being quite
universally desirable and relatively stabilized for an extended time
being. Basic studies thus implement decisions based upon considera-
tions other than immediately observed needs of particular students.
They are capacitating or enabling studies based on predicted needs which
are in turn based on years of cumulative experience with, and insight
into, what is important and effective.
Remedial studies . These are studies based upon discovered
needs rather than generally predicted ones. I cannot emphasize too
strongly that these, too, are capacitating studies. Remedial should be
spared the "bonehead" connotation it has gained. It is simply an ap-
propriate designation for that essential and legitimate portion of the
education spectrum wherein teachers, acting more as tutors than in-
structors, help individuals or a group overcome specific, presently
diagnosed, obstacles to their progress. At Janus such studies are
simply standard procedure and thus in no way to be shameful or stigmatiz-
ing. Although more diagnostic in origin, this dimension (no less than
basic studies) will rely on cumulative experience to reveal a wide
range of activities with which to replace the fixed, isolating, almost
punitive practices ordinarily associated with the term "remedial."
Personal interest studies. This is a category designed to en-
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able those who hold a common interest in certain learnings-or a special
kind of play—to share and pursue those interests as a full
-status
dimension of their school experience. This is not a catch-all or gap-
fill measure like extra curricular club activities so often are, but a
positive strategy to encourage and integrate deep engagement in per-




. Group inquiry provides for
collaborative exploration of issues or problems of expressed concern
to the participants. The teacher's role here shifts from subject
specialist and instructor to that of navigator and consultant offering
maturity and common-sense guidance through facilitating access to re-
sources, giving methodological advice and making critical observations
relative to investigations that are largely defined by the progress
of the inquiry itself. Janus, thanks to Joyce, features two subcate-
gories of the Interdisciplinary Group Inquiry mode: Scientific Inquiry
and Social Dialogue. In the scientific inquiry system learners are
led in investigations during the course of which they encounter and
thence are taught (through remedial studies) the modes of inquiry and
structures of various academic disciplines. The social dialogue sys-
tem is devoted to consideration of the nature of society, today's
serious (and not so serious) problems thereof, and the future.
The aim of Four-Fold Curriculum as a strategic structure is to
establish and maintain the validity and relatively equivalent status
of several educative modes or delivery "systems." Obviously it has
significance for curriculum design and scheduling but perhaps the great-
est impact is on staffing policy through recognition of the situational
suitability of different teaching styles and curricular modes. Janus
teachers work in teams based upon their strengths and inclinations as
determined with reference to the strategic structure. As Joyce points
out in the essay we've been citing, because each teacher does not have
to be responsible for all kinds of learnings, it is possible for teach-
ers to become more expert in (and teach each other) the skills needed
^^Joyce, "Curriculum and Humanistic Education: 'Monolism' vs.
Pluralism," p. 193.
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to operate in their particular mode. A balance of supportive conditions
is achieved as some activities are organized for individualization,
others for group instruction, still others for group inquiry
, with no
intrinsic conflict between the three. As a result we expect to balance
the possibilities in the life of the learner. Educative activities will
not be dominated by either skil Is-acquisition, nor by inquiry or dia-
logue or by either academic efforts or "learning by doing." Their ex-
perience will consist of participation in each of these. Furthermore,
not only are learners not exposed primarily to the personality or bias
of a single teacher, but they will be increasingly involved in deciding
what to do and how it will be done. If, on the one hand, a teacher can-
not help a person acquire a skill or learn what she/he needs, the learn-
er can readily turn to others. On the other hand, strong opinions
about society or a field of study held by one teacher can be balanced
by the character and views of other members of the team.
Differentiated Instruction . Largely an elaboration of the third struc-
ture, the fourth strategic structure is an outline of basic learning ex-
perience types that is intended to support an ordered capacity to
variously blend (a) teaching modes; (b) approaches to content; (c)
degrees of intensity; and (d) lengths of time devoted; for the purpose











Continu ity Theme- -the designation for extended (might be the^
theme for an entire academic year), broadbased, common-experi-
ence programs which feature responsibility on the part of in-
dividuals to contribute to the full group's investigations.
A continuity theme is intended to provide conceptual
intertwine
and a certain degree of overall unification to individual
stu





-offerings which are most like conventional public
school coursework in format, time and content.
Mlnj.-Courses—shorter duration offerings catering to special
opportunities presented by particular interest or skills at
hand. As an adjunct to value it has for utilizing unique op-
portunity, this format is a good one for comfortably intro-
ducing into the program community educators-at-large, students-
as-teachers, new courses and experimental ideas.
Mindstretch-
-sessions or presentations offered as intense in-
troductory encounters with vital contemporary issues, topical
ideas, and diversity of viewpoint. In addition to their in-
trinsic impact as learning events, the Mindstretches are de-
signed to be catalysts for discussion and inquiry in the other
formats by introducing new perspectives and data, different
associations or perhaps just a welcome change of pace.
Pi aloque/Seminar—discussion format for in-depth consideration
of particular topics and issues. Designed to accommodate
either an instructor's or a learner group's preference for
dealing with some subject, this format might, for example, be
the form of follow up to an especially compelling Mindstretch
topic
.
Interconnects—modules for addressing transd iscipl inary con-
cepts. This special format focuses upon relatively non-content
concepts-i n-common
,
such as change, rhythm, diversity, etc.
which are relative--even central--to many subjects and thus
help integrate and coordinate various bodies of information/
knowledge.
Tutorial s- -indivi dual sessions for addressing specific needs,
interests and aspirations of particular learners as warranted.
Finally, Independent Study and Work Experience are quite self-
explanatory except for Janus' emphasis on having them relate
explicitly to school learnings and thus be reflected upon
rather than merely engaged in.
Since no doubt the reader will have noted that curriculum seems
to be the preponderant concern of the strategic structures, I wish to
remark that a basic operating premise of Janus is the principle that I
refer to as "the legislative function of curriculum." This principle
states that learning experience--what happens for kids— is the prime
factor in education decision-making so that policy is therefore gener-
ated by curricular and instructional decisions based on educational
goals rather than administrative convenience. In a phrase--form fol-
lows function.
The strategic structures have most, and most obviously, to do
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with ORDER and CHOICE. In fact, they have so clearly to do with ORDER
and CHOICE that I hardly feel the need to discuss them in this vein.
The structures' major rationale is to present a very definite explicit
framework that is not only responsive to diversity and choice, but en-
courages it. The significant feature is that they help avoid an either/
or proposition. Rather than perpetuating a tendency toward mutual ex-
clusivity of order and choice, the strategic structures establish and
support, for the most part, BOTH order and choice. The Inquiry Wheel,
the Open-Access matrices, the Four-Fold Curriculum, and Differentiated
Instruction are all intended primarily as systems of organization and
communication--security bases, signposts and "jumping-off" places— for
providing significant choice and taking advantage of ordinarily pre-
cluded opportunities.
Not only do they provide alternative sources of security for
regular teachers intent on being teacher/ designers but the explicitly
stated strategic structures, coupled with knowledge of the experiential
categories will enable students, parents, and interested non-school
people to more readily and effectively participate in what is going on.
Three examples:
-- public awareness of the entire framework, but of the Four-
Fold Curriculum structure (with its Basic Studies com-
ponent) in particular, can help schools deal with the
rhetoric of the "back to basics" movement
-- when a school approaches busy local businessmen or pro-
fessionals to participate in a study unit or sequence, they
will often demure or refuse simply because they cannot
gauge the extent of their commitment or because they are
given little sense of what is expected of them (Cognitive
Risk). Identifying the potential volunteer's place in the
scheme of things by means of the Differentiated Instruc-
tion structure--and in terms of experiential support for
learning--wi 11 not only increase the likelihood of their
acceptance but make their contribution more probably "on
target" for the learners
-- as a dimension of the bugbear issue of local "control" of
education, public availability of material on the Open
Access Curriculum structure could help a district's con-
stituents understand and more knowledgeably contribute to
the curriculum debate. I have in mind here, particularly,
a comprehensive public grasp of the types of environmental
conceptions that their schools may employ: i.e., the pros
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and cons of the personal ist, social interactionist
,
in-
formation-oriented and behaviorist perspectives. What
is more, however, appreciation of the domains of inter-
action concept—personal
, social, academic—woul d be a
beginning of understanding how and why schools are only




valuable possible contribution of this structure.
I conclude this account of Janus by suggesting that, although
the categories other than Order and Choi ce--especial ly COGNITIVE RISK
as we've just seen, ORIENTATION, and P0SSESSI0N--are addressed by the
strategic structures, it should be apparent that the applicability of
the other seven experiential categories is better illustrated by situ-
ations at the design end of the spectrum.
5. Corporation Livable Oregon
Moving again toward that' end, of the spectrum, then, picture
this
:
The design situation . The state legislature has recently ap-
propriated money for a portion of the State to experiment with develop-
ing the concept of "carrying capacity"^^ as a tool for policy develop-
ment and planning. In addition to the formidable technical aspects of
the task--collecting or developing, and then organizing into usable
form, information that can be linked to measures of the quality of life
in an area--the viability of the carrying capacity approach involves a
major public information dimension.
The problem . The general problem is determining how a program
might be designed to address an important and controversial issue even-
^^Carrying capacity refers to the level of demand that natural,
economic and human resources in some area can sustain and still main-
tain the quality of life expected by the majority of residents of that
area. Recognizing that growth potential and our future lifestyle are
inextricably interrelated with energy, land and other resources, the
carrying capacity approach aims to establish a method by which local
citizens can achieve for their area a long-term, sustainable balance
between natural resources, energy supply, population, quality environ-
ment from an aesthetic standpoint, and appropriate economic activity.
The approach is intended to counter the bias of historic-trend growth
projections as a planning approach.
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handedly within the context of the public school's standard responsibil-
ities—or vice versa: use an interesting local issue to get at the
school's standard responsibilities. Specifically, the problem is to de-
sign a program that enables school to contribute directly to understand-
ing of the concept without taking "sides" in the controversy that has
been engendered by equation of the idea of carrying capacity to anti-
growth sentiment.
The response . The response to this design situation is to de-
velop a continuity theme based upon conceiving of the state of Oregon
as a corporate conlgomerate with its various regions seen as divisions
of the corporation and its cities thought of as being among its various
subsidiary "companies."
Foundations, basic approaches, and "navigational charts ." A version of
the conceptual -strategic-operational paradigm outlined in the introduc-
tion (see above, p. 19) emerges in the process of planning for "Corpora-
tion Livable Oregon" and becomes the organizational framework for the
sequence. The counterpart components are referred to as Foundations,
Basic Approaches, and Navigational Charts, respectively.
The foundations component . Meant to establish certain param-
eters and to identify general interpretive concepts for the group to
recognize and employ in common (Order, Orientation, Feedback), the
Foundation component consists primarily of an adaptation of Doxiadis'
Ekistic gri d^ ^augmented by John McHale's principles of "planetary house-
keeping."^^ The Ekistic grid reflects Doxiadis' assertion that man,
nature, society, places and networks are the five key elements of human
^%kistics is the multidisciplinary pseudo-science of human set-
tlements formulated by Greek planner, Constantines Doxiadis. Ekistics
may be characterized as a systematic approach to planning according to a
breakdown of urbanism into several categories of varying significance
and magni tude--el ements , disciplines, functions, factors , uni ts--with
the idea that proper urban study involves analyzing the different aspects
separately and then addressing their interactions. See Constantinos
Doxiadis, Ekistics: An Introduction to the Science of Human Settlements ,
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1968)”
l^see John McHale, "Toward the Future," Design Quarterl;^ 72
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settlement and suggests that the technical, social, political-adminis-
trative, cultural-aesthetic, and economic aspects of urbanism are the
five key functional categories of urban dynamics. They thus form the
following matrix as a foundation for our study of cities and towns as
subsidiaries of Corporation Livable Oregon.
Figure 16. The Ekistic Grid -- Doxiadis
.
The basic approaches component . The Basic Approaches are mul-
tidisciplinary and inter-disciplinary themes for addressing human set-
tlement as an object of study. For Corporation Livable Oregon the staff
developed four such themes in advance:
City as a Tool --a complex of service mechanisms and func-
tions . . . economic, political/administrative, technical
City as a Work of Art--a celebration of the human spirit
. . . cultural/aesthetic
City as an Organism— a complex of growth and feedback
patterns . . . historical, evolutionary, cybernetic
City as Community and Privacy--a complex of patterns of
human association . . . social -psychological and technical.
Subsequently, students and interns have partially developed two others--
City as a Human Zoo and City as Future/Ideal (Possession).
Here again, these are not courses which students take but are
the basis for "navigational charts" with which teachers and learners
chart courses depending on the circumstances and conditions (Possession,
Choice). To pursue, for a moment, the sea voyage metaphor which seems
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to me very apt for learning—the navigational charts identify potential
destinations and 'ports of call" along the way, indicate prevailing
winds and major currents, make note of landmarks and locate hazards,
as well as major channels and shipping lanes. Conveyance can be by
any manner of vessel or craft, in convoy or solitary cruise; the route
may be direct and swift or it may be circuitous and slow.
The Basic Approaches were four in number, to begin with, because
the four regular teachers each accepted one as an area of navigational
(not necessarily instructional) responsibility. These particular themes
were settled upon as (a) broad and encompassing approaches from the
learners' standpoint and a division that pretty well covered the topic
from an organizational standpoint, and (b) each an area that the teach-
ers, due to personal interest, background, or training, could readily
be the chief navigator for. In our case, one teacher's background and
interest in art obviously relates to "City as a Work of Art" while
science and general systems interests of another legislated for "City
as Organism," the behavioral science background of another for "City
as Community and Privacy," and the fourth teacher's interest in govern-
ment and political affairs earmarked her for "City as a Tool." Even
then there is valuable overlap as the science background of the Organ-
ism navigator contributes to "City as a Tool" and the Community and
Privacy navigator's grasp of history is applicable to "City as an Or-
ganism. "
In any case, the role of teacher-as-navigator consists of being
the team's head resource person for a Basic Approach. Each teacher/
navigator develops introductory material and the basic concepts for
their themes. They become conversant with suitable primary resources
and aware of secondary and tertiary ones. They become familiar with
existing instructional materials, aids, and relevant films and TV of-
ferings. Further, the teacher/navigators identify likely community re-
sources, assess their potential and make preliminary, introductory con-
tact with them and people from other schools. In addition to organiz-
ing for significant utilization of these community educators-at-large,
the teacher/navigator identified potential learning situations and set-
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tings related to his or her particular Basic Approach and then was on
constant lookout for subsequent timely and topical opportunities--with
a special eye to developing ideas and opportunities which overlapped
and interacted with the other Approaches as well as filling out their
own.
Navigational charts
. It is the documentation and representa-
tion of the above items which constitute the navigational charts
. They
include an introductory essay and index of ideas, lists of source mater-
ials, a catalogue of instructional materials, an inventory of community
resources and an array of proto-typical activities. Thus they comprise
a structural base— an alternative source of security—for truly real-
izing that much-hypothesized but seldom substantiated potential for
team planning and teaching. Probably more important, however, is the
fact that we have a framework for not only responding to, but actually
utilizing, what learners themselves bring to learning si tuations--their
attitudes, skills, knowledge, enthusiasms, aspirations, awareness of
needs . . . and their demands.
On the basis of this structure, courses--mini and maxi --are
invented or modified, significant work experiences are lined up, mind-
stretch topics chosen and developed, independent study and seminars
anticipated, and appropriate interconnects identified (see above, p.
292). On the basis of this structure, teachers (especially the volun-
teer community educators) are not as intimidated or hung up by the
once supposed need of each of them to have prior command of everything
that might come up. The territory is reasonably well covered by the
preparation of the navigational charts. Learners could simply go from
one navigator to another for aid or support if investigations change
basic categories. As personal inquiry or common experience points a
learner toward the realm of a particular Basic Approach ("City as a
Tool," say) the learner will consult with that approach's navigator--
for a few days, several weeks, the whole term, whatever. When partici-
pants encounter topics or problems where learning would be better
facilitated by the navigator of "City as an Organism," for instance,
that shift is readily, if only momentarily, made. Thus learners move
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back and forth among several Approaches as warranted (Choice, Contact
Affiliation). Similarly, if the emphasis of a mini -course based in one
navigator's realm were to shift, in process, to investigation touching
on another realm, the instructor of that course, as well as its stu-
dents, can consult with the second realm's navigator.
Further, on the basis of the structure, the navigator of a
particular Basic Approach assumes team leadership for planning any
special sequence associated with his or her thematic responsibility if
the opportunity arises for common experience activities of significant
promise for the entire group.
The mention of common experience brings us back to the contin-
uity theme itself. Corporation Livable Oregon is our localized ver-
sion of Buckminster Fuller's idea of Corporation Earth as set forth by
Jon Dieges in his Syllabus for Design of Alternative Futures .^Q The
scheme was for Janus' learners to consider themselves stockholders of
the corporation called "Livable Portland" and to investigate the cor-
poration's history and background, its assets, its goals, present
status, future needs and outlook, its growth potential, alternatives
to its current operating procedures and the significance of the indivi-
dual and collective role of citizens as stockholders and stakeholders
in the corporation. Indeed, learning group meetings were not "classes"
but stockholders' meetings--or meetings of the board.
The sequence of events (leading from study of Oregon as a cor-
porate entity and its cities as subsidiary companies to a culminating
project of designing an optimum city) encompassed four general sets of
assignments.
1. Reports on the status of the corporation and its growth
potential and priorities.
2. Reports on tools and concepts for exercising quality con-
trol and overseeing the corporation's growth.
3. Consideration of remodel ing--perhaps even revolutionizing
the corporation . . . generation of ideal prototypes for
settlements, service networks and general procedures.
20 Jon Dieges, Syllabus for Design of Alternative Futurej.,
(Berkeley: University of California, 1969).
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4. Development of relatively detailed assessments of policies
and procedures in light of the carrying capacity concept
for the purpose of suggesting improvements or alternatives
at specific subsystem levels.
Reflecting Janus' commitment to developing in learners the disposition
and skills for collaborative effort, a major goal of the continuity
theme as an integrator is to place emphasis on collaboration, coopera-
tion and information-sharing.^^ Aside from the value, in general, of
information-sharing, the 3rd and 4th assignment sets just outlined re-
quire particular coordination and cooperation between teams and indi-
viduals. This occurs primarily in the form of a Central Data Bank for
the Optimum City" design project and the development of strategies
for dissemination of the groups' views and findings--i .e.
,
presenta-
tions, displays, publications, and public testimony regarding the carry-
ing capacity issue.
6. Good Sam and Bessie Smith
A final example sequence illustrates the value of being flexible
(Choice) on the basis of an inventory of instructional materials,
monitoring the media and keeping attuned to current events (Order). We
had discovered an intriguing simulation ("The City Game" published by
Psychology Today ) that we would use at some point. However realistic
the game might prove to be, we felt it could be made especially relevant
by relating it to a local controversy as a result of which a citizen's
coalition (of decidedly strange bedfellows) called "Riverfront for
People" had recently stopped plans to construct a major freeway along
the city's waterfront. The anticipated relevancy factor stemmed from
public acknowledgment that the eloquent testimony of junior high stu-
^ A special extension of information-sharing responsibilities
required learners to be aware of the interests of other individuals as
well as that of the group as a whole. One form of that extension--
an example of organization for contact-affiliation--was a periodical
review program which had each student monitoring a periodical of their
choice and reporting relevant content of each issue not only to the
full group relative to projects or courses but to individuals accord-
ing to their expressed interests and concerns.
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dents-based on their "greater stake in the future than the current
grey-haired' administration 's— had carried the day for the anti
-freeway
forces (Orientation).
The City Game revolves around the ability of four interest
groups-Government, Business, Agitators, and Slumdwel lers-to deal with
each other to their own advantage through negotiation, manipulation,
bargains and coercion. The "establishment" roles have the advantage
of money and police power, the others have the potential force of pub-
lic opinion and the threat of riot. We knew that in this combination
we had the basis for a good learning sequence and were just waiting
for the most opportune instance to employ it. That instance presented
itself with the convergence of (1) a new city controversy, (2) a school
play, (3) a couple of films that were at our disposal for study, and
(4) the heralded publication of a new book.
The controversy stemmed from the threat to an attractive and
cohesive moderate-rent residential neighborhood that was being posed
by an urban renewal -hospi tal expansion proposal. This circumstance
lent particular credibility to the simulation's role-playing because it
involves battlelines very comparable to those of the City Game and,
like the Riverfront issue, it featured seemingly improbable alliances.
The theatre production, with one of our students in a key role,
was Edward A1 bee 's The Death of Bessie Smith
,
which springs from the
story that the great blues singer bled to death because a southern
hospital refused to admit blacks. This added an interesting dimension
to our view of the urban renewal controversy in light of the claim
that residents scheduled to be removed for the expansion of Good
Samaritan Hospital (aka Good Sam) had never been nor were likely to
be served by the hospital.
The book was The Power Broker
,
a biography of Robert Moses, the
czar of New York's parks, its Tri-borough bridges and its Port Author-
ity. Among other nearly incredible stories, the book recounts how
Moses, after brilliant machinations on behalf of his "Parks for People,"
constructed magnificent parks on Long Island--but with no subway/rail-
road access and with overpasses on the expressways he built to the
beaches designed to be at a height insufficient for the passage of
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buses. Clearly, inner-city poor people were not the people that "Parks
for People" were for. The point for us was that there were striking
parallels between the hospital extension project that called for clear-
ance of 18 city blocks and some of Moses' shenanigans as New York's
majordomo of urban renewal
.
One of the films a short distributed by the American Institute
of Architects, entitled "No Time For Ugliness"--dealt explicitly with
the issues that had been raised. Then, in a much broader and more
compelling way (Poetic Impact), the feature film "Lord of the Flies"
dealt implicitly with these issues and raised others that became per-
tinent as Golding's book became the subject of a mini -course.
Surrounded by these circumstances, the City Game itself proved
to be a powerful and striking experience. It was particularly instruc-
tive in one session when a small circle of disengaged, relatively
"turned-off" kids were designated the Slum Dwellers. They had been
sitting apart, not listening to what was going on. They continued to
do so, not hearing an explanation of the rules, objectives and proce-
dures of the game. When they finally became intrigued by the interest
and emotion that was clearly gripping the others, it was too late--
they were out of it! They did not know how to play, their small allot-
ment of money had literally been stolen and by then even their riot card
was useless. The staff could not possibly have arranged things for
a more vivid lesson as the Slum Dwellers complained bitterly about be-
ing squeezed out of the game (Orientation, Poetic Impact). It was soon
realized that the situation had been clearly to their disadvantage to
begin with but that their apathy and then ignorance had made overcom-
ing the odds impossible. Other aspects of the simulation experience
were interesting, as well, but none matched this for insight gained
and student enthusiasm over the impact of their special illustration
of--as expressed by one of the hapless Slum Dwellers
—
"that's how it is
baby .
"
There is one aspect I wish to emphasize in closing: the value
of "strategic structure" and an overall framework for being basically
prepared and flexible so as to take advantage of unforeseen eventual!-
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ties. Having a basic plan and the foundation structures and consequent-
ly the fundamental means to follow through on the commitment to flexi-
bility can pay off in untold ways. In keeping with the adage that luck
favors the prepared mind, the best things seemed to just happen-"un-
planned. We couldn t determine what they would be in advance but
we soon learned that we could count on such events occurring at one time
or another, in some form or other. For instance:
-- The lesson (which led to a major unit) in the realization
that a store manager's agitation over his store being
"descended upon" by a number of black students was not
concern over shoplifting but, having seen the kids taking
notes, was over the conclusion that inter-neighborhood
price comparisons were being made.
-- An unforgettable transportation lesson when our bus broke
down on an elevated freeway along the waterfront--barely
room to pull over, traffic rocking the bus as it roared
by, river below us on one side, railroad marshalling yards
below on the other.
— The lesson for all in the emotional exchange over the
labeling of the shoe store during coding of the Lloyd
Center data.
— A torrential downpour wreaking havoc in the city only a
couple of days after discussion of how pavement and rooftops
are a major cause of water pollution because they turn
water into runoff that would ordinarily be absorbed or fil-
tered by soil and plant materials. Kids had scoffed at
the significance of this point--made by a guest instructor--
until we went to see where runoff during the storm had
carved a 10-foot deep ditch through a major intersection
at the botton of a steep hill.

